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Newton Glassman)

672

Chart Showing Date and Location of Identified “Stings” postSeptember 25, 2017 meeting between Black Cube and
Greenspan Humphrey Weinstein

673-678

Letter from Brian Greenspan to Court of Appeal dated
September 25, 2017 (WF009186)

679-680

Endorsement of Justice Rouleau dated September 27, 2017

681-682

Pages 19-21 of WhatsApp Chat between Newton Glassman
and Danny Guy (Tab 36 of Glassman Cross Brief)
(CAT_D_00001029)

683-685

Emails between Newton Glassman and Dan Gagnier dated
September 27, 2017 (Tab 121 of Glassman Cross Brief
(CAT_E_00000151)

686-687

Email from Emmanuel Rosen to Dan Gagnier re: “Links”
dated September 27, 2017 (Tab 122 of Glassman Cross Brief)
(Exhibit FF to Boland Responding Affidavit)
(CAT_E_00000154)

688
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Pages 23-25 of WhatsApp Chat between Newton Glassman
and Danny Guy (Tab 36 of Glassman Cross Brief)
(CAT_D_00001029)

689-691

Handwritten notes of Naomi Lutes re: Meeting with Derrick
Snowdy and Brian Greenspan dated October 3, 2017 (Tab
135 of Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_D_00001050)

692-693

Pages 23-25 WhatsApp Chat between Newton Glassman and
Danny Guy (Tab 36 of Glassman Cross Brief)
(CAT_D_00001029)

694

Glassman Cross-Exam 2021-05-03, pp. 103-105, qq. 229-231

695-697

Handwritten notes of Naomi Lutes dated October 5, 2017
(Tab 136 of Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_D_00001051)

698-699

Emails between Psy Group and Black Cube dated October 6,
2017 (Tab 134 of Glassman Cross-Exam Brief) (BC002601)

700-703

Email from Emmanuel Rosen to Virginia Jamieson dated
October 14, 2017 (Tab 146 of Glassman Cross-Binder)
(VJ00000048)

704

Glassman Calendar October 17-18, 2017 (Tab 127 of
Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_E_00000322)

705-706

Glassman Cross-Exam 2020-05-04, pp. 414-419, qq. 848-857

707-712

Emails between Newton Glassman and Stefanie Wright dated
October 17, 2017 (Tab 149 of Glassman Cross Brief)
(CAT_E_00000644)

713

Black Cube presentation re: “Project Camouflage” dated
October 17, 2017 (Tab 148 of Glassman Cross Brief)
(BC000790)

714-729

Handwritten notes of Newton Glassman dated October 17,
2017 (CAT_E_00000668)

730

Emails between Yossi Tanuri and Black Cube dated October
17-20, 2017 (Tab 152 of Glassman Cross Brief) (BC002323)

731-733
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Email from Sharon Kisluk to Jim Riley re: “Meeting with
Business Insider” dated October 23, 2017 (Tab 153 of
Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_E_00000167)

PAGE NO.
734

WN.com article titled: “West Face Capital – Time to Face the
Music” dated October 24, 2017 (Tab 154 of Glassman Cross
Brief)

735-742

Screenshot of YouTube.com webpage re: “Market
Manipulation in Canada” dated October 26, 2017 (Tab 155 of
Glassman Cross Brief)

743

YouTube.com video re: re: “Market Manipulation in Canada”
dated October 26, 2017 (WF015183)

744

Transcription of “Market Manipulation in Canada” video
dated October 26, 2017

745

Wolfpack Corruption.com website (Tab 158 of Glassman
Cross Brief) (WF007504)

746-753

Twitter feed re: Wolfpack Corruption (Tab 160 of Glassman
Cross Brief) (WF007528)

754-759

WestFace.net website “The Truth About West Face Capital”
(Tab 159 of Glassman Cross Brief) (WF007513)

760-766

Email from Royi Burstien re: “white campaign – urgent
mission” dated November 4, 2017 (Tab 163 of Glassman
Cross Brief) (Exhibit K to the Elwood Affidavit) (WF009003)

767-769

Pages 133-140 of Encrypted Black Cube Text Chat Entitled
“Hummus Abu-Gosh” from September 9, 2017 to December
7, 2017 (Tab 225 to the Cross Brief) (BC002473)

770-777

Glassman Cross-Exam 2020-05-04, pp. 466-473, qq. 959-975

778-785

Statement of Claim of Catalyst and Callidus issued November
7, 2017

786-789

Financial Post article titled: “Catalyst Capital files $450
million lawsuit accusing Anson Funds, West Face of shortselling ‘conspiracy’” dated November 8, 2019 (Exhibit 42 to
the Boland Affidavit) (WF002046)

790-791
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PAGE NO.
792

Black Cube presentation re: “Project Camouflage” dated
November 15, 2017 (Tab 172 of Glassman Cross Brief)
(BC000920)

793-797

Pages 45-50 Encrypted Text Chat Entitled “Nathan’s Friends
BC” from September 13, 2017 to November 25, 2017 (Tab 73
to the Cross Examination of Newton Glassman) (BC002487)

798-803

National Post article titled: “The Judge, the Sting, Black Cube
and Me” by Christie Blatchford dated November 24, 2017
(the “Sting Article”) (Exhibit 43 to the Boland Affidavit)

804-817

National Post article titled: “The Night Two Alleged Spies
Were Sent to Dinner, and Two More Spies Showed Up” dated
November 29, 2017 (the “Two Spies Article”) (Tab 24 of
Glassman Cross Brief) (WF009553)

818-820

Email from Brian Greenspan to Court of Appeal dated
November 30, 2017 attaching letter from Brian Greenspan to
Matthew Milne-Smith dated November 29, 2017
(CAT_E_000000204, CAT_E_000000205).

821-824

Chart of Answers to Undertakings, Questions taken Under
Advisement and Refusals of Riley, qq. 744-775

825-829

Financial Statement dated November 30, 2017 (Tab 211 of
Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_E_00000859)

830-831

Calcalistech article titled: “Black Cube Testimony Describes
Undercover Employee’s Recording of Former Judge” dated
December 1, 2017 (Tab 213 of Glassman Cross Brief)

832-833

Riley Cross-Exam 2021-04-22, pp. 1064-1065, qq. 3026-3032

834-835

Catalyst’s “March Investor Letter” dated March 19, 2018
(Exhibit II to the Boland Responding Affidavit) (WF001268)

836-841

Excerpted Transcript of the “Brimm Sting” (Exhibit 49 to the
Riley Affidavit) (CAT_E_00000323)

842-844

Excerpted Transcript of the “Zhu Sting” (Exhibit 50 to the
Riley Affidavit) (CAT_E_00000324)

845-854
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Riley Cross-Exam 2020-10-26, pp. 231-239, qq. 749-768

855-863

Letter from Matthew Milne-Smith to Danny Guy dated
January 14, 2020 (Exhibit S to the Boland Responding
Affidavit)

864-866

Emails between Matthew Milne-Smith and Danny Guy dated
January 15-16, 2020 (Exhibit T to the Boland Responding
Affidavit)

867-869

Glassman Cross 2021-05-04, pp. 512-519, qq. 1049-1063

870-878

Order of Justice Boswell dated January 11, 2021

879-881

Order of Justice McEwen dated February 12, 2021

882-884

Endorsement of Justice McEwen dated April 7, 2021

885-887

Email of Andrew Carlson dated April 26, 2021

888-889

Glassman Cross 2021-05-04, pp. 359-360, qq. 723-730

890-891

Copeland Cross 2021-04-28, pp. 244-247, qq. 601-605

892-894
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News from globeandmail.com

Meet the new smartest guys on the Street
Tuesday, May 02, 2006
DEREK DeCLOET

Most investors think risk is a four-letter word. For Greg Boland, it's a beautiful thing.
Bankruptcy plays don't faze him. Accounting scandal? The messier, the better. Hated companies,
orphaned stocks that everyone else has given up on -- he's all for them. He is the investing world's
equivalent of a guy who enjoys car wrecks.
"There are people out there who are really, really smart, but can't stand risk and volatility in their
lives," he says. "If I gave you an investment that did this" -- he waves his finger up and down in a zigzag
pattern -- "it would technically have a lot of risk because it's got lots of volatility. But at the end of the
day . . . risk aversion is usually not a wealth maximizing strategy."
He ought to know the value of a strong stomach. Mr. Boland, operating under an investment vehicle
called Sunrise Partners, was one of the mystery men behind Stelco's restructuring, a high-wire act full
of politics and tactics that several times looked like it might fail. The partnership bought 18 per cent of
the Hamilton steel company in bankruptcy court for $27.3-million.
One month later, that stake is worth almost $100-million, and he thinks it will be worth a lot more
once the new Stelco proves it's much better than the old. Investors will get a taste next week when the
company reports its first set of post-bankruptcy financial results.
So far, it looks like the trade of the decade, but outside of Bay Street, almost nothing is known about
the man behind it. Mr. Boland, 41, whose official title is chief executive officer of West Face
Capital, has stayed almost completely out of the public eye, until now.
The Stelco play, it turns out, is a pretty good illustration of an investing style that's worked. The hedge
fund says it has 25-per-cent returns, compounded annually, since it began in 1998 (the figure is
unaudited), while running, on average, about $400-million during that span.
It's a long way from his days at Palmerston, an upscale Toronto restaurant where Mr. Boland waited
tables in the mid-1980s. One evening, the place was full of big Canadian financiers raising money for
the University of British Columbia's portfolio management foundation, which lets finance students learn
by managing millions of dollars. For a computer geek who had dabbled in the stock market, the idea
clicked, and he went off to Vancouver in search of a degree in computer science and finance.
But if investing were as simple as building spreadsheets, the Forbes billionaires' list would be full of
mathematicians. It's as much art as science, and the Stelco case turned out to be a fine, though
unusual, example of the art. Dozens of investors, including Mr. Boland's friend and former trading
partner Roland Keiper, anointed "The Smartest Guy on Bay Street" in 2004 by Report on Business
Magazine, calculated that Stelco's existing equity still had value, even in bankruptcy protection.
The arithmetic said they were right; tactically, they had it wrong. "What was clear to everybody was
there was a massive increase in enterprise value," Mr. Boland says. But he and his partners -- Tom Dea,
a former Onex deal man, and Peter Fraser, who had been a senior guy at BMO Nesbitt Burns -- figured
the shareholders were playing a game where the rules were stacked against them.
"We said, we have two choices. We can get involved in the [old] stock -- and then we've got a butter
knife and everybody else has got an Uzi," Mr. Boland says. "Or we can just go in through the official
process" and bid to buy Stelco's new equity in the restructuring.
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Few of West Face's investments are as high profile as Stelco, but many of them are just as hairy. The
firm bought convertible debt and ultimately became a large shareholder in Saskatchewan Wheat Pool
after it ran into financial trouble in the early part of the decade, reasoning that control of the
company would have to be wrested from farmers (it was). "It was completely off the radar screen. I
honestly think we were the only guys paying attention to it who wasn't a bondholder," Mr. Boland says.
The firm also made a killing by buying CP Ships stock when it plunged in an accounting scandal. They
hired a shipping consultant to go through CP's fleet -- "they don't quote ships on the Internet" -- and
learned the entire company was worth less than its boats, even though there was an international
shortage of cargo ships. Sure enough, CP was taken over last year.
A lot of people expect something similar will happen to Stelco as the global steel industry consolidates.
If you go up against the smartest guy on Bay Street and beat him, do you get to claim the title?
vox@globeandmail.com
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Canada’s top 25 most powerful business people
The real movers and shakers of Canada
Aug 15, 2013 CB Staff

Gallery

Canada's top 25 most powerful business people
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19. Greg Boland
CEO, West Face Capital, Age 48
Boland has become the homegrown face of a movement born in the United States, where an
emboldened breed of activist investor has shaken up the corporate establishment. The
democratization of corporate Canada is long overdue, Boland says. “Investor activism is a
shareholder right; it’s only newsworthy because investors were quite lazy for so long,” he says.
Three years ago he very publicly took on Maple Leaf Foods and CEO Michael McCain, which
resulted in Boland getting a seat on the Maple Leaf board and marking a decisive victory for
shareholder rights in Canada.

WF002922/001

Invest like a legend: Greg Boland
theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/rob-magazine/invest-like-a-legend-the-contrarian-greg-boland/article28387332/
January 25, 2016

Greg Boland
KOUROSH KESHIRI

Tim Shufelt
Published January 29, 2016 Updated March 25, 2017
Greg Boland finished 2015 by leading a group of shareholders in a deal to sell Wind Mobile to
Shaw Communications for $1.6-billion. That's hardly his first windfall – as head of West Face
Capital, he has become one of Bay Street's shrewdest hedge fund managers.
What do your best investments have in common?
Our most successful ones have been large, concentrated investments in companies that have
fallen on hard times for reasons that are maybe misunderstood by the broad market and where
there is a reasonable amount of complexity. Maple Leaf Foods, Hudson's Bay, Stelco, UTS
Energy—these were great companies that had very valuable assets but a great amount of
investor pessimism.
How has your investment process evolved?
Being a contrarian and buying at the nadir of investor confidence has always appealed to me
psychologically, I don't know why. The result is you often get some bumpy rides at the
beginning. If you're trying to catch a falling knife, you can get a few nicks on the way down.
For the retail investor with a contrarian streak, where might you direct them?
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If the energy sector generates a lot of restructured companies, post-restructuring equities are
often pretty interesting—they've already cleansed their balance sheets, they've solved their
problems, their enterprise values are compressed. But what generally happens with individual
investors is that when you get through a period of distress, you're so beaten up that you're less
likely to play offence.
Are investors too easily sold on trendy investments?
The types of investments that can be turned into narratives are very appealing. And when that
narrative breaks down, and it becomes a complicated investment, it tends to get orphaned by
the marginal investor. That can be when it gets most interesting—when the story can't be
explained in an elevator pitch. We can spend hundreds of hours going through all the
scenarios, but that's extremely labour-intensive. Unless you're doing an incredible amount of
your own work, trying to pick stocks is really tough and probably prone to random results.
Are you influenced by any famous investing figures?

1/2

Most of the famous deep-value investors—the Warren Buffetts and Seth Klarmans. But you
have to find your own way. You have to do something others aren't doing. One of the few ways
you can get an edge is to get involved in a contrarian situation, do a lot of work and really
understand the outcomes.
What was one of your worst investments?
With Connacher Oil and Gas, we invested at the tail end of an M&A cycle. We didn't have a
large investment in it, but we lost 100% of our capital. We didn't anticipate the world changing
as quickly as it did. It's a lesson you learn over and over again—how to quantify the worst-case
scenario. In that case, we misquantified it.
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
Nature of action

[l]

The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst") brings this action against West Face Capital

Inc. ("West Face") for an alleged misuse of confidential Catalyst information regarding WIND
Mobile Inc. ("WIND'') that Catalyst claims was obtained by West Face from the defendant
Brandon Moyse who had previously worked for Catalyst before joining West Face. Catalyst
claims that West Face used that confidential Catalyst information to successfully acquire an
interest in WIND.
[2]

Both Catalyst and West Face are Toronto-based investment management firms and have

been competitors on potential deals. They were competitors in the chase for WIND.
[3]

West Face was part of a consortium that acquired WIND. Before it did so, Catalyst was a

bidder for WIND and had an exclusive right for a period of time to negotiate a purchase. When
Catalyst failed to conclude a purchase of WIND, West Face and its consortium partners acquired
an indirect interest in WIND on September 16, 2014 based on an enterprise value of WIND of
$300 million.
[4]

Mr. Moyse was an analyst at Catalyst for a little under two years. He left Catalyst in May

2014 and worked at West Face for three and a half weeks from June 23 to July 16, 2014. It is
alleged that at some time between March 14, 2014 when Mr. Moyse first spoke to West Face and
July 16, 2014 when he stopped working at West Face he gave West Face confidential
information regarding Catalyst's strategy to acquire WIND that was used by West Face to
strncture its bid for WIND.
[5]

The consortium in which West Face was a member later sold West Face to Shaw

Communications for approximately $1.6 billion. Catalyst claims an accounting of the profits
made by West Face
[6]

Catalyst also claims against Mr. Moyse for an alleged spoliation of documents and claims

against West Face for that spoliation on a theory of vicarious liability.
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(7]

Catalyst acknowledges that it has no direct evidence that Mr. Moyse provided

confidential information to West Face regarding WIND. It says that an inference should be
drawn from all of the evidence that Mr. Moyse did so. It is therefore necessary to deal with the
evidence in some detail. 1
[8]

For the reasons that follow, the action is dismissed in its entirety.

Assessment of the evidence
[9]

In making credibility and reliability assessments, I find helpful the statement of

O'Halloran J.A. in R. v. Pressley (1948), 94 CCC 29 (B.C.C.A.) at p. 34:
The Judge is not given a divine insight into the heaiis and minds of
the witnesses appearing before him. Justice does not descend
automatically upon the best actor in the \lVitness-box. The most
satisfactory judicial test of truth lies in its harmony or lack of
harmony with the preponderance of probabilities disclosed by the
facts and circumstances in the conditions of the particular case.

[1 OJ

In this case, the evidence in chief for all witnesses was given by way of affidavits, and all

witnesses were cross-examine d at the trial. There is great benefit in proceeding this way. What it
can lead to in some cases however, as to some extent in this case, is the repetition of evidence by
more than one witness. This occurred, for example, in Messrs. Glassman and De Alba of
Catalyst both stating in their affidavits that Mr. Moyse "led the preparation" of a PowerPoint
presentation that Catalyst used in making a presentation to Industry Canada in Ottawa. This
evidence was given to support the asse1iion of the deep knowledge that Mr. Moyse possessed of
the strategic position being taken by Catalyst with the Government and thus with the negotiating
strategy that Catalyst was taking with VimpelCom Ltd. regarding the acquisition of WIND. As I
will discuss, this evidence was an overstatement of what occurred.
[11]

Dealing first with the evidence of the witnesses for the plaintiff, I must say that I had

considerable difficulty accepting as reliable much of the evidence of Mr. Newton Glassman. He
was aggressive, argumentative , refused to make concessions that should have been made and
contradicted his own statements made contemporane ously in emails. I viewed him more as a
salesman than an objective witness. I will deal with only a few examples:
1

Unless stated otherwise, statements of fact in these reasons are findings of fact.
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(a)

It was put to Mr. Glassman on cross-examination that Catalyst's request
to sell a fourth wireless carrier without restrictions after five years was crncial.
His response was "I don't know what you mean by crncial. Very, very important."
Yet his affidavit sworn sh01tly before the trial on May 27, 2016 said precisely
what had been put to him: "Catalyst's request to sell the fourth wireless carrier
without restriction after five years was crucial. .. ". When this was pointed out to
him, he stated "Crucial in the context of, yes, in my use of the word crucial, yes.
As I said, I don't know what you mean by crucial."

(b)

The presentation made to the Government of Canada on March 27, 2014 by Mr.
Glassman stated that Catalyst was in advanced discussions with VimpelCom to
gain control of WIND. Mr. Glassman refused to agree that this statement v,1as
misleading, when it surely was. Catalyst had by then had no access to the WIND
data room, had not yet retained its financial advisor Morgan Stanley, had not yet
retained a technical expert and had not exchanged any draft agreement with
VimpelCom. Mr. Glassman would go no fm1her than to say that you can have
advanced discussions on an informal basis.

(c)

A central point Mr. Glassman asserted in his evidence was that he had picked up
from his discussions with Government officials that the Government would
eventually grant the concessions wanted by Catalyst to the regulatory
environment that would permit spectrum to be sold by new entrants such as
WIND to one of the three incumbents Bell, Rogers or Telus. His position is that
this belief would be of impmtance to a competing bidder and that it was told to
West Face by Mr. Moyse. Mr. Glassman referred to the Governments "unofficial
position" and "softening body language".

(d)

Yet from the start Government officials had made clear that no such concessions
would be given. Mr. Glassman's own email of May 7, 2014 stated that he had
been told by Catalyst's public relations consultant Mr. Bruce Drysdale, who had
extensive experience in working with the Government, that the Government
would not give in writing the right to sell spectrum in five years and that this took
his preferred option to set up a fourth retail carrier in Canada off the table.
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Catalyst's lawyers Faskens advised Catalyst on July 25, 2014 that the current
Government had made it clear that any proposed transfer of commercial mobile
spectrum to an incumbent would be subject to very close scrutiny and, in the
current climate, most unlikely to succeed. Mr. Glassman's response was that he
had more experience in this than the writer did, which was clearly not the case.
On July 25, 2014 Mr. Drysdale said that Industry Canada reached out to him and
said that seeking concessions was a dead end. Mr. Glassman's response was that
he had more experience in this than Mr. Drysdale did, which was clearly not the
case, and he went so far as to say that no one in Canada had the experience except
him. On August 3, 2014 Mr. Drysdale told Mr. Glassman that Industry Canada,
the PCO/PMO and Prime Minister Harper were entrenched on this. Mr.
Glassman's response was that the email confirmed to him that the Government
was trying desperately to set the table for foture discussion about regulatory
concessions. When pressed further on the email, Mr. Glassman said "with the
greatest of respect, there is a big difference between people's words and people's
actions. We were depending on people's actions. And that is a very telling
development." There was no evidence of any Government action that could lead
one to expect the Government would relent and grant concessions. Nor is there a
single contemporaneous document evidencing Mr. Glassman's view of a
softening of the Government's position or that eventually the Govemment would
grant concessions.

[12]

Mr. Gabriel De Alba also overstated matters and refused to concede points that he should

have. He also engaged in argument rather than answering questions. I have already referred to
his statement that Mr. Moyse led the preparation of the PowerPoint presentation to the
Government. His evidence was given, like Mr. Glassman's, to attempt to show how important
Mr. Moyse was to the Catalyst WIND team and to show a deep understanding held by Mr.
Moyse of the Catalyst WIND position. An example was a pro-Jonna of a combined WIND and
Mobilicity done by Mr. Moyse under Mr. Michaud's supervision. It was a simple exercise based
on public information or information already known to Catalyst and required no knowledge of
Catalyst's WIND strategy. Mr. De Alba refused to acknowledge this and referred to things that
could be implied from the fact of doing the work. He blew up by far what Mr. Moyse had done.
In response to the fact that Mr. Glassman did not ask Mr. Moyse for a copy of the second
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presentation to be made to the Government, but rather asked other Catalyst persons and advisors
involved, Mr. De Alba suggested it was because Mr. Glassman might not want to have
overwhelmed Mr. Moyse with more pressure, which he said was the way Mr. Glassman treated
analysts. This made no sense as Mr. Glassman made clear in his evidence that he put pressure on
everyone, including his pai1ners, to achieve his ends.

[13]

Mr. Riley's evidence was given in a straightforward manner. It is clear, however, that

prior affidavits of his were mistaken and speculative in some measure.

[14]

I viewed the West Face witnesses as being straightforward. They were impressive and did

not engage in overstatement. They were not any more argumentative than most intelligent
witnesses although Mr. Griffin had a tendency from time to time to stray from the question. On
all crucial points they were not shaken. I viewed the evidence of Mr. Leitner of Tennenbaum and
Mr. Bmi of 64NM Holdings in the same light. They are independent of West Face. The fact that
their evidence was consistent with the evidence of the West Face witnesses suppo1ied the
reliability of the West Face witnesses. A major argument of Catalyst was that a number of emails
amongst West Face personnel and Messrs. Leitner and Burt referred to Catalyst as the bidder
with VimpelConi for WIND) an indication that they had been told that Catalyst was the bidder,
and that an email referred to their bid to VimpelCom being superior to any other offer, an
indication that they had been told of the terms of the Catalyst offer to VimpelCom. That was a
serious allegation. In the end I accepted their evidence that they thought for various reasons that
the other bidder was Catalyst without knowing it a11d that they had not been told of the Catalyst
bid terms. Of course, even if they had been told of these things, it does not mean that they were
told that by Mr. Moyse, which is the central claim in this action.

[ 15]

Criticism is made by Catalyst of the trnthfulness of the evidence of Mr. Moyse. He

admittedly wiped his BlackBerry before giving it back to Catalyst. He deleted during the hiring
process with West Face an email sent to West Face that included confidential Catalyst
information not involving WIND. He wiped his internet browsing history from his personal
computer before turning it over to his counsel to permit an image to be taken of his hard drive to
look for any communications by him of confidential Catalyst information to West Face. He
acknowledged at trial his error in doing these things, but it raised a question of why he had done
those things and whether his explanations were to cover up improper activity in providing
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confidential Catalyst information regarding WIND to West Face. I have therefore given a critical
eye to all of Mr. Moyse's evidence. On the crncial point of the case I have accepted his evidence
that he did not communicate anything about Catalyst's dealings regarding WIND to West Face.
[16]

Mr. Moyse made some errors in his initial affidavit sworn in July 2014 in response to the

Catalyst motion for an injunction. Catalyst contends that the affidavit was purposely drawn to
mislead the Court and is an indication that Mr. Moyse is a witness who should not be believed. I
have given consideration to the Catalyst arguments but have concluded that Mr. Moyse did not
intend to mislead the Comi.

B1·ief history of WIND
[ 17]

WIND is a Canadian wireless telecommunications provider that was originally formed in

2008 pursuant to a joint venture between two parties: (l) AAL Corp. (now Globalive), which
was the holding company of Anthony Lacavera; and (2) Orascom Telecom Holding S.A.E., a
large Egyptian multi-national telecommunications company. AAL and Orascom held their
interests in WIND indirectly through a corporation called Globalive Investment Holdings Corp.
(

11

GIHC 11 ).

[18]

Due to regulatory restrictions on foreign ownership of Canadian telecommunications

operators that existed at the time, AAL held a majority (66.68%) of the voting interests in GIHC
(compared to 32.02% for Orascom), even though Orascom held a majority (65.08%) of the total
equity interests (as compared to 34.25% for AAL). In 2008, WIND paid $442 million for the
rights to use a portion of wireless spectrum for a wireless telecommunications service in an
auction held by Industry Canada. The spectrum WIND acquired licenses to use at that time was
known as AWS-1 (A WS stands for ''advanced wireless services").
[19]

WIND's AWS-1 wireless spectrum was acquired in a "set aside" auction from which

incumbent wireless carriers were excluded, and was subject to a restriction on transfer to
incumbents for at least five years. In addition to this restriction, WIND's AWS-1 spectrnm was
at all times subject to numerous restrictions on transfer: (i) the Minister of Industry's unilateral
discretion whether to permit transfer pursuant to the terms of license; (ii) Competition Act
approval; (iii) Investment Canada Act approval; and (iv) CRTC approval.
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[20]

The CRTC initially blocked WIND's launch on the basis that Orascom's involvement

breached Canadian ownership requirements, and it took Federal Cabinet intervention to ovenule
the CRTC in this regard. In December 2009, WIND commenced operations, providing mobile
data and voice services in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area in Ontario, and in Calgary,
Alberta. WIND later expanded into Ottawa and paiis of southern Ontario, as well as Edmonton,
Alberta, and Vancouver, Abbotsford, and Whistler, British Columbia.
[21]

In 2011, VimpelCom Ltd. acquired the majority shareholder of Orascom, giving

VimpelCom a controlling interest in Orascom and, indirectly, Orascom's investment in WIND.
VimpelCom is a publicly-traded international telecommunications and technology business with
more than 200 million customers. While it has been formally headquartered in the Netherlands
since 2010, its principal shareholder is controlled by Russian interests.
[22)

Notwithstanding 2012 legislative amendments that loosened certain restrictions on

foreign control of smaller telecommunications service providers like WIND, foreign ownership
of the wireless industry in Canada remained heavily regulated. In 2012 VimpelCom and
Globalive signed an agreement under \vhich VimpelCom would acquire all of Globalive's
interest in WIND. However, VimpelCom was unable to obtain regulatory approval
notwithstanding the looser regulatory restrictions. This became known in the press.
[23]

VimpelCom became frustrated by the regulatory hurdles it faced in Canada, ai1d this

frustration drove its decision to divest its ownership of WIND.
[24]

In early 2013, following VimpelCom's inability to obtain regulatory approval to buy out

Globalive, VimpelCom engaged UBS Secmities to assist VimpelCom in its effo1is to find a
purchaser for its debt and equity interests in WIND, or for WIND in its entirety. Various parties
expressed an interest in doing so.
[25]

Both Catalyst and West Face had a longstanding interest in the Canadian

telecommunications industry. As early as 2009, Globalive separately approached Catalyst and
West Face about the possibility of being a source of Canadian capital for WIND, and discussed
WIND's capital structure and Globalive's role in it. Both Catalyst and West Face were therefore
at all relevant times familiar with WIND's ownership structure.
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(26]

Verizon was a bidder but chose in late 2013 not to pursue it. At this point, VimpelCom

had grown increasingly frustrated with its inability to either acquire voting control of WIND or
to conclude a transaction to allow it to exit the investment. In addition to its voting and nonvoting shares, VimpelCom held (both directly and through Orascom) over $1.5 billion in debt
owed by WIND, which WIND had no way of re-paying.

WIND was also subject to

approximately $150 million in third party vendor debt that was coming due on April 30, 2014.
WIND's tenuous financial position at the time created a real risk that its creditors would call its
debt, put WIND into insolvency, and allow its creditors to recover the proceeds from the sale of
WIND's assets.
[27]

It became known in the marketplace that VimpelCom was willing to sell its interest in

WIND based on an enterprise value of approximately $300 million, of which $150 million would
satisfy the vendor finance debt and the remainder would go to VimpelCom and Globalive.
[28]

On November 4, 2013, Mr. Lacavera, the Chairman and CEO of WIND called West Face

and advised them that VimpelCom was interested in selling its debt and equity interest in WIND
and in arranging for the repayment of WIND's third party debt. West Face delivered an
expression of interest to VimpelCom and AAL on November 8. Shortly after, on December 7,
West Face entered into a confidentiality agreement with Vin1pelCom and Orascom and thus
gained access to the WIND data room.
[29]

Catalyst began negotiating a potential investment in WIND with VimpelCom and UBS in

late 2013. On January 2, 2014, Catalyst sent a letter of intent to VimpelCom that set out
proposed terms of a WIND transaction. On March 22, 2014, Catalyst executed a confidentiality
agreement with VimpelCom and Orascom.

[30]

Both West Face and Catalyst had negotiations with VimpelCom and its advisor UBS

through the first half of 2014. On July 23, 2014 VimpelCom granted Catalyst an exclusive
negotiating period to conclude a binding agreement for the acquisition of WIND. This period of
exclusivity was extended several times to August 18, 2014 when VimpelCom refused to extend
it further after Catalyst would not agree to a break fee of $5 to $20 million if regulatory approval
was not granted within 60 days.
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[31]

On August 7, 2014 Tennenbaum on behalf of itself and West Face and 64NM Holdings

(the vehicle set up by LG Capital LLC for the WIND acquisition) sent a proposal to VimpelCom
for the acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in \\'IND. On August 25, 2014, West Face's counsel
delivered to VimpelCom's counsel an executed conditional financing commitment letter on
behalf of a consortium of investors, including West Face, Te1menbaum Capital Partners LLC,
64NM Holdings LP, Globalive and two other investors. Ultimately a definitive purchase
agreement was signed for the acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in WIND and the transaction
closed on September 16, 2014.
Brandon Moyse's role at Catalyst

[32]

Mr. Moyse is currently 28 years old, and at the time of the events giving rise to this

action, he was 26 years old. He lives in Toronto with his fiancee. He earned his Bachelor of Arts
degree in Mathematics from the University of Pennsylvania.
[33]

Prior to working for Catalyst, Mr. Moyse was employed at Credit Suisse in New York

and RBC Capital Markets in Toronto as a junior banker on their respective debt capital markets
desks.
[34]

Mr. Moyse commenced work as an analyst at Catalyst on November 1, 2012. He resigned

on May 24, 2014, and pursuant to the terms of his employment agreement, his employment
ended on June 22, 2014.
[35]

Analysts are the lowest level of investment professionals at Catalyst. The investment

professionals employed at Catalyst, and the hierarchy amongst them during the relevant period,
was as follows: (i) partners: Mr. Glassman, Mr. De Alba, and Mr. Riley; (ii) vice-president: Zach
Michaud; (iii) associate: Andrew Yeh, through early March 2014; and (iv) analysts: Mr. Moyse
and Lorne Creighton.
[36]

As an analyst, Mr. Moyse performed financial and qualitative research both on Catalyst's

potential investment opportunities, and on p01tfolio companies already owned by Catalyst.
During his last six months at Catalyst, Mr. Moyse spent the majority of his time working on two
Catalyst portfolio companies. His responsibilities on these po1tfolio companies required him to
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spend a significant amount of time outside the office, and he spent approxim ately half his time
travelling throughout the United States.
There is a difference in the evidence given on behalf of Catalyst and given by Mr. Moyse
as to the importance of the role of a young analyst such as Mr. Moyse at Catalyst. It may not be
of crucial importance, as what Mr. Moyse did that is relied on by Catalyst is fairly clear. He
(37]

worked on a PowerPo int presentation made by Catalyst to the federal Governm ent that is heavily
relied on by Catalyst. However , for reasons that will be explained, I much prefer the evidence of
Mr. Moyse that his role was of far less importance or central to Catalyst's dealings regarding the
potential WIND transaction than as articulated by Mr. Glass1nan and Mr. De Alba, two of the
three original partners of Catalyst along with Jim Riley who later became a partner when he
joined Catalyst.
Mr. De Alba's evidence was that Catalyst uses a very flat, entrepreneurial staffing model
and that investments are reviewed by a "deal team", which typically consists of a partner, a vicepresident and an analyst. His evidence was that analysts at Catalyst pm1icipate in every pmt of a
[38]

deal and are intimately aware of Catalyst' s strategies and negotiations. Mr. Glassman went so far
as to say that no deal would be approved by him without the entire deal team agreeing with it. I
take that with a large grain of salt. Mr. Glassman and Mr. De Alba were the founders of Catalyst
with a great deal of experience in the investment world and in the telecommunications industry.

It makes little sense that they would not agree to a deal if a junior analyst such as Mr. Moyse did
not agree. The evidence of Mr. Riley, who later joined Catalyst as a partner in 2011, is more
telling and accords with common sense. His evidence was that a decision on an investment
would be made by the tlll'ee partners of Catalyst but that the ultimate says would be by Mr.
Glassman, the chief investme nt officer of Catalyst. Mr. Glassman described Mr. Moyse as the
most junior member of the team and I do not accept his assertion that he would have effectively
ceded control of an investme nt decision to a junior person such as Mr. Moyse.
In the case of the WIND project, it would not have been necessary for Mr. Moyse to be
intimately involved in all of the strategic decisions and I do not think he was. Although Mr.
[39]

Glassman testified that Mr. Moyse would have been involved in all discussions regarding
strategy, and asserted that Mr. Moyse had the most knowledge of the WIND file, he admitted on
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cross-examination that Mr. De Alba, the chief negotiator on the WIND initiative, had more
knowledge than Mr. Moyse on the WIND file. That is hardly surprising.
[40]

In late Febrnary or early March 2014, Mr. Moyse was assigned to Catalyst's "core"

telecommunications deal team, as a result of the departure of an associate named Mr. Yeh from
Catalyst. Before that, he knew that Catalyst had an investment in Mobilicity and was interested
in building a fourth wireless carrier in Canada, potentially involving WIND and that Catalyst
planned to bid for wireless spectrnm in a forthcoming Canadian spectrum auction (which it later
decided not to do)
[41]

On March 7 and 8, 2014, after he was assigned to the core telecommunications team, Mr.

Moyse prepared a pro-Jonna statement that showed a combined WIND and Mobilicity entity.
This was done under Mr. Michaud's supervision. Mr. Moyse collected data which was either
publicly available or known to Catalyst, and then performed basic arithmetic to yield the final
product. Mr. Michaud identified the specific data inputs he wanted to assess for the combined
entity (i.e. network value, spectrum value, subscribers). No knowledge of Catalyst's plans or
strategy was required for Mr. Moyse to complete this assignment. Mr. De Alba has blown out of
all proportion what this assignment involved.
[42]

Mr. Moyse's next contribution to Catalyst's telecommunications file while on the team

occurred on March 26, 2014 in the afternoon and late into the night, when Catalyst prepared a
PowerPoint slide deck for a presentation to be made to Industry Canada the following day. The
PowerPoint was intended to be a framework for discussion with Government personnel. The
PowerPoint outlined the existing regulatory environment and a number of options available to
the Government, and the concessions that Catalyst believed would be required. Generally, the
presentation set out three strategic options for the creation of a fourth national wireless carrier,
being Option l: a carrier focused on the retail market; Option 2: a carrier focused on the
wholesale market; and Option 3: a litigation option.
[43]

Both Mr. Glassman's and Mr. De Alba's evidence was that Mr. Moyse "led the

preparation" of the PowerPoint presentation that Catalyst used in Ottawa. This evidence was
given to support the assertion of the deep knowledge that Mr. Moyse possessed of the strategic
position being taken by Catalyst with the Government and thus with the negotiating strategy that
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Catalyst was taking with VimpelCom regarding the acquisition of WIND. Their evidence was an
overstatement of what occurred.
Mr. Moyse's evidence was that his role was largely administrative. He said that Mr. De
Alba, Mr. Riley, and Mr. Michaud generated the content and analysis which was contained in
this presentation and gave him handwritten mock-ups of the slides which he then transposed into
[44]

PowerPoint fonnat. He testified that he was not involved in any discussions or debates involving
these three persons to determine the content of the presentation. They did not ask for his input
into the content of the slides and he did not provide any. Because the slides were required for a
meeting in Ottawa the next day, the workplace was frantic. Mr. Moyse's contributions involved
layout, data input and the creation of two tables based on publicly available information, one of
which was the pro-Jonna which Mr. Moyse had prepared in March.
[45]

I accept Mr. Moyse's evidence. Mr. Glassman admitted on cross-examination that it was

he and the partners of Catalyst, and not Mr. Moyse, who were the architects of the Catalyst
strategy in dealing with the Government of Canada. Mr. Glassman said in his affidavit that he,
Mr. De Alba and Mr. Riley gave Mr. Moyse notes to use in the preparation of the PowerPoint
presentation, although on cross-examination he waffled on the point but acknowledged that he
may have given Mr. Moyse notes and that he knew for a fact that Mr. De Alba did. He also said
that for sure he would have participated in discussions and provided direction to Mr. Moyse. Mr.
Riley in one affidavit said that Mr. Moyse "helped createH the PowerPoint presentation, which is
much closer to the truth.
Nor do I accept Mr. Glassman's undocumented and unspecified assertion that Mr. Moyse
was privy to all of Catalyst's deal priorities, internal conclusions, formal and informal
discussions with Catalyst's advisors, and any advances Catalyst had made with the regulators on
[46]

these issues leading up to the March 27, 2014 meeting with the Government of Canada. Great
store by Catalyst witnesses is put on what were described as Monday morning meetings that
were said to be required meetings at which it is said that full discussion of all aspects of the
proposed WIND opportunity was regularly held. I have difficulty with this evidence. Mr.
Glassman described them as Monday morning meetings in his affidavit but in evidence at trial
said they were over lunch. He testified there was a schedule of what was to be discussed and that
their proprietary software produced a package for everyone to take a copy of at the beginning of
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the meeting. Yet no notes of any kind have been produced by Catalyst regarding these Monday
meetings and Mr. Glassman said he had no idea why they had not been. Mr. De Alba testified
that only a one-page agenda was prepared for the meetings and that no written materials were
generally prepared. He also testified that it would not be the general practice for any presentation
regarding WIND to be prepared for the meetings. In answer to undertakings, Catalyst stated that
Catalyst's investment team has reviewed all notebooks and notes and could not locate any
existing notebooks or notes concerning WIND.
[47]

Mr. Moyse's evidence was that as an analyst, he had no direct input into Catalyst's

investment decisions or strategy, but was instead assigned specific research projects by the
partners, and vice-president. He said that given the junior nature of his position, he had very little
knowledge of Catalyst's potential investments and its strategy for those investments. He regularly
attended Catalyst's Monday meetings with the Catalyst investment team and other related
individuals, including members of Catalyst's finance and accounting teams. The bulk of those
meetings were spent discussing domestic and international economic issues. At most, but not all,
Monday meetings, there would be discussion of Catalyst's portfolio companies, and less often,
discussion of deals which Catalyst was actively pursuing. Mr. Moyse also said that while these
meetings did at times feature some discussion of Catalyst's investment strategies, it was clear
that these were premised on higher-level partners-only discussions that were taking place, to
which he was not privy. Catalyst's partners would frequently discuss conversations or
correspondence in front of the analysts without providing any context to him. They would also
frequently gather after the meetings to discuss matters behind closed doors. Mr. Moyse testified
that he could not recall specific discussions at a Monday meeting in which Catalyst's strategy
with the Government or VimpelCom was discussed.
[48]

Mr. Moyse's evidence makes sense and neither Mr. Glassman nor Mr. De Alba gave

evidence of any specific Monday meeting in which they informed Catalyst's WIND deal team in
general, or Mr. Moyse in particular, of Catalyst's confidential regulatory strategy. Nor could
they identify any particular meeting attended by Mr. Moyse in which any specific piece of
information was allegedly discussed. I cannot find that Mr. Moyse was aware from meetings he
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attended at Catalyst of the negotiating strategy of Catalyst with the Government of Canada or
with VimpelCom.2
[49]

The PowerPoint presentation to the Government stated that for options 1 and 2, Catalyst

required the ability to transfer or license spectrum to incumbents (Telus, Rogers and Bell) and to
exit the investment with no restrictions in five years. I take from the evidence that Mr. Moyse
was aware when he prepared the PowerPoint presentation on May 26, 2014 of the concessions
Catalyst would be looking for from the Government of Canada. How much knowledge or
understanding he had other than what was stated in the presentation is very questionable and it is
debatable how much Mr. Moyse continued to retain in his memory afterwards. The presentation,
along with a second presentation prepared on May 12, 2014 and notes or drafts relating to them
were later destroyed by Catalyst, said by Mr. Glassman to have been at the request of
Government personnel.
[50]

3

On May 6, 2014, Mr. Moyse found out that Catalyst would be actively pursuing a

transaction involving WIND. After that, Catalyst's internal team of which he was a member
focused on preparing the investment memorandum which would set out Catalyst's investment
Catalyst contends that in his earlier affidavit of July 7, 2014, filed for the pending injunction motion that did not
proceed, Mr. Moyse understated at paragraph l l his role at Catalyst regarding WIND and that this is an indication
that Mr. Moyse has something to hide about the extent of his knowledge of WIND. I do not accept that contention.
In the affidavit Mr. Moyse stated that he had typed notes of Mr. De Alba, Mr. Riley and M.r. Michaud into a
PowerPoint presentation in the Mobilicity file. ln his evidence he said that was his recollection at the time and that
he was wrong as it was in the WTND file that the PowerPoint presentation was made. There was no PowerPoint in
the Mobilicity file. Mr. Moyse was obviously mistaken and I do not accept that Mr. Moyse intentionally misled the
Court. There was also a mistake in paragraph 56 of the affidavit in which Mr. Moyse said he was not privy to any
internal discussions about the strategy behind Catalyst's potential acquisition of WIND. He was privy to the extent
he participated in the preparation of the PowerPoint, and Mr. Moyse readily acknowledged at trial he was partly
wrong but said that he didn't remember at the time the details of the PowerPoints given how frantic the pace of work
was, and in terms of structuring, was still not sure he really knew anything about that. r do not accept that Mr.
Moyse intended to mislead the Cowt.

2

The evidence of Catalyst witnesses as to why the presentations and notes and drafts of them were destroyed
differed from witness to witness and made little sense. Mr. Glassman testified in chief that someone from Industry
Canada asked Catalyst not to keep work product that they, i.e. the Government thought might be politically
sensitive. So the drafts were destroyed. He said the Government had no problem with Catalyst keeping the final
version that was presented to the Government but that if the work product had issues that were not eventually
discussed with the Government, Industry Canada did not want it potentially coming back to cause them problems.
He went so far as to say that it was his experience that this happened often and frequently, especially if the meetings
are on sensitive issues to the Government, but on cross-examination he said this presentation was the first he had
ever made to the Government. Why the Government would be concerned with drafts of a presentation made to it
that were never seen by the Government is puzzling indeed. Mr. Riley's evidence prior to the trial was that all copies
of the presentation were destroyed and this was confirmed by way of an answer to undertakings. At trial he testified
that he gave directions that all copies be destroyed because of the sensitivity of information in it. He did not say it
was at the direction of the Government that he ordered their destruction.

3
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thesis, and which at the time of his departure from Catalyst did not contain any regulatory
strategy, and reviewing the external advisors' work. He was also actively involved in Catalyst's
early due diligence commencing on May 7, 2014. Although Mr. Glassman and Mr. De Alba
asse1ied that Mr. Moyse was kept intimately apprised of Catalyst's strategy during this period,
the documentary evidence does not suppo1i that evidence. The assertions are also contradicted by
the admission of Mr. Glassman on cross-examination that Mr. De Alba, the chief negotiator on
the WIND initiative, had more knowledge than Mr. Moyse on the WIND file.
[51]

Another PowerPoint presentation to the Government of Canada was prepared on May 12,

2014. The Catalyst evidence was that Mr. Moyse again "led" its preparation. Mr. Glassman
testified that one reason Mr. Moyse prepared the PowerPoint was that of people at Catalyst, he
had the most knowledge of the file. I do not accept that. The evidence of Mr. Moyse, which I
accept, was that his role was largely administrative. He was instructed to re-create a modified
version of the March slide deck. Messrs. De Alba, Michaud and Riley then marked up a hard
copy of the March 24 presentation and provided him their comments and changes, which he
inputted into a new PowerPoint file. Given the hurried manner in which it was created, and his
largely administrative role, Mr. Moyse put little thought or analysis into the PowerPoint, and
whatever work he did, he was instructed to do by one of Messrs. De Alba, Michaud or Riley.
[52]

Mr. Moyse left for Southeast Asia on a vacation on May 16, 2014. He resigned by email

from Catalyst on May 24, 2014, the second last day of his vacation. He told Mr. De Alba when
they met in person on May 26, 2014 that he was going to work at West Face. Mr. Moyse was
sent home by Mr. Riley on May 26, 2014, and he did no further Catalyst work after this date.
Catalyst contacted its IT provider to revoke Mr. Moyse's access to Catalyst's servers.
Mr. Moyse's hiring by West Face

[53]

In 2012, West Face had commenced a recruitment drive for a number of analyst positions

and Mr. Moyse submitted an application to Mr. Dea, a partner at West Face. On September 25,
2012, Mr. Moyse emailed Mr. Dea to tell him that he had been offered a position at Catalyst.
Mr. Dea congratulated Mr. Moyse at that time, but told him that Catalyst had a reputation in the
marketplace as a difficult place to work.
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(54]

By late 2013, Mr. Moyse seriously started thinking about leaving Catalyst because he

was not getting the learning opportunities he had set out to achieve when he joined the firm, and
because he found the work environment to be oppressive, and lacking in common decency or
respect for the individuals working there. This is not surprising evidence given the evidence of
Mr. Glassman as to how he treated everyone at Catalyst, including his partners, with pressure on
Catalyst people being his modus operendi. Mr. Moyse was concerned about how much time was
taken at Catalyst with po1tfolio companies and his lack of responsibility.
(55]

On March 14, 2014, Mr. Moyse emailed Mr. Dea looking for a job in response to a West

Face press release announcing the launch of its Alternative Credit Fund. West Face was looking
to hire someone because it had just launched the Alternative Credit Fund, and West Face had a
critical need for someone who had particular experience in all terms of credit to assist West Face
in reviewing opp01iunities for this new fund.
[56]

Mr. Moyse met with Mr. Dea over a cup of coffee at a coffee shop on March 26, 2014.

The conversation was general. They discussed the financial industry generally and Mr. Moyse
told Mr. Dea of his goal of working in a role where his focus was on pursuing new investments
rather than monitoring existing po1ifolio investments. Mr. Dea asked Mr. Moyse run-of-the-mill
interview questions to get a sense of what kind of experience he had gained at Catalyst and at his
other previous employers, RBC and Credit Suisse. The conversation was generic in nature and
there was no discussion of specific things Mr. Moyse had worked on at Catalyst.
[57]

During that conversation, Jvlr. Dea asked Mr. Moyse to provide him with his resume, a

deal sheet, and some writing samples to demonstrate his written communication skills. Mr. Dea
and Mr. Moyse both testified that Mr. Dea explicitly instructed Mr. Moyse to redact any
confidential information as necessary. Early the next morning at I :47 a.m., at a time that Mr.
Moyse had to be tired, Mr. Moyse sent to Mr. Dea an email which attached four investment
memoranda he had prepared while at Catalyst involving four corporate opportunities. Three of
the memoranda were marked as confidential. None involved the telecommunications industty.
Mr. Moyse admitted in his evidence that it was an error in judgment to send these memoranda
even though they were based on public information. He realized this shortly after he sent them
and deleted the email from his computer. He acknowledged in his evidence that it was a mistake
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to have deleted the email. I do not take the fact that he sent the memoranda and quickly deleted it
as indicating a cavalier attitude about confidentiality
[58]

Mr. Moyse had further interviews with West Face. On April 15, 2014, he met with Peter

Fraser, Tony Griffin, and Yu-Jia Zhu for a series of short interviews. On April 28, 2014, he met
with Greg Boland for a brief interview. On May 16, 2014 he received an oral offer from Mr. Dea
and a written signed employment agreement on May 26, 2014. As Mr. Moyse had previously
advised that he was subject to a 30-day notice period under his employment agreement with
Catalyst, his employment with West Face was scheduled to begin on June 23, 2014.
[59]

Catalyst is quite critical of Mr. Moyse in sending the memoranda and of West Face in

how it dealt with them, and invites inferences to be drawn from what it says is the cavalier way
in which West Face treated confidential information. In general, I agree with West Face that this
issue is a red hening with little or no substance regarding the alleged obtaining and misuse by
West Face of confidential Catalyst information. The memoranda had nothing to do with WIND
or the confidential Catalyst information alleged to have been obtained and used by West Face.
[60]

Moreover, West Face treated seriously the issue of the confidentiality of the memoranda

sent by Mr. Moyse to Mr. Dea. Mr. Griffin raised concerns with Mr. Dea about the memoranda
that Mr. Moyse had sent to Mr. Dea and wondered if it exhibited a character flaw. Mr. Dea's
view was that Mr. Moyse had received very strong endorsements from people who had worked
in the past with him and he thought that Mr. Moyse was a suitable candidate. Mr. Dea spoke to
Mr. Alex Singh, West Face's general counsel, and asked him to speak to Mr. Moyse and impress
upon him the obligation to keep in confidence any confidential information of West Face and of
his previous employers. Mr. Singh spoke with Mr. Moyse around May 22, 2014. Mr. Singh
impressed upon him that West Face takes matters of confidentiality very seriously and that he
was not to disclose any information belonging to Catalyst. A.round the same time Mr. Dea spoke
to Mr. Moyse about the same thing and stressed that West Face took matters of confidentiality
very seriously. Mr. Griffin decided to suppo1t hiring Mr. Moyse because he thought that there
was no malicious intent on the part of Mr. Moyse in sending the memoranda and that it was an
honest mistake of a young man.
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[61]

On May 24, 2014 while on his vacation, Mr. Moyse gave notice to Catalyst that he was

leaving Catalyst and on May 26, 2014, his first day back in the office, he told Catalyst that he
was joining West Face. On that day he was sent home by Mr. Riley and completely cut off from
Catalyst.
[62]

On May 30, 2014 counsel for Catalyst wrote to Mr. Boland, the CEO of West Face, and

gave notice of a six month non-compete provision in Mr. Moyse's employment agreement with
Catalyst and a confidentiality provision. The letter expressed concern that Mr. Moyse had or
would be providing confidential Catalyst information to West Face. On June 3, 2014
employment counsel to West Face replied to counsel for Catalyst and took the position that the
non-compete provision was unenforceable. The letter also stated that West Face had impressed
on Mr. Moyse that he was not to divulge any confidential information he had obtained while
employed at Catalyst.
[63]

During conversations between counsel on June 18, 2014, counsel to Catalyst informed

counsel to West Face that Catalyst was particularly concerned about a specific transaction for
4
which Catalyst and West Face had each submitted bids and identified this as a "telecom file".

As a result, West Face immediately established a confidentiality wall ·with respect to the WIND
investment it was working on, which was the only telecom investment that West Face was
working on at the time.
[64]

On June 19, 2014, the day after learning of Catalyst's concerns about a "telecom deal"

and four days before Mr. Moyse began work at West Face, the Chief Compliance Officer at West
Face erected a confidentiality wall with respect to WrND and Mr. Moyse. The confidentiality
wall was disclosed to counsel for Catalyst the same day.
[65]

Pursuant to the confidentiality wall Mr. Moyse was forbidden from communicating with

anyone at West Face about the ongoing WIND negotiations, and vice-versa, and West Face's IT
group restricted access to all WIND-related documents so that Mr. Moyse could not access them.
Notification of the confidentiality wall and its terms was circulated to all relevant personnel at
West Face including its four partners. The chief compliance officer telephoned Mr. Moyse to
4

The fact that West Face was in negotiations with VimpelCom for WTND was not public and was confidential to
West Face. How Catalyst k11ew that was unexplained.
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discuss the terms of restrictions he would be under. In the call, Mr. Moyse was told that he was
not to talk about WIND with anyone at West Face, to ask anyone at West Face about WIND, to
disclose to anyone at West Face any information about WIND or to attempt to access any of
West Face's files regarding WIND. Mr. Moyse indicated that he would comply. West Face's
head of technology confirmed that Mr. Moyse was excluded from the computer directory
containing WIND related documents. Once Mr. Moyse began working at West Face, the West
Face WIND deal team only met in private, behind closed doors, and away from the trading floor
area where Mr. Moyse was seated.

[66]

Mr. Moyse began working at West Face on Monday, June 23, 2014. Three and a half

weeks later, on July 16, 2014, after Catalyst had brought a motion for interim relief prohibiting
him from being employed at West Face for the balance of his non-compe te agreement, the
parties agreed to an interim consent order, pursuant to which Mr. Moyse was put on indefinite
leave. Ultimately, Mr. Moyse remained on leave due to these proceedings, never returned to
work at West Face, and never performed any more work for West Face before he and West Face
mutually terminated his employmen t in August 2015.
During his period of active employment at West Face, Mr. Moyse was the most junior
member of West Face's investment team other than a summer intern. He was not informed of the

[67]

positions held by West Face funds, was not a member of West Face's investment committee, and
did not participate in senior manageme nt meetings or have the authority to make investment
decisions. Much of Mr. Moyse's tlu-ee and a half week period at West Face was spent in
orientation and training in order to acclimatize him to the West Face working environment. Mr.
Moyse1s substantive work was limited to performing some preliminary analyses on several
potential investments that had nothing to do with WIND.

Test for breach of confidence
[68]

The elements of an action for breach of confidence are:

(1) that the information

conveyed was confidential; (2) that it was conmmnicated in confidence; and (3) that it was
misused by the pa1ty to whom it was conununicated. See Lac Minerals Ltd. v. International

Corona Resources Ltd., [1989] 2 S.C.R. 574 at para. 129.
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Under the third element, misuse is any use of the information which is not authorized by
the party who originally communicated it: see Lac at para. 139. Under this third branch, it is also
[69]

necessary that the defendant's misuse of the information caused detriment to the plaintiff. See
Lac at para. 161; Lysko v. Braley (2006), 79 O.R. (3d) 721 (C.A.) at para. 17 and Rodaro v.

Royal Bank of Canada (2002), 59 O.R. (3d) 74 (C.A.) at para. 48.
Equity will pursue confidential information that comes into the hands of a third patty who
receives it with knowledge that it was communicated in breach of confidence. In Cadbwy
[70]

Schweppes Inc. v FBI Foods Ltd. [1999] l S.C.R. 142, the Supreme Court of Canada confirmed
the principle by which third party recipients of confidential information may be held liable. In
that case Justice Bim1ie stated:
Equity, as a court of conscience, directs itself to the behaviour of the person
who has come into possession of information that is in fact confidential, and was
accepted on that basis, either expressly or by implication. Equity will pursue the
information into the hands of a third patty who receives it with the knowledge that
it was communicated in breach of confidence (or afterwards acquires notice of that
fact even if innocent at the time of acquisition) and impose its remedies.

19

Tims, if West Face received confidential information of Catalyst from Mr. Moyse and
used it in its acquisition of its interest in WIND to the detriment of Catalyst, relief would be

[71]

available to Catalyst.
Was Catalyst information conveyed by Mr. Moyse to \Vest Face?

The first hurdle faced by Catalyst is to establish on a balance of probabilities that West
Face received any information from Mr. Moyse regarding Catalyst's involvement with WIND.
Catalyst acknowledges that it cannot point to any direct evidence to demonstrate that Moyse

[72]

transferred Catalyst's confidential information concerning WIND to West Face. It contends that
the Com1 must look to the overall course of conduct of West Face to determine if it can be
inferred that the transfer of confidential Catalyst information occurred.
Catalyst relies on a passage from Guny on Breach of Confidence: The Protection of
Confidential Information, 2d ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), at §15.02 which states

[73]

that an inference of misuse may be drawn from an altered course of conduct on the pru1 of the
confidant which is explicable only by reference to the unauthorized use of confidential
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information. If that were the test, Catalyst's claim would woefully fail as there are explanations
for West Face's conduct other than the use of confidential Catalyst information.
I accept the statement in Catalyst's written submissions as to when inferences may be

[74]
drawn:

The general rule with respect to inference drawing is that the inference must be
reasonably and logically drawn from a fact or group of facts established by
evidence. The first step in the inference-drawing process is that the primary facts
which provide the basis for the inference must be established by the evidence.
Inferences can be drawn on the basis of reasonable probability.
[75]

It is necessary, however, to be careful not to engage in speculation. In R. v. j\1/orrissey

(1995), 22 O.R. (3d) 514 (C.A.), Doherty J.A. stated at p. 530:
52. A trier of fact may draw factual inferences from the evidence. The inferences
must, however, be ones which can be reasonably and logically drawn from a fact or
group of facts established by the evidence. An inference which does not flow
logically and reasonably from established facts cannot be made and is condemned
as conjecture and speculation. As Chipman J.A. put it in R. v. fVhite (1994), 89
C.C.C. (3d) 336 at p. 351, 28 C.R. (4th) 160 (Nfld. C.A.):
These cases establish that there is a distinction between conjecture and
speculation on the one hand and rational conclusions from the whole of the
evidence on the other. The failure to observe the distinction involves an error
on a question of law.
Allegation of breach of confidence
[76]

Catalyst contends that a number of things were confidential to it and that the confidential

information was conveyed to West Face by Mr. Moyse. Catalyst contends that the information in
its presentations to the Government contained key confidential information, including (i) that
Catalyst was in advanced discussions with VimpelCom to gain control of WIND\ (ii) that to
This statement made to the Government was clearly misleading. Catalyst had not by the time of the presentation on
March 27, 2014 had any access to the VimpelCom and WIND data room, which first took place in May 2014. It had
not yet retained Morgan Stanley as its financial advisor and did not do so before May 6, 2014 when it approached
Morgan Stanley to request that it advise it on the acquisition of WIND, and had not yet retained a technical expe1i in
the areas of operating a wireless network as late as May 16, 2014. Catalyst had had no negotiations with
VimpelCom having just signed a confidentiality agreement on March 21, 2014. The first draft of an agreement to
purchase WIND by Catalyst was dated May 9, 2014 and sent by UBS, the financial advisor to Globealive to Morgan
Stanley. I do not accept Mr. Glassman's evidence that it was possible to have advanced discussions on an informal
basis. He did not know what Mr. De Alba had discussed with VimpelCom. The presentation to the Government

5
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build a fourth wireless carrier, which was the Government of Canada's stated goal, would require
concessions from the Government including an umestricted ability to sell the business to an
incumbent (Rogers, Bell or Telus) in five years, and (iii) that if the Government did not agree to
such concessions, litigation would likely follow against the Government (by someone other than
Catalyst) caused by the Government's retroactive change to the 2008 spectrum licenses which
would likely be successful and force the Government to give concessions. That retroactive
change precluded new entrants from indefinitely selling its spectrum to an incumbent carrier.
The earlier licences had permitted such a sale after five years.
Mr. Glassman's evidence was that while he was told by Industry Canada that the
Government of Canada would not give any such concessions, he believed that it was just

[77]

posturing and that he sensed that the Government was softening its view on concessions. He
claimed that his knowledge of the softening of the Government's position on concessions was
confidential to Catalyst and that Mr. Moyse was told of that. He asserted that knowledge of his
analysis of the weakness of the Govenunen t's position, based on his knowledge of a U.S. case
involving the F.C.C v. NextWave, would prove invaluable to any other potential bidder since it in
essence would massively mitigate, if not entirely eliminate, their financial risk in bidding for
WIND.
Catalyst contends that it would never acqmre WIND without the Government's
agreement that the business could be sold after five years to an incumbent. Mr. Glassman's view

[78]

was that an independent fourth wireless carrier would not be viable or be able to survive without
Government concessions permitting its spectrum to be sold to an incumbent and would be able
only to compete in the sh011 term with the incumbents on price and would be quickly squeezed
out by the incumbents.
Catalyst claims that Mr. Moyse knew that Catalyst would not bid for WIND without the
agreement being conditional on regulatory approval that provided concessions permitting WIND

[79]

to sell its spectrum to an incumbent and that this information was provided to West Face. It
claims that West Face and the conso11ium members used this information in making their

stated that the purchase price for WIND was $500 million, which was far less than the price of $300 million that
VimpelCom through UBS made known to Catalyst when it began its negotiations in May, 2014.
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acquisition of VirnpelCom's interest in WIND without a condition requmng Government
regulatory approval that would require concessions, which gave the consortium a leg up on
Catalyst as it knew that VimpelCom did not want a conditional deal dependent on Government
concessions and that Catalyst would not and could never make such a deal with VimpelCom.
[80)

Catalyst also claims that the fact that it was bidding on WIND and the amount bid was

confidential. West Face and the consortium bid the same price as Catalyst, being an enterprise
value of $300 million.
[8 I]

Catalyst has made an elaborate argument that changes made in the strategy of West Face

to acquire WIND that led to an offer without any condition requiring Government concessions
can reasonably be explained by West Face having obtained the confidential Catalyst information
from Mr. Moyse and that an inference should be made that there was a transfer of such
confidential information by Mr. Moyse to West Face. For the reasons that follow I reject this
argument.
[82]

There is direct evidence that Mr. Moyse did not impart any information about Catalyst's

initiative with WIND to anyone at West Face. Mr. Moyse himself testified that he never
impai1ed any information about WIND that he had learned at Catalyst. The West Face witnesses
who testified) being Mr. Dea who was instrumental in hiring Mr. Moyse, Mr. Griffin who had
primary responsibility for the WIND transaction while Mr. Moyse was actively employed at
West Face, Ms. Kapoor who was the chief compliance officer and Mr. Zhu \'Vho was the vicepresident at West Face all denied any communications or discussions with Mr. Moyse about
WIND. Their evidence was not shaken and there are no documents in existence that indicate
otherwise. 6 I accept their evidence.
[83]

I have considered the evidence of Mr. Moyse carefully, pai1icularly as he made some

mistakes in providing confidential documents to West Face during his interview process and then

I reject the assertion made by Catalyst on the last day before the trial that in the interview of Mr. Moyse by Mr.
Zhu, the vice-president of West Face, on April 15, 2014 they discussed WIND. The notes made by Mr. Zhu of the
brief interview with Mr. Moyse list a number of things under a heading of Catalyst, including "live deals". Mr.
Zhu's evidence is that he had no discussion with Mr. Moyse about WIND and that the reference to "live deals" was
that Mr. Moyse said he had been working on live deals at Catalyst. He said he did not ask Mr. Moyse what the deals
were and Mr. Moyse did not say what they were. Mr. Zhu was a straightforward witness and I accept his evidence. It
would be sheer speculation to read into the words "live deals" a reference to any particular deal or to WIND.

6
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deleted the email from his computer shortly afterwards when he realized it was a mistake to have
done so. What he did later that has given rise to the spoliation allegation against him was done
out of a personal concern not involving WIND or Catalyst and while it was a mistake which he
acknowledges, I do not draw an inference of a general inclination to destroy relevant evidence or
that his evidence should be disregarded. I viewed his evidence as being honestly given.

[84]

There is no reason not to accept the evidence of the other West Face witnesses who

testified that Mr. Moyse never discussed WIND with them. The fact that West Face took pains to
impress upon Mr. Moyse before he started at West Face that his obligations of confidentiality to
Catalyst were to be respected and that it set up a confidentiality wall once it was made aware of
Catalyst's concerns regarding a telecom file that Catalyst said both firms were working on is
contrary to the notion that West Face was interested in acquiring information regarding Catalyst's
involvement in WIND.

[85]

The evidence of Mr. Moyse and the West Face witnesses is also consistent with the

evidence of the other members of the cons011ium who acquired their interests in WIND. Mr.
Leitner of Tennenbaum, a most impressive witness and the senior pat1ner leading Tennenbaum' s
technology/media/telecom business, testified that neither West Face nor Mr. Moyse nor anyone
else ever communicated to Tennenbaum anything about Catalyst's involvement with WIND or
Catalyst's regulatory strategy, that no such information was discussed among the investors and
that until he read Mr. Glassman's affidavit he did not have any understanding of what that
regulatory strategy of Catalyst was. Mr. Leitner also testified that no one at Tennenbaum knew
the details of any offer made by Catalyst to VimpelCom during the period of exclusivity of
Catalyst to negotiate with VimpelCom. Mr. Leitner's evidence was not shaken at all and I accept
it.

[86]

The evidence of Hamish Blll1, a member of 64NM, and also an impressive witness, was

to the same effect as that of Mr. Leitner. His evidence was not shaken and I accept it as well.

[87]

This evidence of Messrs. Leitner and Bmi is confirmatory of the evidence given by Mr.

Moyse and the West Face witnesses. The strategy of the winning bid for WIND by the
conso11ium was not the sole work of West Face and required input from all the consortium
members who were making sizeable investments. In fact, the evidence makes clear that the idea
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for the structure of the ultimately successful bid for VimpelCom's interest in WIND was that of
Mr. Guffey of LG Capital, a man who had a very long history of successful involvement in the
telecommunications business. If West Face was acting on confidential Catalyst information in
the formulation of the final bid to VimpelCom, the reason for having a bid unconditional on
Governmental concessions would have obviously been discussed with the partners. The fact that
there was no discussion about any Catalyst information is a strong indication that West Face did
not have any such information.
(88]

There were reasons for West Face to make its bid that it did with the consortium other

than acting on confidential Catalyst information obtained from Mr. Moyse.
Regarding West Face's view that Catalyst was a bidder for WIND, there was sufficient
information in the marketplace for West Face to put two and two together to believe or presume

[89]

that Catalyst was a bidder. There is no direct evidence that West Face or its consortium members
knew that Catalyst was a bidder. Their evidence, which I accept, is that they thought from what
they knew that Catalyst was a bidder but they never knew for sure. It was for that reason that in
some emails they referred to Catalyst as being the bidder.
Mr. Griffin of West Face had seen press discussion in 2013 of an interest of Catalyst in
Mobilicity and WIND and of combining them and Mr. De Alba acknowledged that by 2013 at

(90]

the latest, there was public discussion of Catalyst's interest in merging Mobilicity and WIND.
Mr. Griffin's evidence was that he assumed through a process of elimination that it was probable
that Catalyst was the party but that he did not know for sure. I accept that evidence. Mr. Griffin's
e-mail of June 4, 2014 to Mr. Lacavera makes clear that at that point Mr. Griffin was by no
means certain that Catalyst was a real bidder for WIND. On June 18, 2014 after Mr. Moyse told
Catalyst that he was leaving Catalyst and joining West Face, counsel to Catalyst informed
counsel to West Face that Catalyst was particularly concerned about a specific transaction for
11
which Catalyst and West Face had each submitted bids and identified this as a telecom file". In
the context of what was occurring in the marketplace at the time and the known desire of
VimpelCom to quickly sell its interest in WIND, this was a very strong indication to West Face
from Catalyst itself tlu·ough its counsel that Catalyst had made a bid for WIND. On June 23,
2014 in response to a proposal from West Face to acquire WIND and draft agreements submitted
to UBS, Mr. Turgeon of UBS responded negatively about the drafts and referred to the process
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as being competitive and said that others ·were fm1her advanced on their due diligence and had
less mark-up on the drafts of UBS. This was a clear indication from UBS that someone else was
a bidder for WIND. On July 23, 2014 Mr. Friesel of Oak Hill Capital which was interested in
WIND at that time emailed Tennenbaum, LG Capital and West Face and said that Mr. Herbst of
UBS, the financial advisors to VimpelCom, had called him to say that VimpelCom had entered
into a period of exclusivity at the reserve price. There is no evidence other than the email as to
what UBS told Mr. Herbst that he was passing on, but it is obvious that there was a lot of market
chatter at the time, none of which can be laid at the feet of Mr. Moyse who could not have
known what Catalyst was doing at the time.
Mr. Leitner' s evidence was that when he learned that VimpelCom had granted an
exclusivity negotiating period to a party, he was fairly confident that the other paiiy was
(91]

Catalyst, given that Catalyst had been actively seeking financing in the market. He testified that
Tennenbaum is a debt provider and that in that capacity had been told that there was a party
looking for financing for an upstart wireless carrier in Canada and he presumed that to be
Catalyst as it could not be West Face. Mr. Leitner was very knowledgeable of the wireless
industry in North America and it would not have been a stretch for him to think that Catalyst was
a bidder at the time for WIND. In an email of July 21, 2014 Mr. Leitner told Mr. Boland of West
Face and said that he "heard Catalyst is seeking exclusivity this week". His evidence was that he
was assuming without actual knowledge that Catalyst was a bidder and seeking exclusivity. I
accept his evidence that he did not know for certain that Catalyst was a bidder. However, even if
someone had told Mr. Leitner that week that Catalyst was seeking exclusivity, it would not have
been information he got from West Face (or from Mr. Moyse through West Face) as he would
have had no reason to email West Face to tell them what he had heard. The week in question was
long after Mr. Moyse had left Catalyst on May 26, 2014 and Mr. Moyse was in no position to
know in July what Catalyst was doing with VimpelCom.
Mr. Bm1 of 64NM testified that he had no definitive knowledge that Catalyst was a
bidder for WIND but assumed it was in the process. They were aware that Catalyst was a
potential bidder because it had been out in the market seeking financing with respect to the

(92]

acquisition of WIND. He was not really challenged on this evidence and I accept it. He was one
of two persons at LG Capital, the other being Mr. Guffey, who worked closely on this
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transaction and it would be highly improbable that Mr. Guffey would have had knowledge that
Catalyst was a bidder for WIND or on what terms without discussing this with Mr. Burt.
[93]

I would not infer that Mr. Moyse told West Face that Catalyst was a bidder for WIND. I

accept that the persons at West Face involved in the deal believed Catalyst was a bidder without
actually knowing that.
(94]

Regarding the offer made by the consortium to acquire WIND based on an enterprise

value of $300 million, this price was made known to the market place by VimpelCom as early as
April, 2014. At that time, West Face was attempting to acquire WIND on its own without
consortium partners. On April 21, 2014 Mr. Griffin, the lead partner on the WIND file for West
Face, told Mr. Boland, the President and CEO of West Face, that he had had a discussion with
Mr. Lacavera a few days before in which he was told that VimpelCom were sellers of their
interest in WIND at a "$300 million EV". On May 4, 2014, West Face sent VimpelCom and the
other shareholders of WIND a proposal to address VimpelCom's required deal terms that
included a purchase of 100% of WIND's equity, based on the $300 million enterprise value that
had been communicated by Mr. Lacavera of Globalive and by VimpelCom's financial advisor
UBS Securities. On June 10, 2014 UBS again told West Face that the objective for VimpelCom
was a clean exit at a $300 million enterprise value. On July 23, 2014 Mr. Friesel of Oak Hill,
who at the time was interested in WIND, advised West Face, Tennenbaum and LG Capital that
UBS had called to say that VimpelCom had entered into exclusivity at the reserve price of $150
million, which amount when added to the debt of $150 million resulted in an enterprise value of
$300 million. It was also reported in the press on July 31, 2014 that VimpelCom had put a $300
million price tag on WIND.
[95]

I would not infer that Mr. Moyse told West Face that Catalyst was going to or had made a

bid for WIND for $300 million.
[96]

There was reason why the strncture of the agreement made by the conso11ium that

succeeded in the acquisition of WIND did not contain a clause requiring Government
concessions to permit spectrum acquired by WIND to be sold to an incumbent. Neither West
Face nor the other consortium members held the view of Mr. Glassman that WIND would need
such concessions in order to survive. No such condition was put in the West Face proposal of
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May 4, 2014 made to Globalive and the other shareholders of WIND to acquire WIND. It was
conditional only on regulatory approval, i.e. Industry Canada and Competition Bureau approval.
[97]

Mr. Griffin's evidence is that West Face knew that any transaction involving a change of

control of WIND and a transfer of its spectrum licenses would require regulatory approval, but
West Face did not see the need for any concessions in terms of future transferability of spectrum.
He said that based on West Face's due diligence effmts and analysis of WIND and the regulatory
environment, West Face was confident Industry Canada would approve any sale to West Face.
West Face concluded that the regulatory considerations were manageable and ultimately not a
material risk to West Face's investment thesis. Mr. Griffin's evidence was that all that West Face
wanted from Industry Canada was more ce1tainty regarding when, how, and at what cost WIND
would be able to acquire additional spectrum to upgrade its network from a 30 (third generation)
wireless network to an LTE ("long term evolution" or fourth generation) network. Mr. Griffin
testified that West Face did not believe that WIND or purchasers of WIND would need the
ability to sell spectrum after five years. In his words, WIND was a business "that could stand on
its own two feet with the right ownership structure and the right oversight from management.
We knew this was a business that would turn into a solid business and a credit that arm's length
paities would be willing to underwrite".

[98]

I accept Mr. Griffin's evidence on this. It is supported by the presentation made by West

Face to lndustry Canada on May 21, 2014, which was much different from the presentation made
by Catalyst to Industry Canada. The presentation made by West Face to Industry Canada made
clear that it was prepared to take business risks in its acquisition of WIND, but that it needed
clarity and ce1tainty regarding WIND's spectrum availability enabling its evolution to LTE.
West Face did not ask Industry Canada for any concessions regarding roaming costs, tower
sharing, or spectrum swapping, and did not ask for the ability to exit the investment with no
restrictions in five years as Catalyst had.

7

7

Catalyst refers to an investment memo sent by West Face to investors on the credit part of the successful bid for
VimpelCom's interest in WIND. That memorandum contained information as to collateral coverage for the
inveshnent. Under scenario l it said "In the event that Wind fails and there are no other buyer options, the
Government cannot logically continue to block a sale to an incumbent. In this scenario, valuation range is $500 to
$800 million.". I do not take this as being different from the investment strategy of West Face and I accept Mr.
Griffin's evidence that it was not but rather was an assertion or thesis of a position if the investment was an abject
failure. I also accept Mr. Griffin's evidence that West Face would never have based its acquisition strategy on the
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[99]

A further proposal by West Face to VimpelCom and the other shareholders of WIND

made on June 3, 2014 provided for $160 million in bridge financing to fund the repayment of
WIND's existing third party vendor debt and the entering into a share purchase agreement for
100% of WIND for deferred contingent consideration of $ I 00 million, payable to VimpelCom
upon West Face obtaining sufficient spectrum within 12 months to support WIND's LTE rollout
strategy. The response of UBS on behalf of VimpelCom was that VimpelCom wanted a clean
exit at a $300 million enterprise value and that VimpelCom was not prepared to have any poiiion
of the proceeds contingent on a future event such as the acquisition of spectrum.
[100] The issue of the ability of WIND to acquire new spectrum to enable it to upgrade to a
LTE or fourth generation network was resolved on July 7, 2014 when Industry Canada
announced that a large, 30 MHz block of AWS-3 spectrum (of 50 MHz total) would be set aside
and made available exclusively for new entrants like WIND. This ensured that WIND would
have access to additional spectrum without having to bid against the incumbents Rogers, Telus
and Bell. This announcemen t provided \Vest Face with sufficient certainty regarding the ability
to acquire the additional spectrum WIND needed to roll-out LTE.

[101) Tennenbaum was one of the consortium members that acquired WIND. It had known of
WIND and its business since 2012 when it had acquired approximately US$25 million in
WIND's third party vendor debt. This came due on April 30, 2014 and was unpaid at that time,
thus going into default. VimpelCom then reached out to Tennenbaum and there were discussions
about a sale of WIND. Mr. Leitner knew that VimpelCom's priority was speed and certainty of
closing, as VimpelCom had grovm suspicious and mistrnstful of the Canadian Government, and
minimizing regulatory risk was paramount to it.
[102] Tennenbaum signed a non-disclosure agreement and gained access to the WIND data
room in early May, 2014. It reached out for partners and together with Blackstone and Oak Hill

litigation that Mr. Glassman believed some mmamed party other than Catalyst would have pursued against the
Federal Government over the regulatory resh·ictions that limited transferability of the 2008 spech·um licenses.
Moreover, the assertion referred to in the West Face investment memo was not something that would in any event
be confidential to Mr. Glassman or Catalyst. There was much discussion in the marketplace on this issue,
particularly as Mobilicity had twice been turned down by the Government on an attempt to sell its business to Telus.
I do not accept the argument that the thought was Mr. Glassman's alone and that it must have come from Mr. Moyse
to West Face. The idea was not so unique to draw that inference.
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Capital, two U.S. equity firms, submitted an initial indication of interest to VimpelCom on or
around May 30, 2014. Mr. Leitner testified that in discussions with the Canadian Government
regarding WIND, they understood that an issue would be the acquisition of WIND by three
foreign entities. Mr. Leitner testified that the only regulatory issue Tennenbaum discussed with
the Canadian Government was the issue of WIND acquiring new spectrum and this was resolved
by the July 7, 2014 announcement of an auction of spectrum available only to new entrants.
[103] Tennenbaum then reached out to West Face as a potential debt financing party as
Tennenbaum's $300 million proposal to VimpelCom had included the refinancing of the $150
million vendor debt. Tennenbaum had worked with West Face before and knew that West Face
was a Canadian entity knowledgeable of the telecom sector in Canada and well known . In early
June 2014, Tennenbaum had discussions with West Face but at that stage West Face was not
interested in going in with Tennenbaum. In July 2014, Oak Hill Capital and Blackstone lost
interest and so Tennenbaum again approached West Face. LG Capital, a U.S. firm, had earlier
been in discussions with Tennenbaum and became a member of the consortium.
(104] On August 7, 2014 a proposal to VimpelCom was made by Te1menbaum on behalf of the
consortium consisting of Tennenbaum, LG Capital and West Face. The proposal was not to
acquire WIND but rather to acquire VimpelCom's minority equity and debt interest in WIND at
VimpelCom's price. Globalive's majority equity in WIND would be left in place and the
consortium would simply step into the shoes of VimpelCom. This had the advantage of having
no change of control of WIND and avoiding the need for regulatory approval of a change of
control. It would permit a quick exit for VimpelCom which the parties understood was of
paramount importance to VimpelCom. The parties knew from UBS that VimpelCom had entered
into a period of exclusivity with a patty, which was believed by them to be Catalyst, and the
proposal was unsolicited and sent to VimpelCom without any substantive communications with
VimpelCom since the exclusivity period had commenced on July 23, 2014.
[105] The only condition to the proposal was that Globalive's consent was required. However
the day the proposal was sent in, Mr. Lacavera of Globalive informed Tennenbaum that
Globalive had earlier that day signed a support agreement with VimpelCom and was therefore
unable to continue any discussions or consider any proposals relating to WIND. As a result,
neither VimpelCom nor Globalive had a11y discussion with any of the consortium members who
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had made the proposal before the exclusivity period that VimpelCom had with Catalyst expired
on August 18, 2014.
[106] The intent of the proposal was that the acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in WIND was
the first step of a two~step process. The second step would later be taken effectively to
reorganize the entities that funded step one to become direct owners of WIND which would
require regulatory approval as it would then have amounted to a change of control of WIND. Mr.
Leitner's evidence was that this two~step process was proposed to him by Mr. Guffey of LG
Capital and it was then discussed with the other members of the group8.
[ 107] Regarding the risks of the second step, Mr. Leitner's evidence was that their whole thesis
was never predicated on regulatory concessions and Tennenbaum never needed regulatory
concessions. The business model was based upon the value that Tennenbaurn believed it could
be achieved with WIND. This evidence is consistent with the evidence of Mr. Griffin of West
Face that I have accepted. As it turned out, this thesis turned out to be correct. WIND performed
very well after its acquisition by the conso1iium and went from losing money at the EBITDA line
to making a substantial amount of money at the EBITDA line. Mr. Leitner testified that he never
had any contact with Mr. Moyse, that West Face did not convey to Tennenbaum any information
regarding Catalyst that it had obtained from Mr. Moyse or anything about Catalyst's strategies or
negotiations and that he knew nothing of the details of Catalyst's regulatory strategy nor of the
details of its offer or negotiations with VimpelCom.
[108] In his affidavit, Mr. Leitner stated that the "advantage" of their August 7, 2014 proposal
was to meet VimpelCom's desire for a speedy transaction that carried little to no regulatory risk
to VimpelCom. It was put to him on cross-examination that he was referring to an advantage of
the proposal over the Catalyst offer that was being dealt with by VimpelCom and that
Tennenbaum and the consortium knew from Mr. Moyse that Catalyst could not waive regulatory
approval. Mr. Leitner denied this and said the advantage referred to was an advantage over the
earlier proposal made by Tem1enbaum with Oak Hill Capital and Blackrock that was for control
Catalyst is critical of West Face for not calling Mr. Guffey as a witness and asks for an adverse inference to be
drawn. I see no basis for any adverse inference. Mr. Guffey was not at all in the control of West Face and it was
open to Catalyst to call Mr. Guffey as a wih1ess. See Parris v. laidfey, 2012 ONCA 755 at para. 2. Moreover, the
evidence of Mr. Guffey would have been cumulative to evidence of others, and no adverse inference should be
drawn. See R. v. Jolivet, 2000 SCC 29 at paras 24 and 28 and R. v. lapensee, 2009 ONCA 646 at paras. 43, 49 and
52.

8
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of WIND that would require Governmental approval. As I read Mr. Leitner's affidavit, his
explanation makes sense and I accept it. He knew that VimpelCom wanted a deal with no risk of
Governmental rejection and it was an advantage to VimpelCom to have an offer without such a
condition. In any event, there is no evidence to support an inference that whatever the advantage
was, Mr. Leitner obtained his information from Mr. Moyse.
[ l 09] Of course, the issue of requiring regulatory approval is not the same as requiring
concessions from the Government permitting the transfer of spectrum to an incumbent after five
years. There is no evidence at all that West Face thought there was any serious issue about
obtaining Government regulatory approval to the transaction. There was no need for such a
condition in the August 7, 2014 proposal to VimpelCom because no regulatory approval was
required for that transaction. The transaction was structured that way because of the clear
message from UBS that VimpelCom wanted a clean exit without regulatory issues getting in the
way. It was not structured that way because of some knowledge allegedly obtained from Mr.
Moyse that Catalyst had such a condition in its offer to VimpelCom. Moreover, Catalyst's
argument that the proposal did not contain such a condition because it knew that Catalyst had
such a condition and knew that Catalyst could not waive it makes little sense. If West Face had
thought that regulatory approval was a concern, it would make no sense to ignore it just because
Catalyst had such a condition, assuming it knew of that condition in the Catalyst bid. To do so to
have a leg up on Catalyst and then acquire WIND with a concern that in the second step the
Govenm1ental regulatory approval might not occur would make little sense for the size of the
investment made.
(110] Tennenbaum and LG Capital were in a little different position as they were U.S. firms.
However Mr. Leitner's evidence was that even when their initial group of just U.S. firms was
9
investigating the acquisition, they discussed this with Investment Canada. That situation

changed of course when West Face became involved. Tennenbaum was expected to obtain a
little under 30% of WIND after the second step. Mr. Leitner testified that they thought there was
no serious risk that regulatory approval would not be granted. He also said that once the group
acquired the shareholder loans of WIND from VimpelCom, they would have a path if necessary

Mr. Leitner and Mr. Buit used the expression of"socializing" the idea with Investment Canada. I took that word to
mean more than a discussion over wine and canapes.

9
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to full ownership of WIND through a CCAA proceeding. This fall-back position was based on a
belief that ownership of the outstanding debt of WIND that was in default would end up in their
obtaining equity ownership of WIND in an insolvency proceeding under the CCAA. Mr. Griffin
shared this view.
[111] In an email of August l, 2014 to the consortium, Mr. Leitner said that he had heard that
VimpelCom was taking the Catalyst share purchase agreement to its board that week-end. It
would appear from the evidence that this information likely came to him from an advisor to
Tennenbaum who may have obtained it from UBS. The email also referred to "feedback on price
levels". He denied that it was feedback on the price that Catalyst had offered to VimpelCom.
What the price levels referred to is unclear, but even if it was a reference to the price Catalyst
had bid, there is no evidence that any such evidence came from West Face. The fact that the
email was from Mr. Leitner to the consortium including West Face would indicate it came from
some other source. It must be remembered that by this time Mr. Moyse was long gone from
Catalyst and had no knowledge of the terms of any bid that had been made by Catalyst to
VimpelCom.

10

(112] There is an email of August 6, 2014 from Mr. Leitner to VimpelCom and copied to West
Face and LG Capital in which Mr. Leitner sent the outlines of the proposal made the next day to
VimpelCom. His email referred to a "Superior Proposal" and said that "Our proposal will be
superior to any other offer as our proposal will not require regulatory approval. .. ". It further said
that with the benefits of an immediate sign and close "our proposal will be economically superior
to any other proposal by significantly reducing the accruing interest on the Company's Vendor
Loans ... ".
(113] Catalyst lays great store on this email and contends that it could only have been written
by Mr. Leitner with knowledge of the terms of the Catalyst offer to VimpelCom. Unfortunately
this email was not put to Mr. Leitner on his cross-examination and it would be unfair to him to
draw conclusions as to his knowledge and where it came from. Mr. Bm1 of 64NM testified that

While Mr. Moyse was on vacation, and at the time that he decided to leave Catalyst, an email from Catalyst's
lawyers enclosing a clean and blackli.ned copy of au early draft agreement of a CatalystNimpelCom share purchase
agreement was sent to a number of Catalyst people including Mr. Moyse. Mr. Moyse's evidence is that he did not
read the draft. I accept his evidence. Readiug a 122 page agreement while on vacation with his girlfriend at a time he
had decided to leave Catalyst would be an unusual thing to do.
10
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they assumed, but did not know, that Catalyst's bid would be conditional on obtaining regulatory
approval, because VimpelCom's standard form of agreement included such a term. Given that
evidence, and the lack of cross-examination of Mr. Leitner on the email, I would not find that the
statement of Mr. Leitner regarding the consortium's proposal being superior because it did not
require regulatory approval was based on any knowledge by him of the Catalyst bid or that it
came from Mr. Moyse. The same can be said for the balance of the email.
[114] I accept the evidence of Mr. Leitner that the proposal made by him to VimpelCom on
behalf of the consortium on August 7, 2014 and the ultimate deal made with VimpelCom was
not based on anything that Catalyst was doing but rather was based on what Tennenbaum had
concluded from its own due diligence and understanding of WIND and its prospects and of the
lack of regulatory risk to what it was proposing. I accept his evidence that the lack of a need for
regulatory concessions, and the lack of a need for a condition in the offer to VimpelCom of
Government regulatory approval, were not based on or derived from any knowledge of what
Catalyst was doing with VimpelCom or of Catalyst's regulatory strategies.
[115] The email of August 6, 2014 written by Mr. Leitner was put to Mr. Griffin on crossexamination. He testified that he and West Face had no role in drafting the email. He stated that
the proposal was unique and not West Face's idea and agreed that the proposal was certainly
superior to any proposal that West Face had submitted previously on its own behalf because of
the strncture that permitted VimpelCom a clean exit without the worry of a requirement for
regulatory approval. He denied that West Face's view was based at all on information regarding
Catalyst's offer to VimpelCom. I cannot find from the language in the email that West Face knew
the terms of the offer from Catalyst to VimpelCom.
[116] The evidence of Mr. Burt is to the same effect as Mr. Leitner. Mr. Burt worked with
Mr. Guffey at LG Capital and was a member of the investment vehicle 64NM used to acquire the
interest in WIND held by VimpelCom. He worked alongside Mr. Guffey on this acquisition.
Their view was that there would be no issue with their participation in the consortium because
they had discussed the idea previously with the Government. Their view was that with the setaside AWS3 spectrum auction, WIND could be a viable stand-alone business. Mr. Bu1t's
evidence was that LG Capital had no knowledge of the details of Catalyst's offer or negotiations
with VimpelCom. They assumed, but did not know that Catalyst's bid would be conditional on
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obtaining regulatory approval, because VimpelCom's standard form of agreement included such
a term. I make the same findings regarding 64NM as I do with respect to Mr. Leitner.
[117] The inference which Catalyst asks to be drawn that West Face acquired from Mr. Moyse
confidential Catalyst information about its interest and strategy to acquire WIND and about its
regulatory strategy and that West Face passed that information on to Tennenbamn and LG
Capital/64NM would amount to several witnesses purposely giving false testimony. I cannot
make any such finding. To the contrary, I find that Mr. Moyse never communicate d to anyone at
West Face, either in the interview process or later, anything about Catalyst's dealings with
WIND or of Catalyst's regulatory or telecommunications industry strategy regarding its interest
in WIND and that Tennenbaum and that LG Capital/64NM were never advised of any such
information by West Face or Mr. Moyse.
[118] On that basis, the action against West Face for breach of confidence must fail.

Did West Face make use of any Catalyst confidential information?
[119]

In light of the finding that no Catalyst confidential information was given by Mr. Moyse

to West Face or passed on to the cons011ium members, it is not necessary to deal with this issue
in any detail. I will deal with it briefly.
[120] Assuming, without deciding, that some of the information said to have been passed on by
Mr. Moyse to West Face was confidential

11

,

I would not find that West Face made use of it.

[121] The price of the bid by West Face and the consortium with an enterprise value of $300
million was based on what VimpelCom and its advisor UBS had made clear to West Face and
others as to the amount that VimpelCom required. Even if Mr. Moyse had known and told West
Face of the intention of Catalyst to bid at an enterprise value of $300 million, West Face made
no use of such information.

Mr. Glassman's evidence was that the industry generally held the view that Government regulations would have to
change for a transaction such as the acquisition of WIND to work and that another bidder such as West Face would
either assume or know that Catalyst was putting such a proposition to the Government. If this central point to the
argument of Catalyst in this case was something that Catalyst believes a bidder such as West Face would assume,
Catalyst is in no position to say that the information of what it was putting to the Government was confidential.
11
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[122] The basic strategy of Catalyst was based on its belief that WIND could not survive
without Government concessions that would allow WIND to sell its spectrum to an incumbent by
the end of five years. Even had West Face or its consortium members been told of this strategy
by Mr. Moyse or anyone else, it played no part in the reasoning of West Face to bid as it did by
itself and later with the consortium. West Face did not hold the same view regarding the need for
concessions and held the view that so long as WIND would be able to acquire additional
spectmm to upgrade its network from a 30 (third generation) wireless network to an LTE ("long
term evolution 11 or fourth generation) network, which was made clear by the Industry Canada
announcement on July 4, 2014, WIND would be a viable business. The other consortium
members held the same view.

12

[123] For the same reason, even if Mr. Moyse disclosed to West Face the views of Mr.
Glassman that the potential litigation by some other party against the Government would force
the Government to grant concessions and that the Government was therefore softening its
position on concessions, that disclosure played no part in the decision of West Face to make the
bids that it did.
[124] I accept the evidence of Mr. Griffin that West Face would never have based its strategy
on the litigation that Mr. Glassman believed some unnamed party other than Catalyst would have
pursued against the Federal Government over the regulatory restrictions that limited
transferability of the 2008 spectrum licenses. His evidence was that based on its own discussions
with Industry Canada, including during the May 21 meeting with Industry Canada, West Face
believed that the Government was going to continue to maintain the existing restrictions on
transfers of spectrum to incumbents.

West Face never understood the Government's policy

stance to be a bluff. Nor did Globalive, who told West Face on April 21, 2014 of its view that the
Government would not change its policy. In spite of what Mr. Glassman asserted was his view of

An email from Mr. Boland of West Face to consortium members of August 26, 2014 summarized a meeting with
Mr. Lacavera ofGlobealive in which Mr. Lacavera expressed concern "that we [the conso1tiumJ may over reach (by
asking for roaming, spectrum transfer to incumbent etc). Catalyst argues that this makes it plain that the conso1tium
intended to push the Government for concessions despite agreeing to step into the shoes of VimpelCom in the first
step. I do not accept that argument. The email said nothing about the intentions of West Face or the other members
of the consortium. The offer by West Face, Tennenbaum and 64NM that had been made to VimpelCom on August
ih contained no such condition and the consortium did not seek any concessions from the Government before that
deal closed. Nor is there any evidence that West Face or the other consoitium members ever sought concessions
from the Government before the second step of the acquisition of WIND took place.
12
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the potential litigation against the Government and the softening of the Government's position
on concessions, the actions of Catalyst in its bid for WIND did not reflect a view that the
Government's knowledge of the tlueat of litigation and the Government's body language
demonstrating that it was softening its position regarding concessions would massively mitigate,
if not entirely eliminate, the financial risk in bidding. Catalyst had no intention of closing a deal
with VimpelCom if it could not obtain the concessions it was looking for from the
Government.

13

[125] In sununary, if Mr. Moyse provided to West Face any confidential Catalyst information, I
find that such information was not used by West Face in its acquisition from VimpelCom of its
interest in WIND or of its later acquisition of its shareholding in WIND. For this reason too, the
action for breach of confidence against West Face must fail.

Did Catalyst suffer any detriment or compensable damage?
[126] Even if a case of misuse of confidential Catalyst information were made out, I cannot
find that it caused Catalyst any detriment or damage.
(127] Catalyst has failed to establish that it suffered any detriment by any misuse of Catalyst
confidential information. There is no evidence that the bid of the consortium of August 7, 2014
was even looked at by the board of VimpelCom during the period of exclusivity ,vith Catalyst, or
that it played any part in the position taken by VimpelCom with Catalyst that it wanted a break
fee from Catalyst. It was that position taken by VimpelCom that caused Catalyst to terminate
discussions with VimpelCom.

I have considerable doubt of the plausibility of any theo1y that the Government would change its position on
granting concessions based on Mr. Glassman's statements to Jndustiy Canada or anyone else in Government. Mr.
Glassman was the chief architect of Catalyst's regulatory strategy. The Next Wave case that Mr. Glassman put so
much store on does not appear to be of much if any relevance to the issue. While Mr. Glassman obtained a law
degree, he never practised Jaw. I-le admitted he is no specialist in communication law or the law concerning the
management of wireless spectrum in Canada. It is difficult to accept that based on his analysis the Government
would soften its position. The Government never said that it would. Mr. Drysdale, the Government relations expert
retained by Catalyst made clear to Catalyst that the Government had said it would not grant concessions to Catalyst
and that Industry Canada, the PCO/PMO and Prime Minister Harper were entrenched on this. Mr. Acker ofFaskens,
Catalyst's lawyers, an experienced communications lawyer advised Catalyst on July 25, 2014 that the current
Government had made it clear that any proposed transfer of commercial mobile spectrum to an incumbent would be
subject to very close scrutiny and, in the current climate, most unlikely to succeed.
13
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[128] On August 11, 2014 the Chairman of the Board of VimpelCom advised Mr. De Alba that
the Board was concerned about the Government's behaviour and wanted protection in case the
Government did not approve the transaction. The Chairman advised Catalyst that VimpelCom
insisted on a new term that provided for a $5-20 million break fee if regulatory approval was not
granted within 60 days. Mr. Glassman was furious and told his people on August 11, 2014 as
well as Mr. Levin of Faskens who was advising Catalyst that VimpelCom had to announce the
deal publicly that day or else there would be no deal. He stated "I am fed up. I do not want to
hear a single more excuse from them'\ On August 14, 2014 Mr. Glassman told his people that
the deal was technically dead or in deep trouble. The next day Mr. Levin advised that
VimpelCom was "out to lunch and I think we should tell them". Mr. Babcock of Morgan
Stanley, Catalyst's financial advisor, advised Catalyst to tell VimpelCom that "and then down
communication. This needs to go past the exclusivity time and [VimpelCom] needs to see his
alternatives and their terms."
[129] Catalyst then told VimpelCom that the request for a break fee was unacceptable and it
shut down communications and let the period of exclusivity expire. It was after that that
VimpelCom and the consortium, including West Face, concluded a deal. Mr. Glassman
acknowledged in his evidence that the reason the deal between Catalyst and VimpelCom fell
through was because of the break fee that VimpelCom requested that Catalyst would not agree
to.
[130] For the same reason, Catalyst has not established that it suffered any damages. Catalyst
has not established that but for the misuse by West Face of the confidential Catalyst information
that it says West Face was given by Mr. Moyse it would have acquired WIND from VimpelCom.
It was Catalyst's refusal to agree to a break fee requested by VimpelCom that caused Catalyst to
end negotiations with VimpelCom.
[131] There is another reason why Catalyst has not established any damages from misuse of
confidential Catalyst information. It is clear that VimpelCom would not agree to any deal that
carried any risk of the Government not approving the deal. Mr. Glassman's evidence throughout
was that Catalyst would not agree to a deal without Government concessions permitting the sale
of spectrum to an incumbent in five years. Mr. Riley in his affidavit of February 18, 2015 stated
that during the exclusivity period, the only point over which VimpelCom and Catalyst could not
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agree was regulatory approval risk. Catalyst wanted to ensure that its purchase was conditional
on receiving regulatory concessions from Industry Canada, but VimpelCom would not agree to
the conditions Catalyst sought. Given that evidence, and VimpelCom's refusal to agree to a deal
that contained any such condition, there was no chance that Catalyst could have successfully
concluded a deal with VimpelCom.

14

Spoliation

[132] Around June 17, 2014, Mr. Moyse wiped all contents from his BlackBeny before
returning it to Catalyst. He said he did so to remove personal information from the device. He
said he understood that all information belonging to Catalyst would still exist on Catalyst's
server.
[133] On July 16, 2014, an interim order was made in the proceedings brought by Catalyst to
enjoin Mr. Moyse from working at West Face. The order, consented to by Mr. Moyse, contained
a provision that the pa11ies would preserve their records relating to Catalyst and/or related to
their activities since March 27, 2014 and/or related to or was relevant to any of the matters raised
in the Catalyst action. The order provided that Mr. Moyse was to turn over his personal computer
to his legal counsel for the taking of a forensic image of the data stored on it, to be conducted by
a professional firm as agreed by the parties, and that he deliver a sworn affidavit of documents
setting out all documents in his power, possession or control that related to his employment with
Catalyst. Prior to delivering his personal computer to his lawyer, Mr. Moyse deleted his internet
browsing history. He said he did this because he was concerned that his internet browsing history

Several drafts of an agreement between Catalyst and VimpelCom were exchanged. VimpelCom continuously
refused to agree to a condition that would make closing the deal conditional on the Government granting
concessions on transferring spectrum to an incumbent. ln the last draft that Mr. Saratovsky of VimpelCom and Mr.
De Alba agreed was substantially settled, it provided in section 6(d) that before closing Catalyst could not (i)
develop, evaluate or analyze any studies, analyses, reports or plans relating to the sale of the Business, or any of its
assets, by the Purchaser to au Incumbent; or (ii) discuss with any Governmental Authority the sale or transfer of the
Business, or any of its assets, by the Purchaser to an Incumbent. In light of that, I have difficulty with the position of
Mr. Glassman that he would not close without Government concessions regarding spectrum, unless he intended to
breach the terms of the agreement. Section 6(e) did permit Catalyst after closing to pursue regulatory concessions
from Industry Canada that WIND had been seeking. Mr. De Alba's said on cross-examination that he did not think
WIND had been seeking concessions to permit the sale of spectrum to an incumbent and agreed that if Catalyst had
signed that agreement, it would not have been able before closing to seek concessions from the Government about
selling spectrnm to an incumbent.. Mr. De Alba asse11ed that section 6(e) would permit Catalyst to seek concessions
on the sale of spectrum if Catalyst were to operate a wholesale business with WIND and not a retail business. [ do
not understand what would give Catalyst that right but in any event it is clear that Catalyst was interested in
acquiring WlND to operate a retail operation.
14
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would show that he had accessed adult entertainment websites and could become part of the
public record. He says he did not think there was anything improper in doing so.
[134] Catalyst says that Mr. Moyse engaged in spoliation of documents and that an inference
should be drawn that the destroyed evidence would have been damaging to the defence of Mr.
Moyse, and by extension West Face. It says the spoliation should detract from the reliability and
credibility of Mr. Moyse.

[135] Spoliation is an evidentiary rule that gives rise to a rebuttable presumption that destroyed
evidence would be unfavourable to the paiiy that destroyed it. Catalyst argues that spoliation in
this case should be recognized as an independent tort. In argument Catalyst contended that
damages could be assessed against Mr. Moyse and that an award covering the costs of the case
would be appropriate. Catalyst also contended that West Face would be Hable for the same
amount on a theory of vicarious liability.

[136] The parties agree that a finding of spoliation requires four elements to be established on a
balance of probabilities, namely:

(1)

the missing evidence must be relevant;

(2)

the missing evidence must have been destroyed intentionally;

(3)

at the time of destruction, litigation must have been ongoing or contemplated; and

(4)

it must be reasonable to infer that the evidence was destroyed in order to affect
the outcome of the litigation.

[137] The drawing of an inference was described in Spasic Estate v. Imperial Tobacco Ltd.

(2000), 49 O.R. (3d) 699 (C.A.), leave to appeal refused, [2000) S.C.C.A. No. 547, at para. 10
as:

The spoliation inference represents a factual inference or a legal presumption that
because a litigant destroyed a paiiicular piece of evidence, that evidence would
have been damaging to the litigant.
[138] Thus there must be evidence of a particular piece of evidence that was destroyed.
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[139] Comts in Canada have permitted a pleading of a tort of spoliation to stand to proceed to
trial on the basis articulated in Hunt v. Carey Canada Inc., [ 1990] 2 S.C.R. 959 that it was not
plain and obvious that such an action could never succeed. See Spasic, supra and A1cDougall v.

Black & Decker Canada Inc. (2008), 97 Alta. L.R. (4th) 199 (C.A.). I was referred to no case in
which spoliation was recognized as a to1t and I do not believe the tort of spoliation has been
recognized in Canada. Catalyst contends that the tort should be recognized in this case.
[ 140] I will deal with the various claims of spoliation made by Catalyst. The first has to do with
Mr. Moyse deleting his browsing history from his personal computer.

[141] Mr. Moyse's evidence is as follows. He understood that pursuant to the order of July 16,
2014, a forensic image would be created of his computer's hard drive for the purpose of
determining what, if any, documents he had in his possession that related to Catalyst or to the
issues raised in Catalyst's lawsuit. He was not concerned that his devices would be reviewed to
identify relevant documents that related to Catalyst or to the issues raised in Catalyst's lawsuit as
he had good, reasonable explanations for every Catalyst-related document that would be found
and intended to disclose all such documents in his affidavit of documents, as required under the
order. He was troubled that Catalyst would have access to his personal internet browsing history,
and in particular that he had accessed adult ente1tainment websites. He was concerned that it
might become pait of the public record in this litigation.
[ 142] Mr. Moyse therefore decided that prior to delivering his computer to his counsel, he
would attempt to delete his internet browsing history from his computer. He did not believe that
there was anything improper about his doing so as the order did not require him to maintain his
computer "as is" for the five days before he was to deliver the computer or to preserve clearly
irrelevant files. The focus of the order was to maintain and preserve documents relevant to this
action. If the order had required him to maintain the computer "as is", he would not have used it
at all prior to the image being taken. He felt that by deleting his browsing history he was deleting
personal information not relevant to the litigation.
[143] He was aware that the mere act of deleting one's internet browsing history through the
browser program itself does not fully erase the record, and that a forensic review of a computer
would likely capture some or all recently deleted material. He did some internet searches on how
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to ensure a complete deletion of his intemet browsing history, and many websites said that
cleaning the registry following the deletion of the internet history would accomplish this. He
purchased two software products from a company called Systweak. The first was software
named RegCleanPro which he purchased online on Saturday, July 12, 2014, for the purpose of
deleting his internet browser history. On Sunday July 20, 2014 the day before he was to deliver
his computer to his lawyers, he ran RegCleanPro software to clean up the computer registry after
he had deleted his internet browser history.
[144] I accept Mr. Moyse's evidence as to why he deleted his internet browsing history. There
is no evidence to contradict his statements as to why he deleted his internet browsing history. He
was a young man at the time who had a very close relationship with his girlfriend who is now his
fiancee. He did not want his internet searching to become part of the public record. In deleting
this history, he did not intend to breach the order of July 16, 2014 or to destroy any evidence
relevant to this litigation. This lack of intention to destroy relevant evidence precludes any
finding of spoliation resulting from the deletion of his internet browsing history.
[145] In closing argument, it was conceded on behalf of Catalyst that there is no evidence that
Mr. Moyse destroyed documents that no longer exist either at Catalyst or West Face. Catalyst
contends however that by wiping his browsing history, Mr. Moyse may have wiped evidence that
he looked at Catalyst documents in his Dropbox account after deciding he was leaving Catalyst.
Catalyst says that if those documents that he may have looked at in his Dropbox account
included Catalyst documents involving WIND, it would be evidence that might suggest he
wanted them to discuss with West Face.
[146] There are difficulties with this contention. There is no evidence that Mr. Moyse ever
transferred confidential Catalyst documents regarding WIND to his Dropbox account. Mr.
Musters, the computer expert retained by Catalyst created a forensic image of Mr. Moyse's
computer on June 21, 2014. The only time Mr. Moyse used his Dropbox account on his
computer was on February 10, 2014 before Mr. Moyse was on the WIND team at Catalyst and
long before he decided to leave Catalyst and go to West Face. There is no evidence what
documents were in his Dropbox account that he accessed on that day. Moreover the timing does
not lead to any cogent inference that documents accessed that day consisted of confidential
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Catalyst documents regarding WIND that Mr. Moyse wanted to discuss with West Face. To
make such a finding would amount to speculation rather than reasonably making an inference.
[147] Catalyst has not established that Mr. Moyse looked at any documents in his Dropbox
account dealing with Catalyst's WIND initiative or that he did so in order to discuss them with
West Face. Nor has Catalyst established that any evidence that might be relevant to this litigation
was destroyed by the wiping of Mr. Moyse's internet browsing history.
[148] On July 16, 2014, the day on which the interim order was made requiring his personal
computer to be turned over to his counsel, Mr. Moyse purchased online from Systweak a second
software product named Advanced System Optimizer ("ASO") advertised as an all in one PC
tune-up suite containing many different programs, one of which was a program called Secure
Delete.
[149] On July 20, 2014, at 8:09 p.m., a folder called Secure Delete was created on Mr. Moyse's
computer. Catalyst contends that although the forensic evidence does not conclusively establish
that Moyse ran the Secure Delete program, the undisputed circumstances in which it was
purchased, downloaded, and launched the night before his computer was scheduled to be
forensically imaged lead to the logical and reasonable inference that Mr. Moyse ran it to delete
relevant inculpatory evidence.
[150] This contention is somewhat contrary to the concession made in closing argument that
Catalyst is not contending that Mr. Moyse destroyed documents that no longer exist either at
Catalyst or West Face. In any event, I cannot find that Mr. Moyse ran the Secure Delete program
in order to destroy documents or that any documents were destroyed.
[151] Mr. Moyse denies that he ever ran the Secure Delete program to delete any documents.
His evidence is that he bought the ASO software because his computer was rmming slowly. On
July 20, 2014, he opened both the RegCleanPro and the ASO software to see what they could do
and he investigated what products the ASO offered and what the use of those products would
entail. He did this by clicking on the various pmts of the program. He said he was ce1tain that he
did not nm the Secure Delete product or any other to delete any Catalyst documents or anything
else from his computer that could have been relevant to this litigation and that since his computer
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was returned to him after the image was taken from it, he has used ASO a number of times to
clean up his computer and optimize its functioning.
[152] An Independent Supervising Solicitor ("ISS") was appointed to review the forensic
images taken from Mr. Moyse's computer. The ISS's forensic expeti reached the conclusion that

it could not determine whether the Secure Delete function had been used to delete an individual
file or files and that it accordingly could not express any conclusion on that possibility other than
to note that it exists.
[153] Although not the case from the start, the forensic experts retained by Catalyst and Mr.
Moyse now agree on most of the forensic evidence. Mr. Musters, the expert for Catalyst, at first
stated in his affidavit that a Secure Delete folder is not created merely by downloading the ASO
software but is only created when a user runs the Secure Delete feature to delete a file or folder
from the computer. He concluded from the existence of the Secure Delete folder on Mr. Moyse's
computer that Mr. Moyse had deleted one or more files on his computer. The evidence of Mr.
Lo, the computer expeti for Mr. Moyse, was that the presence of a Secure Delete folder on Mr.
Moyse's system is not evidence that he ran the Secure Delete program, or used it to delete any
files.
[154] At trial Mr. Musters acknowledged that he was wrong and that the presence of a Secure
Delete folder does not mean that the function was used to delete a file. Both experts agreed that a
Secure Delete folder, such as the one found on Mr. Moyse' s computer, is created as soon as a
user clicks Secure Delete on the ASO menu, but before the product is used for any purpose. The
Secure Delete folder is created even if a user does not delete a single file.
[155] Although acknowledging his error in concluding that Mr. Moyse deleted a file merely
from the presence of the Secure Delete folder on his computer, Mr. Musters did not change his
opinion that Mr. Moyse most likely did use the Secure Delete function to delete files from his
computer to prevent them being recovered by a forensic analysis. His reasoning however is
something that falls outside of a forensic analysis and his expertise. What Mr. Musters was doing
was engaging in an exercise of a judge or jury in considering possibilities unrelated to a forensic
analysis. He said:
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My conclusion is based on a number of factors. The program was purchased and
paid for. The Secure Delete feature is a function of a program called the advanced
system optimizer, and when you load -- when you launch advanced system
optimizer, you get a home screen, and the Secure Delete feature is not on the home
screen. There are about five options, if you will, on the left-hand side, one of them
is security and privacy. If you then go to the security and privacy, it gives you, I
believe, three options, one of them being Secure Delete. Underneath the Secure
Delete it says this is how you permanently erase a file, its contents, never to be
recovered, and then you launch -- then you click on that Secure Delete feature to
launch that function. That's when the folder gets created. I draw my conclusion in
13 on the fact that the program was bought, paid, installed, it wasn't easy to get to
that function, and it was done on the night before the ISS was to examine the
computer.
[ 156] In a prior affidavit after learning of his error, Mr. Musters expressed the opinion that Mr.
Moyse likely used the Secure Delete program to delete files and relied on several factors, based
much on the same reasoning as he expressed at trial. One was that Mr. Moyse had exhibited a
pattern of conduct that was consistent with taking confidential information from his previous
employer. He admitted on cross-examination that he did not know if the documents he was
referring to were confidential. Another was that the running of the Secure Delete program the
night before Mr. Moyse was to deliver his computer to a forensic expert was too coincidental to
be an innocent "mistake". Mr. Moyse never said that what he did with the ASO software,
including clicking on the Secure Delete portion of it, was a mistake.
[157] I am troubled by the assertions of Mr. Musters. They are really outside of his expertise
and indicate somewhat of a less than neutral observation of an expert. They are argument and
speculation.
[158] It would not be entirely surprising that Mr. Moyse purchased the ASO software for other
than a nefarious purpose. He saw it while searching the internet for a product that would help
him prevent disclosure of the fact that he had accessed adult websites on the internet. The AOS
software was sold by the same company that sold the RegCleanPro that he used. He used the
RegCleanPro software on the night before he was to turn over his computer to his counsel for the
reasons he has stated. To then look at the ASO software, including looking at the Secure Delete
program on it, at the same time without using it to delete files is not something that can be
concluded is too coincidental, as stated by Mr. Musters. Mr. Moyse's evidence that he has used
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the ASO software to optimize or clean up his computer since it has been returned to him was not
challenged.
[159] Mr. Musters has also speculated that Mr. Moyse took steps by using the Registry Editor
on his computer to remove evidence that he had used the Secure Delete program to delete files.
Mr. Lo, the expe11 called by Mr. Moyse, testified that he found no evidence that Secure Delete
had been used to delete any files or folders from Mr. Moyse's computer. Mr. Lo explained that if
the program had been run on the computer, a Secure Delete Log which maintains records of the
files deleted would have been found, but no such log exists on Mr. Moyse's computer. Mr.
Musters agreed that using Secure Delete to delete files would result in the creation of a Secure
Delete Log but he speculated that Mr. Moyse took steps by using the Registry Editor on his
computer to remove evidence that he had used the Secure Delete program to delete files.
[160] Both experts agreed that it would be theoretically possible for a user to use the
computer's Registry Editor to delete a Secure Delete Log. They differed on how easily that could
be done. Mr. Musters said it could be done very easily. His explanation suffered somewhat by a
hiccup in the information he said was available to the public which turned out to be information
on how to remove the entire ASO program and not just the removal of the remnant files. Mr. Lo
testified that it would be complicated and risky for a lay user to use a Registry Editor to hide the
use of the Secure Delete program and said there was no evidence he found on Mr. Moyse's
computer that he had done so.
[161] I have considerable doubt that Mr. Moyse had the expe11ise needed to hide the use of the
Secure Delete program on his computer. He left on his computer the ASO software and the
Secure Delete folder, along with emails and the receipts recording his purchase of the software,
to be easily found by a forensic investigator. Mr. Musters asserted at one place in his evidence
that Mr. Moyse's understanding that cleaning the registry of his computer to erase his browsing
history made no sense, which is somewhat inconsistent with a view that Mr. Moyse knew
enough about a registry to remove evidence of his use of the Secure Delete program.
[ 162] It is not necessary to come to a final conclusion on how easily one could hide the use of
the Secure Delete program. Whether or not it would have been easy or difficult to use the
registry to remove evidence that the Secure Delete program had been used to delete files, it
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would be sheer speculation unsupported by any forensic evidence to find that Mr. Moyse did
erase any prior use of the Secure Delete program. Mr. Musters in his April 30, 2015 affidavit
said as much by saying it was impossible to determine whether the absence of wiping history in
the Secure Delete system summary means that Mr. Moyse did not use the software to
permanently delete files or folders or whether he used the software and then removed the
evidence of his having done so by deleting the Secure Delete files from his registry. His
conclusion that Mr. Moyse likely used the Secure Delete program to permanently delete files
from his computer was not based on forensic evidence but on speculation outside of his field as a
forensic computer analyst.
[163] Without cogent evidence that Mr. Moyse managed to remove from his computer the
evidence that he had used the Secure Delete function, there is no cogent evidence that he used
the Secure Delete program in the first place to delete any documents from his computer. I find
that Catalyst has not established that Mr. Moyse used the Secure Delete program to delete to
delete any relevant evidence.
[164] Regarding the wiping of his BlackBerry before returning it to Catalyst, Mr. Moyse's
evidence is that his BlackBerry contained photographs and text messages of a personal and
private nature, and he thought it was completely reasonable to take steps to ensure that they
would not be accessible to the next user of the company issued BlackBerry. The only email
address associated with the BlackBerry was his Catalyst email address, and Catalyst had full
access to those emails on its server. Catalyst admits it would have had all emails that were sent
through this account on his BlackBerry. Mr. Moyse's evidence is that he did not believe that he
used his BlackBerry to communicate with West Face, although it turned out later that he had
used it once or twice to receive telephone calls. Mr. Moyse admits it was a mistake to have
wiped his BlackBerry.
[165] I accept that Mr. Moyse had no intent to destroy relevant evidence on his Black.Berry,
and there is no evidence that any relevant evidence was destroyed. The call logs of his calls with
West Face are in evidence.
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(166] In summary, I find that Catalyst has not established that Mr. Moyse intentionally
destroyed evidence in order to affect the outcome of this litigation. There is no basis to find that
or infer a presumption that Mr. Moyse destroyed evidence that would be unfavourable to him.
[ 167] So far as the argument that West Face has liability for any spoliation of Mr. Moyse, I see
no basis whatsoever for such a conclusion. Whatever Mr. Moyse did, he did it after he was on
leave of absence from West Face and did it for his own concerns, not out of any concern to
protect West Face in this litigation.
[168] I need not consider whether an independent tort of spoliation exists in Ontario.
Conclusion
[169] The action is dismissed in its entirety. The defendants are entitled to their costs. If not
agreed, written submissions along with proper cost outlines may be made within 15 days and
reply submissions may be made in writing within a further 15 days.

Newbould J.

Released: August 18, 2016
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Spokesperson for Catalyst Capital said:
"We are deeply disappointed by the decision and the severe indications of possible bias displayed by Judge Newbold. We
believe that he did not give fair consideration to all of the evidence presented, ignored contradictory statements made by
the defendants that are part of the Court record and delivered a judgement containing clear misstatements of fact. Among
other things, we are particularly concerned that the decision selectively ignores or discounts key testimony as it relates to
the critical issue of possible destruction of evidence. We are considering all options regarding an appeal."

"Regardless of this questionable decision, after the Moyse litigation commenced, additional evidence came out that
is supportive of our case against Globalive, West Face, VimpelCom and the other parties."

From: Jackson, Emily (National Post) <ejackson@postmedia.com>
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2016 9:43 AM
To: Dan Gagnier
Subject: Ontario court judgment against Catalyst

Hi Dan,
Hope you’re summer is going well. I’m working on a story today about the Ontario judge ruling against Catalyst in the
initial lawsuit against its former employee Moyse. I’m wondering – what sort of implications does this have for the more
recent lawsuit claiming $750 million? Will Catalyst move forward with that lawsuit?
Please let me know. Much appreciated.
Emily
Emily Jackson
Financial Post | Telecom Reporter
Office | 416.383.2420
Cell | 416.402.6765
ejackson@postmedia.com
@theemilyjackson
From: Dan Gagnier <dg@gagnierfc.com>
Date: Monday, June 13, 2016 at 10:47 AM
To: User Template <ejackson@postmedia.com>
Subject: Re: thanks for the chat.

Hi Emily - haven't heard anything yet, but will be checking in with them today and will let you know.
Best,

Dan

From: Jackson, Emily (National Post) <ejackson@postmedia.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:46 AM
To: Dan Gagnier
Subject: Re: thanks for the chat.

Hi Dan,
Wondering if there are any updates on this… Please let me know.
Thanks,
Emily
Emily Jackson
Financial Post | Telecom Reporter
Office | 416.383.2420
Cell | 416.402.6765
ejackson@postmedia.com
@theemilyjackson
From: Dan Gagnier <dg@gagnierfc.com>
Date: Wednesday, June 1, 2016 at 3:40 PM
To: User Template <ejackson@postmedia.com>
Subject: Re: thanks for the chat.

Thanks Emily. All the best,
Dan

From: Jackson, Emily (National Post) <ejackson@postmedia.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 1, 2016 3:28 PM
To: Dan Gagnier
Subject: thanks for the chat.

Speak to you next week.
Emily Jackson
Financial Post | Telecom Reporter
Office | 416.383.2420
Cell | 416.402.6765
ejackson@postmedia.com
@theemilyjackson
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Catalyst Capital Group Inc to appeal after judge dismisses Wind
Mobile lawsuit
By Emily Jackson

The appeal continues Capital's extensive legal battle for a share of the wireless startup now
owned by Shaw Communications Inc.
TORONTO - Private equity firm Catalyst Capital Group Inc. will appeal an Ontario court ruling that tossed out its claim
for a chunk of Wind Mobile, continuing its extensive legal battle for a share of the wireless startup now owned by
Shaw Communications Inc.
The Ontario Superior Court of Justice dismissed in its entirety Catalyst's lawsuit that alleged rival Bay Street firm West
Face Capital Inc. used confidential information from a former Catalyst employee to buy a stake in Wind Mobile, a deal
both firms were chasing in 2014.
West Face and a consortium of buyers ultimately bought Wind from Amsterdam-based telecom Vimpelcom that fall,
less than a month after Catalyst's exclusive negotiations failed. Catalyst argued West Face couldn't have landed the
deal without confidential information from analyst Brandon Moyse, who was working on Catalyst's telecom file before
he quit in May 2014 and joined West Face in June. It asked the court to order1 West Face to hold its ownership of
Wind in a trust for Catalyst.
But Justice Frank Newbould ruled this week that Moyse did not provide any information to West Face that enabled it
to offer a better deal than Catalyst.
The judge believed Moyse's assertion that he never discussed Wind with his new employer, which assigned him to
other files before he was placed on leave after three and a half weeks in light of Catalyst's non-compete clause.
Moyse did email West Face confidential memos unrelated to Wind during the hiring process, but the judge ruled it was
an error and did not indicate he revealed details about Wind. The junior analyst also wiped his BlackBerry before
returning it to Catalyst and deleted his browser history before turning his computer over to lawyers, but the judge said
his intent was simply to get rid of personal information.
The judge went on to chastise Catalyst owner Newton Glassman, stating he had "considerable difficulty" accepting his
evidence as reliable.
"He was aggressive, argumentative, refused to make concessions that should have been made and contradicted his
own statements made contemporaneously in emails," Newbould wrote.
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On the other hand, he praised the West Face witnesses as "straightforward" and "impressive." He stated they "did not
engage in overstatement."
After Catalyst filed its initial lawsuit against West Face, Shaw bought Wind Mobile for $1.6 billion in late 2015. In June
2016, Catalyst sued West Face and the consortium of buyers2 including Globalive for $750 million, the amount it
estimates it would have made if it had owned Wind at the time of the sale.
Catalyst will continue to pursue the second lawsuit as it appeals this decision, a spokesperson said Friday. Additional
evidence has come out since the Moyse litigation that supports the new case that alleges conspiracy and breach of
contract, the spokesperson said.
"We are deeply disappointed by the decision and the severe indications of possible bias displayed by Judge Newbold.
We believe that he did not give fair consideration to all of the evidence presented, ignored contradictory statements
made by the defendants that are part of the court record and delivered a judgement containing clear misstatements of
fact," Catalyst said in a written statement.
"Among other things, we are particularly concerned that the decision selectively ignores or discounts key testimony as
it relates to the critical issue of possible destruction of evidence."
West Face is "grateful for the vindication" the judge provided, according to a news release that highlighted the judge's
conclusions about the witnesses.
"The reasons for the complete dismissal of the case make clear that the lawsuit launched by Catalyst was without
merit. We are confident that Catalyst's other lawsuits against West Face and various other parties face similar
obstacles," CEO Greg Boland said in a statement.

References
1. business.financialpost.com/news/fp-street/wind-mobile-ownership-under-threat-as-bay-street-hiring-tiff-spiralsinto-legal-brawl
2. business.financialpost.com/fp-tech-desk/catalyst-capital-sues-former-wind-mobile-owners-for-750mover-alleged-conspiracy-breach-of-contract
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1

132

2

46

Q.

And I am interested in page 42,

paragraph 68.

3

A.

Sorry, paragraph 68?

One of the

4

problems is your page numbers are not the same as

5

the page numbers in our materials.

6

133

7

Q.

in the top right-hand corner.

8
9

134

10
11

And I am going by the page number

135

A.

So I'll go by paragraph, yes.

Q.

Yes, okay, paragraph 68.

A.

6-8?

Q.

Yes.

So immediately following

12

Justice Newbould's trial decision in the Moyse

13

action, Catalyst issued a press release accusing

14

Justice Newbould of, quote, "severe indications of

15

possible bias"; is that correct?

16

A.

I don't think it is an accusation.

17

I think it is a concern that we had that there were

18

indications of possible bias which we took from the

19

judgment or reasons for judgment.

20

136

21

Q.
bias"; correct?

22
23

"Severe indications of possible

137

A.

Possible bias.

Q.

Okay, well, the word "possible" or

24

"possibly" doesn't appear in your press release,

25

does it?
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1

47

MR. DEARDEN:

2

Which press release are

you speaking of, Mr. Milne-Smith?

3

THE DEPONENT:

4

It does, "severe

indications of possible bias."

5

MR. DEARDEN:

Gentlemen, just a second.

6

So in paragraph 68, we are not referring to a press

7

release.

8

the National Post or Financial Post reporter Emily

9

Jackson.

10
11

It is an email that Dan Gagnier sent to

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
138

Q.

Okay, that is fine.

And this

12

statement was emailed to various members of the

13

press; correct?

14

A.

Beyond the one that is Exhibit 30,

15

I don't know of others, but there may have been.

16

I'm just saying this is the one I know of.

17
18

139

Q.

And the press release also in the

second highlighted passage says that:

19

"[...] after the Moyse

20

litigation commenced, additional

21

evidence came out that is supportive

22

of our case against Globalive, West

23

Face, VimpelCom and other parties."

24

Do you see that?

25

A.

Yes, I do.
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48

Q.

And you then go on to describe

2

this so-called additional evidence at paragraphs 74

3

to 91 of this affidavit.

4

section called "The Additional Evidence"?

5
6

141

Do you see there is a

A.

Yes.

Q.

And am I correct, sir, that all of

7

the evidence you referred to in this section of

8

your affidavit, paragraphs 74 to 91, was in fact

9

produced by West Face in the Moyse action?

10

A.

I don't know whether it was in the

11

Moyse action.

12

course of the Mid-Bowline portion of the Moyse --

13

well, Mid-Bowline folds into Moyse, and I think

14

that is when these came out.

15

142

16
17
18

I believe these came out during the

Q.

That is when they first --

A.

After the commencement of the

Mid-Bowline transaction.
143

19

Q.

So you are referring to the Plan

of Arrangement proceedings --

20

A.

The Plan of Arrangement.

Sorry,

21

the Plan of Arrangement is a better way to say it

22

perhaps.

23

144

Q.

Yes, that culminated in I think it

24

was February -- the hearing was in January of 2016

25

and the hearing and the final approval was in
neesonsreporting.com
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1

February of 2016; correct?

2

A.

Sorry, could you give me -- sorry,

3

part of it is I am having trouble following what

4

you are saying.

5

145

Q.

I apologize.
Just to get the timeline straight,

6

the Plan of Arrangement proceedings that we are

7

referring to were commenced in December 2015.

8

There was a hearing in January 2016 and a final

9

order was granted in February of 2016; correct?

10

A.

11
12

I will take those dates as given.

I don't have them in front of me.
146

Q.

The point is that Catalyst

13

received all the documents that you have called

14

"The Additional Evidence" well before the Moyse

15

trial in June of 2016; correct?

16

A.

I don't think that is correct, but

17

I would have to go -- can we -- do we have a way of

18

verifying the dates of those deliveries?

19

were delivered by you, do you --

20

147

Q.

Those

Let's do that by way of

21

undertaking --

22

U/T

23

you our best reconstruction of the dates of

24

delivery.

25

MR. MOORE:

We will undertake to give

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
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Q.

Okay, all I want to know is if any

2

of the documents referred to in paragraph 74 to 91

3

were not produced by West Face prior to the Moyse

4

trial in June 2016?

5

understanding and my contention is that all of the

6

documents referred to here as additional evidence

7

were produced prior to the Moyse trial in either or

8

both of the Plan of Arrangement proceedings and the

9

Moyse action, and if you have something to the

In other words, my

10

contrary, please let me know by way of undertaking.

11

U/A

12

one of your questions was -- we'll take that under

13

advisement.

14

undertaking, but I hear you.

MR. MOORE:

All right, it is just that

I think I'm willing to give that

15

[Court Reporter intervenes for

16

clarification.]

17

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

18

149

Q.

And just one more -- I suspect

19

I'll ask for this by way of undertaking so as not

20

to put the witness to a memory test, but my

21

understanding, again, with respect to the documents

22

referred to as "Additional Evidence" at paragraphs

23

74 to 91 of your affidavit that we have been

24

looking at, my understanding is that each of those

25

documents was in fact relied on by Catalyst both at
neesonsreporting.com
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1

the trial of and the appeal from the Moyse action.

2

And if you have anything to the contrary, please

3

let me know.

4

U/T

5
6

Mr. Dearden?
MR. DEARDEN:

We will.

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
150

Q.

With respect to the allegation of

7

possible bias, Catalyst never had any evidence that

8

Justice Newbould had an interest in the outcome

9

against Catalyst, did you?

10
11

151

A.

No.

Q.

And Catalyst never made an

12

allegation of bias in any of its filings prior to

13

or during the trial of the Moyse action, did it?

14

A.

15
16

judgment, in the judgment in connection with Moyse.
152

17

Q.

Right, so there was no allegation

of bias before the judgment; correct?

18
19

The bias that we saw was on the

153

A.

That is correct.

Q.

And in fact, there was no

20

allegation of bias actually made in the appeal

21

proceedings; correct?

22
23
24
25

154

A.

That I do not recall.

Q.

Okay.

A.

I just don't recall.

I don't

recall the pleadings.
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Q.

That is fine.

If you can point me

2

to any allegation of bias in the appeal materials

3

of Catalyst, I would like to be advised by way of

4

undertaking?

5

A.

6

U/T

Okay.

I assume that is okay?

MR. DEARDEN:

Yes.

7

THE DEPONENT:

8

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

9

156

Yeah, that is okay.

Q.

Could we go to document number 15,

11

A.

[Witness reviews document.]

12

I have read it.

10

13

please.

157

Q.

Okay, so this is West Face's press

14

release following the cost judgment that was

15

rendered by Justice Newbould on October 13, 2016;

16

have you seen this?

17
18

158

A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay, so I have numbered -- well,

19

the paragraph numbering for some reason isn't

20

showing up on the version that is on screen, but in

21

any event, let's just walk through this.

22
23

So the first paragraph here that is
highlighted states that:

24

"West Face Capital Inc.

25

announced today that Justice
neesonsreporting.com
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UNDERTAKINGS, QUESTIONS TAKEN UNDER ADVISEMENT, AND REFUSALS
given at the Cross-Examination of James Riley by Mr. Milne-Smith held on October 26 and 27, 2020
No. Pg.

Q.

Category Specific Question

Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal

1.

1011

9

ADV

To advise whether or not Catalyst has
disclosed all communications from June
2014 to the present between Catalyst including at a minimum Messrs. Riley,
Glassman, de Alba, Jean Lepine
(Catalyst's Director of Corporate
Communications) and Dan Gagnier
(Catalyst's external public relations
consultant) - on the one hand, and any
third party, on the other hand, about West
Face, Mr. Boland, and/or any of the five
pieces of litigation involving West Face
and Catalyst. To the extent that all of such
communications have not been disclosed,
to disclose them.

In a case of this size and complexity, this question is
inappropriately broad and open-ended. To their knowledge,
the Plaintiffs have produced, subject to (i) the principles of
proportionality and (ii) the issues of relevance and privilege
which they have asserted (including those issues which are
the subject of recent motions decided by Justice Boswell and
Justice McEwen), all relevant documents in their possession,
power or control, in accordance with the applicable Rules of
Civil Procedure. This is subject to the duties which apply to
every party under Rule 30.07. If the Plaintiffs ascertain any
producible documents which may have been inadvertently
overlooked, the Plaintiffs will identify and produce same. This
is an ongoing obligation.

2.

1112

15

REF

To advise of the basis on which privilege
has been asserted over any number of
communications involving Dan Gagnier
(as set out in the Plaintiffs' Supplemental
Schedule B to their Affidavit of Documents
delivered October 13, 2020).

For the purpose of enabling counsel to provide legal advice
and for the dominant purpose of litigation. The bases upon
which these privileges are maintained are set out in
paragraphs 27 to 34 of Mr. Riley’s Affidavit sworn December
28, 2020.
The privilege claimed in respect of documents related to Dan
Gagnier was the subject of a motion brought by West Face
returnable on January 18, 2021. The portion of the motion
pertaining to the privilege over the Dan Gagnier documents
was abandoned by West Face.
1.

This question, and many others which arose during
Days One and Two (October 26-27) of Mr. Riley’s
cross-examination relate to the issue of privilege.

2.

This and all other such questions (see paragraph 7
below) have been or could have been the subject of

372
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No. Pg.

Q.

Category Specific Question

Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal

7.

32

77

REF

Given that Documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and
7 of Exhibit 2 to the cross-examination of
Mr. Riley were produced by Catalyst and
Callidus, to confirm that the public
relations campaigns referred to in those
documents are not privileged.

See the answer to Item 4 (Q. 24) above.

8.

39

110

REF

To accept that, given that the Moyse
Action was dismissed by Justice
Newbould following a trial, and the
VimpelCom Action was dismissed by
Justice Hainey following a motion, and the
Court of Appeal for Ontario dismissed
Catalyst's appeals in those proceedings,
and the Supreme Court of Canada
dismissed Catalyst's applications for leave
to appeal in those proceedings, Catalyst
cannot now bring any further proceedings
claiming relief arising out of West Face's
acquisition of Wind Mobile.

A similar question arose when Callidus took the position that
certain historical emails and other records in the possession of
Mr. Moyse should be retained pending completion of the
current litigation.

To provide Catalyst's best reconstruction
of the dates on which the documents
referred to by Mr. Riley as "The Additional
Evidence" in paragraphs 74-91 of his
Affidavit dated December 5, 2019 were
first disclosed to Catalyst (whether in the
Moyse Action, in the Plan of Arrangement
proceeding, or in both proceedings).

Items 9 and 10 (Questions 147 and 148) relate to Exhibits 31 –
36 in Mr. Riley’s December 5, 2019 Affidavit. Copies of these
Exhibits are attached. These Exhibits are emails which pertain
to the WIND transaction and certain communications which
occurred proximate to Catalyst’s period of exclusivity with
VimpelCom. None of the documents were disclosed by West
Face until approximately 18 months after the Moyse litigation.

9.

49

147

UT

As a result of a case conference specific to this issue, the
Court directed that the records be retained, and that a letter be
written by Callidus/Catalyst to Robert Centa to confirm the
reasons for such retention. A copy of this letter is attached.
Catalyst/Callidus confirm the substance of the statements
contained in the above letter. Catalyst/Callidus have no
intention to re-litigate or advance any of these claims/causes
of action, which have been finally disposed of.

In this regard, four of these documents (Exhibits 31, 32, 33,
and 34; WF [Moyse] Production Nos. WFC0069995,
WFC0059172, WFC0048724, WFC0047832) are referred to in
West Face’s Affidavit of Documents, which was delivered (in
unsworn form) on January 9, 2016.
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No. Pg.

Q.

Category Specific Question

Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal
Exhibits 35 – 36 to the Riley Affidavit (WF Moyse Production
Nos. WFC0051622 and WFC0051186) were delivered shortly
before the Moyse trial.
See also paras 68 – 80 of the Affidavit of Andrew Carlson,
sworn December 7, 2016 (in the VimpelCom action) and paras
3 – 8 in the affidavit of Ashely McKnight, dated August 8, 2017
(also in the VimpelCom action).

10.

50

148

ADV

To advise if Catalyst has any evidence
contrary to the following proposition:

See the Answer to Item 9 (Q. 147) above.

All of the documents referred to by Mr.
Riley as "The Additional Evidence" in
paragraphs 74-91 of his Affidavit dated
December 5, 2019 were produced to
Catalyst before the trial in the Moyse
Action (whether in the Moyse Action, in
the Plan of Arrangement proceeding, or in
both proceedings).
11.

5051

149

UT

To advise if Catalyst has any evidence
contrary to the following proposition:

See the Answer to Item 9 (Q. 147) above and Item 53 (Q. 773)
below.

Each of the documents referred to by Mr.
Riley as "The Additional Evidence" in
paragraphs 74-91 of his Affidavit dated
December 5, 2019 was in fact relied on by
Catalyst both at the trial of the Moyse
Action and at the hearing of the appeal of
the Moyse Action.
12.

52

155

UT

To advise if Catalyst's appeal materials in
the Moyse Action made any allegation of
bias on the part of Justice Newbould and,

Catalyst’s Notices of Appeal and Factum did not allege bias or
reasonable apprehension of bias. Rather, Catalyst's appeal
materials in the Moyse Action made allegations of different
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No. Pg.

13.

6263

Q.

194

Category Specific Question

ADV

Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal

if so, to indicate where in Catalyst's appeal
materials such an allegation was made.

standards applied to Catalyst’s witnesses and those as
applied to the Defendants witnesses, and other procedural
rulings, amounting to a denial of procedural fairness. These
allegations are detailed in paragraphs 30 to 37 of Catalyst’s
Second Supplementary Notice of Appeal dated February 15,
2017.

To confirm that Document 17 of Exhibit 2
to the cross-examination of Mr. Riley
(being a chain of internal West Face
emails dated November and early
December 2014 about a report that West
Face was preparing on Callidus), bearing
the production number WFV00022061,
was produced by West Face only in the
Veritas Action, and was not produced by
West Face in the Wolfpack Action.

All of these questions relate to the “deemed undertaking”
position/issue that has been raised by West Face. That issue
and these questions are predicated upon the
position/assumption that the delivery of the documents in
question can and should be treated as having been produced
solely in the Veritas action because they are listed in an
Affidavit of Documents that bears that particular style of
cause.
Catalyst disputes this premise as it ignores the procedural and
substantive context and purpose in which all such documents
have been produced.
In substance, said documents have been produced for use in
the Conspiracy Action and Counterclaim, not just the Veritas
action. This conclusion is based upon, among other things, the
attached documents which show that:
A. the underlying intention, manifested in several case
conferences and communications, that the Veritas
action and the Conspiracy Action were being casemanaged and treated together as one set of
proceedings;
B. the fact that the Veritas Action and the Conspiracy
Action have been case managed together by Justice
Hainey since 2018;
C. the position of West Face, described in its pleading in
the Conspiracy Action, is that the prior proceedings,
including the Veritas action, were not mere “colour”,
but were “key” to understand the various statements
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COST ENDORSEMENT

[1]
action.

I have now received cost submissions from the pai1ies following the dismissal of this
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- Page 2 West Face costs

[2]

West Face claims costs on a substantial inde1mtlty basis. The normal rule is that costs are

to be paid on a partial indemnity basis. However, conduct of a party that is reprehensible,
scandalous or outrageous are grounds for costs to be awarded on a substantial or complete
indemnity basis. See Young v. Young, [1993] 4 S.C.R. 3. The conduct giving rise to such an
award can be conduct either in a circumstances giving rise to the cause of action or in the
proceedings themselves. See Orkin, The Law of Costs, 2nd ed. at para. 219 and Ford Motor

Company of Canada v. Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement Fund (2006), 17 B.L.R. (4th )
169 (Ont. C.A.).
[3]

Unfounded allegations of improper conduct seriously prejudicial to the character or

reputation of a party can give rise to costs on a substantial indemnity scale. See 131843 Canada

Inc. v. Double "R" (I'oronto) Ltd. (1992), 7 C.P.C. (3d) 15 per Blair J. (as he then was). In Re
Bisyk (No. 2) (1980), 32 O.R. (2d) 281; affd [1981] O.J. No. 1319 (C.A.), Robins J. (as he then
was), held that unproven allegations of undue influence in the preparation of a will were
allegations of improper conduct seriously prejudicial to the character or reputation of a party
deserving of costs on a solicitor and client basis. Both of these cases were referred with
acceptance in Davies v. Clarington (1\1/unicipaUty) (2009), 100 O.R. (3d) 66 (C.A.) at para. 47.
[4]

In Thoughtcorp Systems Inc. v. Tanju, [2009] O.J. No. 1856, it was alleged that the

defendant formed a competing business in breach of his fiduciary duties to the plaintiff and his
non-competition agreement, hired a former employee of the plaintiff in breach of noncompetition and non-solicitation clauses in her employment agreement, appropriated the
plaintiffs confidential information, knowingly pru1icipated in the fmmer employee's breach of
fiduciary duties to the plaintiff, interfered with economic relations and unlawfully conspired with
the former employee to the plaintiffs detriment. Hoy J. (as she then was) viewed the allegations
as harmful to the defendant's integrity and awarded costs on a substantial indemnity basis. She
said:
21
The allegations in this case go beyond breach of employment contract.
Allegations of appropriation of confidential information and knowingly
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- Page 3 participating in breach of a fiduciary duty appear to me to be seriously prejudicial
to, and to impugn the integrity of, a young professional developing a career in the
"trusted intelligence services" field and, in the absence of a release which
effectively puts an end to the allegations, to, in appropriate cases, justify costs on
a substantial indemnity scale in the event of a discontinuance.

[5]

In this case, the claim against West Face was pleaded as follows:
34.6 West Face wrongfully used Catalyst's Confidential Information, which it
solicited and obtained from Moyse, to obtain an unfair advantage over Catalyst in
its negotiations with Wind. But for the transmission of confidential information
concerning Wind from Moyse to West Face, West Face would not have
successfully negotiated a purchase of Wind.

[61

On the face of it, this is an accusation of soliciting and misusing confident information.

To solicit it indicates an intention to obtain confidential information. In the industry in which
both West Face and Catalyst participated, personal integrity is extremely important. The
accusation that West Face knowingly solicited confidential information from an employee of
Catalyst and used it against Catalyst was an allegation of wrongdoing that attacked the integrity
of West Face and its executives.
[7]

In this case, Catalyst was aware before it amended its statement of claim to make this

claim that West Face had set up a confidentiality wall before Mr. Moyse began working for West
Face. It was also aware that Mr. Griffin of West Face had sworn two affidavits denying that
West Face had obtained any confidential information about Catalyst from Mr. Moyse or had
used such information in its dealings to acquire an interest in Wind. It was also aware of
affidavits from Messrs. Leitner and Burt, principals of two of the paiiners of West Face in the
bid for Wind, denying that they had received any information from West Face about Catalyst's
dealings regarding Wind. Catalyst had also received extensive production of all of West Face's
productions. Catalyst openly admitted at the opening of trial that it had no "direct" evidence that
Mr. Moyse communicated confidential Catalyst information about Wind to West Face.

[81

This was not a case in which it was acknowledged by West Face that it had obtained

Catalyst information from Mr. Moyse and the issue was whether it constituted confidential
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- Page 4 infol'mation or was used by West Face. Rather it was a straight contest as to whether West Face
had obtained confidential Catalyst information about Wind and had used it. Catalyst was aware
aware that in order to prove its allegations it had to establish that West Face witnesses were
lying. There was no way around that. In its closing argument it alleged "subterfuge and secrecy"
as being as essential pait of the asse1ted tort.
[9]

Thus the allegations not only impugned the integrity of Mr. Griffin and other persons at

West Face by asse1ting a solicitation and misuse of confidential Catalyst information but also
attacked their honesty in their asse1ting that no confidential information regarding Catalyst was
obtained from Mr. Moyse or used by West Face.
[l O]

This law suit was driven by Mr. Glassman. He was not able to accept that he lost his

chance to acquire Wind by being outsmarted by someone else. He set out to prove his belief that
the West Face witnesses were lying and that West Face had obtained confidential Catalyst
information from Mr. Moyse that they used to defeat Catalyst's bid to acquire Wind. He was
certainly playing hardball attacking the reputation and honesty of West Face. However, in spite
of the best efforts of Catalyst's very able and skilled lawyers, he utterly failed. 1
[11]

In these circumstances I am of the view that West Face is entitled to costs on a substantial

indemnity basis.
[12]

Regarding the amount of the costs claimed by West Face on a substantial indemnity

basis, Catalyst raises no argument on the quantum. West Face claims substantial indemnity costs
totalling $1,239,970.41, including fees of$1,053,238.29, disbursements and HST.
[13]

West Face in its bill of costs claimed $843,246.50 on a prutial indemnity basis, including

fees of $702,155.18, disbursements and HST. Catalyst accepts that that claim on a partial
indemnity basis is reasonable. Under rule 1.03 the definition of substantial indemnity cost means
1

I in no way impugn the integrity of Catalyst's lawyers who conducted the case in an entirely professional manner.
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- Page 5 1.5 times partial indemnity costs. 1.5 times $702,155.18, the amount of fees claimed by West

Face on a partial indemnity basis and accepted by Catalyst as reasonable, comes to
$1,053,232.77, which is within $5 dollars of the amount claimed by West Face for substantial

indemnity fees.
[14]

Thus I fix the substantial indemnity costs to be paid by Catalyst to West Face at

$1,239,965.

Brandon Moyse
[15]

Mr. Moyse also claims costs on a substantial indemnity basis. In many ways he is entitled

to costs on that scale for the same reasons that West Face is entitled to substantial indemnity
costs. His reputation and integrity were attacked. Had the allegation stuck that he disclosed
confidential Catalyst information to West Face, it would have had a very detrimental effect on
his career prospects at a very early stage of his career. As it was, the allegations alone caused Mr.
Moyse great difficulty. As a result of the litigation, Mr. Moyse was off work from July 16, 2014
until December 2015, and had significant difficulties securing a new job.
[ 16]

Mr. Moyse made some mistakes at the outset of this sorry saga. He destroyed evidence of

his web browsing history out of a concern that it would show he had accessed adult
ente11ainment websites and become part of the public record. He wiped his blackberry to remove
personal information. He always asse11ed that they were honest mistakes and that he never
passed on to West Face any confidential Catalyst information regarding its Wind initiative or
destroyed any evidence of any such activities. Mr. Moyse was a young man at that time who had
a ve1y close relationship with his girlfriend who is now his fiancee.
[17]

Mr. Glassman caused Catalyst to assert a full scale attack on this young man. No thought

was given to all of the denials by Mr. Moyse as well as by the West Face witnesses that there had
not been any confidential Catalyst information regarding Wind given to West Face by Mr.
Moyse. Catalyst claimed general damages against Mr. Moyse. What those would be were not
pal1icularized, which in a case involving a claim by Catalyst against West Face in excess of $500
million, would leave Mr. Moyse in a perilous state. It was only in its closing submissions on a
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See more news releases in Web site Banking & Financial Services New Products & Services
Legal issues

Court awards over $1.5 million in costs against Catalyst
Capital in lawsuit with West Face and Brandon Moyse; West
Face launches catalystlitigation.com website

1,H,i-iii
�

TORONTO, Oct. 13, 2016 /CNW/ - West Face Capital Inc. announced today that Justice Newbould of the
Superior Court of Justice in Ontario has awarded costs of $1.2 million to West Face, on a substantial
indemnity basis, and $340,000 to Brandon Moyse on a partial indemnity basis, to be paid by The Catalyst
Capital Group Inc. in connection with Court File No. CV-16-11272-00CL.
In August of this year, Justice Newbould dismissed in its entirety the lawsuit brought by Catalyst against West
Face Capital and Mr. Moyse, related to West Face's successful acquisition of WIND Mobile Corp. in 2014.
Justice Newbould's cost endorsement noted that the lawsuit was driven by Catalyst CEO Newton Glassman,
who "was not able to accept that he lost his chance to acquire Wind by being outsmarted by someone else."
Justice Newbould also found that Mr. Glassman "was certainly playing hardball attacking the reputation and
honesty of West Face. However, in spite of the best efforts of Catalyst's very able and skilled lawyers, he
utterly failed."
New Website

http://www.newswire.ca/...-with-west-face-and-brandon-moyse-west-face-launches-catalystlitigationcom-website-596998651.html?tc=eml_mycnw[14/10/2016 3:04:54 PM]
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West Face also announces the launch of a new website at www.catalystlitigation.com. Due to the large
volume of documents, and in response to numerous inquiries from current and prospective investors, service
providers and industry participants that we interact with, West Face has assembled the public court materials
from the various lawsuits launched by Catalyst against West Face in the archive hosted on this website,
including materials filed in court by each of Catalyst and West Face.
West Face believes that the Catalyst and Callidus claims in each of these proceedings are without merit and
is vigorously defending each of these proceedings.
About West Face Capital Inc.
West Face Capital Inc. is one of Canada's leading alternative investment managers combining controlthrough-distressed, high-yield, negotiated finance, proactive equity, and private equity activities. West Face's
capabilities are underpinned by a seasoned multi-disciplinary investment team, proprietary origination
channels, deep sector expertise, and the ability to address investment targets in domestic and international
markets.
SOURCE West Face Capital Inc.

For further information: Philip Panet, General Counsel & Secretary, West Face Capital Inc., 2 Bloor Street
East, Suite 3000, Toronto, Ontario, M4W 1A8, Tel: (647) 724-8900
RELATED LINKS
http://www.catalystlitigation.com
www.westfacecapital.com

Organization Profile

�

West Face Capital Inc.
West Face Capital Vindicated by Decision in Lawsuit Launched by Catalyst Capital
West Face SPV (Cayman) III Inc. announces filing of early warning report related to acquisition of
common shares and debentures of Chieftain Metals Corp.
More on this organization

, -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CUSTOM PACKAGES
Browse our custom packages or build your own to meet your unique communications needs.
Start today.

http://www.newswire.ca/...-with-west-face-and-brandon-moyse-west-face-launches-catalystlitigationcom-website-596998651.html?tc=eml_mycnw[14/10/2016 3:04:54 PM]
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Q.

That is fine.

If you can point me

2

to any allegation of bias in the appeal materials

3

of Catalyst, I would like to be advised by way of

4

undertaking?

5

A.

6

U/T

Okay.

I assume that is okay?

MR. DEARDEN:

Yes.

7

THE DEPONENT:

8

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

9

156

Yeah, that is okay.

Q.

Could we go to document number 15,

11

A.

[Witness reviews document.]

12

I have read it.

10

13

please.

157

Q.

Okay, so this is West Face's press

14

release following the cost judgment that was

15

rendered by Justice Newbould on October 13, 2016;

16

have you seen this?

17
18

158

A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay, so I have numbered -- well,

19

the paragraph numbering for some reason isn't

20

showing up on the version that is on screen, but in

21

any event, let's just walk through this.

22
23

So the first paragraph here that is
highlighted states that:

24

"West Face Capital Inc.

25

announced today that Justice
neesonsreporting.com
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1

Newbould [...] has awarded costs of

2

$1.2 million to West Face, on a

3

substantial indemnity basis, and

4

$340,000 to Brandon Moyse on a

5

partial indemnity basis, to be paid

6

by Catalyst [...]"

7

That is a factually correct statement?

8

A.

That is correct.

Q.

And the next paragraph says that:

9

159

10

"In August [...] Justice

11

Newbould dismissed in its entirety

12

the brought by Catalyst [...]

13

related to West Face's successful

14

acquisition of WIND Mobile Corp. in

15

2014.

16

endorsement noted that the lawsuit

17

was driven by Catalyst CEO Newton

18

Glassman, who 'was not able to

19

accept that he lost his chance to

20

acquire Wind by being outsmarted by

21

someone else.'"

22

That was a factually true statement of

23

Justice Newbould's cost

what occurred?

24

MR. DEARDEN:

25

that is in the decision.

Well, that is a statement

neesonsreporting.com
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2

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
160

Q.

Yes, in other words, the press

3

release is accurately recounting the decision?

4

am not asking you to accept the decision, but it is

5

a factual accounting of what was in the decision;

6

correct?

7
8

161

9

I

A.

To the best of my memory, yes.

Q.

And then the last paragraph on the

page is another quote from Justice Newbould's

10

decision.

11

Glassman 'was certainly playing hardball [...]'",

12

et cetera.

13

knowledge, an accurate quote from the decision?

14

"Justice Newbould also found that Mr.

15

162

And this is also, to the best of your

A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay, and going to the next page,

16

so the next one you can see now my numbering has

17

come through, and paragraph 4 is just describing a

18

website that Catalyst has -- sorry, a website that

19

West Face has put together, including the public

20

filings of both parties in their litigation between

21

each other.

22

accurate statement of what West Face did?

You'll accept that this is a factually

23

A.

24

MR. DEARDEN:

25

Yes.
Well, you are talking

about the website or why they did it?
neesonsreporting.com
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1

MR. MILNE-SMITH:

2

MR. DEARDEN:

The website.

There is a

3

Catalystlitigation.com website.

4

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

5

163

6

Q.

And it has been accurately

described here?

7

MR. DEARDEN:

Well, how is this witness

8

going to know that West Face was getting numerous

9

inquiries from current and prospective investors,

10

service providers and industry participants?

11
12

By MR. MILNE-SMITH:
164

13

You have no information to the

contrary; correct, Mr. Riley?

14

A.

15
16

Q.

No, I do not have information to

the contrary.
165

17

Q.

Okay, and then the last statement

on this press release is that:

18

"West Face believes that the

19

Catalyst and Callidus claims [...]

20

are without merit and is vigorously

21

defending each of these

22

proceedings."

23

A.

Well, that is what it says.

Q.

Yes.

A.

And it is West Face's belief.

24
25

166
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167

2

56

Q.

Correct.

word in this press release about Callidus; correct?

3

A.

It believes that is Catalyst and

4

Callidus's claims.

5

shows up several times.

6

And there is not one

168

Q.

I think Callidus and Catalyst

There is a reference to Catalyst

7

and Callidus claims, but there is no discussion

8

about Callidus's public prospects, its business,

9

its forecasts, its profitability.

There is no

10

discussion about any of the substance of Callidus's

11

business; correct?

12
13

169

14

A.

This relates to litigation.

Q.

Yes.

There is no discussion of

Callidus's business; correct?

15

A.

16

parts, please?

Could you go back to the earlier

17

[Witness reviews document.]

18

Yes, there is nothing about our

19
20

business.
170

21
22
23

Q.

Okay.

A.

Just a comment about one of our

Q.

And that was a comment that was

principals.
171

24

made by Justice Newbould and was accurately

25

reported; correct?
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A.

Yes.

Q.

And if we go then to document 16,

3

this is a press release that Catalyst issued in

4

response to the West Face press release; correct?

5

A.

6
7

August --

October, rather, 13?
173

8
9
10

What is the date?

Q.

Yes, the same day.

A.

Yes, it is in reply I think to

that, to the prior document.
174

Q.

And you would agree with me that

11

the second paragraph, which I have highlighted

12

there, finds no support in Justice Newbould's

13

judgment?

14

A.

Sorry, I am having trouble reading

15

it, sorry.

16

think the highlighting is kind of making it --

17

there, that is better, thank you.

Is there a way to increase the size?

18

[Witness reviews document.]

19

Yes, that was not in his judgment.

20

175

Q.

I

And you will see that it refers to

21

allegedly questionable and potentially unlawful

22

actions around not just the acquisition of Wind but

23

also activities regarding Callidus Capital?

24
25

176

A.

Yes.

Q.

Even though West Face hadn't
neesonsreporting.com
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Catalyst Capital Group Comments on West Face Statements
October 13, 2016 09:36 PM Eastern Daylight Time
TORONTO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst"), Canada's second-largest independent
private equity firm, today commented on recent statements by West Face Capital Inc. regarding ongoing litigation related
to its acquisition of WIND Mobile Corp and the short attack at Callidus Capital Corporation:
“We can understand the increasing pressure that West Face has experienced due to its questionable and potentially
unlawful actions around its acquisition of WIND and activities regarding Callidus Capital that has resulted in numerous
inquiries from current and prospective investors, service providers and industry participants.
“In regards to our litigation against West Face and other parties, there are very few firms out there that take the role of
fiduciary as seriously as we do. Our commitment to LPs and to the minority shareholders in Callidus Capital is the primary
consideration in all decisions we make.
“It is exactly because of this culture at Catalyst, as compared to how others behave, that we have chosen to be incredibly
tough and demanding when our rights are trampled or counterparties act unethically. Because ultimately, it is our LPs and
investors that are impacted.
“It should be highly concerning to numerous stakeholders that West Face has determined to litigate through the public at
large, in full knowledge of an upcoming jury trial regarding the WIND acquisition, and the fact that the Brandon
Moyse/West Face decision is being appealed. The appeal is on the basis of a denial of procedural fairness, errors of law in
determining the spoliation claim and errors of fact and mixed fact and law in determining the claims for spoliation and the
misuse of Catalyst’s confidential information. The award by Justice Newbould on a substantial indemnity basis ignores
finding by Justice Lederer, among other things, and is a continuation of the basis for our appeal.
“Catalyst has put its faith in the judiciary and expect that our claims and appeals will be heard fairly and that judgment will
expose the truth of West Face’s actions, character and values.”
Note to Editors: Detailed summary regarding Catalyst Capital’s notice of appeal from the trial decision of Justice Frank
Newbould of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice - Commercial List dated August 18, 2016 in Court File No.
CV-14-507120.
Errors of Fact and Procedural Unfairness:

• In his review of the evidence and determination of disputed facts relating to Catalyst’s
claim that Brandon Moyse and West Face Capital Inc. misused its confidential
information, the trial judge made several palpable and overriding errors of fact. Catalyst
is aware of over 30 errors of fact as demonstrated by the stark difference between the
trial judge's ruling as compared to the actual record. The mishandling or willful ignorance
of these facts directly influenced the determination that West Face and Moyse were not
liable for misuse of confidential information.

• Catalyst also believes that the trial judge applied an inconsistent standard in his
1 of 3
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evaluation of the witnesses. For example, Catalyst highlights that there were numerous
and glaring inconsistencies by defendants’ oral evidence that directly contradicted
contemporaneous documentary evidence.
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• For example:
0

0

The trial judge erred in finding that West Face “took seriously” the issue of
confidentiality when the documentary and oral evidence demonstrates that in March
and April 2014, Tom Dea knowingly and repeatedly distributed Catalyst’s confidential
information to his partners and reviewed that information to determine if it was
“helpful” to West Face; and
The trial judge erred in finding that Wind was the only telecom investment West Face
was working on in spring 2014 when West Face’s witnesses admitted and
documentary evidence demonstrated it was also considering an investment in
Mobilicity.

• While the opposite standard was applied to the Plaintiffs. For example, Newton
Glassman’s, Catalyst’s Managing Partner, unique experience with the only similar case
to be litigated in North America and his legal background were summarily dismissed,
when the undisputed fact is that Mr. Glassman was significantly involved in the
successful outcome of the similar case before the U.S. Supreme Court, and also
graduated from law school.

• Catalyst believes that this inconsistent standard led to procedural unfairness and on this
basis alone a new trial is required.
Error of Law in Determining the Spoliation Issue

• It is undisputed that Moyse consented to an order that required him to preserve the
contents of his personal computer and that Moyse then employed a military-grade
document deletion software the night before his personal computer was scheduled to be
forensically imaged.

• Catalyst believes that the motion judge erred in law in relation to his findings on the
issue of spoliation of evidence by [Brandon] Moyse. The trial judge erred in law by
ignoring the historical evidentiary standard requiring defendants to prove that they had
not destroyed the evidence in question, which Moyse and West Face failed to do, but
rather put the task on Catalyst to produce a particular piece of evidence that is by
definition impossible to prove - and by Moyse’s own admission was destroyed. This was
a precedent setting error of law.

• The consequences for this issue go beyond the dispute between these parties – the trial
judge created a new, improper and impossible standard to meet that rewards
defendants for destroying evidence and will make it easier in future cases for
defendants to destroy relevant evidence with impunity.
About Catalyst:
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc., a private equity investment firm with more than $6 billion in assets under management
founded in 2002, is a leader in operationally focused turnaround investing. The firm's mandate is to manufacture risk
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adjusted returns, in keeping with its philosophy of "we buy what we can build." Catalyst's Guiding Principles of investment
excellence through operational involvement, superior analytics, attention to detail, intellectual curiosity, team and
reputation are key to the firm's success. The Catalyst team collectively possesses more than 110 years of extensive
experience in restructuring, credit markets and merchant and investment banking in Canada, the United States, Latin
America and Europe.
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Contacts
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57

A.

Yes.

Q.

And if we go then to document 16,

3

this is a press release that Catalyst issued in

4

response to the West Face press release; correct?

5

A.

6
7

August --

October, rather, 13?
173

8
9
10

What is the date?

Q.

Yes, the same day.

A.

Yes, it is in reply I think to

that, to the prior document.
174

Q.

And you would agree with me that

11

the second paragraph, which I have highlighted

12

there, finds no support in Justice Newbould's

13

judgment?

14

A.

Sorry, I am having trouble reading

15

it, sorry.

16

think the highlighting is kind of making it --

17

there, that is better, thank you.

Is there a way to increase the size?

18

[Witness reviews document.]

19

Yes, that was not in his judgment.

20

175

Q.

I

And you will see that it refers to

21

allegedly questionable and potentially unlawful

22

actions around not just the acquisition of Wind but

23

also activities regarding Callidus Capital?

24
25

176

A.

Yes.

Q.

Even though West Face hadn't
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1

talked about Callidus's business in its own press

2

release; correct?

3

MR. DEARDEN:

4

question again, Mr. Milne-Smith?

5
6

Sorry, what was the

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
177

Q.

You will see that the second

7

paragraph refers to allegedly questionable and

8

potentially unlawful actions around West Face's

9

acquisition of Wind and activity regarding Callidus

10

Capital, even though West Face's press release had

11

not talked about that in its own press release;

12

correct?

13
14

178

A.

Yes.

Q.

And in the fourth paragraph, you

15

will see I have highlighted a reference to

16

Catalyst's rights being trampled or counterparties

17

acting unethically.

18

Face?

19

Catalyst's rights or acted unethically?

You were saying that West Face had trampled

20

A.

21
22

Well, I think that is a statement

of our principal.
179

23
24
25

That was a reference to West

Q.

Yes, but --

A.

That would apply to all parties,

Q.

But these --

not just -180

neesonsreporting.com
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1

A.

2
3

59

Sorry, it would apply to all

parties, a more general statement.
181

Q.

Okay, I apologize for interrupting

4

there.

5

thought it particularly applied in this specific

6

instance to West Face's conduct; correct?

7

A.

8
9

I understand it may apply to all, but you

No, I think there were more

parties than just West Face.
182

Q.

I am not denying that, but among

10

the parties that you believed trampled your rights

11

and acted unethically was West Face; correct?

12
13

183

A.

Yes, correct.

Q.

And then if you could just scroll

14

down to the bottom of that page, so starting at the

15

bottom of the page and then carrying over to the

16

next full page is I think fair to say a summary of

17

Catalyst's arguments in its planned appeal of the

18

Moyse decision; is that fair?

19
20

184

A.

That would be some of them.

Q.

Yes, not necessarily exhaustive,

21

but it is some of the arguments that Catalyst

22

intended to make?

23
24
25

185

A.

Correct.

Q.

Let's go to your conspiracy

affidavit, and that is tab B in my examination
neesonsreporting.com
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I. Introductory Comments:
2016 Funds III, IV, and IV-PP Highlights (continued):



No new major entrants into Canadian distressed space; in fact barriers to entry rose


Point North did raise small amount for Canadian focused activist and distressed fund
–
–

Have only done equity “activist” deal(s) so far
Deal size too small for Catalyst



Best performing Canadian private equity fund manager (and one of the best in the world)



Returns are expected to accelerate as growth plans and newly deployed capital combine with
planned monetizations




Fund III doing “ok” but not up to Catalyst standards (over 1.6x gross multiple and 18.4% gross
IRR on invested capital, with regard to foreign exchange and litigation claims, and over 1.5x
gross multiple and 15.3% gross IRR on invested capital without regard to litigation claims,
since inception – and rising)




Volatility and foreign exchange did help to upside in 2016, just as they hurt to downside in 2015

Significant leverage to upside (and possible volatility) via Callidus and outstanding PanAm and Wind
litigation claims

Funds IV/IV-PP have over 1.6x gross multiple and 32.0% gross IRR on invested capital, with
regard to foreign exchange and litigation claims, and a 1.4x gross multiple and 20.8% gross
IRR on invested capital without regard to litigation claims, since inception
7
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II. 2016 Review:
(a) Financial Review
(1) Portfolio Positions
Litigation Claims


Have “contingent assets” of PanAm claim (Fund III only) and Wind (1/3 Fund III and 2/3 Fund
IV)



Wind litigation in particular extremely material



Recent PSP/Saba litigation wherein PSP sued Saba for undervaluing certain assets





Disclosed in each Fund on “best current information” and discounted value basis






Given secondary P/E market, this kind of issue likely to increase
Belongs to Funds, so deserves improved transparency counter-balanced by litigation/confidentiality concerns

Amount and approach in Notes
Disclosing impact on return “with” and “without” basis so investors can treat as they decide
Could be source of volatility going forward – both up and down

Given impact on Catalyst generally (PR, etc.) more fully discussed at “General Observations”
Annual Meeting

13
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II. 2016 Review:
(a) Financial Review
(1) Portfolio Positions (continued)
Wind Litigation (Catalyst v VimpelCom):


On May 31, 2016, Catalyst commenced an action against West Face Capital Inc., VimpelCom
Inc., Globalive Inc., UBS Canada Inc., Tennenbaum Capital Partners LLC, LG Capital Investors
LLC, 64 NM Holdings GP LLC, 64 NM Holdings, Serruya Private Equity Inc. and Novus Wireless
Communications Inc. (the “West Face Consortium”)



The claim arises out the purchase by the West Face Consortium of Wind Mobile from VimpelCom
Ltd. and Globalive Capital Inc. in September 2014




Catalyst had an exclusivity agreement with VimpelCom on the Wind opportunity until mid-August 2014

The action seeks $1.3 billion, plus interest and costs, in damages pursuant to a number of torts
and breach of contract


This number results from the fact that Wind was subsequently apparently sold by the West Face Consortium
for gross proceeds of $1.6 billion (net of the purchase price, profit proceeds of $1.3 billion) on a primarily
spectrum-asset basis to Shaw Communications Inc.



The proceeding is at a preliminary stage – to date, all defendants but UBS Canada Inc. have
filed a statement of defence and all of the defendants have filed motions to strike the
VimpelCom Action



Catalyst’s view, based on all available information, including but not limited to the documents
and evidence currently available, is that the claims alleged in the VimpelCom Action have a
reasonable likelihood of success at trial on a balance of probabilities standard


Certain critical information/emails/evidence was filed in the trial record of the Moyse litigation
14
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II. 2016 Review:
a) Financial Review
(2) Position Review – Cumulative Fund Investment Returns
Since Inception (as of December 31, 2016) (1)
Date of
Initial
Investment

Date of
Substantial
Realization (2)

Callidus Capital Corporation - Sr. Secured Loan
Callidus Capital Corporation - Common Shares (9)
Callidus Capital Corporation - Bridge Loan (9)
Xchange Technology Group (14)
Callidus Capital Corporation - Total

Sep-09
Sep-09
Nov-14
Mar-16

Apr-14
N/A
N/A
N/A

Canwest
Gateway Casinos & Entertainment Inc. (10)
YRC Worldwide
Mobilicity
Great Canadian Gaming
Geneba (15)
Advantage Rent-A-Car (16)

Oct-09
Sep-09
Apr-10
Sep-12
Mar-12
Oct-12
Nov-13

Oct-10
Sep-10
Dec-11
Jul-15
May-16
N/A
N/A

Fund III in US$

Total
Capital
Committed (3)

Total
Capital
Invested (4)

Total
Realized
Proceeds (5)

Unrealized
Value (6)

Total
Value

Multiple
of Cost

Gross
IRR (7)

Net
IRR (7)

Net
Multiple
of Cost

Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership III
Realized and Partially Realized Investments
204,000,000
20,000,000

160,000,000

100,977,200
100,977,200

Total Realized and Partially Realized Investments

197,521,300
136,528,748
52,277,908
18,276,237
404,604,193

231,431,016
58
13,458,708
244,889,781

275,720,207
52,277,908
3,132,667
331,130,782

231,431,016
275,720,265
65,736,616
3,132,667
576,020,563

1.2x
2.0x
1.3x
0.2x
1.4x

15.4%
29.7%
11.0%
NM
20.1%

24,215,118
153,479,560
41,360,394
23,962,135
64,129,870
99,510,315
100,975,231

33,053,997
75,758,785
57,778,060
28,898,561
93,576,491
34,101,911
13,501,282

391,713,936
110,077,528
171,066,667

33,053,997
467,472,721
57,778,060
28,898,561
93,576,491
144,179,439
184,567,948

1.4x
3.0x
1.4x
1.2x
1.5x
1.4x
1.8x

24.7%
25.0%
32.2%
9.0%
15.0%
19.5%
30.1%

$ 912,236,817

$ 581,558,868

$ 1,003,988,913

$ 1,585,547,781

1.7x

22.9%

207,232,126
140,309,848
-

4,231,242
-

26,635,808
230,638,322
148,953,601
18,395,770

26,635,808
234,869,564
148,953,601
18,395,770

0.1x
1.7x
NM
NM

NM
16.2%
NM
NM

Unrealized Investments
Natural Market Restaurants Corp. (12)
Sonar Entertainment Inc. (13)
Wind Litigation Claim (18)
PanAm Litigation Claim (19)

Apr-10
May-10
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

215,000,000
204,000,000

$ 347,541,974

$ 4,231,242

$ 424,623,501

$ 428,854,743

1.2x

6.7%

Total Fund III Investments - With Litigation Claims

$ 1,259,778,790

$ 585,790,110

$ 1,428,612,414

$ 2,014,402,524

1.6x

18.4%

11.7%

1.5x

Total Fund III Investments - Without Litigation Claims

$ 1,259,778,790

$ 585,790,110

$ 1,261,263,043

$ 1,847,053,153

1.5x

15.3%

8.9%

1.3x

Total Unrealized Investments

(Footnotes in Appendix 4)

28
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II. 2016 Review:
a) Financial Review
(2) Position Review – Cumulative Fund Investment Returns
Since Inception (as of December 31, 2016) (1)
Fund IV & IV-PP in US$
Date of
Initial
Investment

Date of
Substantial
Realization (2)

Callidus Capital Corporation - Sr. Secured Loan
Callidus Capital Corporation - Common Shares (9)
Callidus Capital Corporation - Bridge Loan (9)
Xchange Technology Group (14)
Callidus Capital Corporation - Total

Jun-12
Apr-14
Nov-14
Mar-16

Apr-14
N/A
N/A
N/A

Mobilicity
Relativity Media
SFX Entertainment, Inc.
The Fresh Market, Inc.
Corus Entertainment Inc.
Tervita Corporation (formerly "Project Vinci")
Geneba (15)
Advantage Rent-A-Car (16)

Sep-12
Jun-15
Dec-15
Dec-15
Feb-16
Sep-15
Oct-12
Nov-13

Jul-15
Jul-15
Feb-16
Apr-16
May-16
Dec-16
N/A
N/A

Total
Capital
Committed (3)

Total
Capital
Invested (4)

Total
Realized
Proceeds (5)

Unrealized
Value (6)

Total
Value

Multiple
of Cost

Gross
IRR (7)

Net
IRR (7)

Net
Multiple
of Cost

Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV & IV-PP
Realized and Partially Realized Investments

201,954,400
40,000,000

201,954,400
201,954,400

Total Realized and Partially Realized Investments

179,155,489
116,877,217
197,529,025
36,552,474
530,114,204

203,169,682
57
27,237,193
230,406,932

120,528,773
197,529,025
6,265,333
324,323,131

203,169,682
120,528,830
224,766,218
6,265,333
554,730,063

1.1x
1.0x
1.1x
0.2x
1.0x

14.1%
1.3%
10.8%
NM
3.6%

47,924,269
55,043,290
3,334,135
7,216,032
203,889
16,723,338
199,020,630
201,950,462

57,797,123
55,947,165
3,764,926
9,666,796
205,025
20,685,383
68,203,822
27,002,563

220,155,057
342,133,333

57,797,123
55,947,165
3,764,926
9,666,796
205,025
20,685,383
288,358,879
369,135,896

1.2x
1.0x
1.1x
1.3x
1.0x
1.2x
1.4x
1.8x

9.0%
94.1%
277.2%
189.0%
5.7%
36.8%
19.5%
30.1%

$ 1,061,530,249

$ 473,679,735

$ 886,611,521

$ 1,360,291,256

1.3x

15.9%

70,085,150
-

2,957,164
-

183,758,285
297,907,202

186,715,449
297,907,202

2.7x
NM

596.7%
NM
4220.6%

Unrealized Investments
Pacific Exploration & Production (17)
Wind Litigation Claim (18)

Jun-16
N/A

N/A
N/A

114,955,073

$ 70,085,150

$ 2,957,164

$ 481,665,487

$ 484,622,651

6.9x

Total Fund IV & IV-PP Investments - With Litigation Claims

$ 1,131,615,399

$ 476,636,899

$ 1,368,277,008

$ 1,844,913,907

1.6x

32.0%

24.5%

1.6x

Total Fund IV & IV-PP Investments - Without Litigation Claims

$ 1,131,615,399

$ 476,636,899

$ 1,070,369,806

$ 1,547,006,705

1.4x

20.8%

14.2%

1.3x

Total Unrealized Investments

(Footnotes in Appendix 4)
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Appendix 4: Footnotes
1) Past performance of any investments described herein is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of future investment results. There can be no assurance that future Funds will
achieve comparable results, be able to implement its investment strategy or be able to avoid losses. In addition, there can be no assurance that investments with an unrealized value will be realized at
the valuations shown, as actual realized returns will depend on, among other factors, future operating results, the value of the assets and market conditions at the time of disposition, any related
transaction costs, and the timing and manner of sale, all of which may differ from the assumptions on which the valuations contained herein are based. Accordingly, the actual realized returns on
unrealized investments may differ materially from the returns indicated herein.
2) The “Date of Substantial Realization” is the date on which a position was exited or an investment was disposed of. In the case of multiple exits or dispositions , the “Date of Substantial Realization” is
deemed to be the date of sale or distribution of the substantial portion of the net proceeds from the portfolio company.
3) The “Total Capital Committed” represents aggregate capital committed by Fund I, Fund II, Fund III, Fund IV, and Fund V including capital that has already been invested as represented in the “Total
Capital Invested” column.
4) The “Total Capital Invested” represents the aggregate capital respectively invested by Fund I, Fund II, Fund III, Fund IV and Fund V. The “Total Capital Invested” includes investments that were treated
as bridge financings and includes recycled capital.
5) The “Total Realized Proceeds ” represent gross proceeds to Fund I, Fund II, Fund III, Fund IV or Fund V, as applicable, generated from the distribution of its interests in portfolio companies , interest,
dividends and distributions in respect of the applicable portfolio company investments.
6) The “Unrealized Value” is based on audited valuations in accordance with the Catalyst Funds ’ valuation criteria or policies as described in footnotes 8 - 19. Actual realized returns will depend on
various factors, including future operating results, market conditions at the time of disposition, legal and contractual restrictions on transfer that may limit liquidity, any related transaction costs and the
timing and manner of disposition, all of which may differ from the assumptions and circumstances on which the current unrealized valuations are based. Accordingly, the actual realized returns may
differ materially from the returns indicated herein.
7) The “Gross IRR” means an aggregate, compounded annually, gross internal rate of return that does not reflect the deduction of any fees or carried interest borne by investors . IRRs for investments
with a remaining interest have been calculated by assuming that the remaining interest has been sold as of the reporting date at the unrealized value.
The “Net IRR” for Fund I means the gross IRR excluding the effect of uninvested cash but after the deduction of all fees and carried interest borne by investors . The Net IRR including the effect of
holding excess cash is 21.1% for Fund I. Unlike other funds, Fund I at times had to hold substantial excess cash for a number of reasons including but not limited to the mechanisms of trading in the
bank debt market wherein trades can take 6+ months or longer to settle. No investor cash was at risk while held by Catalyst awaiting use, such as bank trades, and therefore should be excluded so as
to allow the reader to compare net returns on an "apple to apple" basis. Catalyst established lines of credit for later Catalyst Funds as to avail this issue on a go-forward basis.
The “Net IRR” for Fund II, III, IV, and V means an aggregate, compounded annually, net internal rate of return earned by investors that includes the deduction of all fees and carried interest. Net IRRs
have been calculated by assuming that the remaining interest has been sold as of the reporting date at the unrealized value.
8) The “Unrealized Value” for Quad/Graphics, Inc. is based on value attributed to recovery from ongoing litigation.
9) The “Unrealized Value” for Callidus Capital Corporation is based on the market trading price for the Funds ' investment in common shares , and amortized cost for the Funds ' investment in Callidus '
bridge loan facility and loan participations.
10) The "Unrealized Value" for Gateway Casinos & Entertainment Limited is based on using DCF and EBITDA multiple methodologies.
11) The “Unrealized Value” for Therapure Biopharma Inc. is based on a fair valuation of the company's individual assets , which includes present values of the company’s: (i) Contract Development and
Manufacturing (CDMO) division; (ii) proprietary product development (Products) division; (iii) proprietary drug pipeline assets ; (iv) investments in other drug developers ; and (v) claim to the company’s
predecessor entities ’ tax loss carry forwards .
12) The "Unrealized Value" for Natural Market Restaurants Corp. is based on using an EBITDA multiple methodology, less required capex investment.
13) The "Unrealized Value" for Sonar Entertainment Inc. is based on using DCF and public trading multiple methodologies.
14) The "Unrealized Value" for Xchange Technology Group is based on liquidation analysis and supported by public trading multiple methodologies.
15) The "Unrealized Value" for Geneba is based on using a run-rate FFO multiple methodology and a NAV methodology.
16) The "Unrealized Value" for Advantage-Rent-A-Car's operations is based on using DCF and EBITDA multiple methodologies. The "Unrealized Value" for Advantage-Rent-A-Car's fleet is based on the
fair market value of the equity in the fleet.
17) The "Unrealized Value" for Pacific Exploration & Production is based on the market trading price.
18) The "Unrealized Value" for the Wind Litigation Claim is based on damages claimed in the Wind Litigation
19) The "Unrealized Value" for the PanAm Claim is based on the estimated damages claimed in the PanAm Litigation
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Appendix 5: Guiding Principles
Principle 1: Excellence.
Catalyst is a firm dedicated to the pursuit of excellence, adhering to the very highest standards of integrity. As a result, Catalyst embraces the fact that
excellence is an ongoing and evolving process, and defined from our investors’ perspective only. We at Catalyst are committed to continually preserving,
pursuing and building upon this dedication to excellence, which by our definition includes the pursuit of the highest standards of integrity, in all that we
do. On behalf of our investors, Catalyst’s culture of excellence is both our mandate and our mission.
Principle 2: Superior Analytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our foremost competitive advantage. It
is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the “catalyst” for our lasting success. We don’t pretend to be the
smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute
resoluteness. We will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical excellence.
Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what others have missed. It is this
search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our
commitment to excellence and because we know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our
investors.
Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore the possibilities. We will
therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical end maintaining an environment where such exploration is
encouraged and supported. We will always ask questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless of role within the
organization, we are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this respectfully, keeping
in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors’ best interests are always our #1 concern. After all,
it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective
and personal development.
Principle 5: Team. We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all of the nuances of a situation.
Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and
abilities, is the key to our continued success. While individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the
most remarkable results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the Catalyst team we will
hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge that for our continued success and the protection of
our investors’ best interests, our individual expertise must be shared.
Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we do, and our dedication to
excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and
instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the
utmost respect. Our reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset.
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Canadian Private-Equity Giant Catalyst Accused of Fraud by
Whistleblowers
wsj.com /articles/canadian-private-equity-giant-accused-by-whistleblowers-of-fraud-1502307145
8/9/2017

A unit of the Toronto Police Service has begun its own inquiries into Catalyst. Photo: ZUMAPRESS.com
By
Aug. 9, 2017 3:32 p.m. ET
TORONTO—At least four individuals have filed whistleblower complaints with Canadian securities regulators
alleging fraud at a multibillion-dollar investment firm and its publicly traded lending arm, according to people familiar
with the matter and documents reviewed by The Wall Street Journal.
Catalyst Capital Group Inc., one of Canada’s largest private-equity firms, is accused in the complaints of artificially
inflating the value of some of its assets and deceiving borrowers about the terms of loans it made. The complaints
have prompted officials at the Ontario Securities Commission, the country’s leading securities regulator, to make
inquiries and question people familiar with Catalyst, according to the people and documents.
A unit of the Toronto Police Service that specializes in financial crimes has separately begun its own inquiries, a
department spokeswoman said.
The inquiries don’t necessarily lead to an investigation.
1/4
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Catalyst is led by Newton “Newt” Glassman, 53 years old, who has described his businesses as the “ Goldman
Sachs of Canada.”

His private-equity firm, which oversees 6 billion Canadian dollars ($4.8 billion) for international clients, is one of the
country’s more aggressive investors, industry executives say. Catalyst mostly invests in high-interest loans to
financially distressed firms such as casino game makers or biopharmaceutical companies, and sometimes takes
control of the businesses if the loans aren’t paid.
Company officials wouldn’t comment for this article.

Under a program begun last year, Ontario regulators accept whistleblower submissions from any individual with
original information about an alleged violation of securities law. Regulators dismiss many complaints without any
inquiries, according to people familiar with the process. Those reports that merit a review are sent to the program’s
inquiries team, which conducts interviews and other research before deciding whether to open a formal
investigation, the people said.
Some but not all of the filers of the Catalyst whistleblower complaints have worked at companies that borrowed
money from Mr. Glassman’s firms, and later had their businesses seized, said people familiar with the matter. Some
are involved in litigation with Catalyst, the people said. Some of the complaints involve a series of loans to a small
technology distributor, while others focus on other investments and the firm’s accounting.
Each of the complainants may receive up to C$5 million under the OSC whistleblower program if their allegations
prove true.
Neither Mr. Glassman nor his companies have been accused by authorities of any wrongdoing.
Mr. Glassman is also chief executive of Callidus Capital Corp., a so-called alternative lender listed on the Toronto
Stock Exchange. Callidus’s lending practices are also a subject of the whistleblower complaints, according to the
2/4

people and documents.
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Catalyst funds own a majority of Callidus’s public shares and some senior executives work concurrently at both
firms.
Catalyst is ranked among the top fundraisers for investments in distressed debt over the past decade, with more
than $4 billion of new money collected, according to researcher Preqin. Catalyst is considering raising another such
fund as soon as this fall, said people familiar with the matter.
Existing investors include the endowments of Harvard University, McGill University and wealthy clients of Morgan
Stanley , according to people familiar with the matter.
A trained lawyer, Mr. Glassman founded Catalyst in 2002 after working at private-equity giant Cerberus Capital. He
earned a reputation for lending when others wouldn’t, such as to companies on the brink of bankruptcy, a strategy
that consistently led to double-digit annual returns.
Catalyst this spring was awarded “Global Private Equity Turnaround Firm Of The Year” from the Global M&A
Network, a trade group, for recent investments in companies like troubled film studio Relativity Media LLC.
Well-known in Canadian business circles, Mr. Glassman is protective of his own privacy. He has at times forbidden
friends and journalists from taking his photograph.
His companies sometimes file multiple lawsuits against borrowers believed to have violated the terms of their loans.
One of those borrowers is Jeff McFarlane.
Mr. McFarlane is the former chief executive of computer distributor Xchange Technology Group, known as XTG. He
said his company began borrowing from Callidus in late 2012 after the lender purchased its $11.6 million loan from
a U.S. bank.
Within a year, Xchange was in insolvency proceedings. Callidus purchased the company for about $34 million,
according to court documents.
When Callidus went public in 2014, Catalyst, its majority shareholder, agreed to cover future losses on loans
including Xchange.
In September 2015, Callidus recorded the Xchange investment as an asset for sale at C$66.9 million in a quarterly
earnings report.
Then in March 2016, Catalyst transferred C$101 million to Callidus for Xchange, “an amount equal to the total
outstanding principal plus accrued and unpaid interest,” filings show.
In December 2016, Catalyst told its investors that the Xchange stake was only worth a fraction of what it had paid
that March, triggering losses on two of its funds, according to one of the whistleblower complaints and documents
reviewed by the Journal.
Mr. McFarlane confirmed he filed one of the whistleblower complaints. His complaint, and one other, alleges that
Catalyst funds overpaid Callidus to acquire the Xchange investment, and delayed and underreported potential
losses. “I have serious concerns about the integrity of Callidus’s accounting around XTG,” Mr. McFarlane said.
Last month, the Court of Appeal for Ontario found Mr. McFarlane responsible for a personal guarantee on Xchange’s
debts that was far less than Callidus was seeking in a civil suit.
Mr. Glassman’s companies have also sued or counter sued government agencies and former employees for
damages in relation to alleged business breaches and misconduct.

3/4
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Callidus in February sued a former employee and alleged he was responsible for “artificially inflating” the financial
performance of some of its investments, including Xchange. The employee responded in a court filing denying that,
and said Callidus made the claim to deflect attention from “multiple complaints and regulatory investigations.”
Litigation is ongoing.
As part of its quarterly earnings, Callidus in May disclosed that its accounting practices were under review from the
OSC. Mr. Glassman told analysts at that time that the review was “nothing extraordinary.” He added, “If there was a
significant issue with the Commission, I’m fairly certain the Commission would force us to disclose it.”
Callidus shares are down 19% this year.
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Message
From:

Vincent Hanna [vincent_h@runbox.com]

Sent:

8/11/2017 4:55:15 PM

To:

nglassman [nglassman@catcapital.com]
Attacks on Callidus

Subject:

Dear Mr. Glassman.
This letter is to inform you that you have been targeted by a group of funds in Canada and abroad whose
sole goal is to bring down your public vehicle callidus and you personally. They are acting in concert
to short your stock and to spread false rumors in the market place mostly through Bruce Langstaff at
canaccord but through any broker who will listen. The wall Street Journal is a prime example of this
coordinated effort. The "cabal" does have private investigators following you and most likely have
Russians hackers attacking your office emails and servers/cloud.
The RCMP and FBI are aware of this
cabal" from a criminal investigation but that doesn't help you in the short term. I am sure you are not
surprised but the funds are:
Greg Boland
WestFace Capital.
Roland Keiper - Clearwater Capital.
sunny Puri/Moez Kassam - Anson Partners.
Shawn Kimmel - K2 Partners
Principals - MMCAP
Marc cohodes
us short seller and his huge global network.
I am disgusted that this acting in concert is going on and happening to you and other participants in the
Canadian Capital Markets and I write this letter to inform you of such.
If I were you I would sue the above groups and from that you will garner access to all their trading
records and communications between them. From this you will then be fed additional information. This
will lead the perpetrators down a rabbit hole they will not escape from. But in the end that is up to
you. You now have this information. There will be more to come. Stay tuned.

CAT_LANG00000001_0001
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Catalyst v West Face et al.
James Riley on 10/26/2020
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177

Q.

And we are going to go to page 48,

2

paragraph 101.

And to situate you in time, this is

3

after the Wall Street Journal article has been

4

published on August 9, 2017, and Mr. Glassman

5

receives the so-called Vincent Hanna email.

6
7

612

A.

Yes.

Q.

Mr. Riley, at the time that you

8

received this email, that Mr. Glassman received

9

this email, did anybody at Catalyst Google the name

10

"Vincent Hanna"?

11

A.

I did, and Newton may also have.

12

Vincent Hanna, as I recall, is the police detective

13

in Heat played by Al Pacino.

14

613

15

Q.

Correct, and so you knew that this

was a pseudonym that was being used; correct?

16

A.

Well, I didn't knew it was a

17

pseudonym.

18

you Googled "Vincent Hanna".

19

614

20
21
22

I just was curious what came up when

Q.

Okay.

A.

I liked the movie Heat, but I

didn't remember the names of the characters.
615

Q.

The point is that you didn't

23

believe that this was actually an individual named

24

Vincent Hanna?

25

A.

No, I think that is maybe going
neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755
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1

too far.

2

if there was anything that came up.

3

may have been a real person, as it were.

4

616

The name Vincent Hanna we Googled to see

Q.

Vincent Hanna

Okay, but you couldn't find any

5

public record of a real person named Vincent Hanna

6

who might have sent you --

7

A.

That only -- yeah, the only

8

Vincent Hanna that I could find was the Vincent

9

Hanna from the movie Heat.

10

617

Q.

Okay.

Now, you have said in your

11

affidavit, and you can see it in the next paragraph

12

there, that you have since learned that Vincent

13

Hanna's identity is Danny Guy?

14
15

618

16

A.

Yes.

Q.

How did you come to learn that

Danny Guy was Vincent Hanna?

17

A.

Through a series of

18

communications, some by text, some by email and

19

some by telephone, we met with a lawyer John

20

Phillips, or John Kingman Phillips as he is

21

sometimes known as, and through that I eventually

22

met with Danny Guy.

23

619

Q.

24

Vincent Hanna?

25

A.

And Danny Guy told you he was

Well, I don't think we bothered
neesonsreporting.com
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1

discussing it, because by that point I was talking

2

directly with Danny Guy and the subject matter that

3

was discussed was consistent with the Vincent Hanna

4

email.

5

620

Q.

But there is a step missing here

6

that I don't understand how you learn that Mr. Guy

7

was Mr. Hanna and had sent this email?

8

A.

9

No, I think the way I phrased it

was correct, which is as a result of the

10

communication from Danny -- from Vincent Hanna, we

11

ended up meeting with Danny Guy through the

12

arrangements made by his lawyer, John Phillips.

13

And there were a series of intermediate meetings

14

that led to my meeting with Danny Guy during which

15

we discussed matters which would be the subject of

16

I think a common interest privilege.

17

621

18

Q.

to either Mr. Guy or Mr. Phillips?

19

A.

20
21

And how did you know to reach out

Because that was -- we were guided

to that by Vincent Hanna, as I recall.
622

Q.

I see, you had further

22

communications with Vincent Hanna himself who then

23

advised --

24
25

623

A.

Through emails.

Q.

Okay.

And you have asserted
neesonsreporting.com
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1

privilege over all of the communications with

2

either Mr. Hanna or subsequently Mr. Guy and

3

Mr. Phillips; correct?

4
5
6

A.

Yes, other than that original

Q.

And, Mr. Moore, can I take it you

email.
624

7

are not going to let me ask questions about the

8

basis for that assertion of privilege?

9

R/F

10
11

MR. MOORE:

Yes, I think that's right.

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
625

Q.

Okay.

Let's take it that, just

12

for the purposes of the record, I would like a

13

complete disclosure and discussion of the

14

communications between Catalyst on the one hand and

15

either Hanna, Guy or Phillips on the other, and I

16

take it that question is refused?

17

R/F

18

cross-examination, yes.

19

refusal for the purposes of the SLAPP

20

cross-examination, yes.

21
22

MR. MOORE:

For the purposes of today's
You can take it as a

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
626

Q.

And, Mr. Riley, you state in your

23

affidavit that Concordia, of which Mr. Guy was a

24

director, or, I guess, sorry, an investor, and you

25

can see this on the page which is displayed on the
neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755
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20

1

pull up my tab 23.

2

cross-examination brief, you will find an email

3

from someone who described himself as Vincent

4

Hanna, August 11 of 2017, to you, entitled "Attacks

5

on Callidus"; do you see that?

6
7

38

So at tab 23 of my

A.

I do see that.

Q.

And am I right that prior to

8

receiving this email on August 11 you had had no

9

contact with anyone that was named Vincent Hanna or

10

called themselves Vincent Hanna?

11
12

39

A.

Not to the best of my memory.

Q.

And to your knowledge, am I right

13

that no one else at Catalyst, including Mr. Riley

14

or Mr. de Alba, had had contact with someone who

15

held themselves out to be Vincent Hanna?

16
17

40

A.

Not to the best of my knowledge.

Q.

There was, of course, no

18

supporting evidence and documents attached to this

19

email?

20

correct?

21
22

41

This is what you received on the 11th;

A.

I think that is correct.

Q.

And am I right that shortly after

23

you received this email, you and others at Catalyst

24

Googled his name?

25

Vincent Hanna in an effort to figure out who this

In other words, Googled the name

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755
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1

person was?

2
3

21

42

A.

I did not.

Q.

Right.

Mr. Riley has testified

4

that he did, and also said that when he Googled the

5

name, he discovered that Vincent Hanna was the name

6

of a fictional character played by Al Pacino in a

7

movie called Heat.

8

that information on to you?

9
10

43

Did he, "he" Mr. Riley, relay

A.

I believe he did.

Q.

All right.

The following day on

11

April 12th of 2017, you responded to this email.

12

Let me show you your response, which is at tab 24.

13

MR. MOORE:

14

I think you mean August

12th.

15

MR. THOMSON:

16

Yes.

What

did I say?

17

MR. MOORE:

18

BY MR. THOMSON:

19

I'm sorry.

44

Q.

April.

I apologize.

Thank you, David.

20

It is August 12th.

21

the screen a series of emails that were exchanged

22

around this time of the 12th, 13th, 14th.

23

I'm interested in is on the second page of the tab,

24

and it is your email of August 12th at 22:26; do

25

you see that where you say:

And Tanya has pulled up now on

The one

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755
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To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Newton Glassman[nglassman@catcapital.com]
Vincent Hanna[vincent_h@runbox.com]
Tue 8/15/2017 11:46:10 PM (UTC)
Re: Attacks on Callidus

Mr. Glassman,
We need a few days to figure out the best way to proceed and what we can legally share with you at this
juncture and during this investigation. We will revert shortly with proposed next steps. We appreciate
your patience as we work through this. I hope all is well.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna
On Tue, 15 Aug 2017 18:10:31 +0000, Newton Glassman <nglassman@catcapital.com> wrote:
> Thoughts?
>
> Newton Glassman
> Managing Partner
> Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
> Bay Wellington Tower
> 181 Bay St.,
> Suite 4700 PO Box 792
> Toronto Ontario Canada
> M5J 2T3
>
> Office: (416)945-3030
> Fax:(416)945-3060
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
> On Aug 13, 2017, at 6:38 PM, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>> wrote:
>
> We r for sure open to a 'face to face'. However, we think some documentation or hard evidence in
advance of such would be most helpful. Assuming such is avail in advance, I can make myself avail at
our offices tomorrow in the early afternoon. If u prefer a different location, so long as it's public and
downtown, we can likely make it work. We will of course treat this confidentially and meeting w me and/
jim riley directly is not a problem.
>
> Hope all is well.
>
> N.,
>
> Newton Glassman
> Managing Partner
> Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
> Bay Wellington Tower
> 181 Bay St.,
> Suite 4700 PO Box 792
> Toronto Ontario Canada
> M5J 2T3
>
> Office: (416)945-3030
> Fax:(416)945-3060
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>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
> On Aug 13, 2017, at 11:53 AM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
>
> Dear Mr. Glassman
>
> Would you be open to a face to face meeting? Given the sensitivity of the current situation, we would
appreciate your complete discretion in this matter. We value your privacy as well and will do the same. If
this makes sense, please let us know specific times that would work on your schedule. We can come to
you or meet at a mutually agreed location. Given the sensitivity in this matter, we would prefer to deal
directly with you.
>
> Sincerely,
> Mr. Hanna
>
>
> On Sat, 12 Aug 2017 22:26:06 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>> wrote:
>
> Mr Hanna. Thanks so much for the below. Indeed, as much information as possible and anything u
may know or have in your possession would be deeply appreciated. Thank U for thinking of us.
>
> Hope all is well.
>
> N.,
>
> Newton Glassman
> Managing Partner
> Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
> Bay Wellington Tower
> 181 Bay St.,
> Suite 4700 PO Box 792
> Toronto Ontario Canada
> M5J 2T3
>
> Office: (416)945-3030
> Fax:(416)945-3060
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
> On Aug 12, 2017, at 6:08 PM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
>
> Mr. Glassman,
>
> Please let me know if you would like more details on the information provided below.
>
> Sincerely,
> Mr. Hanna
>
> ----- Start Forwarded Message ----> Sent: Fri, 11 Aug 2017 16:55:15 -0400 (EDT)
> From: "Vincent Hanna"
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>>
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> To: "nglassman"
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>>
> Subject: Attacks on Callidus
>
> Dear Mr. Glassman.
>
> This letter is to inform you that you have been targeted by a group of funds in Canada and abroad
whose sole goal is to bring down your public vehicle Callidus and you personally. They are acting in
concert to short your stock and to spread false rumors in the market place mostly through Bruce Langstaff
at Canaccord but through any broker who will listen. The Wall Street Journal is a prime example of this
coordinated effort. The "cabal" does have private investigators following you and most likely have
Russians hackers attacking your office emails and servers/cloud. The RCMP and FBI are aware of this
"cabal" from a criminal investigation but that doesn't help you in the short term. I am sure you are not
surprised but the funds are:
>
> Greg Boland - WestFace Capital.
> Roland Keiper - Clearwater Capital.
> Sunny Puri/Moez Kassam - Anson Partners.
> Shawn Kimmel - K2 Partners
> Principals - MMCAP
> Marc Cohodes - US Short Seller and his huge global network.
>
> I am disgusted that this acting in concert is going on and happening to you and other participants in the
Canadian Capital Markets and I write this letter to inform you of such.
>
> If I were you I would sue the above groups and from that you will garner access to all their trading
records and communications between them. From this you will then be fed additional information. This
will lead the perpetrators down a rabbit hole they will not escape from. But in the end that is up to you.
You now have this information. There will be more to come. Stay tuned.
>
>
>
>
>
> ----- End Forwarded Message ---->
> DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments) may be confidential and is intended only for the
use of the addressee(s). If you are not an addressee, please inform the sender immediately and destroy
this e-mail. Do not copy, use or disclose this e-mail. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be
secure or error free, and the sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of
this message which may arise as a result of e-mail transmission.
>
>
> DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments) may be confidential and is intended only for the
use of the addressee(s). If you are not an addressee, please inform the sender immediately and destroy
this e-mail. Do not copy, use or disclose this e-mail. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be
secure or error free, and the sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of
this message which may arise as a result of e-mail transmission.
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CITATION: The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v. VimpelCom Ltd., 2018 ONSC 2471
COURT FILE NO.: CV-16-11595-00CL
DATE: 20180418
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
(COMMERCIAL LIST)
BETWEEN:
THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC.

Plaintiff/Responding Party

-andVIMPELCOM
LTD.,
GLOBALIVE
CAPITAL
INC.,
UBS
SECURITIES
CANADA INC., TENNENBAUM CAPITAL
PAR1NERS LLC, 64NM HOLDINGS GP
LLC, 64NM HOLDINGS LP, LG CAPITAL
INVESTORS LLC, SERRUYA PRIVATE
WIRELESS
EQUITY INC., NOVUS
COMMUNICATIONS INC., WEST FACE
CAPITAL INC., and MID-BOWLINE
GROUP CORP.

Defendants/Moving Parties

HAINEY J.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Rocco DiPucchio, Andrew Winton, Brad
Vermeersch and David Moore for The
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.

Kent Thomson, Matthew Milne-Smith and
Andrew Carlson, for West Face Capital Inc.
James D. G. Douglas, Caitlin R. Sainsbury
and Graham Splawski, for Globalive Capital
Inc.
Orestes Pasparakis, Rahool Agarwal and
Michael Bookman, for VimpelCom Ltd.
Michael Barrack, Kiran Patel and Daniel
Szirmak, for Tennenbaum Capital Partners
LLC, 64NM Holdings GP LLC, 64NM
Holdings LP, LG Capital Investors LLC
Junior Sirivar and Jacqueline Cole, for
Novus Wireless Communications Inc.
Daniel S. Murdoch, for UBS Securities
Canada Inc.
Jameel Madhany, for Serruya Private Equity
Inc.

HEARD: August 16-18, 2017 and April 16,
2018
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Message
From:
Sent:
To:

BCC:
Subject:
Attachments:

Catalyst. Notifi cations [Catalyst. Notificati ons@sscd i rect.com]
2017-08-16 4:28:11 PM
Catalyst. Notifi cations [Catalyst. Notificati ons@sscd irect.com]
GDeAlba@catcapital.com [=?UTF-8?B?R0RIQWxiYUBjYXRjYXBpdGFsLmNvbQ==?=]
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II & Catalyst Fund II Paral lel Limited Partnership - Q2 Quarterly Letter
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II and II-PP Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter.pdf

Dear Investor,
Please see attached Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter.

"The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject to
confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement. By opening I reading this document, or by otherwise receiving
this document, you understand, acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentia!il:y provision of the Limited
Partnership Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected by
you and your institution."
Sincerely,
SS&C GlobeOp
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Dear Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II and II-PP (the "Fund" or "Fund II and II-PP") Investor:
Catalyst continues to be excited about the existing Canadian distressed opportunity set and believes all
of the work undertaken on behalf of its LPs will be rewarded handsomely.

We are very concerned about materials from the Funds (Quarterly Letters and Annual General Meeting
presentations) appearing in social media / other public media sources and becoming manipulated
against the interests of the LPs. This is now more relevant as we are trying to monetize the investments
in the Fund. Therefore, we are reminding LPs to remember their confidentiality obligations as part of
the LP Agreements (please refer to the confidentiality provision on the following page).
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions you may have, and thank you, once again,
for your continued support. We remain committed to the Guiding Principles attached hereto as our
commitment to you, our investors.
Newton Glassman
The following is the 2Q 2017 Quarterly Letter.
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Guiding Principles

Principle 2: Superior Ana~ytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our
foremost competitive advantage. It is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the
"catalyst" for our lasting success. We don't pretend to be the smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and
most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute resoluteness. We
will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical
excellence.
Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what
others have missed. It is this search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best
answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our commitment to excellence and because we
know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our investors.
Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore
the possibilities. We will therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical
end maintaining an environment where such exploration is encouraged and supported. We will always ask
questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless of role within the organization, we
are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this
respectfully, keeping in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors'
best interests are always our #1 concern. After all, it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and
uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective and personal
development.
Principle 5: Team We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all
of the nuances of a situation. Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to
work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and abilities, is the key to our continued success. While
individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the most remarkable
results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the
Catalyst team we will hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge
that for our continued success and the protection of our investors' best interests, our individual expertise must
be shared.
Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we
do, and our dedication to excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up
to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by
example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the utmost respect. Our
reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset.
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Message
From:
Sent:
To:

BCC:
Subject:
Attachments:

Catalyst. Notifi cations [Catalyst. Notificati ons@sscd i rect.com]
2017-08-16 4:28:25 PM
Catalyst. N otifi cations [Catalyst. N otificati ons@sscd irect.com]
GDeAlba@catcapital.com [=?UTF-8?B?R0RIQWxiYUBjYXRjYXBpdGFsLmNvbQ==?=]
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership Ill - Q2 Quarterly Letter
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership Ill Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter.pdf

Dear Investor,
Please see attached Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter.

"The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject to
confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement. By opening I reading this document, or by otherwise receiving
this document, you understand, acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentia!il:y provision of the Limited
Partnership Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected by
you and your institution."
Sincerely,
SS&C GlobeOp
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Dear Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership III (the "Fund" or "Fund III") Investor:
Catalyst continues to be excited about the existing Canadian distressed opportunity set and believes all
of the work undertaken on behalf of its LPs will be rewarded handsomely.

We are very concerned about materials from the Funds (Quarterly Letters and Annual General Meeting
presentations) appearing in social media / other public media sources and becoming manipulated
against the interests of the LPs. This is now more relevant as we are trying to monetize the investments
in the Fund. Therefore, we are reminding LPs to remember their confidentiality obligations as part of
the LP Agreements (please refer to the confidentiality provision on the following page).
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions you may have, and thank you, once again,
for your continued support. We remain committed to the Guiding Principles attached hereto as our
commitment to you, our investors.
Newton Glassman
The following is the 2Q 2017 Quarterly Letter.
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Guiding Principles

Principle 2: Superior Ana~ytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our
foremost competitive advantage. It is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the
"catalyst" for our lasting success. We don't pretend to be the smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and
most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute resoluteness. We
will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical
excellence.
Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what
others have missed. It is this search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best
answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our commitment to excellence and because we
know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our investors.
Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore
the possibilities. We will therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical
end maintaining an environment where such exploration is encouraged and supported. We will always ask
questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless of role within the organization, we
are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this
respectfully, keeping in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors'
best interests are always our #1 concern. After all, it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and
uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective and personal
development.
Principle 5: Team We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all
of the nuances of a situation. Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to
work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and abilities, is the key to our continued success. While
individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the most remarkable
results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the
Catalyst team we will hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge
that for our continued success and the protection of our investors' best interests, our individual expertise must
be shared.
Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we
do, and our dedication to excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up
to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by
example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the utmost respect. Our
reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset.
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Message
From:
Sent:
To:
BCC:
Subject:
Attachments:

Catalyst.Notifications [Catalyst.Notifications@sscdirect.com]
8/16/2017 4:28:34 PM
Catalyst.Notifications [Catalyst.Notifications@sscdirect.com]
GDeAlba@catcapital.com [=?UTF-8?B?R0RIQWxiYUBjYXNYXBpdGFsLmNyb0==?=]
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV & Catalyst Fund IV Parallel Limited Partnership - Q2 Quarterly Letter
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV and IV-PP Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter.pdf

Dear Investor,
Please see attached Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter,
"The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject to
confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement. By opening/reading this document, or by otherwise receiving
this document you understand, acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentiality provision of the Limited
Partnership Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected by
you and your institution,"
Sincerely,
SS&C GlobeOp
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Dear Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV and IV-PP (the "Fund" or "Fund IV and IV-PP") Investor:
Catalyst continues to be excited about the existing Canadian distressed opportunity set and believes all
of the work undertaken on behalf of its LPs will be rewarded handsomely.

We are very concerned about materials from the Funds(Quarterly Letters and Annual General Meeting
presentations) appearing in social media / other public media sources and becoming manipulated
against the interests of the LPs. This is now more relevant as we are trying to monetize the investments
in the Fund. Therefore, we are reminding LPs to remember their confidentiality obligations as part of
the LP Agreements(please refer to the confidentiality provision on the following page).
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions you may have, and thank you, once again,
for your continued support. We remain committed to the Guiding Principles attached hereto as our
commitment to you, our investors.
Newton Glassman
The following is the 2Q 2017 Quarterly Letter.
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Guiding Principles
Principle 1: Excellence.
very highest standards of integrity.
Catalyst is a firm dedicated to the pursuit of excellence, adhering to
As a result, Catalyst embraces the fact that excellence is an ongoing and evolving process, and defined fiom'"""'iiil
our investors' perspective only.. We at Catalyst are committed to continually preserving, pursuing and AiNimig111 1
building upon this dedication to excellence, which by our definition includes the pursuit of the highest '" " "i'i'i Ii1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
standards ofintegrity, in all thatwe do. On behalf of our investors, Catalyst's culture of excellence is both
our mandate and our mission. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 16
,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Principle 2: Superior Analytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our
foremost competitive advantage. It is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the
"catalyst" for our lasting success. We don't pretend to be the smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and
most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute resoluteness. We
will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical
excellence.
Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what
others have missed. It is this search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best
answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our commitment to excellence and because we
know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our investors.
Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore
the possibilities. We will therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical
end maintaining an environment where such exploration is encouraged and supported. We will always ask
questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless of role within the organization, we
are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this
respectfully, keeping in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors'
best interests are always our #1 concern. After all, it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and
uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective and personal
development.
Principle 5: Team. We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all
of the nuances of a situation. Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to
work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and abilities, is the key to our continued success. While
individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the most remarkable
results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the
Catalyst team we will hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge
that for our continued success and the protection of our investors' best interests, our individual expertise must
be shared.
Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we
do, and our dedication to excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up
to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by
example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the utmost respect. Our
reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset.
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Message
From:
Sent:
To:
BCC:
Subject:
Attachments:

Catalyst.Notifications [Catalyst.Notifications@sscdirect.com]
2017-08-16 4:28:44 PM
Catalyst.Notifications [Catalyst.Notifications@sscdirect.com]
GDeAlba@catcapital.com [=?UTF-8?B?R0RIQWxiYUBjYXNYXBpdGFsLmNyb0==?=]
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership V - Q2 Quarterly Letter
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership V Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter.pdf

Dear Investor,
Please see attached Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter,
"The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject to
confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement. By opening/reading this document, or by otherwise receiving
this document you understand, acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentiality provision of the Limited
Partnership Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected by
you and your institution,"
Sincerely,
SS&C GlobeOp
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Dear Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership V (the "Fund" or "Fund V")Investor:
Catalyst continues to be excited about the existing Canadian distressed opportunity set and believes all
of the work undertaken on behalf of its LPs will be rewarded handsomely.

We are very concerned about materials from the Funds(Quarterly Letters and Annual General Meeting
presentations) appearing in social media / other public media sources and becoming manipulated
against the interests of the LPs. This is now more relevant as we are trying to monetize the investments
in the earlier Funds. Therefore, we are reminding LPs to remember their confidentiality obligations as
part of the LP Agreements (please refer to the confidentiality provision on the following page).
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions you may have, and thank you, once again,
for your continued support. We remain committed to the Guiding Principles attached hereto as our
commitment to you, our investors.
Newton Glassman
The following is the 2Q 2017 Quarterly Letter.
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Guiding Principles
P
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Principle 2: Superior Analytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our
foremost competitive advantage. It is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the
-catalyst" for our lasting success. We don't pretend to be the smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and
most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute resoluteness. We
will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical
excellence.
Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what
others have missed. It is this search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best
answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our commitment to excellence and because we
know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our investors.
Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore
the possibilities. We will therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical
end maintaining an environment where such exploration is encouraged and supported. We will always ask
questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless of role within the organization, we
are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this
respectfully, keeping in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors'
best interests are always our #1 concern. After all, it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and
uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective and personal
development.
Principle 5: Team. We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all
of the nuances of a situation. Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to
work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and abilities, is the key to our continued success. While
individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the most remarkable
results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the
Catalyst team we will hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge
that for our continued success and the protection of our investors' best interests, our individual expertise must
be shared.
Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we
do, and our dedication to excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up
to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by
example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the utmost respect. Our
reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset.
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Exhibit 44 to Riley Affidavit
of December 5, 2019

708

Dear Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II and II-PP (the "Fund" or "Fund II and II-PP") fuvestor:
Catalyst continues to be excited about the existing Canadian distressed opportunity set and believes all
of the work undertaken on behalf of its LPs will be rewarded handsomely.
As a brief update on the West Face and Wind litigation, new facts helpful to the case have been
discovered. These relate not only to their stand-alone behavior but also to possible interference and
market manipulation involving West Face and others in Callidus.
We are very concerned about materials from the Funds (Quarterly Letters and Annual General Meeting
presentations) appearing in social media / other public media sources and becoming manipulated
against the interests of the LPs. This is now more relevant as we are trying to monetize the investments
in the Fund. Therefore, we are reminding LPs to remember their confidentiality obligations as part of
the LP Agreements (please refer to the confidentiality provision on the following page).
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions you may have, and thank you, once again,
for your continued support. We remain committed to the Guiding Principles attached hereto as our
commitment to you, our investors.
Newton Glassman
The following is the 2Q 2017 Quarterly Letter.
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432
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Guiding Principles

Principle 2: Superior Analytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our
foremost competitive advantage. It is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the
"catalyst" for our lasting success. We don't pretend to be the smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and
most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute resoluteness. We
will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical
excellence.
Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what
others have missed. It is this search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best
answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our commitment to excellence and because we
know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our investors.
Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore
the possibilities. We will therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical
end maintaining an environment where such exploration is encouraged and supported. We will always ask
questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless ofrole within the organization, we
are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this
respectfully, keeping in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors'
best interests are always our #1 concern; After all, it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and
uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective and personal
development.
Principle 5: Team. We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all
of the nuances of a situation. Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to
work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and abilities, is the key to our continued success. While
individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the most remarkable
results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the
Catalyst team we will hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge
that for our continued success and the protection of our investors' best interests, our individual expertise must
be shared.
Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we
do, and our dedication to excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up
to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by
example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the utmost respect. Our
reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset.
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Catalyst v West Face et al.
James Riley on 10/26/2020

1

212

Capital?"

2

And Livesey says, "No, no".

3

A.

And this is from the transcript

4

that he found on his old computer; correct?

5

this is a transcription of what he had on his old

6

computer?

7

705

8
9
10

Sorry,

Q.

Yes.

A.

Is there anything more I should

look at in this?
706

Q.

11

Nothing relevant to this question.

MR. DEARDEN:

Have you done a

12

comparison, Mr. Milne-Smith, of the audio with this

13

transcript and you guys have come up with the

14

conclusion that it is a hundred percent accurate?

15

MR. MILNE-SMITH:

16

I

have taken him at his word.

17

MR. DEARDEN:

18

Sorry?

Oh, you have

taken him at his word, okay.

19
20

No, I have not.

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
707

Q.

I would like to go now - I am

21

echoing again - to the first affidavit, so this is

22

the December 2019 affidavit, tab "A", of you, Mr.

23

Riley, and paragraph 103.

24
25

A.

Sorry, what date, December 5th,

you mean?
neesonsreporting.com
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1

708

213

Q.

Yes.

A.

December 5th, correct?

Q.

Yes.

4

A.

Yes.

5

MR. DEARDEN:

6

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

2
3

7

709

710

Q.

Paragraph 103.

So you see at paragraph 103 there

8

is a quote from your first investor letter of

9

August 14, 2017 where Catalyst writes to its

10

investors:

11

"As a brief update on the West

12

Face and Wind litigation, new facts

13

helpful to the case have been

14

discovered.

15

to their stand-alone behaviour but

16

also to possible interference and

17

market manipulation involving West

18

Face and others in Callidus."

19

You are referring here to the Vincent

20

Hanna email; correct?

21

A.

22
23
24
25

These relate not only

That would be the basis for that

statement, yes.
711

Q.

And the Vincent Hanna email, as we

looked at before, says nothing about Wind; correct?
A.

That is correct.

There are two
neesonsreporting.com
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1
2

214

concepts in here.
712

Q.

So there are no new facts helpful

3

to the West Face and Wind litigation that have been

4

discovered?

5

A.

That I think is referring to the

6

letters which we -- or sorry, the emails that we

7

referred to earlier and that are referred to in the

8

body of one of my affidavits.

9

713

10

Q.
new information?

11

A.

12
13

And that is the paragraph 74 to 91

I believe that is correct.

I

believe those are the correct numbers.
714

Q.

Okay, and we also already

14

established that those emails, that evidence was in

15

fact provided to Catalyst and Callidus in January

16

2016 in the course of the Plan of Arrangement;

17

correct?

18

MR. MOORE:

No, just a minute.

We gave

19

an undertaking to reconstruct the timing.

20

some of them were provided then; I think some of

21

them were provided later, but all in advance of the

22

trial.

23
24
25

I think

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
715

Q.

Thank you.

So all in advance of

trial, so that means over a year before this first
neesonsreporting.com
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215

1

investor letter went out on August 14th, 2017;

2

correct?

3

MR. MOORE:

No, no, when I say before

4

trial, I mean, I think a couple of -- well, shortly

5

before trial.

6

not sure that you accepted it, but to try to

7

reconstruct for you our best indication of what the

8

timing of the receipt of those documents was, which

9

we will do.

10
11

But I gave an undertaking, and I am

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
716

Q.

And, Mr. Riley, you would accept

12

that evidence that was presented at the Moyse trial

13

in June 2016 would not constitute new facts as of

14

August 14, 2017?

15
16

717

A.

I don't agree with that.

Q.

Okay.

And you didn't tell

17

investors that this new information consisted of an

18

anonymous email from an individual using the name

19

of a movie character?

20

investors that?

21
22

718

You didn't tell your

A.

No, we did not.

Q.

And you didn't tell investors that

23

you had no evidence that West Face was even short

24

Callidus's shares?

25

A.

Here we are talking about market
neesonsreporting.com
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216

1

manipulation.

2

short-selling.

3

719

Q.

It doesn't necessarily mean

Okay.

And you didn't tell your

4

investors that you were relying exclusively in this

5

regard in terms of new information relating to

6

Callidus on this one anonymous email from

7

quote/unquote "Vincent Hanna"?

8

that to your investors, did you?

9

A.

You didn't disclose

It was an email that we received

10

shortly after the printing of an article that we

11

considered to be -- that we considered then and

12

still consider to be defamatory.

13

unsolicited email, even if it is written by an

14

anonymous person or an anonymous source, still is

15

relevant.

16

Q.

Let's go to document 67.

17

A.

Sorry, in this?

18

MR. DEARDEN:

19

THE DEPONENT:

20

MR. DEARDEN:

21

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

22

720

And an

721

Q.

It is the same -Okay, got it.
Is that an Exhibit?

This is in -- it is Exhibit 1 to

23

Christie Blatchford's affidavit, which has been

24

included in our motion material records, in our

25

anti-SLAPP motion record.

So page 2 of this
neesonsreporting.com
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894

1

witness, I need to put to him and make sure that he

2

is aware of and recalls the testimony that he has

3

given by way of affidavit before I take him to the

4

documents so that he can fairly have the context

5

and be able to answer the questions I'm going to

6

put to him about Vincent Hanna or Danny Guy and

7

Derrick Snowdy.

8

MR. MOORE:

9

Okay.

Fair enough.

So

what I understand you to be saying is you are just

10

referring the witness to certain portions of his

11

December 5 affidavit to provide some context for

12

questions you are going to ask about the Danny Guy

13

documents?

14

MR. MILNE-SMITH:

15

right.

16

MR. MOORE:

17

Okay.

That is fine.

Go

ahead.

18
19

That is exactly

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
2566

Q.

Okay.

So, Mr. Riley, when you

20

describe in paragraph 105 the obligation to keep

21

investors informed, I take it, of course, that

22

that's an obligation to keep them informed of all

23

relevant material information, not just the good

24

news; correct?

25

A.

I would have to look at each piece
neesonsreporting.com
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895

1

of information you are referring to.

2

hypothetical, and I would have to have it in a

3

context to answer that question properly.

4

2567

Q.

So it is a

But as a general matter, you

5

accept that a fiduciary obligation to inform

6

investors includes all material information, not

7

just good information; correct?

8

A.

9

It may depend on whether there is

confidentiality that attaches to it and other

10

circumstances like that.

11

that baldly, I can't agree with that.

12

2568

13

Q.

So I think to phrase it

All right.

Paragraph 107 states

that:

14

"The August 14, 2017 Investor

15

Letter informed our investors of new

16

facts helpful to its litigation

17

regarding the WIND acquisition

18

[...]"

19

And if you go over to paragraph 108,

20

you can see that the information helpful to the

21

litigation was the Vincent Hanna email of August

22

11, 2017; do I have that right?

23
24
25

2569

A.

Yes.

Q.

And we now know that Vincent Hanna

was in fact a gentleman by the name of Danny Guy;
neesonsreporting.com
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1

49

that at my tab 32.

2

[Court Reporter intervenes for

3

clarification.]

4

BY MR. THOMSON:

5

117

6

Q.

That seemed to fix the problem.

So, Mr. Glassman, here you'll find the

7

same Fund II letter, but this time the paragraph

8

that was redacted is included, and just to help

9

you, this version was attached to an affidavit that

10

Mr. Riley swore in December of 2019, and you'll see

11

that the paragraph that had been redacted from the

12

earlier versions says:

13

"As a brief update on the West

14

Face and Wind litigation, new facts

15

helpful to the case have been

16

discovered.

17

to their stand-alone behaviour but

18

also to possible interference and

19

market manipulation involving West

20

Face and others in Callidus."

21

Do you see that paragraph?

22

A.

I do.

Q.

If you look at the letter for Fund

23

118

These relate not only

24

V -- pull up, Tanya, please, tab 31.

25

that the letter -- your covering letter to

You will see

neesonsreporting.com
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50

1

investors in Fund V contains the identical

2

paragraph?

3
4

119

A.

Yes.

Q.

And am I right that the same

5

paragraph appeared in the covering letter to

6

investors in Funds III and IV?

7
8

120

9

A.

I don't know.

Q.

David, will you please provide us

with the unredacted version of the Q2 letter to

10

investors in Funds III and IV also sent August 16,

11

2017?

12

MR. MOORE:

Let me just consider that

13

position.

14

form, I assume what you are look for is

15

confirmation that the same paragraph appeared in

16

those letters?

17

Without providing it in an unredacted

MR. THOMSON:

18

U/T

19

know.

MR. MOORE:

Yes.
All right.

We'll let you

20

[Court Reporter intervenes for

21

clarification.]

22

[Discussion Off the Record to Resolve

23

Technical/Audio Issues.]

24

BY MR. THOMSON:

25

121

Q.

All right.

I guess we are ready
neesonsreporting.com
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51

1

to resume.

2

uncontroversial propositions to you, Mr. Glassman.

3

By the time these investor letters were sent on

4

August 16th of 2017, of course you had never met or

5

spoken to the person who identified himself as

6

Vincent Hanna; correct?

7
8
9

Just a couple of, I hope,

A.

We had had obviously communication

Q.

No, my question was you had never

from them.
122

10

met or spoken to the person who identified himself

11

as Vincent Hanna; correct?

12

A.

13
14

I had never met.

I don't remember

when the first meeting for anybody else was.
123

15

Q.

Am I correct that you had never

met with or spoken to --

16

A.

I had never met, that's correct.

17

Sorry, I misunderstood the question.

18

met.

19

124

I personally had never met.
Q.

Thank you.

I had never

That's correct.

Am I correct that you

20

had never met with or spoken to his private

21

investigator Derrick Snowdy by August 16, 2017?

22
23
24
25

125

A.

That is for sure correct.

Q.

By August 16 of 2017, you had not

yet determined who Vincent Hanna was; correct?
A.

Correct.
neesonsreporting.com
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1

126

52

Q.

And also by August 16 of 2017, you

2

had received no corroborating documentation or

3

evidence from the person who identified himself as

4

Vincent Hanna; correct?

5

A.

It is correct that we had not

6

received any new evidence from Vincent Hanna or

7

whoever that was, that's correct.

8

127

9

Q.

these Q2 quarterly letters addressed to investors

10

in Funds II, III, IV, and V were sent to?

11

A.

12

U/T

13
14

We can find out for you.

MR. MOORE:

We'll let you know.

BY MR. THOMSON:
128

15

Q.

Will you please do that and let me

know?

16

MR. MOORE:

17

We will.

To the best of

our ability, we'll let you know.

18
19

Can you tell me how many investors

BY MR. THOMSON:
129

Q.

And will you please also give us a

20

list of those investors?

21

U/A

22

advisement.

23

restrictions in the underlying contractual

24

documentation, but we'll consider that, and we'll

25

take that under advisement.

MR. MOORE:

We'll take that under

There may be some confidentiality

neesonsreporting.com
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Overview
OVERVIEW GUIDING PRINCIPLES COMMUNITY CASE STUDIES AWARDS & RECOGNITION

The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. is a Canadian private equity
investment firm founded in June 2002.
Catalyst specializes in control and/or in uence investments in distressed and undervalued Canadian situations. The Catalyst team collectively possesses
more than 110 years of relevant experience in restructuring, credit markets and merchant and investment banking in both the U.S. and Canada.

The most senior members of the team have been working together at Catalyst since the Firm’s inception.

The Catalyst team has extensive knowledge of and experience in navigating the Canadian capital markets and integrating Canadian restructurings,
when necessary, with U.S. and other jurisdictions’ capital market restructuring, regulatory, and political processes. This experience combined with
signi cant on-the-ground presence has resulted in Catalyst being one of the preeminent investors in distressed and undervalued situations globally.
Catalyst believes its job is to manufacture risk-adjusted returns and, as a result, its Guiding Principles are an integral part of its culture. Catalyst has
raised ve funds (and two parallel funds) with over US $4.3 billion in capital commitments from prominent university endowments, charitable
foundations, pension plans, family o ces and nancial institutions.

SEE OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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1
2

72

36

A.

Correct.

Q.

And am I right that you didn't

3

receive an email, that you did not receive an email

4

back from this person describing himself as Vincent

5

Hanna that attached all the documentation or hard

6

evidence that he alleged he had on August 13th,

7

14th, or indeed in the next week or so; correct?

8

A.

9

evidence that I requested.

10

73

Q.

We did not receive the hard

All right.

So that then leads to

11

a meeting that takes place on August 23rd of 2017,

12

and let me take you to the notes of that meeting

13

and you will find those at my tab 37.

14

you'll find handwritten notes which we understand

15

were prepared by Naomi Lutes of a meeting, and

16

you'll see the date of the meeting in the top

17

right-hand corner of August 23, 2017; do you see

18

that?

19
20

74

And here

A.

I do.

Q.

And this is a meeting that took

21

place at a law firm in Toronto called Waddell

22

Philips, and you will see that is the second entry

23

at the top of the page?

24
25

75

A.

I do.

Q.

And you understood then or you
neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755
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37

1

certainly came to understand shortly thereafter

2

that John Philips of that firm was acting as the

3

lawyer for the person who described himself as

4

Vincent Hanna; correct?

5
6
7

76

9

meeting.
77

12

78

14

I'm sorry, I have a

Q.

Yes.

A.

Did you refer to this as the first

I might be wrong -Q.

No.

A.

-- but I don't think it was.

Q.

No, I didn't.

The first meeting

you attended.

15

A.

16
17

I do.

meeting, because I don't think it is the first

10

13

I do.

question.

8

11

A.

The first meeting I attended is

correct, that's right.
79

Q.

Yes.

So as I understand it, just

18

looking at the notes, you attended this meeting

19

together with Mr. Riley, Brian Greenspan and Naomi

20

Lutes?

21
22

80

A.

I believe that to be correct.

Q.

And just below your name, so this

23

is now the fourth entry at the top of the first

24

page, you'll see it says "'Vincent Hanna' on

25

phone".
neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755
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1
2

81

A.

Yes.

Q.

"Wants to maintain anonymity for

3

now".

4

who described himself as Vincent Hanna did not

5

attend the meeting in person, but rather dialled

6

in?

I took it from these notes that the person

7
8

82

9

I believe that to be correct.

Q.

And dialled in for the purposes of

maintaining his anonymity at least at that time;

10

correct?

11
12

A.

83

A.

I can't speak to his reasons.

Q.

Okay.

Am I correct that this was

13

the one meeting you attended in which Vincent Hanna

14

participated?

15

U/T

16

notes and documents, and rather than -- we can let

17

you know if the answer to that is different, Mr.

18

Thomson.

19
20

MR. MOORE:

There has been a bunch of

BY MR. THOMSON:
84

Q.

21

Thank you, David.

Mr. Glassman, sitting here today, you

22

don't recall attending an in-person meeting with

23

this person who described himself as Vincent Hanna;

24

correct?

25

A.

That's correct.
neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755
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1

85

39

Q.

And am I right that there was no

2

documentation or hard evidence provided to you in

3

advance of this meeting of August 23?

4

A.

To the best of my recollection,

5

there was no hard evidence provided ahead of the

6

meeting.

7

86

Q.

All right.

And am I also correct

8

that during the course of this meeting on August

9

23, you learned that this person who called himself

10

Vincent Hanna was working with a private

11

investigator named Derrick Snowdy?

12

A.

I don't know if that is correct.

13

We may have known or been told ahead of the meeting

14

clearly by Naomi's notes something about Derrick in

15

the margin, but I don't remember how we came to

16

know about Derrick Snowdy.

17

87

Q.

And look at page 7 of the notes,

18

if Tanya can pull that up.

19

the handwriting; it is page 13 of the production,

20

if that helps.

21

very end of that page it says "PI = Derrick

22

Snowdy"?

23
24
25

88

There we go.

Sorry, it is page 7 in

Do you see at the

A.

Yes.

Q.

And I took it from that that you

were advised during this meeting, whether or not
neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755
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1

you knew before, but you were certainly advised

2

during the meeting that this person who described

3

himself as Vincent Hanna had a private investigator

4

named Derrick Snowdy working on the matter?

5

A.

I can't speak to how or why Naomi

6

wrote it that way.

7

were informed of Derrick's engagement, Derrick

8

Snowdy's engagement, but we obviously became aware

9

of it.

10

89

Q.

I don't remember when or how we

You would accept that certainly by

11

the time of this meeting on August 23 you were

12

aware of the involvement of Derrick Snowdy?

13

A.

I would say it differently.

By no

14

later than the end of that meeting we were aware of

15

it.

16

I just don't remember when or how.

90

Q.

That is fine.

Am I right that

17

Mr. Snowdy did not participate in this meeting on

18

August 23?

19

A.

You are correct, to the best of my

20

memory, because I don't think I have ever met

21

Mr. Snowdy.

22

91

Q.

All right.

And am I also correct

23

that during the course of this meeting on August 23

24

you told the person who identified himself as

25

Vincent Hanna that at some point he would need to
neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Vincent Hanna[vincent_h@runbox.com]
Newton Glassman[nglassman@catcapital.com]
Thur 8/24/2017 12:11:43 AM (UTC)
Re: Attacks on Callidus

CAT_D_00001027/1
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U 2.
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,

Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 23, 2017, at 8:10 PM, Vincent Hanna <vincent_h@runbox.com> wrote:
Mr. Glassman,
Thank you for the information. If you feel comfortable, please send me the alternate # as well if you would
like to communicate through that instead. WhatsApp is also an avenue to communicate. Thanks again.
Have a good night.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna
On Wed, 23 Aug 2017 23:27:41 +0000, Newton Glassman <nglassman@catcapital.com> wrote:
Of course. 416-302-6303. Yes, am on WhatsApp. Also have another # that we know for sure is
ok.
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3

Office: (416)945-3030

CAT_D_00001027/2

Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 23, 2017, at 7:19 PM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
Dear Mr. Glassman,
Would you be kind enough to provide me your cell phone in confidence? The client would like
to speak with you directly. Also, do you use WhatsApp?
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna
On Tue, 22 Aug 2017 23:02:19 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>> wrote:
Place and time confirmed. No sure what u mean re mr Levin. We can discuss tomorrow.
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
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CAT_D_00001027/3
On Aug 22, 2017, at 2:57 PM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>>
wrote:
Dear Mr. Glassman,
Sounds good. We will see you tomorrow at 1PM at the same place your team met yesterday (36
Toronto Street, Suite 1120).
It was our understanding that Mr. Levin from Faskens met with the other side? Given that I am
the intermediary, perhaps I may have been mistaken.
Once again, for planning purposes, please confirm time and place above for tomorrow.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna

On Tue, 22 Aug 2017 17:14:23 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com>> wrote:
We will be there assuming me Riley confirms etc. It may require our moving some stuff but
that's our problem.
To be clear, mr Levin did not attend yesterday but rather another attorney. We r likely to bring
either the same person or even preferably that person's boss.
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
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Office: (416)945-3030

CAT_D_00001027/4

Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 22, 2017, at 1:10 PM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
Dear Mr. Glassman,
We are suggesting a meeting at the same venue as yesterday at 1PM ET. It would be prudent to
bring Mr. Riley and Mr. Levin for continued continuity. Please let us know if you and your team
are amenable to this date, time and venue.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna
On Tue, 22 Aug 2017 13:19:43 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>> wrote:
Good morning. Yes I have been debriefed re yesterday's mtng as well as some other facts. We
appreciate your and your team's candor and involvement.
I think wed's mtng is a near 'must' at this pt-- at least from our perspective. I am planning to be
in toronto early in the am and avail from 10am onward. Your and your team's assistance and
involvement in this matter is greatly appreciated. We can set up a place or lve it to your team.

Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
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CAT_D_00001027/5
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 22, 2017, at 9:04 AM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
Dear Mr. Glassman,
Good morning. I trust you have been debriefed and that yesterday's meeting was productive and
informative. Shall we set up the Wednesday meeting? That meeting should consist of you, Jim
and our "trusted guy" only. This meeting has to take place some place discrete. Please advise
soonest.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna
On Mon, 21 Aug 2017 17:14:34 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>> wrote:
Jim riley and counsel confirmed for 4pm. Thanks again.
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
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Fax:(416)945-3060

CAT_D_00001027/6

Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 21, 2017, at 12:59 PM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.co
m>> wrote:
Mr. Glassman,
We are amenable to your list of attendees. Thank you very much for the transparency and your
continued communications.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna
On Mon, 21 Aug 2017 15:57:58 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglass
man@catcapital.com>> wrote:
Thank u mr Hanna. Given the below and on further reflection, as an act of good faith on our part
and as a vote of confidence in u (as well as appreciation for your efforts to date), we will be
sending mr riley (principal as well as general counsel) and one/possibly 2, counsel. I am sorry
but logistics regarding which counsel can attend etc is complicating the issue and we do not want
to delay any further, as well as given the possibility or further mtngs on wed.
Again, it will be 4pm @ 36 toronto st, suite 1120. Attending:
Mr Phillips
Jim riley
One or 2 of the following:
Jon Levin
Rocco dipucchio
One additional lawyer
Thanks again. Looking fwd to the debrief.
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CAT_D_00001027/7
Hope all is well.
N.,

Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 21, 2017, at 11:33 AM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.co
m><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
Mr. Glassman,
At this time, Mr. Phillips will be the only one in attendance at this meeting today.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna

On Mon, 21 Aug 2017 15:18:20 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglass
man@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>> wrote:
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CAT_D_00001027/8
Ok. Confirmed for counsel only today and re-group after I am de-briefed. Would be helpful to
know if mr Phillips is attending alone. If alone, we would send at most 2 lawyers. If others from
your side r intended to attend, we would adjust accordingly. Plse therefore confirm who will
attend on your behalf (and how many in total).
Confirmed one or more of the following will attend at 4pm, 36 toronto st., suite 1120:
Jon Levin, Faskens
Rocco DiPucchio, Lax O'Sullivan
One additional lawyer (have not been able to reach and therefore no idea of availability).
Possibly but very unlikely now-jim riley.
Thanks again. I am, at minimum, looking fwd to the de-brief.
Hope all is well.
N.,
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
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CAT_D_00001027/9
On Aug 21, 2017, at 11:02 AM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.co
m><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
Mr. Glassman,
For today, counsel only and we can pick it up together after your counsel briefs you on the
meeting today.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna

On Mon, 21 Aug 2017 14:56:49 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglass
man@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>
> wrote:
Mtng is for sure confirmed. Only issue is the following: R u suggesting mtng as btwn counsel
ONLY, or r u suggesting that u and I as principals attend as well now? Plse clarify. Either way,
we confirm a mtng of some sort (counsel only OR counsel + principals--up to u) at 4pm today at
36 toronto st. Suite 1120.
Thanks again.
N.,
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
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Office: (416)945-3030

CAT_D_00001027/10

Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 21, 2017, at 10:52 AM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.co
m><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runb
ox.com>> wrote:
Dear Mr. Glassman,
We think the meeting of counsel at this time makes sense. We will move forward with others
when appropriate.
We will let Mr. Phillips know of your counsel's arrival attending at 4PM ET at the designated
location stated below.
Please confirm today's meeting at 4PM ET at 36 Toronto St., Suite 1120.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna

On Mon, 21 Aug 2017 14:18:45 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglass
man@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>
<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>> wrote:
Thank u, Mr Hanna. The following has now been req'd, unfortunately, by our counsel. In the
event u choose to attend, I will be there personally w our counsel. In the event u r not going to
attend, one or more of the following will be in attendance w mr Phillips at 4pm:
Jon Levin (Faskens)
Rocco DiPucchio (Lax O'Sullivan)
One additional lawyer
All of the above are familiar w both the situation and the status/involvement of the authorities on
our behalf. The additional lawyer's sole role has been helping the authorities, in particular
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helping us to get the authorities more involved and in a more expeditious manner. It's not 100%
clear if he is or will be avail at 4pm.
CAT_D_00001027/11
In the event Mr Phillips believes an officer of the co is req'd, mr jim riley (coo and general
counsel of catalyst; a director of callidus and lawyer on its behalf as well) may be available but
again the same issue as to whether 'principals' attend or just counsel arises.
Thank u for setting this up and plse advise how u would like to proceed. Either way, looking
fwd to our two sides finally mtng and hopefully moving fwd--preferably as quickly as possible.
Hope all is well.
N.,
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 21, 2017, at 9:36 AM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.co
m><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runb
ox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
Mr. Glassman,
Would you be amenable to a meeting today at 4PM ET? The name of the attorney you will be
meeting is John Phillips of Waddell Phillips. The address is 36 Toronto St., Suite 1120. In order
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to prepare for proper introductions and your arrival, would you please provide the name of your
counsel that will be attending as well? I am sure you both will find this to be a valuable,
meaningful and productive meeting. Please let me know as soon as possible so I can coordinate.
Sincerely,

CAT_D_00001027/12

Mr. Hanna
On Mon, 21 Aug 2017 12:40:20 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglass
man@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>
<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>> wrote:
Good morning mr Hanna. We would strongly prefer to meet this afternoon if at all remotely
possible. Given your approach, which is understandable, I will bring counsel w me as wellhence the strong preference for this aft versus tomorrow afternoon. Our counsel has asked me to
enquire as to the name of your counsel that will be attending. Since said counsel will be in
attendance imminently anyway, such information in advance of the mtng would be most
appreciated if at all possible.
Wed should be fine, assuming the first mtng goes well.
Thank U for the assistance and look fwd to mtng today (or tomorrow if this aft truly is not
possible).
Hope all is well.
N.,
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
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CAT_D_00001027/13
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 21, 2017, at 8:06 AM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.co
m><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runb
ox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
Dear Mr. Glassman,
Given today's schedule, let's plan on Tuesday at 3:30PM ET. If we agree on this day and time, I
will provide you with a location in the city not far from your office to meet. You will be
meeting the attorney that has been intimately involved in this matter and due to the sensitive
nature of this case, I have been advised by legal counsel to remain anonymous at this point,
given what is at stake and what this group has been doing to manipulate people's positions in the
stock market. We are very happy you have approached authorities as we have done so as well
over the past 2 years and we too hope action by the authorities is imminent. We telegraphed the
authorities regarding the attack on your publicly traded vehicle before it happened.
Let's plan on an 11:00AM ET meeting on Wednesday as well if your schedule permits.
Mr. Glassman, you do not need to have an attorney present. We will be giving you valuable
information regarding these criminal activities and our only objective is to give you the
information to protect yourself and to bring these criminals to justice. If you feel more
comfortable having your attorney present, please do so.
It is safe to say, we both have friends in common and would like to see justice prevail.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna

On Mon, 21 Aug 2017 01:16:02 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglass
man@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>
<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@c
atcapital.com>> wrote:
Thank u for your email, mr Hanna. To be clear and as we have stated publicly, we have met w
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the authorities so clearly by definition we continue to seriously consider pursuing this matter;
what and/or when the authorities formally act is by definition beyond our control but we have
strong reasons to believe they will in fact act and likely to do so sooner rather than later.

467

CAT_D_00001027/14
mid to late afternoon Monday as well as any time wed work fine. I am confused though on a
few issues:
1. Do u mean u r bringing counsel or u would like me to bring counsel (u mentioned an
attorney). If u r bringing counsel-which is completely fine/approp-- I too will bring counsel.
2. When u mention the 'q2 letter', do u mean callidus q2 release or the catalyst q2 letter.
3. Since I am currently out of town and would be traveling to come meet tomorrow, what part of
the city do u suggest we meet in?
Look fwd to seeing u tomorrow assuming the logistics can be worked out sooner rather than later
and in time for me to make approp travel plans.
N.,
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 20, 2017, at 8:18 PM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.co
m><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runb

ox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h
@runbox.com>> wrote:

CAT_D_00001027/15
Dear Mr. Glassman,
I hope all is well. Could we meet in Toronto late Monday after 1:15PM ET or Tuesday after
3:00PM ET with an attorney this week? If either of these times do not fit your schedule, please
let me know a suitable time you could meet. Also, if all goes well and you are still interested in
pursuing these criminals targeting Callidus, we would also like you to meet another gentleman in
Toronto on Wednesday. A time is yet to be finalized for the proposed meeting on Wednesday
and can move either of these dates and times to fit your schedule.
We also saw your Q2 letter and recommend you exercise discretion on these matters until we can
both come up with a game plan. Please let me know about the initial meeting on either Monday
or Tuesday. If either of these times work, we will come up with a mutual place to meet.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna

On Tue, 15 Aug 2017 18:10:31 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglass
man@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>
<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@c
atcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>> wrote:
Thoughts?
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
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CAT_D_00001027/16
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 13, 2017, at 6:38 PM, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglass
man@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>
<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@c
atcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>>
wrote:
We r for sure open to a 'face to face'. However, we think some documentation or hard evidence
in advance of such would be most helpful. Assuming such is avail in advance, I can make
myself avail at our offices tomorrow in the early afternoon. If u prefer a different location, so
long as it's public and downtown, we can likely make it work. We will of course treat this
confidentially and meeting w me and/ jim riley directly is not a problem.
Hope all is well.
N.,
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
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CAT_D_00001027/17
On Aug 13, 2017, at 11:53 AM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.co
m><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runb
ox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h
@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
Dear Mr. Glassman
Would you be open to a face to face meeting? Given the sensitivity of the current situation, we
would appreciate your complete discretion in this matter. We value your privacy as well and
will do the same. If this makes sense, please let us know specific times that would work on your
schedule. We can come to you or meet at a mutually agreed location. Given the sensitivity in
this matter, we would prefer to deal directly with you.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna

On Sat, 12 Aug 2017 22:26:06 +0000, Newton Glassman
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglass
man@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>
<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@c
atcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>>
wrote:
Mr Hanna. Thanks so much for the below. Indeed, as much information as possible and
anything u may know or have in your possession would be deeply appreciated. Thank U for
thinking of us.
Hope all is well.
N.,
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
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Toronto Ontario Canada

CAT_D_00001027/18

M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 12, 2017, at 6:08 PM, Vincent Hanna
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.co
m><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runb
ox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h
@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>> wrote:
Mr. Glassman,
Please let me know if you would like more details on the information provided below.
Sincerely,
Mr. Hanna
----- Start Forwarded Message ----Sent: Fri, 11 Aug 2017 16:55:15 -0400 (EDT)
From: "Vincent Hanna"
<vincent_h@runbox.com<mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><m
ailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.co
m><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runb
ox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h
@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com><mailto:vincent_h@runbox.com>>
To: "nglassman"
<nglassman@catcapital.com<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital
.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglass
man@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com>
<mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@c
atcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com><mailto
:nglassman@catcapital.com>>
Subject: Attacks on Callidus
Dear Mr. Glassman.
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CAT_D_00001027/19
This letter is to inform you that you have been targeted by a group of funds in Canada and
abroad whose sole goal is to bring down your public vehicle Callidus and you personally. They
are acting in concert to short your stock and to spread false rumors in the market place mostly
through Bruce Langstaff at Canaccord but through any broker who will listen. The Wall Street
Journal is a prime example of this coordinated effort. The "cabal" does have private
investigators following you and most likely have Russians hackers attacking your office emails
and servers/cloud. The RCMP and FBI are aware of this "cabal" from a criminal investigation
but that doesn't help you in the short term. I am sure you are not surprised but the funds are:
Greg Boland - WestFace Capital.
Roland Keiper - Clearwater Capital.
Sunny Puri/Moez Kassam - Anson Partners.
Shawn Kimmel - K2 Partners
Principals - MMCAP
Marc Cohodes - US Short Seller and his huge global network.
I am disgusted that this acting in concert is going on and happening to you and other participants
in the Canadian Capital Markets and I write this letter to inform you of such.
If I were you I would sue the above groups and from that you will garner access to all their
trading records and communications between them. From this you will then be fed additional
information. This will lead the perpetrators down a rabbit hole they will not escape from. But in
the end that is up to you. You now have this information. There will be more to come. Stay
tuned.

----- End Forwarded Message ----DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments) may be confidential and is intended
only for the use of the addressee(s). If you are not an addressee, please inform the sender
immediately and destroy this e-mail. Do not copy, use or disclose this e-mail. E-mail
transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error free, and the sender does not accept
liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message which may arise as a result of
e-mail transmission.

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments) may be confidential and is intended
only for the use of the addressee(s). If you are not an addressee, please inform the sender
immediately and destroy this e-mail. Do not copy, use or disclose this e-mail. E-mail
transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error free, and the sender does not accept
liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message which may arise as a result of
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Danny Guy (14417046900)
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017
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20:27

Test.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:27

Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:29

How r u?

14417046900

Yup u are using this number.
:))
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:31

14417046900

Ok I think u should meet with the PI and hire him. He
will deliver tapes and emails etc. I will get my it guy
to give you all the emails I sent to Imet on your
targeting. It's was before the big drop in your stock.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:31

14417046900

I will try to see if Patrick McGuire will meet with you.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:32

We would do all of the above.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:32

14417046900

Ok let's chat tomorrow and move forward.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:32

For sure.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:33

14417046900

As u can see I will do whatever is needed
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:35

Thank u. Let's talk tomorrow. I need to digest some of
the info. Quite overwhelming and shocking today,
including how serious and deep this is.
Going to put
my kids to bed. Talk tomorrow and thanks again. We
will use the tapes/emails properly. After our
call/mtng, we had our own strategy session. I think we
r going to do this properly but the more hard info we
have from u/your pi, the faster we can get it done etc.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:36

Talk tomorrow.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:38

14417046900

I am friends with Mark Byrne. He recently passed away.
He was Warren Buffets god son. I will send you a report
his brother Patrick had done when these guys attacked
his company Overstock.com. It was awhile ago but will
make your head spin.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:39

Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:39

14417046900

deepcapture-the-story-v1.pdf
Thank u.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

20:39

Thursday, Aug 24, 2017

06:59

14417046900

Yup
14417046900

Just read your pleadings on Wind. I wasn't up to speed.
Lacavera wow. He knew he had zero upside so negotiated
a deal for himself in bad faith. He goes around telling
everyone he is worth hundreds of millions. I have
little faith in Canadian courts but you should prevail
here. Has this ever happened before and are there

Got to go deal w kids.

CAT_E_00001031/1

2:10 PM

•••• No SIM

Chaverim
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+1 (647) 802-4154, +972 52-730-5555, Gadi

Aug 24, 2017

i Messages to this group are now secured with
end-to-end encryption. Tap for more info.
+972 52-730-5555 created group ''Chaverim ''
+972 52-730-5555 added you

+972 52-730-5555
,VYossi Tanuri
Natan meet gadi. .. Gadi meet natan ...
1 Q:08 AM

Nice to meet u, Gadi. I hear u may be
coming to Canada. If so, we would love
to host u for a bit.
1 Q: 12 AM vV
Gadi Benephriam

Dear Newton. Nice to meet u to ... ,yes I
am coming to Canada and I will be
happy to meet you. Will be available on
SundaY- morning and be happy
Hotel name.
12:32 PM
to be your gest ...

hotel name ... later...

12:33 PM
12:33 PM

Excellent. Looking fwd to hosting u
12:50 PM

vV

You can't send messages to this group because you're
no longer a participant.

CAT_D_00001040/001

Memo to File

Saturday August 26, 2017
10:00 a.m.
Derrick SNOWDY
416-930-8636
Meet with Derrick SNOWDY and Peter BARAKETT
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

After introductions, Snowdy suggested that he and I had met 24 years ago with respect to
a homicide case he was a witness on
He advised it involved a night club incident and he was a part time security/doorman at
this night club (I have never met this man)
When pushed further the officers names he could remember are not officers that I worked
with
He further indicated he was well aware of my background as he had just read my
"resume" and had been given my name by "the lawyer" involved (I made note of this as I
do not have a resume)
It was clear he was trying to ingratiate himself with Peter and I.
He commenced by asking us if we knew why we were meeting him and wanted to know
who "Peter" was. He commented as to "why am I even talking to you".
He was advised we knew very little of the situation and that we had been asked to
evaluate him. This seemed to satisfy him and bolster his confidence, prompting him to
talk and steer away from the "who we were" conversation.
He told us that two years ago he was retained directly by a "bank in London (England)"
involving complaints over fund holders who were short trading in the Canadian markets.
These "fund holders" were staying away from the USA as the regulatory powers of the
SEC were far more significant than Canadian regulators.
He mentioned "Concordia Pharmaceuticals" as the victim of sho1t selling.
He took on an undercover (UC) role and allegedly travelled to Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Texas, New York City and Florida over a one year period and infiltrated the
short sellers group.
The sho1t sellers needed his expe1tise to set up Twitter, shell "forming" and analytics. 65
Twitter accounts were set up related to cell phones for the short sellers.
He spent$ 85,000.00 of his own money
The 65 Twitter accounts were set up so they could "tweet" at the same time and connect
the various groups of short sellers all using different servers and therefore being
untraceable. It would appear that SNOWDY was clearly trying to impress us and it is
highly unlikely he was involved in the actual set-up of the Twitter accounts.
He changed topics to talk about the OSC as a deflection to questions I asked regarding
more details regarding the Twitter accounts. He did not answer the questions and
conveniently changed topics regarding the OSC and stated that the lawyers were
ineffective and the OSC has no power.
He said at that point that his "client" was "into the short sellers for 1.8 US million
dollars" (again this seemed to be out of context).
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

SNOWDY proudly "advertised" that he had brought a Norwich application against the
OSC to open "the sealed documents".
SNOWDY went on at length to trumpet his achievement saying it was the first time it had
ever occurred and the OSC was extremely upset with him.
He reported that there was an investigator at the OSC named Greg GARD, a former or
retired investigator from "IMET"
He claimed that the OSC was fined as a result of SNOWDY challenging GARD with
respect to the Norwich application.
SNOWDY stated he met with IROC investigators.
SNOWDY continued at length to discuss his dislike and distrust for the RCMP including
the OSC and IMET.
He commented that the OSC had hired a PI firm to follow him in order to identify who is
was meeting with. The PI that was hired was a retired RCMP officer and a "dirty cop".
He advised that the officer was let go from the RCMP. He refused to identify this person.
He confronted this "dirty cop" and "dealt with him physically". (SNOWDY is 6'0", 270
pounds, chubby)
There was another former dirty IMET employee that was hired by the OSC as a senior
investigative counsel (Albe1i PELLETIER). SNOWDY alleges that PELLETIER was
meeting with a "suspect'' in an OSC investigation alone and off site. This was a breach
of the regulations of the OSC according to SNOWDY.
PELLETIER was fired from the OSC as a result of SNOWDY providing the information
about the meeting to a current Sergeant at IMET by the name of "Steve".
At this point, I requested SNOWDY to stay on topic, as it appeared the information he
was providing was frankly irrelevant.
SNOWDY re-focused and spoke of "Anson Funds" - stating they are a division of the
"Texas Organization" - Anson Funds is a division of Chesapeake and it is this group that
is going after Callidus.
This same group had gone after "1<2".
Anson has someone "inside of Callidus".
In February of 2017, Anson approached SNOWDY to assist Anson in going after "Steve
MUZZO of OZ Electric and Newton GLASSMAN of Callidus.
He was asked to look for "dirt" on GLASSMAN in relation to GLASSMAN having a
"baby mother" in California.
Anson has a "reporter" who they fund in Canada to write articles for them.
SNOWDY has a recording of this reporter explaining his role and how to "manipulate".
SNOWDY then went on a run to name some persons including a Roland KEIPER of
Clearwater Capital (1 Toronto Street) and Boland at WESTFACE. He then named three
of the short sellers - Mark OTIS, Andrew LUFT (Ph) - California based and Carson
BLOCK - who was the informant on SinoForest to the OSC.
He stated that he stopped working with the group of short sellers in the undercover role in
June 2017. The group had just taken down Home Capital.
"Badger Daylight" is the ctment target where SNOWDY helped the short sellers by
looking at the books.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

SNOWDY's "client" is in Bermuda. SNOWDY claims he is paid$ 25,000.00/month plus
expenses to infiltrate the sh01i sellers (this is completely different than his previous claim
that he had been retained by a bank in London)
His client will proceed with IMET and the OSC. As a result the client recently called
SNOWDY and asked him if he can get back into the short sellers group.
SNOWDY was prepared for this and will either introduce a "double agent" or "go back
in myself'.
The reason the client has asked him to get involved again is the "group is targeting
someone else close to his client" (Newton GLASSMAN??)
SNOWDY was asked ifhe had any recordings of his conversations with the short sellers
to which he responded "I have tons of tapes including tapes with Marc COHODES ".
According to SNOWDY, it was as a result of the above disclosure regarding tapes that he
was asked to come to this meeting.
He was asked if he had any recordings of the "request" in February 2017 to go after
MUZZO and GLASSMAN - he responded that he had recorded "paii" of the meeting.
SNOWDY then dropped the following names - Andy D. and Mark VALENTINE
It was my opinion that he was trying to promote himself and provide us with fmiher
names of nefarious stock promoters.
I recognize the name Andy D. as being Andy DIFRANCESCO, a small time Toronto
pump and dump promoter. Mark VALENTINE is the former chairman of Thomson
Kernaghan, a now defunct Bay Street brokerage house - both familiar to me.
SNOWDY continued to say that VALENTINE had "gotten into bed with the mob and
bikers" and hence the more recent shooting at his home in Forest Hill. SNOWDY
suggests that VALENTINE's days "are numbered".
His story regarding Andy D involves a current pump and dump scheme in Toronto
involving a company known as "Liberty".

I have left the door open with SNOWDY to meet again should the need arise. The notes are not
in a chronological fashion - this was the "flow" of the conversation and represents the constant
bouncing from topic to topic that took place. I opted to report the "flow" as is and not interrupt
too frequently given my lack of background as to what would be most useful/relevant?
SNOWDY displayed an acute desire to be believed and to ensure he was central and pivotal with
respect to advancing any information regarding the short sellers. His responses regarding
evidence/recordings were in my opinion evasive and non-committal - a trait that was displayed
in the GUERGIS matter.
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Danny Guy (14417046900)
Thursday, Aug 24, 2017

15:53
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14417046900

Ya I think it's standard buyback rules. Anyway just a
thought
Friday, Aug 25, 2017

10:37

14417046900

Anyone asks. We have never spoke or met.
Friday, Aug 25, 2017

Ok.

10:49

But generally why the severe concern?

Friday, Aug 25, 2017

10:53

14417046900

With what we are going to do. It's just best.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

15:12

14417046900

So I think you have concluded we aren't full of shit.
Ball is in your court. We have some ideas of what we
could do.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

15:14

We have not thought u guys were full of shit for some
time now. However, I have not yet gotten a download re
today's mtng(s). I am waiting on my team. Love to hear
your ideas now or after my debrief.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

15:15

14417046900

Time to chat ? Now or after your debrief
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

15:16

Likely more efficient after my debrief
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

15:16

Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

18:51

14417046900

Yup just let me know.
Got the debrief. Unfortunately my guys found the mtng
very disappointing and your guy provided little to no
new or actionable information.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

18:58

14417046900

Ya I figured it would be useless to have people with no
stake in the matter meet. Pretty hard to build trust
with that. My guy is at risk so I don't blame him if he
was cautious. You need to meet him
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:00

No, that's simply not acceptable. He acts and was hired
by u. If he wants protection or involvement, it was his
job to prove his value. He may have failed.
I will
not meet him under any circumstances until/unless he
proves his value and credibility to our team. He should
have had enough judgment and common sense to know that
was a critical thing to achieve today. My team will not
let me near him until/unless he proves himself.
That's
just a fact.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:03

Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:05

14417046900

Define proves himself ?
Obviously as credible w actionable intel. He likely
failed on both counts. The only possible thing of value
he alluded to was a taped conversation but said he may
or may not have it and if he had it, he wasn't sure if
he could provide it or even let them hear it. He came
across allegedly very poorly and completely
unprofessional and lacking in credibility. I wasn't

CAT_D_00001029/4

Danny Guy (14417046900)
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there so have no comment but was hopeful until I heard
the debrief. Very/extremely/beyond disappointing.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:09

His background and research in him did not help his
cause one iota. As a professional or w direction from
u/your team, he should have known to just play it
straight, be honest and as forthcoming as humanly
possible. Bizarre in my opinion since I would have
thought YOU own the info/intel, he works or worked for
u, and would therefore have been atleast forthright and
cooperative given the alignment of interests.
Disappointing to say the least.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:10

14417046900

Well u couldn't expect him to pull his pants down to two
people he doesn't know or trust. He has been neck deep
in this for two plus years. He is the asset not your
guys. They can't do anything or penetrate the wolf pack.
My guy is inside. We are trying to help you. I have no
hidden agenda here. What this people are doing is
disgusting. We can help trust me.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:10

Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:11

14417046900

He has put himself at risk
What they r doing is in fact disgusting. Your guy knew
we r aligned so yes, the combination of alignment and
the hair known to be on jim in fact req'd him to FULLY
pull his pants down. Instead he really hurt his own
credibility incredibly badly.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:12

Bullshit re his being at risk.
full of shit.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

Unless of course he is

19:12

I can show u 'being at risk'.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:12

Hair on your guy, not jim.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:13

14417046900

Ok Let me intervene here and see what happened.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:14

Make excuses all u want. He has set this relationship
back immensely. My guys do not trust him or anything
related to him one iota now.
Very badly damaged the
situation.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:16

14417046900

Look man. My guy had a history with one of your guys. I
don't think he trusted them to pull his pants down. What
were u expecting from this first meeting
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:19

That's simply intellectually dishonest. Your guys knows
his own reputation and what he has done in the past. I
read the briefing note on him last wk. whatever
'history' he has, I was 'expecting' a professional w
self awareness. I was expecting honesty and
forthrightness. He 2 guys he met w r complete
professionals and very experienced. I have no idea of
their 'history' but that's one of the most immature and
unprofessional excuses I have heard in a very long time.

CAT_D_00001029/5

Danny Guy (14417046900)
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:19

14417046900

Forget other PI's meet him and John with your lawyers
and Riley that way we can skip the egos of the PI's who
just want a paycheck
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:22

14417046900

From my guy

Keep to yourself please.

Mr. Phillips,
As requested this morning I met with Tom Klatt and Peter
Barakett at the Intercontinental Hotel on Bloor Street
at 10am. Both parties were present when I arrived. I
was lead to understand that this meeting was to be held
with persons that were knowledgeable of the matters at
hand. However, both parties informed me that they had
no knowledge of the circumstances concerning this
meeting and were unaware of any particulars. Some
general conversation was held and I provided a somewhat
brief non specific outline of the network and targets
from the investigation related to CXR. I did not take
notes during the meeting however Mr. Klatt did. I
mentioned a couple of names that are familiar to our
investigation from the first half of 2017 when we
understood them to be targeting Calludus and NG in
particular. Although Mr. Klatt previously indicated he
had no knowledge of the issues or players in some the
Anson/WestFace scheme he did make a specific inquiry
about Canaccord. I had made no mention of Canaccord’s
involvement with APC or any of proprietary Calladus
material being brokered by Bruce Langstaff. Either
Klatt was provided Canaccord as a name to be aware of or
he knows more than he is comfortable saying.
Mr. Barakett is a different matter. I had a brief
discussion with him and he informed me that he
essentially knows less than nothing and could not even
articulate why he was brought to Toronto to meet with
Klatt. Barakett told me that he was called by a client
and informed that a lawyer was flying him to Toronto for
the purpose of meeting Klatt whom was then going to meet
with another person. Both Barakett and Klatt had
limited time to have any discussion today and told me
that they had other plans so we were limited to a 45
minute discussion. I find it perplexing that while
Barakett states he was flown to Toronto for the purpose
of attending this meeting his schedule otherwise was
preventing him from having any discussion. It would
seem improbable that someone would be flown to Toronto
from Florida to attend a meeting that they could not
make any time for.
I did not provide any of the corporate names, trading
entities or nominee particulars of our investigation.
In only the most minor of references I provided the name
of Anson Partners Canada, Anson Partners (Texas),
Chesapeake Energy (Anson Parent), Marc Cohodes, Aubrey
McClendon, Greg Boland, Roland Keiper, WestFace and
Clearwater. There was no indication that either party
had an understanding of the significance of these people
the overall scheme to target Calladus and NG. It is
quite possible that they are unaware of the organized
effort to target the business of NG. There is an email
chain I am reviewing from late January 2017 in which the
APC group was establishing communications between prime
brokers to target Calladus. I did not participate in
those meetings except towards the end as we had no
interest in the pending attack on Calladus. The I will
defer to your direction on any further cooperation or
discussion on this file.
Regards
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Danny Guy (14417046900)
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:22
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Now u r being intellectually dishonest or manipulated by
your guy. There r legitimate legal and structural
reasons to have it done pi to pi.
It's your and my job
to manage our teams--including our respective pi's.
Plse hear me: there is no basis or way j can currently
imagine where ibor my team will allow me or Jim to meet
w your guy.
It's likely YOUR guy just looking for a
bigger paycheck. He reputations and previous work done
by the 2 guys speak for themselves. Your own guy's
court record etc speaks for itself as well.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:26

14417046900

Then have your lawyers meet him and John.
My guy gets shit done. Ya he has brought down lots of
people including rcmp. OSC and bad guys. He doesn't
tolerate bs.
So is his description of the meeting accurate ?
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:26

If he has material, he should be instructed to provide
copies. Otherwise, there is nothing we can do. Like I
said, I was not there and have no idea what was said or
how people positioned themselves.
I find t easy to
believe our guys would play dumb out of an abundance of
caution until your guy proved himself, esp given his
known and very public past.
He made the wrong call or
was given wrong direction.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:28

I have to go. This is silly. He's either real w
actionable intelligence--in which case he must provide
it asap if u want to work together-- or he doesn't. No
excuses, no bs, no rationalizations, etc. No games.
Period.
Beyond disappointing.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:29

14417046900

Exactky. Two groups feeling each other out because no
one is dealing direct and no trust. Ya my guy has a
plan. But he does have what u need. Why get two other
people that add zero value involved.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:32

I simply do not believe that. We have home above and
beyond. We have met numerous times w your counsel. We
have made ME AND JIM avail as acts of good faith. U
simply either do not understand some legal issues or r
playing dumb and/or making excuses for your guys abysmal
behavior.
YOU need to make a decision. Either force
him to open his kimono or not. But I am not willing to
do this 'dance'. It's bs and my team simply does not
have the time to play at these games.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:32

Speak later.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

Ridiculous.

19:34

14417046900

Of course I don't understand all the legal issues on
your side. Let me get John in the middle and straighten
this out.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:39

Do whatever u like. We r driving fwd to the best of our
ability.
It's your team and therefore YOUR guy to
manage. Outrageously bad and unprofessional form,
assuming what I am told is true. And given his
reputation and past I currently do believe I am being
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Danny Guy (14417046900)
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told the truth and fully understand why our side would
play dumb until, as u say, your dropped his pants
completely.
He has a lot of credibility and other
issues to overcome b4 he even enters a room. That's
simply a FACT and at least John knows that and j
suspect YOU know that since u don't seem to have been
able to act completely or even get media to act on his
alleged evidence. He is tainted. That's a fact. Hat
makes his approach and at best your naïveté re such
difficult for us going fwd. I would recommend less
excuses and some brutal objectivity
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

19:55

14417046900

Tainted ? He took down 6 rcmp officers for lying because
they attempted to go against a previous agreement they
had with his client. So the rcmp are afraid of him.
That said they want to hear all his taped conversations
and he started the investigation south of the border.
Sounds like a PI ego match. Skip the PI's get your
layers and him and John to meet. I wasn't there so am
in the middle of he said she said. Relax I will
straighten it out. This guy can do more for your case
then 5 of those other guys. With both past info and
ongoing operations. Gimme a few days to fix it.
What
do you want as a act of good faith on our side? I will
get it. There are two things from what I see. All the
past info. Meetings, conversations etc and then ongoing
info from within the wolf pack. Done right we can do
something good. Would my guy want to get paid for
ongoing operations. Yes of course. He has kids to feed
too.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

20:13

Acting together means he has to share ALL information.
Asap. We r moving fwd w or wout him etc. Money not an
issue. Credibility and actionable intelligence is all
that matters. U need to do better research on him for
your own sake. He has been involved personally in some
very dubious lawsuits. He has been declared bankrupt.
He has had testimony thrown out for lack of
credibility. All unrelated to the rcmp issue. I read
the file and it's all publicly avail.
Even John has
questions about his credibility and how actionable his
intel may prove to be. If he has truly valuable stuff
and it's not bs--if/when it helps us, I will reward him
handsomely. However my guys know that he has a history
of just selling info to the highest bidder. That makes
him a huge risk of being, for example, playing both
sides (or being pd by one or more of the Wolfpack while
acting for u).
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

20:14

He has to prove himself and his intel.
Period. If
real, he will be more than taken care of; if not, we
will have nothing to do w him.
Pretty damn simple. We
are also running out of time. Has to be immediately.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

20:28

14417046900

Agreed.
Monday, Aug 28, 2017

12:59

14417046900

Spoke to John. We will get it all straightened out.
Monday, Aug 28, 2017

13:00

14417046900

Be patient this week I have a family funeral I need to
attend.
Monday, Aug 28, 2017

13:21

Am sorry for your loss. Hope everyone is doing as well
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EN D OR SEM EN T
The Issues to be Determined
[1]
The moving parties seek an Order “to restrain Derrick Snowdy from directly or indirectly
assisting any person to disclose any documentary or oral discovery in these proceedings or the
content of any such documentary or oral discovery.”
[2]

The Respondent Snowdy is a private investigator who is not a party to this action.

[3]
The deemed undertaking rule set out in Rule 30.1.01 of the Rules of Civil Procedure,
R.R.O., 1990, Reg. 194 provides that, “All parties and their lawyers are deemed to undertake not
to use evidence or information to which this Rule applies for any purposes other than those of the
proceeding in which the evidence was obtained.” This rule applies to both documentary and oral
discovery.
[4]

The issues in this case are:
a)

can a third party be restrained from retaining, using and/or disclosing to
others, documents obtained through the discovery process; and

b)

should Snowdy be so restrained.

[5]
Snowdy claims he no longer has these documents in his possession, and had given an
undertaking, “not to acquire any documents produced by CN on discovery from Holmes or
anyone else subject to the deemed undertaking rule, for the duration of this action.”
The Evidence
Legal Proceedings
[6]
In August 2008, Canadian National Railway (CN) commenced this civil proceeding
against Holmes and others. Holmes was a former track supervisor in the engineering group at
CN. CN claims he approved fraudulent invoices from companies owned or controlled by him.
Damages for deceit, breach of contract, breach of trust, breach of fiduciary duty, breach of
confidence, deceit, conversion and conspiracy are sought against Holmes and others. Also in
August 2008, a Mareva injunction and Anton Piller Order were granted against Holmes.
[7]
In February 2011, Holmes brought an action against CN claiming misconduct against CN
and some of its current and former officers and employees.

2014 ONSC 593 (CanLII)
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[8]
In March 2011, the court ordered that the Crown brief in a related criminal proceeding
(which had been stayed) be provided to Holmes.

[9]
Snowdy claims he was retained by a client (whom he did not identify) to conduct an
investigation into CN. He says he has been collecting documents about CN since 2008 and has
created an anonymous “mailbox” for persons who wish to provide information without
attribution.
[10]

Snowdy got to know Holmes in 2011. In Snowdy’s factum, it is admitted that,
“Snowdy enticed Holmes to communicate with him by providing Holmes
with information about the historical working relationship between Justice
Campbell and CN solicitor Peter Griffen…where an alleged concern was
raised that Mr. Griffen and Campbell enjoyed an extraordinary relationship
beyond that which was apparent and known to the people who appeared
before them”.

[11] On his cross-examination in respect of this motion, Snowdy admitted that he further
enticed Holmes, “by advising him that he had information on [CN] solicitor Jileson such as her
home address, husband’s identity, her financial picture and her phone records…related to her
participation in a scheme related to a horribly constructed criminal investigation” and that
someone had gone through her garbage.
[12] At the time he received the documents from Holmes, Snowdy says he believed he was
allowed to have them.
[13] Holmes provided Snowdy with a USB key that contained thousands of CN documents
that were produced to Holmes in this legal proceeding against him.
Motions to Prevent Dissemination of CN Discovery Documents
[14] On October 1, 2013 CN served a motion record on Holmes claiming that “the documents
provided by Holmes to the media and to the OPP are the property and confidential information of
CN and are subject to the deemed undertaking rule.” On October 17, CN brought its motion to
prevent Holmes from disseminating documents subject to the implied undertaking rule. Snowdy
says,
“At the October 17 motion, I learned that documents that Holmes gave me
may be the subject of his deemed undertaking rule obligation. I advised my
clients that CN may bring a motion against me to acquire my CN
investigation file on their suspicion that the document in the APTN article
was provided to them by me, and that it was not safe for me to remain in
possession of my CN investigation file. Accordingly, it was agreed that I

2014 ONSC 593 (CanLII)

Circumstances Surrounding the Collection of Documents from Holmes
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[15] On October 17th , Holmes was ordered to produce a list of all documents he disseminated
to third parties and the names of the third parties who received them.
[16] On November 1st , Holmes advised CN that he had given Snowdy a USB device
containing documents and that, “without prior knowledge or consent of Holmes, Mr. Snowdy
recovered the residual data from the aforementioned deleted files and has distributed some or all
of the recovered documents to third party recipients, including the APTN…”
[17] On November 7th , Holmes was ordered to seek the immediate return of the electronic
storage devices that contained some or all of CN’s documentary discovery.
[18] On November 14th , Holmes asked Snowdy to return any electronic storage device that
might contain CN’s documents in this proceeding. Snowdy advised that it was not in his client’s
interests “to divulge what materials have been obtained in my investigation wholly or in part.”
[19] On November 26th , Snowdy advised CN that Holmes had provided him with a USB
device that contained, “several thousand pages of documents related to the litigation between CN
Rail and Holmes.” Snowdy advised that he had provided documents to third party media outlets.
[20] In light of Snowdy’s receipt and dissemination of CN’s productions to third parties, CN
brought this motion to seek an Order to restrain Derrick Snowdy from directly or indirectly
assisting any person to disclose any documentary or oral discovery in these proceedings or the
content of any such documentary or oral discovery.
Snowdy’s Admissions on Cross Examination
[21] At his cross examination on December 19 th , Snowdy testified that he had “no idea” that
CN was looking for the CN documents given to him by Holmes. He later conceded that Holmes
had advised him in early October 2013, that CN was bringing a motion because they wanted the
documents returned.
[22] Snowdy also testified that he and others went through “extraordinary efforts” to remove
the CN files from the jurisdiction. Sometime after November 11, 2013, he put everything he
received from Holmes onto several external hard drives, took them to Ottawa and then to the
Peninsula Hotel in New York. He claims he does not know the name of the client in New York.
[23] He took the documents to New York so that they would not be subject to the jurisdiction
of the Ontario courts. After being asked to retrieve the documents, he called his client in New
York to determine what had happened to the documents and where they had been sent. He
received no response to his message and claims he has no other means of contacting his client.

2014 ONSC 593 (CanLII)

would transfer it to New York, outside of the jurisdiction of the Ontario
courts.”
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Snowdy’s Reponse to the Request for Injunctive Relief
[25] Snowdy’s position is that no restraining order should be granted for the following
reasons:
a)

he is not a party to this proceeding and is therefore not covered by the
deemed undertaking rule in Rule 30.1.01 of the Rules of Civil Procedure;

b)

at the time he collected the documents from Holmes, he had no idea there
was a rule preventing Holmes from disclosing them to him;

c)

CN has made no effort to seek the return of documents from other third
parties to whom Snowdy disclosed the information and thus, there is no
irreparable harm;

d)

Snowdy no longer has any of the CN documents in issue;

e)

the appropriate remedy for Holmes’ decision to disclose documents to
Snowdy contrary to the implied undertaking rule, is to strike Holmes’
claim; and

f)

in his affidavit filed after the first day of hearing, he stated that, “I
undertake to this Court not to acquire any [documents related to CN]
from Holmes or anyone else subject to the deemed undertaking rule
related to this action for the duration of this action.”

Analysis of the Law and Conclusion
Legal Interpretation of the Deemed Undertaking Rule
[26] Rule 30.1.01 of the Rules of Civil Procedure provides that all parties are deemed to
undertake not to use evidence or information obtained on discovery for any purpose other than
the proceeding in which the evidence was obtained.
[27] Rule 30 does not explicitly address the use by third parties of documents subject to the
deemed undertaking rule.
[28] However, the Supreme Court of Canada in Juman v. Doucette, [2008] 1 S.C.R. 157, at
para. 25, held that, “[t]he general ideal [of the deemed undertaking rule], metaphorically
speaking, is that whatever is disclosed in the discovery room stays in the discovery room unless
eventually revealed in the courtroom or disclosed by judicial order.”

2014 ONSC 593 (CanLII)

[24] Snowdy states he no longer has any of the documents he was given by Holmes. The USB
key, and any copies he had, were given to the Independent Supervising Solicitor who was
retained by the moving parties, in part, to receive documents from Snowdy.
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[30] The UK decision in The Distillers Co. (Biochemicals) Ltd. v. Times Newspapers Ltd.,
[1975] 1 All E.R. 41, deals specifically with the application of the deemed undertaking rule to
third parties. In that case, a number of claimants sued the plaintiff for damages arising out of the
use of the drug thalidomide. On discovery, the plaintiff provided the claimants with a large
number of documents which they handed over to a third party retained to advise them. The third
party sold the documents to the Times Newspapers Ltd.. The court issued an injunction against
the Times, restraining its publication of the documents. In so doing, the court held that,
a)

those who disclose documents on discovery are entitled to the
protection of the court against any use of the documents otherwise
than in the action in which they are disclosed;

b)

this protection can be extended to prevent the use of the documents by
any person in whose hands they come unless it be directly connected
with the action in which they are produced; and

c)

it is a matter of public interest that documents disclosed on discovery
should not be permitted to be put to improper use and that the court
should give its protection in the right case.

[31] In Fraser v. Evans [1969] 1 QB 349, 361, Lord Denning held that, “the jurisdiction is
based … on the duty to be of good faith. No person is permitted to divulge to the world,
information which he has received in confidence, unless he has just cause or excuse for doing so.
Even if he comes by it innocently, nevertheless, once he gets to know it was originally given in
confidence, he can be restrained from breaking that confidence.”
[32] Rule 1.04 of the Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure provides that the Rules are to be
“liberally construed to secure the just, most expeditious and least expensive determination of
every civil proceeding on its merits.”
[33] The deemed undertaking rule prohibits the use of materials or information obtained in
discovery for an ulterior or collateral purpose: see Kitchenham v. AXA Insurance Canada, 2008
ONCA 877, 94 O.R. (3d) 276, at paras. 28, 31; and Goodman v. Rossi (1995), 24 O.R. (3d) 359
(C.A.), at pp. 367-371. The rationale is that parties will be reticent to make full disclosure if they
believe documents they produce in the course of discovery may be used for an ulterior purpose.
Application of the Deemed Undertaking Rule to the Facts of this Case

2014 ONSC 593 (CanLII)

[29] Similarly, in Globe and Mail v. Canada, [2010] 2 S.C.R. 592, at para. 77, the Supreme
court held that the deemed undertaking rule “is meant to allow the parties to obtain as full a
picture of the case as possible, without the fear that disclosure of the information will be harmful
to their interests, privacy-related or otherwise.”
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[35] When Snowdy found out that CN had obtained an Order requiring Holmes to return CN’s
discovery documents, and knowing that CN might seek an Order against him to return the
documents in his possession, Snowdy sought to circumvent that process by taking the documents
out of the jurisdiction.
[36] Snowdy told the solicitors for CN that if he had been asked to return them, he would
“sanitize” them.
[37] Snowdy’s acts demonstrate his animosity toward CN and its solicitors. His acts are also a
deliberate attempt to circumvent the deemed undertaking rule that is meant to prevent the use of
the documents by any person in whose hands they come unless it be directly connected with the
action in which they are produced.
[38] Snowdy’s actions lead me to believe that his undertaking is insufficient and that an Order
restraining him is required.
[39] Finally, Snowdy admitted that Holmes provided him with thousands of documents which
were comingled with other documents pertaining to CN, and it is therefore possible that he
retains some of them in his possession. Moreover, his answers on cross-examination as to
whether he retained any of the CN documents he received from Holmes were equivocal.
[40] For these reasons, an Order is granted to restrain Derrick Snowdy from directly or
indirectly assisting any person to disclose any documentary or oral discovery in these
proceedings or the content of any such documentary or oral discovery.
[41] If the parties are unable to agree on costs, they may provide me with brief written
submissions and an outline of costs within 15 days.

___________________________
Thorburn J.

DATE:

January 24, 2014

2014 ONSC 593 (CanLII)

[34] Although Snowdy was not a party to these proceedings, he sought out Holmes knowing
Holmes was a party to the litigation. Snowdy enticed Holmes to provide him with the
documents he had obtained from CN in the course of discovery.

To:
Sharon Timlin[st@15bedford.com]
From:
Brian H. Greenspan[/O=FIRST ORGANIZATION/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BRIAN.GREENSPAN]
Sent:
Fri 9/1/2017 6:44:45 PM (UTC)
Subject: FW: Tamara global holdings

Greenspan
Humphrey

Weinstein

5 Bedford Road
Toronto, Ontario
MSR 2J7 Canada
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T 416.868.:1755 x222
F 416.868.1990
E bgreenspan@15bedford.com

1Sbedford.com
This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the named
recipient(s). Unauthorized use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and destroy all copies of this email.

From: Yossi Tanuri [mailto:yossi@tanuri.net]
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2017 3:08 AM
To: Brian H. Greenspan
Subject: Tamara global holdings

Hi Brian
I am awaiting the contract as per our discussion.
Pls find attached as promised the wire instructions and account detsils.
Thanks
Yossi
--------------------Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my iPad
On 30 Aug 2017, at 22:48, Brian H. Greenspan <bhg@15bedford.com> wrote:
Just called and left a message – at my desk at the office until 11:15 – back at 9:00 tomorrow.
<image001.jpg>
This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for
the named recipient(s). Unauthorized use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and destroy all copies of this email.

From: Yossi Tanuri [mailto:yossi@tanuri.net]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 9:21 PM
To: Brian H. Greenspan
Subject: Can u pls call me asap. Thanks Yossi 4167279847

--------------------Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my iPad
On 29 Aug 2017, at 9:25, Brian H. Greenspan <bhg@15bedford.com> wrote:
Confirmed
<image001.jpg>
This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which
is intended only for the named recipient(s). Unauthorized use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender
and destroy all copies of this email.

From: Yossi Tanuri [mailto:yossi@tanuri.net]
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2017 9:20 AM
To: Lauren Oberson
Cc: Jim Riley; Brian H. Greenspan; Newton Glassman2
Subject: RE: Wed mtng

CAT_E_00000385/002

Lets meet at tge delta hotel at 75 lower simcoe rd. At noon. Will meet u at lobby and will take u
upstairs to a private area.
Pls confirm
_________________
Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my Smartphone
On Aug 29, 2017 08:27, Lauren Oberson <LOberson@catcapital.com> wrote:

I just confirmed with Brian, he is available today at noon until 1:00pm. We will wait to hear the meeting
location.
Kind regards,
Lauren Oberson | Executive Assistant to James (Jim) Riley | The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. | 181 Bay Street,
Suite 4700, P.O. Box 792 Bay Wellington Tower, Brookfield Place, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2T3 | T:
416.945.3004 | F: 416.945.3060 | E: loberson@catcapital.com
From: Newton Glassman2
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2017 8:13 AM
To: Yossi Tanuri
Cc: Lauren Oberson; Jim Riley; Brian Greenspan
Subject: Re: Wed mtng

We need confirmation brian can attend.
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,

Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 29, 2017, at 8:12 AM, Yossi Tanuri <yossi@tanuri.net> wrote:
Will provide location in an hour. Thx
_________________
Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my Smartphone
On Aug 29, 2017 08:10, Lauren Oberson <LOberson@catcapital.com> wrote:
Hi Yossi,
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12:00pm – 1:00pm today works well.
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Kind regards,
Lauren Oberson | Executive Assistant to James (Jim) Riley | The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. |
181 Bay Street, Suite 4700, P.O. Box 792 Bay Wellington Tower, Brookfield Place, Toronto,
Ontario M5J 2T3 | T: 416.945.3004 | F: 416.945.3060 | E: loberson@catcapital.com
From: Yossi Tanuri [mailto:yossi@tanuri.net]
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2017 8:04 AM
To: Jim Riley
Cc: Lauren Oberson; Brian Greenspan; Newton Glassman2
Subject: Re: Wed mtng

During day Can do at noon-1
Have to leave at 1 sharp.
We can also do 10pm if not too late
My day is full with meetings associated that i dont want to delay so that we can act
and provide timely solutions
_________________
Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my Smartphone
On Aug 29, 2017 08:00, Jim Riley <JRiley@catcapital.com> wrote:
I can meet today. Lauren what times are available?
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 29, 2017, at 7:58 AM, Newton Glassman2
<n_gzglassman@catcapital.com> wrote:
How about mtng today? I can attend if it is today.
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,

Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 29, 2017, at 7:57 AM, Jim Riley <JRiley@catcapital.com>
wrote:
Good morning. Unfortunately I will be in New York
tomorrow.
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 29, 2017, at 6:23 AM, Yossi Tanuri
<yossi@tanuri.net> wrote:

Good morning gentlemen.
Would appreciate if we can arrange to meet on
wed morning anytime between 7-10 am down
town pruir to my friend departing home later in
the day.
Thanks and looking forward to hearing from
you.
Best regards
Yossi
_________________
Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my Smartphone
On Aug 28, 2017 19:02, Newton Glassman2
<n_gzglassman@catcapital.com> wrote:
Guys, I need to set up a mtng for u for wed w
Yossi. Do u need me to coordinate or do U
guys want to do it directly?
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,

Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any
attachments) may be confidential and is
intended only for the use of the addressee(s). If
you are not an addressee, please inform the
sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Do
not copy, use or disclose this e-mail. E-mail
transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure
or error free, and the sender does not accept
liability for any errors or omissions in the
contents of this message which may arise as a
result of e-mail transmission.
DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments)
may be confidential and is intended only for the use of the
addressee(s). If you are not an addressee, please inform the
sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Do not copy,
use or disclose this e-mail. E-mail transmission cannot be
guaranteed to be secure or error free, and the sender does
not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the
contents of this message which may arise as a result of email transmission.
DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments) may be
confidential and is intended only for the use of the addressee(s). If you

CAT_E_00000385/004
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CAT_E_00000434/1
To:
Sharon Timlin[st@15bedford.com]
From:
Brian H. Greenspan[/O=FIRST ORGANIZATION/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BRIAN.GREENSPAN]
Sent:
Mon 9/4/2017 8:04:19 PM (UTC)
Subject: FW: Re: Letter of Engagement - signed
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Catalyst

Greenspan
Humphrey

Weinstein

5 Bedford Road
Toronto, Ontario
MSR 2J7 Canada

T 416.868.:1755 x222
F 416.868.1990
E bgreenspan@15bedford.com

1Sbedford.com
This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the named
recipient(s). Unauthorized use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and destroy all copies of this email.

From: Yossi Tanuri [mailto:yossi@tanuri.net]
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2017 1:23 PM
To: Brian H. Greenspan
Cc: Tanuri Yossi
Subject: Fwd: Re: Letter of Engagement - signed

Thanks for your patience.
Pls find the letter signed
_________________
Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my Smartphone
>> From: "Brian H. Greenspan" <bhg@15bedford.com>
>> Date: Sep 1, 2017 16:06
>> Subject: Letter of Engagement
>> To: yossi@tanuri.net
>> Cc: JRiley@catcapital.com
>>
>>> As requested.
>>>
>>> Brian
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver
whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the named recipient(s). Unauthorized use,
dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and destroy all copies
of this email.
>>>
>>>
>
>

CAT_E_00000435/1
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August 31 201i

Via E-Mail: Yoss1@tanuri.net
Personal and Confidential
Mr Yossi Tanuri
Tamara Global Holdings Ltd
Dear ,.lr Tanuri:
Re:

letter of Engagement - Consulting Services

Further to our meeling and discussions on August 29. 20H. I am writing to confirm the basis upon which our
firm 1s retaining you and your firm to act as consultants with respect to the client/clients verbally idenlified to you.

Scope of Retainer
The scope of the assignment authorized pursuant to this Retainer Agreement relates to a qualitative property,
personnel and equipment assessmenl of the current needs and future requirements of our client/clients in order
lo more effecltvely and lawfiJlly carry oul their business obJectives. The assignment may be expanded or
modified by written or verbal instructions from authorized representatives of our office.
In addition to retaining ~our fim1, we understand that you may employ subcontractors and additional consultants
to assist you in the analysis and pelforrnan:;e of your responsibilities.

Undertaking and Confidential Information
During the course of your retainer, we will provice you with 1nformation, data, and access to both principals and
employees ol the client'ctien:s. The information proV!ded to you or to consultants retained by you as
subcoPtractors is to remain confidential and subject lo solicitor-client privilege. Any results of your assessment
and reports provide<l to us as counsel for the clienUclients are to remain confidential and subJect to solicitorclient privilege

CAT_E_00000436/1
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Fees and Disbursements
We understand that invoices for services and disbursements by Tamara Gtobal Holdings Ltd or by consultants
retained as sobcontradors by Tamara Global Holdings Ltd will be rendered to Greenspan Humphrey Weinstein
as fees and disbursements are incurred pursuant to this engagement.
Should you have any questions or concerns. I would be pleased lo speak with you at any lime at your
convenience Otherwise I would ask you to date and sign the acknowledgement below and return a copy to me
as soon as possible.

Yours smcrely,
, / .£

..;'}'

/,.,_ii;..;,.
(/

Brian H. Greenspan

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The ur,jers:gned hereby authon?es and consents to the tenns of this retainer letter August 31, 2017.

4~•_,°'.><--·

Date. _ _

TAMARA GLOBAL
n"y:{2016 n1ptnN..
515404457 :,Ji

.:....1
~ , _ __

_

To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Peter Gilgan[pegilgan@gmail.com]
Newton Glassman[nglassman@catcapital.com]
Sun 9/3/2017 11:09:36 PM (UTC)
Re: No BJ's

CAT_E_00000133/1
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Runs some Ricky? What connection to west face?
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,

Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 3, 2017, at 6:56 PM, Peter Gilgan <pegilgan@gmail.com> wrote:
Hey brother.:
Heath laid my new duds on me the other day. Very effing sharp. Can't thank you enough.… What do I do
now kiss you?
BTW happen to have a lady up here this weekend… Very circumstantial… Just a complete fluke… Her boss
is a guy Who runs some Ricky asked company called West face capital… Ever heard of it?
Sent from my iPhone using Siri
DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments) may be confidential and is intended only for the use of the
addressee(s). If you are not an addressee, please inform the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Do not copy, use
or disclose this e-mail. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error free, and the sender does not accept
liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message which may arise as a result of e-mail transmission.

To:
Peter Gilgan[pegilgan@gmail.com]; Newton Glassman[nglassman@catcapital.com]
From:
bei huang[beihuang@hotmail.com]
Sent:
Tue 9/5/2017 2:55:19 PM (UTC)
Subject: Re: Future State
Bei_Resume-2017.docx

CAT_E_00000138/1498

Thank you Peter for the introduction.
Great to meet you here Newton. I have been working in West Face before we launched the funds, covered most of the
areas in financial analysis, Operation, risk reporting, financial reporting, compliance. Please find my resume attached.
I would really appreciate if we can meet in person so that I can give you a more detailed description of what I have been
doing in West Face for more than eleven years.
I am looking forward to hearing from you, Newton.
Best regards,
Bei

From: Peter Gilgan <pegilgan@gmail.com>
Sent: September 5, 2017 2:34 AM
To: Newton Glassman
Cc: Bei Huang
Subject: Future State
Newton, allow me to introduce you to Bei.
She has been employed at West Face Capital for several years and would like to stay in that industry. However, she no longer feels the atmosphere
at WFC is conducive to a productive future for her.
I believe she has held various rolls at West Face , including analyst early in her tenure there and more recently a "back office" roll in finance.
Perhaps Bei can be more specific.
Of course I can't speak to her technical skills but I can attest to the fact she's a patient fisherman �
Sent from my iPhone using Siri

CAT_E_00000139/1

Bei Huang MBA, CFA
8 Painted Rock Avenue, Richmond Hill, ON L4S 1R6, (647)338-5508, beihuang@hotmail.com
Summary
A highly skilled financial professional with more than 10 years of experience in hedge fund
risk management, operation, compliance, and financial reporting. Hands on experience on
building internal risk reporting system.
Education and Professional Achievements
Registered in November FRM Level II Exam
CIPM Principal Exam passed
CFA Charter Holder, 2010
Master of Business Administration, 2003 - Concordia University, Montreal, QC
Bachelor of Commerce, 2001 - Concordia University, Montreal, QC
Professional Experiences
Middle Office Manager, April 2006 – Present : West Face Capital Inc.
 First employee to help build the fund from 500 million AUM in 2007 to 2 billion AUM.
 Leverage industry best practices to assess and re-design all internal operational controls
including: trading, processing, reconciliations, legal structures, counterparty risk, valuations,
risk management and diligence questionnaire, etc
 Generate risk reports from Administrator’s risk management module, including Market Risk
reports, VaR reports, Stress Test Reports, and Sensitivity Test Reports.
 Coordinate with Administrator to make sure prompt delivery of validated OPERA reports to
investors.
 Work closely with Front office to identify and manage credit risk and market risk.
 Coordinate with internal stakeholders, such as database administrator, risk management,
investor relations group to ensure proper risk and P&L reports are prepared.
 Develop and maintain P&L attribution reports for investment managers and investors.
 Collect all necessary financial information, operational requirements, tax regulations, and
compliance regulations to prepare the new product approval forms.
 Coordinate with external auditors for quarter end and year-end financial reporting regarding
credit products.
Corporate Affairs Administrator, December 2003-April 2006 - Canadian Royalties Inc.
 Assist in preparation of quarterly and annual financial statements.
 Conduct analysis of quarterly and annual financial output.
 Submission of TSX Venture and Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) filings and assisting with
various other regulatory filings
Assistant to Investment Manager, January 1996 – October 1998 - Standard Chartered Bank
 Assist investment manager in research process.
 Prepare financial reports for investors.
 Prepare monthly compliance review reports
Computer Skills
Visual Basic, SQL, Access, Bloomberg, Microsoft Office, Tradar, and other analytic tools
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Newton Glassman[nglassman@catcapital.com]
Peter Gilgan[pegilgan@gmail.com]
bei huang[beihuang@hotmail.com]
Wed 9/6/2017 7:45:33 PM (UTC)
Re: Future State

CAT_E_00000141/1
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Hi Newton,
Thank you for getting back to me. After I received your email, I took a look of my employment contract and found that
there is a non-compete clause in the contract. I would not think this would be a problem if West Face is not in a lawsuit
with Catalyst. Greg will probably not happy if I shift the ship to Catalyst. Therefore I would appreciate if you can keep an
eye for me with others. I would be interested in positions involved in investment analysis, which probably not
exactly related to my recent experience but I have interest and knowledge in. I would also consider a bit high level
operation positions which overlook financial reporting, operation, risk reporting and compliance etc.
On the side note, I wish I can beat Peter up on a bike......Maybe one day.....
Thank you for your help.

Best regards,
Bei

From: Newton Glassman <nglassman@catcapital.com>
Sent: September 6, 2017 8:41 AM
To: bei huang
Cc: Peter Gilgan
Subject: Re: Future State

Good morning, bei. Sorry for the delayed response but I am traveling. Happy to help, and happy to meet. Not sure what
kind of specific role u r seeking and/or if there are any restrictions imposed on u like those that could be found in an
employment agreement (i.e. non-compete etc); we would of course expect ourselves and any other proper thinking firm to
honor such if they exist or apply. Likely best for u to clarify such and we can then arrange for u to meet the appropriate
person(s). I am sure that regardless of whether there is a role or fit w our firm we can help u w others on the street if u r
looking for a change. Anyone helping to beat peter up on a bike is a friend of mine and worthy of assistance!
Hope all is well.
N.,
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St.,

Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada

M5J 2T3

CAT_E_00000141/2
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Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 5, 2017, at 3:55 PM, bei huang <beihuang@hotmail.com> wrote:

Thank you Peter for the introduction.
Great to meet you here Newton. I have been working in West Face before we launched the funds, covered
most of the areas in financial analysis, Operation, risk reporting, financial reporting, compliance. Please find
my resume attached.
I would really appreciate if we can meet in person so that I can give you a more detailed description of what
I have been doing in West Face for more than eleven years.
I am looking forward to hearing from you, Newton.
Best regards,
Bei

From: Peter Gilgan <pegilgan@gmail.com>
Sent: September 5, 2017 2:34 AM
To: Newton Glassman
Cc: Bei Huang
Subject: Future State
Newton, allow me to introduce you to Bei.
She has been employed at West Face Capital for several years and would like to stay in that industry. However, she no longer
feels the atmosphere at WFC is conducive to a productive future for her.
I believe she has held various rolls at West Face , including analyst early in her tenure there and more recently a "back office" roll
in finance. Perhaps Bei can be more specific.
Of course I can't speak to her technical skills but I can attest to the fact she's a patient fisherman �
Sent from my iPhone using Siri

<Bei_Resume-2017.docx>
DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments) may be confidential and is intended only for the use of the
addressee(s). If you are not an addressee, please inform the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Do not copy,
use or disclose this e-mail. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error free, and the sender does not
accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message which may arise as a result of e-mail
transmission.
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5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

MONDAY

4

8

9

10

11

3

4

5

6

8:15pm - 12:00am 8:15pm NG: FLIGHT# C-FIGI CYYZ to EGGW (Flying time 6 hr. 43 mins. landing at 5:43am local)(ARRIVING: Luton London Airport - FBO Signature Terminal 1)

Newton Glassman
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9/24/2020 1:47 PM
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September 5, 2017
Tuesday

September 2017

October 2017
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SuMo TuWe Th Fr Sa
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1 2
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16
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24 25 26 27 28 29 30

1 2 3 4
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5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

TUESDAY

5

8

9

10

11

3

4

5

6

12:00am - 2:58am 8:15pm NG; FLIGHT# C-FIGI CYYZ to EGGW (Flying time 6 hr. 43 mins. landing at 5:43am local)(ARRIVING: Luton London Airport - FBO Signature Terminal 1)

3:00am - 4:00am 8:00am NG; TRANSFER From: Luton London Airport - Signature Terminal 1 To: Hotel Cafe Royal (Hotel Confirmed - Mercedes S Class (LO66 XWG) Driver Ghassan Mob- +44

7947 717771 )
4:00am - 4:30am 9:00am NG; HOTEL CHECK IN: Hotel Cafe Royal (Reservation# 1894819)(68 Regent St, Soho, London W1 B 4DY, UK (Phone: +44 20 7406 3333))

Newton Glassman

248

9/24/2020 1:47 PM
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September 6, 2017
Wednesday

September 2017

October 2017
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SuMo TuWe Th Fr Sa

3 4

1 2
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5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

WEDNESDAY

6

8

10

11

2

7:00pm NG; FLIGHT# C-FIGI EGGW to CVYZ (Flight time 7hr. 47mins. landing at 10:00pm local time)
Luton London Airport - FBO Signature Terminal 1
Stefanie Wright

3

4

5

6

4:00am - 4:30am 9:00am NG; Hotel Confirmed - Mercedes S Class Booked (All day)(Hotel Cafe Royal - Concierge)

Newton Glassman

249

9/24/2020 1:47 PM
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CAT_E_00000442/1
To:
Sharon Timlin[st@15bedford.com]
506
From:
Brian H. Greenspan[bhg@15bedford.com]
Sent:
Fri 9/8/2017 1:10:53 AM (UTC)
Subject: Fwd: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential Subject to Litigation Privilege
LoE Project Camouflage 7.9.2017.docx
ATT00001.htm
B.C.-Strategy-UK-Ltd_Invoice_1566-Signed.pdf
ATT00002.htm
B.C.-Strategy-UK-Ltd_Invoice_1567-Signed.pdf
ATT00003.htm
BC - Terms and Conditions 2017.docx
ATT00004.htm
Please print the email and attachments and put in sealed envelope for pick up by or on behalf of Newton Glassman - and
then confirm that it is ready to me by email
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Yossi Tanuri" <yossi@tanuri.net>
To: "Brian H. Greenspan" <bhg@15bedford.com>
Subject: Fwd: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential
Subject to Litigation Privilege
Brian
I need your legal advise on this one.
Can you pls call me asap
I am avail on my us cell 1 646 2002846
Thanks
--------------------Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Avi Yanus" <yanus@blackcube.com>
Date: 7 September 2017 at 9:50:26 GMT-4
To: <Yossi@tanuri.net>
Cc: "'Ran Shacham'" <r.shacham@blackcube.com>
Subject: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C Confidential Subject to Litigation Privilege
Dear Yossi,
I am pleased to e-meet you.
Following your discussion with my colleague, I am pleased to attached to this email
the Letter of Engagement for project Camouflage, and the company’s T&C for your
review and confirmation.
Please also find attached the project invoices, according to the payment schedule
you conveyed to my colleague.
We look forward to working with you on this very interesting and promising project,
and most of all we excited for this opportunity to provide with the deliverable which
you require.

Should you need anything else, please feel free to contact me directly, and in any
case I look forward to meeting you next week.
CAT_E_00000442/2
Best regards,
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Tamara Global Holdings 2016 LTD
Gan HaShikmim St. 19
Neve Ilan
Israel
7th of September 2017
Dear Sir,

Letter of Engagement
1. This Letter of Engagement sets out the terms to cover the current commercial arrangement
between B.C. Strategy UK Ltd, a limited company incorporated in England and Wales
(registered number: 0815397, hereinafter "Black Cube"), and Tamara Global Holdings 2016
LTD (hereinafter “the Client”). This letter explains the services to be provided to the client, and
attached to it you will find our Terms and Conditions, which shall be considered as a part of this
letter.

General
2. B.C. Strategy UK Ltd is a business intelligence and strategic consultancy firm based in London,
Paris and Tel-Aviv. The company, owner of the Black Cube brand in Israel, USA and the UK,
specializes in finding tailored solutions to business challenges by gathering high quality
intelligence and providing its clients strategic consultancy and guidance. The firm specializes in
delivering end-to-end research into corporations, individuals and product markets.
3. Black Cube is a select group of veterans of elite units in the Israeli intelligence community,
combined with financial and legal experts. Our team comes from a varied intelligence
background in the fields of information gathering, analysis and research, as well as various legal
and financial backgrounds and field operations. The team's unique background, together with
the cutting-edge methodology developed by Black Cube, was the reason we were retained to
untangle complex business environments and legal cases for multi-national clients. Black Cube
regularly supplies services for a variety of international corporates and law firms.
4. This proposal was specially prepared following a discussion with the client. Based on the
information provided, Black Cube have structured an approach that will provide the best
chances of achieving the client’s goals and aiding their efforts.
5. Black Cube is willing to provide business intelligence services to the client in accordance with
the work plan suggested below, and hereby warrants that all information collected during the
project will be obtained in confidence and by legal means. In accordance, all operations are

,J
1
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subject to the law in all relevant jurisdictions. Black Cube represents and warrants that it will
not violate any laws of the United States of America, or any other jurisdiction, while providing
services to client under this Letter of Engagement.
6. All of Black Cube’s operational methodologies have been approved by both BCL Burton
Copeland and Gross, Klinhandler, Hodak and Co. (top-tier law firms in the UK and Israel).
7. Furthermore, Black Cube seeks advice and guidance from top tier law firms in any other
jurisdiction in which we operate, in order to ensure full compliance to local laws and
regulations, specifically with regard to privacy and data protection.

Objectives
8. The primary objective of the project is to support the Client’s legal efforts.
9. In order to achieve the primary objective, the company will allocate any and all resources
required and dedicated team of experts to provide the Client with an in-depth research on issues
at the Client’s discretion.
10. The team will make use of the company’s proprietary methodologies, developed over years of
experience in similar projects.
11. The team will analyze the circumstances and the information presented to it, and deduct a
coherent understanding of the overall environment and produce recommendations for future
steps.
12. The team will compile the intelligence gather, in the aim of submitting it to a court of law as
“smoking gun” evidence.

The Research Team
13. For the extent of the project, Black Cube will allocate a team of dedicated expert researchers.
14. The team will consist of business / intelligence / linguistics / banking / law / field / other experts,
selected specifically to answer the requirements of the case.
15. All of the experts possess experience in methods of data analysis and research.
16. Several project managers will lead the project, and will be responsible for coordinating the work
efforts and the relationship with the Client.

,J
2
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17. The team is backed up by the company’s board of directors and advisors – businessmen in key
positions, all of whom contribute from their vast experience and worldwide connections to aid
in the consultancy work.

Schedule and Fees
18. The final report will be provided within 45 days from signature of letter of engagement.
19. The reports will be delivered in face to face meetings with the Client, in order to discuss further
directions.
20. Relevant analysis will be provided to the Client as it becomes available.
21. The price for this project will be 1,500,000 USD, inclusive of all costs.
22. The first payment in the sum of 250,000 USD will be due upon the signing of this letter, and the
second payment in the sum of 1,250,000 USD will be due before the 15th of September.
23. Black Cube will be paid a success fee should the Client decide to use the intelligence gathered
in the project, and when certain results will be achieved. The exact sums and results will be
agreed upon before the second payment, and will be considered as part of this letter.
24. The payment of the success fee will be independent from, and in addition to, any other fee paid
according to this agreement.
25. VAT will not be added according to English law.
We are looking forward to working with you on this project. I firmly believe that Black Cube’s highlevel intelligence capabilities and extensive experience with complex investigations, will enable us
to deliver to you the qualitative edge required to succeed in this case.
With kind regards,
Dr. Avi Yanus, Director
Encl.
I agree to the terms of this letter and the BC Strategy UK Ltd. Terms and Conditions Name:

Signed:

Date:

,J
3
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To:
Sharon Timlin[st@15bedford.com]
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From:
Brian H. Greenspan[/O=FIRST ORGANIZATION/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BRIAN.GREENSPAN]
Sent:
Sat 9/9/2017 5:09:58 PM (UTC)
Subject: FW: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential Subject to Litigation Privilege

Greenspan
Humphrey

Weinstein

5 Bedford Road
Toronto, Ontario
MSR 2J7 Canada

T 416.868.:1755 x222
F 416.868.1990
E bgreenspan@15bedford.com

1Sbedford.com
This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the named
recipient(s). Unauthorized use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and destroy all copies of this email.

From: Yossi Tanuri [mailto:yossi@tanuri.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2017 9:22 PM
To: Brian H. Greenspan
Subject: Re: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential Subject to Litigation Privilege

Thsts my take as well.
Thats why i adked my friend to put in writing exact expectations and deliverables. Gadi will put team list so its clear.
Thanks
Pls share your thoughts with my friend
_________________
Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my Smartphone
On Sep 7, 2017 21:18, "Brian H. Greenspan" <bhg@15bedford.com> wrote:
Seems acceptable although vague in its description of services or goals to be achieved.
Sent from my iPad
On Sep 7, 2017, at 10:57 AM, Yossi Tanuri <yossi@tanuri.net> wrote:
Brian
I need your legal advise on this one.
Can you pls call me asap
I am avail on my us cell 1 646 2002846
Thanks
--------------------Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Avi Yanus" <yanus@blackcube.com>
Date: 7 September 2017 at 9:50:26 GMT-4
To: <Yossi@tanuri.net>
Cc: "'Ran Shacham'" <r.shacham@blackcube.com>
Subject: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C Confidential Subject to Litigation Privilege
Dear Yossi,
I am pleased to e-meet you.

Following your discussion with my colleague, I am pleased to attached to this email
512
the Letter of Engagement for project Camouflage, and the company’s T&C for your
review and confirmation.
CAT_E_00000454/2
Please also find attached the project invoices, according to the payment schedule
you conveyed to my colleague.
We look forward to working with you on this very interesting and promising project,
and most of all we excited for this opportunity to provide with the deliverable which
you require.
Should you need anything else, please feel free to contact me directly, and in any
case I look forward to meeting you next week.
Best regards,

<LoE Project Camouflage 7.9.2017.docx>
<B.C.-Strategy-UK-Ltd_Invoice_1566-Signed.pdf>
<B.C.-Strategy-UK-Ltd_Invoice_1567-Signed.pdf>
<BC - Terms and Conditions 2017.docx>
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Tamara Global Holdings 2016 LTO
Gan JlaShikrnim St. l 9
Nov" !Ian
Israel
11"' of September 2017
Dear Sir,

Letter of Engagement
1. This Letter of Engagement sets out the 1enns to cover the current commercial arrangement
between B.C. Strategy UT< Ltd, a limited company incorporated in England and Wales (registered
number: 0815397, hereinafter "Black Cube"), and Tamara Global Holdings 2016 LTD
(hereinafter "the Client"). This letter explains the services 10 be provided to the client, and attached
to it you will find our Terms and Conditions, which shall be considered as a part ofrhis le11er

General
2. 8.C. Strategy UK Ltd is a business in1elligence and strategic consultancy firm based in London.
Paris and Tel-Aviv. The company, owner of the Olack Cube brand in Israel, USA and the UK.
specializes in finding tai lored solutions to business challenges by gathering high quality
intelligence and providing its clients s trategic consultancy and guidance The lirm specializes in
delivering end-to-end research into corporations. individuals and product markets
3 nlack Cube is a select group of veterans of elite units

in

the Israeli intelligence community,

combined with linaneial and legal experts Our team comes from a varied intelligence hackground
in the liclds of information gathering. analysis and research. as well as various legal and financial
back&>roLrnds and lield operations The team's unique background. together with the culling-edge
methodology developed by Black Cube, was the reason we were retained to untangle complex
busi ness environments anti legal cases for multi-nat iona l clients Black Cube regularly supplies
services for a variety of international corporates and law firms.
4. This proposal was specially prepared following a discussion with the client. Based on the
information provided, Black Cube have stn1ctured an approach that will pro, ide the best chances
of achieving the client's goals and aiding 1hei1 efio11s.
5. Black Cube is willing 10 provide business intelligence services to the client in accordance with
the work plan sugge~ted below, and he,eby warrants that all infon11a1 ion collected during the
project will be obtained in confidence and by legal means. In accordance. all operations are subject
to the law in all rclc:want jurisdictions. Black Cube represents and warrants that it will not violate
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any laws of the United States of America, or any other jurisdiction, while providing services to
client under this Letter ofEngagemenl .

6. /ul of Rinck Cube's operational methodologies have been approved by bot h RCI. Burton
Copeland and Gross, Klinhandler, Hodak and ('o, (!Op-tier law firms in the UK and Israel)
7. Furthermore, Black Cube seeks advice and guidance from top tier law firms in any other
jurisdiction in which we operate, in order to ensure full compliance to local laws and regulations,
specifically wit h regard to privacy and data protection.

Objectives
8. The primary objective of the project is to support the C lient 's legal efforts.
9. In orderto achieve the primary objective, the company will allocate any and all resourc.es required
and dedicated team of experts to provide the Client with an in-depth research on issues at the
Client's discretion.
10. The tc•m will make use of the company· s proprietary methodologies, developed over years of
experience in similar projects.
11. The team will analyze the c ircumstances and the infonnation presented lo it, and deduct a coherent
understanding of the overall environment and produce recommendations for future steps
12. The team will compile the intelligence gather, in the aim of submilling it to a court of law as
"smoking gun'' evidence.

The Research Team
13. For the extent of the project, Black Cube will allocate a team of dedicated expen researchers.
14. The team will consist of business / intell igence/ linguistics i banking / law / field / other experts,
selected specifically to answer the requirements of1he case.
15. All of the experts possess experience in methods of data analysis and research
16. Several project managers will lead the project. and will be responsible for coordinating the work
efforts and the rela1ionship with the Client.
17. The team is backed up by the company's board of directors and advisors - businessmen in key
positions, all of whom contribute from 1heir vast experience and worldwide connections to aid in
the consultancy work.
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18. The final report will be provided within 45 days from signature of letter of engagement
19, The repons will be delivered in face In race meetin&s wiih the Client. in order to discuss fi.,rther
directions.

20. Relevant analysis will be provided to the Client as it becomes available.
21 . The price for this project will be 1.500.000 USD, inclusive of all costs.
22. The first payment in the sum of 250,000 USO will be due upon the signing or this letter, the
second payment in the sum of 1,000,000 USO will be due on the IS'" of September. and the third
1

payment in the sum of250,000 USO will be due on the 30 • of September.
23. Black Cube will be paid a success fee according to the definitions in Annex A, with a maximum
cap of 11,000,000 USD and in accordance with the following scale ·
a) A

500,000 USD per item

b) Fl - 250,000 USO per item
c) C

100,000 USD per item

d) D

50,000 USO per item

e) E - 20,000 USO per item
24. 20% oft he final amount of the success fee, ns detennined according to article 23. wi ll be reduced
due to internal management costs of the client.
25 The payment of the success fee will be independent from, and in addition lo, any other fee paid
according 10 this agreement .
26. VAT will not be added according to English law.

We are i<x,kin/{ forward 10 11·ork1111{ ll'i/1, you on this prq;ect. I firm~r b,.die1'l' that 11/u,:k C11he ·s hil{h-

level intellil{l'IJCe capah1/ities and ex1emin• expenmce ll'ith complex 1111'f!.,liga11ons.

11

ill enahh• 11s to

deliver to you the qualilalil'f.' ed.,e,e required to succeed m Jhi, tc1.\,.1.
Will, kind rel{ards,
Dr. Avi Y anus. Director

1-:11d.
J ng1w to the term.<,fthis /<111er and 1h~ H(. Slral<!J!.Y UK Ltd~,T.•1ws and Co11dino11s -
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Enhanced - BC002322/003
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Annex A – LOE – 11/9/2017
Stephanie Wright
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rocco DiPucchio <rdipucchio@counsel-toronto.com>
Thursday, September 7, 2017 5:15 PM
Newton Glassman
Jim Riley
Wish List of Evidence/Information [IWOV-Client.FID59408]

Importance:

High

Newton, as requested, here is a list of evidence/information that I would classify as most important in the prosecution of
the various Catalyst/Callidus pieces of litigation or contemplated litigation. This is not a complete list by any means, but
it reflects the key items that I have been able to think of given the brief window of time within which you have
requested the list.
General – by October 31, 2017
E - Evidence of Names of the parties comprising the Wolf Pack
D - names and evidence of those individuals who have been leading the activities of the Wolf Pack
D - names of those parties who have been funding the guarantor litigation and/or who have been coordinating with the
guarantors / whistleblowers
D - any correspondence between members of the Wolf Pack and/or between members of the Wolf Pack and guarantors /
whistleblowers relevant to Callidus and Catalyst
C - Correspondence evidence or information linking the Wolf Pack to West Face and/or Greg Boland and other West
Face representatives
C - Correspondence or information indicating that West Face and/or Boland are directing the activities of the Wolf Pack
D - Evidence that West Face is funding any of the litigation against Catalyst or Callidus
C - correspondence between members of the Wolf Pack and any media outlets including Thomson Reuters, Canadian
Business or the Wall Street Journal
C - evidence of dealings between West Face and Bruce Livesey relating to Callidus/Catalyst and any payment for services
by Livesey
E - evidence of any short positions held in Callidus by members of the Wolf Pack
D - evidence but esp copy of any confidentiality agreement between members of the Wolf Pack/guarantors/
whistleblowers
C - copies of the whistleblower complaints and any drafts of same
C - copies of any correspondence concerning the contents of whistleblower complaints between the whistleblowers and
the Wolf Pack
D - any correspondence between West Face and Craig Boyer or members of the Wolf Pack and Craig Boyer
Moyse – by September 19, 2017 → extra $250,000 if get 2 or more A’s and B’s
B
A
C

- Any evidence that Moyse took information from Catalyst about Wind or any other Catalyst confidential information
when he left Catalyst
- Evidence of what was deleted by Moyse from his personal devices (A if admissible and court, C if not
admissible)
- Evidence of Catalyst confidential information transmitted between Brandon Moyse and West Face beyond the
investment memo
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-2D/A - internal West Face documents using Catalyst confidential information to develop the investment thesis or
negotiating strategy for Wind
█ - Instructions from West Face to Moyse to destroy evidence on electronic devices
D - evidence of communication between Moyse and West Face after he was prohibited from working at West Face
- Correspondence or other evidence from Moyse indicating that he destroyed evidence of confidential
information he passed to West Face
B - Correspondence internally at West Face or between members of the Consortium (West Face, LG Capital,
Tennenbaum Capital Partners, Globalive) discussing information provided to West Face by Moyse
C - Internal Industry Canada/Office of the Privy Council / Office of the Prime Minister correspondence or memos that
record fears about litigation from Catalyst over restrictions on the spectrum transfers in 2014
C - Internal Industry Canada correspondence around requests for concessions if Catalyst purchased Wind from
Vimpelcom in 2014
E - Evidence of current communication between Moyse and West Face

VimpelCom – by September 19, 2017
- Evidence that the VimpelCom Board of Directors reviewed the Consortium’s August 7 offer during the Exclusivity
Period (July 23 - August 19, 2014)
B - evidence of any discussions or any negotiations between VimpelCom or UBS representatives and any member of
the Consortium during the same period
C/B - evidence of any information about Catalyst’s bid or negotiations passed along to the Consortium members by either
VimpelCom or UBS representatives or Lacavera/Globalive → esp. during exclusivity period
B

Veritas – by October 31, 2017
- The slide deck or any materials exchanged at the December 17, 2014 meeting between West Face and Veritas
- Correspondence between Vertitas and West Face discussing West Face’s short selling strategy and requesting that
Veritas produce a report that would injure Callidus
B/C - evidence of West Face communicating the contents of its Callidus “research” to any third parties beyond Veritas
B/C - evidence of any scheme by West Face and Veritas to manipulate the stock price of Callidus for the benefit of West
Face or any third parties, including members of the Wolf Pack
A/B - evidence of any financial payment from West Face to Veritas
/C
C
C

WSJ – by October 31, 2017
D/C - Evidence Indicating that Copeland was communicating with the members of the Wolf Pack prior to publication of
the article in the WSJ
D/C - communications between the WSJ and the whistleblowers

Rocco Di Pucchio
Direct: (416) 598-2268
rdipucchio@counsel-toronto.com
Lax O’Sullivan Lisus Gottlieb LLP
Suite 2750, 145 King Street West
Toronto ON M5H 1J8 Canada

522
-3T 416 598 1744 F 416 598 3730
counsel-toronto.com
This e-mail message is confidential, may be privileged and is intended for the exclusive
use of the addressee. Any other person is strictly prohibited from disclosing, distributing or
reproducing it. If the addressee cannot be reached or is unknown to you, please inform us
immediately by telephone at 416 598 1744 at our expense and delete this e-email message
and destroy all copies. Thank you.
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Bonus Legend:
A
B
C
D
E

=
=
=
=
=

US$
US$
US$
US$
US$

500,000 / per item
250,000 / per item
100,000 / per item
50,000 / per item
20,000 / per item

1(i) Also, if find proof positive of Moyse downloading Wind and/or
Callidus material from our servers to his personal
devices AND from such to “dropbox” account:
US $250,000
(ii)

if proof / trace such to West Face:
Additional US $250,000

(iii)

evidence of our Wind material on West face servers
etc., especially from April - August 2014:
US $250,000 (so long as
not same as (ii) )

2(i) Direct confession from Moyse
US $250,000
(ii)

Confession (+) copy from Moyse of Wind or Callidus material
given to West Face
Additional US $250,000

(iii)

Evidence of financial deal between Moyse / West Face

524

or evidence West Face paying Moyse currently employer
or evidence West Face subsidizing Moyse income
US $100,000
(iv) Evidence of Lorne Creighton / other Catalyst employee provided
information in West Face hands - $20,000 / person
3

Justice Frank Newbould

(i)

Evidence/ reasons for:
A bias against Catalyst / N Glassman
B anti-semitism
C deal with West - Face for decision
D inappropriate connection / dealings
with West - Face or Boland
E deal / move to Thornton Grout
US $75,000 per item above
-> deadline of Sept 20 / 17
if rec’d after Sept 20 / 17, depends on strength
of evidence. If criminal in nature, same
US$75,000 per item. If not criminal,
depends on advice / opinion of counsel

4

West Face

(i)

Evidence of other criminality not related to us
US $25,000 / item

(ii)

Confirmation of assets under management
US $20,000

(iii)

Confirmation of current Notices of Redemption
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2

968

Q.

Yes.

A.

But when we -- when I asked them

3

point blank what should we do with this apparent

4

Wolfpack behaviour that we were seeing at that time

5

leading up to the Reuters -- potential Reuters

6

article, and I basically asked them, should we, in

7

effect, roll over, do nothing and just take it, or

8

should we fight back, their advice to us was to

9

fight back as hard as we could.

10

So that is the overall context I think

11
12

of that period of time.
2755

Q.

Okay.

So tab 22.

So just zoom

13

out a bit.

14

sent to you -- sorry, sent to Mr. Glassman by

15

Mr. DiPucchio at a time when he was external

16

counsel at Lax O'Sullivan on September 7th, and you

17

were copied, and he describes what the subject line

18

indicates as a "Wish list of Evidence/Information".

19

Now, obviously you received this email in its

20

original form; correct?

21
22

2756

Mr. Riley, this is an email that was

A.

Yes.

Q.

Now, what has happened to this is

23

that somebody has printed out this document and

24

then sort of annotated it with handwriting.

25

what I would like to know is whether you ever saw

And

neesonsreporting.com
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1

this handwritten annotated version of the document

2

as it is presented on the screen now?

3
4

2757

A.

And --

Q.

And, sorry, let me clarify.

When

5

I say "whether you ever saw", during the

6

contemporaneous events in, say, September through

7

November of 2017, had you seen this version of the

8

document?

9
10

2758

A.

Not that I recall.

Q.

Okay.

So the first time you

11

recall seeing this version of the document would

12

have been in more recent months preparing for the

13

litigation?

14

A.

I'm not even sure that I -- I'm

15

not even sure that I have seen this until now.

16

may have because, as you know, there are a lot of

17

documents in this case.

18

2759

19
20

2760

21

Okay.

A.

A lot of pieces of paper.

Q.

Okay.

And certainly, it is not

your handwriting on the page?

22
23

Q.

I

2761

A.

No.

Q.

Okay.

It appears to be Newton.
That was our understanding

24

as well.

25

take it that you were certainly not aware of this

And this is a Black Cube production.

I
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1

document as handwritten and as marked up -- oh,

2

sorry, it is a Catalyst production, but we are

3

going to come to something where you see it gets to

4

Black Cube.

5

You certainly were not aware of this

6

document or anything like it being provided to

7

Black Cube; correct?

8
9
10
11

2762

A.

Correct.

Q.

Okay.

So if we can go to page 4

of this document -MR. MOORE:

So, Mr. Milne-Smith, let me

12

just -- the record will be what it is, but I'm not

13

sure that this is -- or certainly all of it is a

14

Catalyst production.

15

or at least part of this document, certainly the

16

yellow pages, but perhaps the whole annotated email

17

as well - I may be mistaken in my recollection - is

18

a Black Cube production, and it is alluded to in

19

Schedule C to the recent affidavit of documents

20

dealing with Black Cube documents.

21

I believe that this document

MR. MILNE-SMITH:

Well, it is in Black

22

Cube's productions, but the version we are using

23

here, as you can see from the Bates stamp at the

24

top of the page that is on the screen, indicates

25

that it was also produced by Catalyst.
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1

MR. MOORE:

2

MR. MILNE-SMITH:

Okay.
In the most recent

3

round of productions following the Justice Boswell

4

motion.

5

MR. MOORE:

6

MR. MILNE-SMITH:

7

MR. MOORE:

Fair enough.
Okay.

All I'm telling you is --

8

well, okay.

9

because we got it from Black Cube.

10

It may be included
I'm not sure.

But in any event, I see what you are saying.

11
12

That is fair.

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
2763

Q.

Okay.

So you were not aware of

13

this document.

14

evidence.

15

the fact that on the page we brought up, which is

16

page 4 of the production, it refers to Justice

17

Frank Newbould, and it says then:

18
19
20

You have already given that

I just want to bring your attention to

"Evidence/reasons for:
A bias against Catalyst/N.
Glassman;

21

B, anti-Semitism;

22

C, deal with West Face for

23
24
25

decision;
D, inappropriate
conversation/dealings with West Face
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or Boland;

2

E, deal/move to Thornton

3

Grout".

4

And then it indicates "U.S. $75,000 per

5

item above".

6

A.

I apologize.

I'll take what you

7

are saying.

8

U/T

9

Matt, and if we disagree with your interpretation

I actually can't read this as it is.
MR. MOORE:

We'll get the transcript,

10

of the writing -- it is pretty faint on the

11

document on the screen, but if we disagree with

12

your recital of the words, we'll let you know.

13
14

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
2764

Q.

That is fine.

So I just want

15

to -- look, I understand, Mr. Riley, that you have

16

given evidence, which I accept, that you weren't

17

aware of this document at the time and certainly

18

hadn't seen it at the time and maybe hadn't seen it

19

at all until I put it on the screen.

20

to give it to you for context because what I would

21

like now to ask you, Mr. Riley -- if we could bring

22

up on the screen the Justice Boswell decision,

23

paragraph 354.

24

because it is not evidence.

25

decision, so it is not a tab of the compendium, and

I just wanted

This isn't part of my compendium
It is a prior judicial
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1

I am not proposing to mark it as an exhibit, but I

2

would like to bring up this judgment and

3

specifically go to paragraph 354.

4

So at paragraph 354 of Justice

5

Boswell's decision, he writes as follows:

6

"There was nothing in the

7

judgment of Justice Newbould [...]"

8

Sorry, before I read this, I take it

9

you received, are aware of, and read the decision

10

of Justice Boswell; fair?

11
12
13

I skimmed it.

Q.

Okay.

I didn't read it in

detail.
2765

14

Well, let me read this

paragraph to you then.

15
16

A.

2766

A.

Yes.

Q.

"There was nothing in the judgment

17

of Justice Newbould", and this is

18

referring to the decision in the Moyse

19

action, "that would suggest he was

20

biased, a racist or a depraved

21

anti-Semite.

22

him was unvarnished random virtue

23

testing or worse."

24

You would agree with Justice Boswell's

25

The sting perpetrated on

conclusions in that regard, wouldn't you?
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MR. MOORE:

Just a minute.

I don't

2

think that is -- no, we don't agree with that for

3

this reason -- or there may be parts of it we

4

agree, part we don't agree.

5

As you know, during the argument I made

6

it clear to Justice Boswell that I was not asking

7

His Honour to make any judgments or findings or

8

conclusions whatsoever about Justice Frank

9

Newbould.

Some of the confidential material that

10

was filed before him alluded to some prior issues

11

that had arisen with Justice Newbould in connection

12

with the Mid-Bowline action and therein certain of

13

those confidential materials.

14

So there was prior context that gave

15

rise to a potential recusal application that

16

Catalyst had been considering in the aftermath of

17

that January session with Justice Newbould.

18

So these statements, they are what they

19

are, but they don't reflect a full record or

20

articulation or debate in terms of all of the

21

history leading up to that point in time.

22
23

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
2767

Q.

Mr. Riley, you are an officer of

24

the court.

25

you the opportunity, if your lawyer will let you,

You are a lawyer.

And I want to give
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1

to agree with what Justice Boswell has written here

2

in paragraph 354, which I read into the record.

3

you agree with it, and if you disagree with it,

4

please tell me why?

5

MR. MOORE:

Do

Well, I don't -- you know,

6

I don't see what the relevance is or purpose is or

7

legitimacy is of asking this witness to agree or

8

disagree with some observations by Justice Boswell.

9

They are what they are.

10

We were not successful.

We sought leave to appeal.

11

MR. MILNE-SMITH:

12

MR. MOORE:

13

MR. MILNE-SMITH:

14
15

That is fine.

So -We can rely on that

refusal moving forward.
MR. MOORE:

What I am saying to you,

16

which is not part of the debate or record or

17

argument before Justice Boswell, was some of the

18

underlying circumstances that preceded that, and I

19

am not talking about in relation to a sting.

20

not talking about racial issues.

21

what had been a potential recusal application some

22

months earlier.

23

I'm

I'm talking about

So my observations are not intended to

24

suggest there was evidence of racial bias.

25

position or what I am saying now is not commenting

My
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1

upon a sting.

2

prior history in context of the matters that

3

Mr. Greenspan and I gave advice about was not fully

4

before Justice Boswell.

5
6

All I'm saying is that the entire

That is all.

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
2768

Q.

Mr. Riley, I'll give you one last

7

chance.

8

evidence that your counsel is referring to that you

9

say is inconsistent with Justice Boswell's

If you want to refer to any of this

10

conclusion here that you want to rely on to say he

11

was wrong, here is your opportunity.

12

me.

13

MR. MOORE:

Give it to

No, I think that is an

14

improper question, and I refuse -- or I'll take

15

that under advisement, but I don't want to open up

16

the record.

17

what it was.

18

transcript of that argument and it will make it

19

clear to you what I am saying.

20
21

2769

Q.
advisement.

23

counsel.

25

Maybe you have got to order the

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

22

24

The record before Justice Boswell was

That is fine.

I don't want an

I don't want something prepared by

I withdraw the question.
Mr. Riley -- okay.

You can take that

off the screen and go back to tab 22.

If you just
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go down to the bottom of the page, it states:

2

"West Face [...]"

3

And again, Mr. Moore, you can advise me

4

if you take any issue with my reading of this

5

document on the page.

It says:

6

"West Face, evidence of other

7

criminality not related to us U.S.

8

$25,000/item."

9

And then number (ii):

10

"confirmation of assets under

11

management U.S. $20,000."

12

And then:

13

"confirmation of current

14

notices of Redemption."

15

And then the amount, which I guess was

16

under there, has been cut off.

17

You would agree that none of this

18

relates to any ongoing litigation between Catalyst

19

and West Face as of September 2017?

20

not --

21

MR. MOORE:

22

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

23

2770

Q.

So criminality

Sorry, not --

Hang on.

Criminality not related

24

to us, assets under management, and notices of

25

redemption, none of that relates to any ongoing
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1

litigation between Catalyst or Callidus and West

2

Face; correct?

3

MR. MOORE:

4

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

5

2771

6

Q.

Currently?

No, I said as of September 2017.

That is when this was taking place.

7

A.

8
9

What?

This appears to be more in the

nature of background information.
2772

10

Q.

Right, but not directly related to

any issues in litigation?

11

A.

Well, again, you are asking me

12

about a document that, to the best of my knowledge,

13

I have never seen until now, and I can barely read

14

it.

15

between the ink and the yellow page, or at least

16

not sufficient on this computer screen.

17

Unfortunately, there is not a lot of contrast

2773

18

Q.
Mr. Riley.

19

Forget what is on the page,

I'm going to ask -A.

I am not trying to argue with you,

20

Mr. Milne-Smith.

21

trouble reading it.

22

context of -- this is in the context of the ongoing

23

investigation by us into the Wolfpack and the

24

short-and-distort attack.

25

2774

Q.

I'm just saying I'm having
I think it is more in the

Would you agree with me that what
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1

is -- that the notion of seeking evidence -- forget

2

about what is on the page.

3

you as a general proposition, all right.

4
5

2775

I'm going to put it to

A.

Okay.

Thank you.

Q.

Would you agree with me that

6

looking for these three things, number one,

7

evidence of criminality not related to Callidus or

8

Catalyst; number two, confirmation of assets under

9

management; and number three, confirmation of

10

current notices of redemption; would you agree with

11

me that those three items have no relation to

12

existing litigation by Catalyst or Callidus as of

13

September 2017, and in fact, constituted random

14

virtue testing?

15
16

2776

A.

No, I disagree with that.

Q.

And you would agree with me that

17

confirmation of current notices of redemption would

18

be prejudicial information about West Face and, if

19

public, would be harmful to West Face; do you agree

20

with that?

21

A.

It would depend on what the facts

22

were, but I think that what is relevant is what was

23

the state of its business at the time.

24
25

2777

Q.

And if there was evidence of

notices of redemption, that would be negative
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information about West Face; correct?

2

A.

Well, it wouldn't be good

3

information -- it wouldn't be good facts from West

4

Face's point of view.

5

2778

6

Q.

ask this question more generally.

7

MR. MOORE:

8

were.

It depends how many there

MR. MILNE-SMITH:

10

When you were --

If there were none --

9

I haven't asked my

question yet, Mr. Moore.

11

MR. MOORE:

12

I thought you had.

Sorry.

Go ahead.

13
14

Right, and so if someone -- let me

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
2779

Q.

Were you aware in September of

15

2017 of whether or not Catalyst or anyone on its

16

behalf had engaged someone to look for evidence of

17

West Face receiving notices of redemption?

18

you aware of that going on in September 2017?

19

A.

Were

I think that generally I was aware

20

that people -- we were trying to figure out what

21

the state of West Face's business was and what kind

22

of -- why they might be involved in a short attack,

23

what might --

24
25

2780

Q.

And if they were receiving notices

of redemption, the goal then was to publicize that
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and to harm their public reputation; correct?

2

A.

No, not necessarily.

That could

3

be relevant to ongoing litigation, potential.

4

Excuse me, potential litigation in connection with

5

the short-and-distort attack.

6

2781

Okay.

A.

To also put it in context, we were

7

Q.

Okay.

8

operating in a vacuum at this time.

9

to gather information.

We were trying

So, for example, having

10

Levy under oath helped us get to a number of issues

11

to go forward with.

12

were skeptical of Snowdy, we were trying to garner

13

from him documentary evidence or taped evidence

14

that would help us understand the facts as they

15

might exist.

Similarly -- and although we

16

So that is why, when you go back to

17

some of Newton's texts, he is talking about the

18

need for Snowdy to come up with evidence, and

19

evidence in that context, not being what Snowdy

20

said, a piece of paper or a tape, because Snowdy

21

liked to tape conversations.

22

2782

Q.

We'll come back to Snowdy in just

23

a moment.

24

have told me that you weren't aware of this

25

document.

Before we leave this subject matter, you

You have told me about -- that you
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1

weren't aware of the various bounties relating to

2

Justice Newbould.

3

something like this going on, you would have tried

4

to put a stop to it, right, because you know it is

5

wrongful?

If you had been aware of

6

MR. MOORE:

7

hypothetical question.

8

that?

9
10

That is a totally
What is the relevance of

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
2783

Q.

It is not hypothetical, Mr. Moore.

11

It actually happened.

12

conducted stings on Justice Newbould in trying to

13

fulfil these bounties.

14

not know about it, and I want to give him the

15

opportunity to disavow this conduct completely if

16

he so chooses.

17

We know that Black Cube

Mr. Riley has said he did

So, Mr. Riley, had you known that this

18

was, in fact, going on, you would have tried to put

19

a stop to it, wouldn't you?

20

MR. MOORE:

I'll object to that

21

question on the grounds of relevance, but you can

22

go ahead and answer the question.

23

THE DEPONENT:

I think it was

24

subsequent that Mr. Greenspan tried to ensure that

25

there were no stings carried out by Black Cube.
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BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
2784

Q.

No, but that is what happened.

3

want to find out from your perspective.

4

known this was going on prior to September 18 or

5

19, whenever it was discovered, you would have

6

tried to put a stop to it; correct?

7
8

2785

9

A.

I think so.

Q.

Yes.

Thank you.

If you had

I would have

been shocked if you gave a different answer quite

10

frankly, so thank you.

11

Let's go back to Mr. Snowdy.

12

MR. MOORE:

I don't think any of this

13

is particularly relevant.

14

to it, but let's get on with it.

15
16

I

We did try to put a stop

BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:
2786

Q.

Yes.

Can you please bring up tab

17

25.

18

to Yossi Tanuri on September the 12th, 2017, and as

19

I'm shortly going to show you, my understanding is

20

that these are notes of a meeting that you and

21

Ms. Lutes had with Derrick Snowdy on or about

22

September 12.

23

general matter?

24
25

2787

So these are notes that Ms. Lutes is sending

Do you recall that meeting as a

A.

I do.

Q.

Okay.

So let's go to the notes at
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1

not in Mr. Glassman's possession, we can, I think,

2

confirm through informal discussion and then we can

3

memorialize that, here are the ultimate components

4

of the agreement, if you will.

5
6

BY MR. THOMSON:
413

Q.

Okay.

Now, Mr. Glassman, as of

7

September 11 when this Letter of Engagement was

8

finalized, including Annex A that includes your

9

handwritten bonus scheme and so on, you I'm sure

10

recognized at the time that you were incentivizing

11

Black Cube to find evidence of misconduct by

12

Justice Newbould; correct?

13

A.

Yes, "evidence" being the key

Q.

And, again, what you were looking

14
15

word.
414

16

for was either evidence/reasons for bias against

17

Catalyst or against you, anti-Semitism, deal with

18

West Face for decision, inappropriate

19

communications/dealings -- or inappropriate contact

20

or whatever with -- dealings with West Face and

21

Boland, and deal/move to Thornton Grout.

22

So some of these matters related to the

23

Moyse case in particular, and some dealt with other

24

misconduct more generally; correct?

25

A.
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1

Mr. Newbould resigned from the bench early in order

2

to avoid that investigation?

3

that?

4

432

Q.

You do understand

And what is the answer to my

5

question?

6

to find evidence of the most grave impropriety of

7

Justice Newbould?

8

Mr. Glassman?

9

A.

10
11

You were incentivizing Black Cube to try

Are you not able to accept that,

I don't -- I believe your

characterization is incorrect.
433

12

Q.

All right.

A.

We were incentivizing them to

13

discover, if it existed, elements of bias which we

14

were very concerned about.

15

434

Q.

Sorry, not just bias.

One of the

16

bonuses was "evidence, reasons for deal with West

17

Face for decision".

18

corruption, out and out corruption, that there was

19

a deal with West Face, they bought the decision;

20

correct?

21

A.

That is an allegation of

Sorry, could I ask you -- sorry, I

22

think you have the timing -- one of us has the

23

timing wrong.

24

Snowdy had told us that he has a tape of a judge

25

for $5 million being able to manipulate a case on

Is it not true that before this
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the Commercial List?
435

3

Q.

You mean the story from Snowdy

that you described as "ass-talk", that story?

4

A.

Yeah, without the tape.

We wanted

5

the tape, which we kept asking for.

6

other elements of what Snowdy told us that had

7

proven to be correct already by that time.

8

436

9

Q.

There were

I'll say it one last time and give

you one last chance to respond.

You kept Jim Riley

10

in the dark because you knew fully well he would

11

have put his hands in the air and said, Stop this,

12

you can't be doing this?

13
14
15

A.

That is not accurate.

That is not

Q.

So let me move forward in time.

accurate.
437

16

Well, let's just show you what happens next.

17

this contract is signed apparently on September 11

18

of 2017.

19

messages sent, as I understand it, on September 11.

20

And I say that because look at the box.

21

your note, your text message, to Mr. Tanuri:

22

Turn up tab 62.

So

So here are text

Look at

"To confirm, u mean tues sept

23

19, NOT tomorrow sept 12."

24

I take it from that this text was sent

25

on September 11th; fair enough?
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198

A.

I assume so.

Q.

And you'll see what this is about.

At the top of the page:
"Tuesday schedule".

This is

now Tanuri.

6

"Tuesday schedule London:

7

1300 lunch us 3.

8

1600 tea party.

9

1930 all free."

10
11

And you write below that.

You say:

"To confirm u mean tues sept

12

19, NOT tomorrow sept 12.

13

likely need to [be in] the air by

14

1900 so better if we start earlier.

15

Best if finished by 1700."

16

And then below that, Mr. Tanuri writes:

17

"Yes sept 19.

Also, I

I will check

18

again retiming... They wanted a few

19

extra hours... We are running an

20

operation on minutes...

21

all nets will be thrown into

22

water... Gadi is coordinating

23

between parties to ensure no cross

24

fire... This is [turning to] be way

25

bigger than we thought when

By wed a.m.
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1

started..."

2

I took from this that what was

3

happening here is Tanuri was reaching out to you on

4

September 11th to confirm a meeting in London on

5

September 19th; fair enough?

6
7

439

A.

I think so.

Q.

And when he says at 1600 there is

8

going to be a tea party, he is talking about a

9

meeting with Black Cube; correct?

10
11

440

12
13

441

A.

I think so.

Q.

And --

A.

Yeah.

Q.

And then when he says:

14

I didn't --

"By wed a.m. all nets will be

15

thrown into water...

16

coordinating between parties to

17

ensure no cross fire..."

18

What he is saying is Gadi is

Gadi is

19

coordinating -- Gadi Ben Efraim is coordinating as

20

between Psy Group on one side and Black Cube on the

21

other to ensure that they don't trip across each

22

other; correct?

23

A.

I don't know if I knew that at the

24

time.

25

whichever is more accurate factually, that Gadi is

I think he is implying or suggesting,
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1

coordinating between subcontractors.

2

have known who Psy was by then.

3

remember when I was told about Psy.

4

442

Q.

I may not

I just don't

And this is an example of

5

something we see repeatedly in the productions, but

6

you will see that this exchange between you and

7

Mr. Tanuri ends up being produced by Black Cube; do

8

you see the numbers in the top right-hand corner,

9

BC002513?

10

A.

11

MR. MOORE:

12

BY MR. THOMSON:

13

443

Q.

Okay.
I see that, yeah.

And no copy of these texts was

14

produced by Catalyst or by you.

15

explain why that is?

16

MR. MOORE:

Are you able to

Let me just -- before you

17

answer that question -- and I don't want to

18

interfere with your question, but I disagree with

19

the proposition "we see this repeatedly in the

20

productions".

21

MR. THOMSON:

Well, you are going to

22

see -- I am going to show you, David, about 20

23

examples as we move through this.

24

stake in the ground, and I am going to show you why

25

I say that in a minute.

So just put that
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1

MR. MOORE:

2

BY MR. THOMSON:

3

444

Q.

Okay.

But my simple question is can you

4

tell me why this text would be produced by Black

5

Cube but not by Mr. Glassman and not by Catalyst?

6

A.

My understanding is that group

7

chat Chaverim is WhatsApp, and my WhatsApp is

8

available and has always been available.

9

instructed our IT people to deliver everything.

I have

10

There is nothing else I can say or do.

There is --

11

that is my device.

I gave it

12

to them.

13

time in the interim, when we have had new phones,

14

to make sure that all the stuff is moved over.

Here is my device.

15

In fact, they have been instructed every

As a separate example, we had no email

16

access for a period of three weeks, and I still,

17

until as of the end of last week, couldn't access

18

some of my email for a period of months as a result

19

of a hack.

20

So I can't tell you why.

I can tell

21

you what instructions we provided, and I can tell

22

you that our IT department knows that if they

23

didn't produce everything, it would be very, very

24

serious for them.

25

445

Q.

All right.

So, David, will you
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1

try to find out for us why is it that this text --

2

I am going to show you a bunch of others, but why

3

has this text not been produced by Mr. Glassman or

4

by Catalyst?

5

U/T

6

generically that to the best of our knowledge and

7

ability all of the available documents have been

8

produced.

9

if there is a further explanation we can provide,

10

MR. MOORE:

Well, I can tell you

If there are some missing documents and

we will do so.

11

I don't believe that there is a large

12

number of documents.

13

you believe falls under that category, that is

14

fine.

15

clearly, and we have attempted to identify whatever

16

gaps there may be and determine why certain

17

documents are missing or not produced.

If you want to specify what

We are aware of this being an issue,

18

And if we can provide any further

19

information about that, we'll use our best efforts

20

to do so.

21
22

BY MR. THOMSON:
446

Q.

Thank you.

Mr. Glassman, what

23

device were you using in September of 2017 to send

24

these sorts of text messages?

25

A.

A predecessor to this iPhone,
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1

which we keep as a firm.

2

accurate.

3

a member of my family but has had access, and the

4

instructions always and remain and always will

5

remain in our firm that when I or anybody else

6

moves to another device or a next generation

7

device, everything has to be preserved and moved

8

with it.

9

447

10
11
12

We keep as a firm or gets handed down to

Q.

Okay.

A.

And to the best of my knowledge,

those instructions are followed.
448

13

Q.

Did Black Cube provide you with a

phone or other device?

14
15

Well that may not be

449

16

A.

No, not to my memory.

Q.

Now --

MR. MOORE:

And in fairness -- I mean,

17

I am not aware -- and I know this issue came up in

18

informal conversations.

19

weekend it is, two weekends ago, I think, with

20

Mr. Carlson on the eve of the exchange of the phone

21

materials.

22

I lose track of which

I have looked -- and I don't want to be

23

the witness here, but I don't recall there being

24

anything in the Black Cube productions which are

25

more extensive than the Catalyst productions, that
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would refer to the phone or anything like that.

2

But if there is something that I have

3

overlooked or we have overlooked that would provide

4

some record or specifics of any such so-called

5

phone, point it out to us, and we'll make some

6

further inquiries.

7

invitation.

8

So I make that general

THE DEPONENT:

9

David, while you were

talking, I went to WhatsApp, typed in the search

10

Chaverim, which is the name of that, and it pulls

11

it up, and I don't know if the camera can see it.

12

But we are not hiding it.

13

on my phone, and they were instructed to give it to

14

you.

15
16

If -- that chat group is

BY MR. THOMSON:
450

Q.

That is helpful.

So, David, will

17

you please then redouble the inquiries then of

18

Mr. Glassman's materials to --

19

U/T

20

that WhatsApp chat, but yes, I have your question,

21

and we'll follow up and make some more inquiries.

22
23

MR. MOORE:

Yes, I believe we produced

BY MR. THOMSON:
451

Q.

Are you able to assist me with

24

this, Mr. Glassman.

25

writing to you on September 11 referring to a

Why would Mr. Tanuri be
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Tuesday schedule London :
1300 lunch us 3
1600 tea party
1930 all free
07:31 ✓/
Natan GLASSMAN

To confirm, u mean tues sept19,
NOT tomorrow sept12. Also, I
likely need to Benin the air by
1900 so better if we start earlier.
Best if finished by 1700
14:03
Yes sept 19. I will check again
re timing ... They wanted a few
extra hours ... We are running
an operation on minutes ... By
wed am all nets will be thrown
into water... Gadi is coordinating
between parties to ensure no
cross fire ... This is turnung ti
be way bigger than we thought
14:06 ✓/
when started...

@

ype a messa ...

552
BC002515/1

between parties to ensure no
cross fire ... This is turnung ti
be way bigger than we thought
when started...
14:06 ✓/
As per operation room ... Will be
able to let u know by friday only.
Wi 11 keep u posted.
14:11 ✓/
Natan GLASSMAN

Also, we have emails from
former CEO of wind, tony
Lacavera, improperly giving info
etc to west face partners during
our exclusivity period. I may
have forgotten to tell guys that
when I was in London. Means
Lacavera maybe a tgt/helpful
and he may be a keyword on
searches.
14:20

V

forwarded 14:22 ✓.1

@ Type a messa ..
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Greenspan

Humphrey
Weinstein

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

September 12, 2017

TO:

Jim Riley
File

FROM:

Naomi M. Lutes

RE:

CATALYST - Meeting with Derrick Snowdy

SOLICITOR-CLIENT PRIVILEGED
Attendees: Jim Riley, Naomi Lutes, John Phillips, Derrick Snowdy
Location: John Philips’ office
The following is a typed version of my handwritten notes taken during the meeting. I have made some edits/ additions
to my original notes for clarity.
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Snowdy apologized for being a bit late and said he had been at another meeting [NML note – quite certain I
saw him get out of a convertible driven by another man on Toronto Street at the corner. He went into the
building before me. I remember wondering whether that was the PI in question and when he came into the
boardroom, I recognized him. So query whether he was lying]
Reminder about invocation of joint interest privilege over previous meeting and this meeting
Snowdy expressed the view that his meeting with our PIs did not go well and was confusing
Jim provided some brief background about the short attacks on Callidus
Snowdy was nodding, saying it’s all related. He began to name names quickly, such as Allon, Keiper, Peter
Aubrey, Andy Defrancesco
Snowdy advised that in May / June he tried to extract himself from the cabal as he was becoming too
complicit in other things
He was able to get some specific trading data and information before extricating himself
He is still copies on various emails, including emails with counsel
He mentioned that there were two law firms. Mentioned Faskens. Then he moved onto another topic
Advised that the cabal use different lawyers for different issues
Callidus/ Catalyst first came up in February
Danny [client X] had said, with respect to the cabal, that he was thinking of reaching out to Newton, and
asked whether Snowdy was able to re-insert himself [this is presumably in and after February 2017]
Snowdy responded “yes, they are always bugging me about stuff, but it won’t help you with Concordia”
Snowdy has a longstanding relationship with Danny’s other companies and has been successful in getting
substantial jail sentences for individuals who had targeted these companies
The cabal is cyclic [in its operation] – it will lay the ground work and then come back to it [a company] in a
few months

CAT_D_00001046/2
September 12, 2017
Page 2 of 8

*

*

Snowdy mentioned not being able to talk further about something due to a conflict with our [GHW] former
client [n.b. do not believe there is any legal conflict]
In September 2015, Danny showed Snowdy trading patterns [for Concordia] and social media postings and
said it looked like a short and distort
In response, Snowdy said that he had a client (Carson Block) who knew Marc Cohodes
Snowdy had assisted Block with Sinoforest stuff
At the time, Cohodes had about 2000 [twitter] followers
Looked like naked shorting to Snowdy
Around this time [we are still in or about Sept. 2015], Snowdy was coincidentally due to attend a part at
Block’s place in San Francisco, so he wondered whether he might run into Cohodes there
Snowdy had a conversation with Danny in October, 2015, in which Danny asked him to figure out the
relationships [between the parties involved] and who was acting in concert
Roddy Boyd, a former reporter, runs SIRF, the Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation.
Boyd wrote a book about AIG collapse
Boyd was tied into Jim Chador [ph?] and Jim Kram
Snowdy was introduced to Block through Andrew Leff (ph) who he met through one of Brian’s former clients
[not sure who he means – before my time possibly] associated with stocklemon.com
Snowdy had conducted research [for Stock lemon? Unclear if he meant that or is talking about SIRF]

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Block introduced Snowdy to Boyd
Snowdy advised Boyd that he had information about financial impropriety
Boyd came to Toronto in relation to that story
In Toronto, Snowdy introduced Boyd to relevant people
Purpose of all this, from Snowdy’s perspective, was to establish relationships
Boyd advised that he was friends with Cohodes
Matt Thompson of Concordia was planning to sue Cohodes for defamation
Boyd offered to introduced Snowdy to Cohodes

*

Around this time, Snowdy continued to look into alternate explanations other than naked shorting of
Concordia
Later on it was discovered that Thompon had leveraged his stock [overleveraged?]
But this still did not account for the volume
So they [i.e. with Danny and John] obtained a Pharmacal Norwich order
The order is sealed
In furtherance of their own [Danny] investigation, they brought in tech experts to analyze the twitter accounts
and the relationships between the accounts
Twitter will not release data for investigation purposes so they actually paid twitter for its data claiming it was
for marketing purposes [did not know you could do this]
They got 6 months of data
Spent months crunching the data
Saw the same pattern as we/ Jim has seen
At the time, they [Danny et al] were looking for a link between the groups of accounts
One night, Cohodes/ the cabal screwed up and all the accounts tweeted the same thing at the same time
about a telecom company in Sweden – this was the link that they had been looking for
There is also a network of journalists who are twitter followers of Cohodes or Jim Kramer

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Now in late 2016
Snowdy returned to California and Boyd introduced him to Cohodes [this is after, sequentially, when Boyd
came to Toronto]
Snowdy went to Cohodes’ house for a BBQ
[in response to the question – why would Cohodes trust you and meet with you, he explained that before
this meeting] Snowdy had given Boyd some intel that he could use and had pitched himself as someone
who was a wildcard.
This was based on information about “they” [unknown] having written a SIRF report on a large company and
seeing a resulting price drop
When he got to Cohodes’ house, Cohodes left him alone with his son, who has cerebral palsy. Snowdy
figured that this was a test to see how he would interact with his son. Sure enough, when Cohodes returned
to the room, he asked his son how things had been and what they had discussed
During the meeting, Cohodes shared information about what he was working on. He mentioned a “Mountie”
who was an Inspector. Snowdy coincidentally knew him as well – Henry So (ph)

*

[this seemed off topic] Snowdy had also provided information to Ontario’s Auditor General about the
relationship between CN and Metrolinx that made its way into the Auditor General’s November report. The
information Snowdy provided had come to him form a police officer

*
*

Boyd did his report
During recorded conversations with Boyd, Boyd says what objective is – it is to write stories to cause the
shareholders not to liquidate their positions per se, but to reduce their holdings
As long as you can drive the market down before things like stop losses kick in, you can get some panic
selling
Then you step in with another hit to drive it down more, repeat
Snowdy played one of his recordings for Danny, and it confirmed everything that they thought was
happening

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Jim asked if there was any relationship between the short selling and information that the OSC had
Snowdy took a very long pause [very long particularly because everything else had been rapid fire] said:
short answer, yes
This is on the enforcement side of things at the OSC
Has seen a lot of panic from both the OSC and JSOT about why they can’t warn companies before shorts
happen
[n.b. to myself – don’t think he understood question]
Jim gave example of the continuous disclosure review process and the timing of issues arising from that
before anything is public – asked whether there was any connection to this aspect of the OSC
Snowdy said that yes this is happening, and there is a tape of a conversation which occurred earlier this
morning, about engaging another securities commission to promote that a certain company was under
investigation
[again think he’s talking more about utilizing fact of a complaint/ investigation than things arising from
continuous disclosure review process]
Back to the fall of 2016 at Cohodes’ house
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Cohodes said “I’d like you to do some stuff for me” and everyone loves you [Snowdy]
Cohodes thought that the companies [that he targeted] were in fact bad and hiding things, therefore he did
not feel badly about what he was doing
Snowdy advises that Cohodes is a megalomaniac and a massive narcissist
Cohodes wanted to do four whistleblower reports on four companies and told Snowy that this was the plan.
Cohodes’ “guys” in Canada are at Anson – Sonny and Spears – they see Cohodes as their boss
“they” [the cabal?] wanted Snowdy to work out of Anson’s offices
From there Snowdy got connected to Greg Bloand and Roland Keiper
Sarah Anderson and Penny Walker at GMP – these names also came up
Snowdy had a further conversation with Anson guys and they agreed that Snowdy would set up a scheme
to generate non-public information. Snowdy would set up websites to solicit insider information and then
cultivate an independent report based on this insider information and feed it to the media
At this point, Snowdy had already met with IMET, OSC, IIROC in relation to Concordia
Snowdy was introduced to Charlie Grant at the WSJ, someone at Bloomberg, and another reporter through
Cohodes
He was introduced to these journalists specifically because they advise Cohodes --when they publish their
stories and in exchange, Cohodes feeds them good information and has done so for years
Copeland is also one of them – his name came up in the twitter analysis
[at this point Snowdy advises he will send us a copy of the social media analysis]
Snowdy things that Copeland was on one of the calls with Charlie Grant
[Snowdy will send us the clip of the call during which Boyd explains the plan]
December 2016
Snowdy met the Anton guys
Plans to file whistle-blower complaints against Home Capital, Fortress, Jackpot Joy, Concordia
The complaints were to include information which Snowdy had provided to Cohodes
The technique was to use the whistleblower process to legitimize [the criticism of the companies and
shorting]
Leading up to Cohodes’ appointment with the OSC, Snowdy was told by Cohodes that there was a guy
inside the OSC and the two of them fed each other information back and forth – Albert Pelletier
[Albert Pelletier is now counsel at the LSUC]
Snowdy tipped off IMET about this issue and apparently “certain restrictions” were put in place [about the
flow of information in the OSC presumably]
Cohodes was in town for an examination for discovery in relation to the defamation suit and had his meeting
to make whistleblower complaints on the same day
Cohdoes phoned Snowdy right after his meeting, saying that the RCMP weren’t able to meet with him but
he met Albert at the coffee shop [Second Cup in the Eaton Centre I assume] because Albert said that he
was not permitted to discuss Concordia in the building
Cohodes then emailed Snowdy about his meeting with Albert
Snowdy then called Steve Frazer (RCMP IMET) to advise that Pelletier had left the building to meet with
Cohodes – seems he had been told not to
According to Snowdy, Frazer then freaked out and said that was a huge problem
An hour later, Cohodes called Snowdy to tell him that he had mentioned Snowdy’s name to Pelletier, in
response to Pelletier asking who else knew that they had planned to meet, and Pelletier said that Snowdy
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*
*
*
*

was dangerous and lethal and toxic etc. Cohodes questioned this and asked about Snowdy having given
information to the RCMP. Snowdy attempted to brush this
[n.b. this seems slightly different than what John Philips had previously told us about Snowdy getting burned
and Cohodes finding out he was providing information – Snowdy seems to be downplaying and claiming
that Cohodes accepted his explanation completely]
After this call with Cohodes, Snowdy called Steve Frazer and said “go tell Albert to shut the fuck up because
Albert just named me by name.” Snowdy says that at this, the RCMP lost their mind
According to Snowdy, Pelletier then got dragged into a room and left the building about a half hour later
This was in the same time frame as Home Capital
Cohdoes was freaking out that he could not get a hold of the mounties to meet with them
Snowdy deflected this by bringing up Greg Gard, formerly of the OSC, who Snowdy had caught fabricating
evidence, and that this is why there was bad blood between him and the OSC because Snowdy blew up the
OSC investigation by leaking it as retaliation. Gard and Pelletier had worked closely together.
Cohodes seemed to accept this and decided they needed to change course
Then, using all this intel John Philips [on behalf of Danny] went to the OSC and did his own whistleblower
complaint and also complained to the Minister of Finance
Snowdy says the Minister of Finance confirmed wrongdoing by Pelletier in a letter to them [we have seen
this letter and it doesn’t quite say that]
All of this is now repeating itself at the OSC now
Cohodes sees Canadians as completely backwards and unsophisticated and with ineffective regulators
Feb. 2017
Spears (at Anson) asked Snowdy to come in to discuss new ideas
(Anson located at 155 University Ave)
Snowdy claims that during this period, he was railing against the OSC and independent counsel was
brought in
Catalyst/ Callidus names never came up until February and not through Cohodes but first through Anson
Snowdy was at a meeting in December at Goldman Sachs in NY and in this meeting was Ed Berkowski
(sp?) of Concordia
Snowdy was aware of what Concordia’s Q4 results were going to be
Back to February 2017
Cohodes wanted to reevaluate Snowdy’s role and said that Spears had something for him
Told Snowdy to go meet with him and Sonny at Anson
Snowdy went to a meeting at Anson alone and Spears said “what do you know about Newton Glassman?”
Spears said that Glassman had made himself a target and that someone at Canaccord [Bruce?] had come
to them with information
Canaccord had a source
Canaccord is friends with Greg
Spears said to Snowdy: “do you think we can get a fraud complaint filed and work it up?” they were looking
to Snowdy for inside intel and to help with this
Andrew Lebynsky (ph) at GMP was also getting information from Langstaff
[Anson] asked Snowdy to come up with a plan to infiltrate Callidus/ Catalyst and get dirt or develop sources
It was clear to Snowdy that Anson had been directed to commence this attack
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*

Boland, Keiper and guys at K2 were also going to be involved

*

[another digression] The OSC didn’t want Pelletier charged because he was in charge of the Home Capital
prosecution
Snowdy took the Q4 results for Concordia which he had, altered the numbers slightly and fed them to
Cohodes. He took the numbers and two days before they were public, shorted the stock
Snowdy advised OSC/ IMET that this was going to happen
[John then cut him off]

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

March 5, 2017
March 5 there was a follow up meeting with Spears which Snowdy recorded
At this meeting, Snowdy brought up Newton but Spears had become very paranoid and did not want to talk
so on tape you will hear him say that they’ve changed course and aren’t interested in that. But at the same
time, he wrote a note on a piece of paper to Snowdy saying – meet next door
Spears said there was a relationship between Steve Muzzo and Newton re the Storage Vault business
Spears at this same meeting gave Snowdy a USB key containing information about cannabis growth and
Snowdy advised against shorting this company. On the USB key thee were also documents about the
valuation of Storage Vault
Spears advised that the plan involved evidence that they had that Callidus/ Cat was making false
statements in terms of the valuations, therefore there was fraud because they were selling assets back and
forth at inflated prices. Apparently Bruce was a source for this intel and maybe one other person
Spears told Snowdy that Bruce was a source but also alluded to a source within Callidus/ Catalyst
At this point in time, Snowdy tried to pull back from the schemes a bit, although he continues to be involved
in the short attack on Badger Day Lighting – Anson is also involved in this
Spears had approached Snowdy about Badger even before Cohodes had
Cohodes is currently emailing people about the Badger attack

*

Snowdy played us a recording – a call between Cohodes and Snowdy from Sept. 6
o Cohodes said he was going to fuck with the Badger guys
o Cohodes made fun of the OSC regulations – comparing them to speeding infractions because it
was all prosecuted through the POA
o Snowdy: if we fix their office with things they can’t ignore on Badger
o Snowdy: have some proxies and nominees we can send in and can also do a brown envelope
o Cohodes mentioned a conference on October he is speaking at and wants Snowdy to be there

*
*
*
*

July 14 – dinner at Barberians
Dinner was taped by Snowdy
13 people there
Has some photos of people and will send to us

*

Snowdy advised that the group rotates and goes in cycles with the companies they focus on – during the
down time it’s because the group is either waiting for more inside intel or is doing ground work.
Snowdy advises that Cohodes et al don’t necessarily have a source inside Catalyst but believe that what
they’re getting is coming from the inside
Catalyst was their focus between January and April and then it became Badger

*
*
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Then Cohodes brought on a guy to provide him with insulation and coordinate information, produce
information to be distributed, set up the websites, etc.
Other companies – Falcon Research in Florida, Circle Road Advisors in NY, Elstone Capital in Texas –
these all are divisions of other funds and have connections to reporter

*

It was in April that Snowdy was introduced to people about the Badger attack

*

Feb. 13, 2017, Levitt reached out to Cohodes to ask whether he was interested in doing anything about
Catalyst [compare to earlier where first Snowdy hears about Catalyst is through Anson]  there is an email
This was tied into the ongoing disclosure
Boland is connected to Levitt
Snowdy was at a Christmas party and another lawyer from Norton Rose was talking about Boland and other
lawyers
Was a party at Waleed (ph) neighbour’s house
Was talking to Rick Dykstra – PC chairman in Ontario – Snowdy is good friends with Dykstra
At the time, Snowdy didn’t know much about the lawsuit with Westface

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Possible information about Frank Newbould and access with a particular law firm in Toronto
Lenczner and Davies
Snowdy claims there is an ongoing police investigation and that whichever force is investigating got a part 6
[wiretap authorization] from a judge in Thunder Bay [or a production order maybe]
Snowdy says he knows that Brian’s name is on correspondence with Lenczner firm
Snowdy also claims cell records obtained via production orders showing calls on cell phones between
lawyers and judges
Mentioned having seen the name Brendan Morrison on correspondence [someone I know who is an
associate at Lenczner]
Something about Julie Thorburn [the gist was that Snowdy appeared before her on something and they did
not get along and she was reassigned after this from the commercial list. N.b. I don’t think she was ever on
the commercial list but would have to check]
Snowdy claims he was recently in a meeting with a client and a senior partner and an unnamed law firm in
Toronto who said that for $5 million he would ensure that the right judge from the commercial list would be
assigned to the case
Snowdy claims that Frank Newbould is terrified of him

*

Websites [ones set up to gather intel or spread info] do not on their face appear to be linked to the cabal but
Snowdy has emails that establish that link

*
*

Snowdy thinks that Anson looks after a piece of Cohodes’ money but not all of it
Snowdy posits the possible strategy of feeding the cabal bad intel on a few occasions which could cause
them to lose credibility with their followers if the shorts based on that bad intel don’t work out
Snowdy thinks there’s more to it between Levitt and Cohodes
Cohodes comes to Canada sometimes – for dinners, meetings at the OSC, and horse shows
Snowdy doesn’t think that the “puppet master” is only Cohodes
Thinks this in part because of the relationships Cohodes has in Hong Kong, Europe, the Caribbean
Snowdy wonders if some of this partner accounts are used for money laundering and/or the facilitation of
exit cash from Asia

*
*
*
*
*
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The FBI, DOJ and IRS have commenced an investigation into Cohodes and others and Snowdy has spoken
to the DOJ
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562

U won't be blind sided. We have legal restrictions on
what we can tell John specifically due to how u/your pi
handled some issues in the past. To get highway vakue
of what u/he allegedly have, our actions and ability to
keep u informed is severely restricted. It is what it
is.
Monday, Sep 11, 2017

08:40

14417046900

John doesn't tell PI anything on this matter so no
worries there.
Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

18:55

14417046900

So.................. there u have it.
Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

19:40

U clearly got a very different report than I did. My
guys think snowdy is playing games. Tried to give just
an appetizer and then likely looking for $$$ for the
real meat. We r close to telling him to fuck off. We r
going to give him one last chance. We will offer him
some tiny 'kiss' amount now. If info proves valuable
and real--and it's all of it---then a much larger amount
after he discloses such and stops playing games. If
he's not willing to go along w such, we want nothing to
do w him anymore.
Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

19:41

Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

19:41

Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

19:42

14417046900

Yup I got different report
14417046900

From him. Not John
14417046900

Didn't he show Jim and email from Cohodes from Llyod the
lawyer saying he wanted to pass on info on your company
??
Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

19:44

Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

19:44

14417046900

I will get view from John.
I have in my hand the lawyers hand written notes and
reviewed same myself already. He's possibly real but
playing way too many games and we just don't have the
time or patience.
Other stuff already moving.
Virtually everything he thinks he told us as 'new' we
either already have, have under oath from others, is not
as valuable as he thinks, or is irrelevant. For
example, his alleged evidence re Levitt etc we already
have---and we have more /better than what he disclosed.
Result is that instead of proving his credibility, it
makes us question it more.
I am at a dinner.

Can not type anymore.

Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

19:46

14417046900

Hmmmm. 3 hr meeting. Ask Jim. His views. You don't have
3 hr meetings on nothing.
Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

19:46

Email was Levitt, not Lloyd. We knew about it and way
more btwn Levitt and cohodes.
Email nice but not worth
much. Your pi's problem is that he's been playing us
too long so all his info is either past expiry date
since we have it elsewhere or falling in value hourly
now.
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Danny Guy (14417046900)
Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

19:46
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Jim thought snowdy is full of shit and falling in
value. Gotta go.
Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017

14417046900

Oh well that surprises me

19:46
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To:
B.C. Strategy UK
1 Ropemaker Street
London, EC2Y 9HU
United Kingdom

Date: September 22, 2017
Our File: 17-91317-3

Pursue to your request for an investigation, we respectfully submit the following:
This investigation was conducted by:
K.Wruck & Associates
209-130 Bridgeland Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M6A 1Z4
Re:

Target: Mr. Francis J. C. Newbould

As per instructions received, one period of surveillance was conducted on the above noted target and
our surveillance report is attached.
The target was found to be residing at the given address of
. This residence was purchased on
owners are

. The registered
.

Vehicles
The target currently owns and operates a
.

sedan, bearing Ontario licence plate

Surveillance
The target was observed on one day. On Tuesday, September 12, 2017, the target departed from his
residence in his known vehicle at approximately 8:22am. Shortly after, he stopped to drop off his dry
cleaning and then continued on to his workplace, 'Thornton Grout Finnigan LLP'.

The information contained in this report is confidential and intended for the sole use of the requestor.
The unintended use of this material otherwise not specified by the requestor is prohibited.
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Our File: 17-91317-3
The target was not observed throughout the day. At approximately 5:30pm, he attended his vehicle
underground, placed what appeared to be a travel mug into the car and then returned to the stairwell
leading back up to the offices. Our investigator entered the stairwell soon after although the target was
not located; he was not observed returning to the lobby level by the second investigator.
At approximately 6:53pm, the target exited the underground in his vehicle and proceeded northbound
on University Avenue. The investigator was unable to maintain contact and surveillance was
discontinued.

Summary
Having complied with your specific instructions, we are forwarding this report for your perusal and
await any further instructions.
Yours very truly,

Kurt Wruck
K. WRUCK & ASSOCIATES

Surveillance Details
Target: Mr. Francis J.C. Newbould
Investigators: L. Bascom / K. O. Wruck
Tuesday - September 12, 2017
6:50 am -

Investigator KOW arrived on location at
commenced.

7:05 am -

Investigator LB arrived at the target's address located at
.

, and surveillance was

The information contained in this report is confidential and intended for the sole use of the requestor.
The unintended use of this material otherwise not specified by the requestor is prohibited.
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Our File: 17-91317-3
The residence is a medium-rise condominium complex which shared the property of
. The area for vehicles was small with a manned
gatehouse for security.
7:10 am -

Attempts were made to gain entry to the underground however it was denied by
security.
Surveillance was maintained.

8:22 am -

The target's
south at

was seen departing the property in operation of the target. He drove
and was alone. (Video)

8:24 am -

The
arrived at the property
and parked. Moments
later he was seen from a distance carrying what appeared to be clothing into a business
named “
”. (Video)
The target was attired in a dark suit, light shirt and wearing a bow tie.

The information contained in this report is confidential and intended for the sole use of the requestor.
The unintended use of this material otherwise not specified by the requestor is prohibited.
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Our File: 17-91317-3

8:25 am -

The target exited the cleaners without any items and entered his vehicle. He drove
northbound and then east onto
. (Video)

8:28 am -

The target was observed traveling onto the “Don Valley Parkway” in the south
direction. (Video)

8:30 am -

The target was documented through his driver side wing mirror as he changed lanes.
(Video)

8:49 am -

The target was seen indicating to turn right-north into the underground parking of the
TD Centre located at 66 Wellington Street West. (Video)

8:50 am -

The vehicle was documented travelling down the ramp to the parking area. (Video)

8:52 am -

The target entered a parking area only accessible to tenants, driving out of view.

8:59 am -

Investigator LB walked the area and located the vehicle, licence plate
, in
space #
on level . The target was not inside the vehicle. It was observed the
closest stairwell lead to 100 Wellington Street West. (Video)

9:00 am -

The investigator documented the

pillar known as the “

”. (Video)

The area the target parked in has an exit from 3:00pm to 7:00pm leading to King Street
West, and an all-day exit to Wellington Street West.

The information contained in this report is confidential and intended for the sole use of the requestor.
The unintended use of this material otherwise not specified by the requestor is prohibited.
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Investigator LB maintained surveillance at the Wellington Street West exit.
9:20am -

Investigator KOW maintained surveillance in the lobby area to observe the target
possibly leaving on foot.
At around 12:00pm, an influx of persons began to proceed to the Food Court area.
During this time the target was not seen.

1:30 pm -

Investigator KOW attended the underground and confirmed that target's vehicle was
present.
Investigator then returned to the lobby area and maintained surveillance.

3:52 pm -

Investigator LB documented the target's vehicle underground and maintained
surveillance with a visual of the vehicle. (Video)

5:29 pm -

The target attended his vehicle, placed an item inside, possibly a travel mug, and
walked back into the door leading to the stairwell. (Video)

A moment later, the investigator entered the stairwell although the target was not
located.
5:33 pm -

Investigator LB attended the Food Court but the target was not located.
Investigator KOW then notified investigator LB that the target had not been observed in
the lobby area.
The investigators proceeded to search the immediate area in order to possibly locate the
target.
The information contained in this report is confidential and intended for the sole use of the requestor.
The unintended use of this material otherwise not specified by the requestor is prohibited.
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6:00 pm -

As the target had not been located, investigator LB maintained surveillance along
Wellington Street West while investigator KOW proceeded to search nearby
establishments.

6:53 pm -

The target's vehicle exited the underground and immediately departed from the area.
(Video)

For the next minute and a half, the target leapfrogged vehicles, made an illegal right
turn onto University Avenue from the middle lane and drove at a high rate of speed in
the north direction along University Avenue.
6:55 pm 6:59 pm -

The
was observed driving aggressively in the distance along University Avenue.
(Video)
The vehicle was no longer in view as the investigator approached College Street.
The investigator continued northbound for a short distance although the vehicle was not
located.

7:15pm Surveilled for
over 12 hours

As the target's whereabouts could not be confirmed, the investigators discontinued
surveillance.

Active investigation into this matter is being suspended pending review and further
advice. Kindly contact our office should you have any questions concerning this, or any other matter.

The information contained in this report is confidential and intended for the sole use of the requestor.
The unintended use of this material otherwise not specified by the requestor is prohibited.
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Our File: 17-91317-3
In the meantime, we have attached our invoice, which represents the services rendered and expenses
incurred as outlined in this report.
Respectfully submitted,

Roman Khaykin
Roman Khaykin
President, InfoTactic Group, Inc.

The information contained in this report is confidential and intended for the sole use of the requestor.
The unintended use of this material otherwise not specified by the requestor is prohibited.
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Correspondence with Frank Newbould
13 Sep (4 da sago)

lo fnewbou Id

571

•

13 Sep 14 da','5 ago)
Frank ,

tc

Dear Mr. Newnoul<J.

Dea Mr_

ewbou l.CI,

Than yOtJ or your prnmp reply and ava11am.111y on such a snort no JDe. woultl Monclay. sept 18th at
1OAM be CO'llvenienl or you?
i;>Jea-se connrm I tnls Is sultatlle aml also 1,1,tiere will the meeting tie.

we are a UK t>aseCI managemen consulting Muhque.
1am contacting yol.11 on 1>enaIr of
One of ot.1r cllen s, a Canaclian InausrnaI company, is facing IP reJa ed 1egaI isst.1.es aM we expect to
race artiitration1 p ocedures some
e soon.

As ·ror our c:omrMnl regarding tl'l.e 11ml auons ti,etv,,;een s.e1Ving as an ad\llser or art)ltrator on a c::a.se, I'm
full',' aware o Urie rules and I see no imped men! at preseri

Your array or services anCI vast experience cou1e1 prnve very helpful in U'le complex process of ar1b1tiration
are looking for professional Mvice prior to the tleginning o any SIJICl"l
procMure.

My as.s1stant 1s 111ciuded on tins ma . wlli continue to coordina e further a.dJus ments o the s.cileoule,
st10111<1 any t>ecome necessary

ll'lat our cltenl 1s Clue to face anct we

To funner explore me possJ.l'l1I1ty o r11rlng our seNlces as an aCI isor, 1~-ou1e1 like o sol'lMule a meeting
as sooin as ne,ct week_
snouIe1 t iS tie agreeab le to you. I wouIe1 appreciate f you coulCI please lndlIcate 1f ,e c.ou11e1 meet ea ly
nex,t wee .

Loo1<1ng rorw re! to meeting you,

•

Franl! NeWMUI

<F ~wt!OUICl@lgr c:a>

13 Sep {4 cays ago)

10 AM is convenient. Come to the TD Centre Tower West The address is. 100 Wellington Street

Best regarcis,

West, but it fronts on to York Street_ Come to the 32 floor_

•

14 Sep (3 days ago)
10

r-rani,: me ,

Deaf

r

ewboukl .

I am ·r11ng o connnn your meeting w1·n Mr.
on Monaay, sept 1stn at 10 AM at 100
west Toronto
Please feel free to i:ontact me directly for any i:han,ge5

Wei ngton st

•

Bes regards.

Frank Newbould <FNe 1Ybould@tgf.ca>

13 Sep ( days ago)

to e

IThank you for your email. I am available early next week. I assume you wish to meet on Monday or I
Tuesday, which is fine. Please let me know t he time. We can mee t ere in my office. I should
cautif oo that if I am re talned as an advisor before arbitration I could not act as an arb'tra tor in the

matter.

...

to me.
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PSY Group – Leaders in Intelligence and Influence
We know that individuals, corporations, governments and others face a multitude of challenges in
today’s rapidly shifting environment and need a strong competitive advantage to stay ahead
of the pack.
PSY offers comprehensive, creative and proprietary solutions that integrate “cutting-edge” intelligence
capabilities and our unique influence expertise to tackle the most complex and diverse challenges
faced by our clients.

Cutting Edge
Intelligence Capabilities

Unique Influence
Expertise

+

P',Y(;R( )UP

Creative Solutions to the
Most Complex Problems

=

.
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PSY has vast experience across a broad range of sectors, including corporate due diligence,
litigation support, technology, telecommunications, finance, infrastructure, transportation,
industry, and government relations.
PSY’s diverse set of capabilities enables us to offer our clients a broad portfolio of value-added
intelligence, influence and security services leading to unparalleled results, while maintaining full
compliance with the laws of the countries in which we operate. These services include:
Intelligence

Influence

Security

~

Financial intelligence

0

0

Cyber intelligence

@ Offline campaigns

~

Litigation support

~ Online campaigns

~

Deep due diligence

~

”Honey traps”

~

~

Targeting & monitoring

®

Dedicated activities

-Q,~,

~ Training

Online reputation
management

~

Security services

Consulting services

'

Platforms and systems

I ,

Technological solutions

Intelligence Collection
PSY’s proprietary methods of intelligence collection form the cornerstone to all of our operational
activities. Backed by decades of combined experience in a broad spectrum of professional disciplines,
PSY applies a unique methodology to gathering intelligence that is comprehensive and “game changing”,
while maintaining full legal compliance and oversight. PSY exercises a multi-level approach to intelligence
collection:

.
.
•

..

.

.

..
•

.
•

.

,

•

•

\

.

.
..

;

I

•

,
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.

~
•

•

•

I

•

-

.
•

•
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•

•
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Level 01

Level 02

Level 03

Base

Cyber Ops

Humint Ops

Open social
platforms & sources,
web, databases

Restricted social
platforms,
entity-driven

physical realm
(”boots on
the ground”)

Automated Collection & Monitoring Capabilities
Level 1 –
Base information. PSY collects and reviews all open source information that is relevant and available on the
web to identify, define and map the “playing field.” This base information serves as a launch pad for the more
advanced stages of gathering intelligence.

Level 2 –
Cyber operations. PSY employs its cyber expertise and a wide range of proven operational techniques that use
Internet websites and social media platforms to obtain needed information from verified sources.

Level 3 –
Human intelligence. As needed, PSY may rely on its decades of collective experience to employ covert and legal
techniques and tactics in the physical world. Maintaining full security and discretion, PSY engages in dedicated
“real world” operations that are tailored to gain lawful access to required information on behalf of its clients.

Intelligence Research and Analysis
PSY combines leading intelligence research and analytical skills with a broad range of value-added
expertise that extend far beyond the traditional academic, “think tank” model.
PSY’s interdisciplinary research and analysis capabilities extend to a variety of arenas: corporate and
financial due diligence; litigation support; cyber intelligence; private investigations; political campaigns;
art investigation and many others.

P',Y(;R( )UP
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Influence Campaigns
PSY’s proprietary influence campaigns combine unique, actionable intelligence obtained through a
variety of sources with a broad range of expertise in the areas of advertising and media, public relations,
guerilla marketing, online reputation management, search engine optimization and more.
PSY uses this gathered intelligence and broad expertise to build highly effective, targeted, online and offline
campaigns. These campaigns leverage third party “influencers” to deliver and promote key messages, sway
opinion and emphasize (or de-emphasize) issues of relevance to our clients.
PSY’s covert capabilities enable targeted audiences to be impacted and influenced by credible, trusted third
parties and online avatars and platforms that maintain client privacy and discretion and operate within the law.

Influence Campaign

~

a
~§

p

Campaign
Strategy

Main
message

I

·-

Level 1
OSINT + Social media

~

@

Level 3
Dedicated activity

~

Target
audience

Platform

I

I

Intelligence
Based

Level 2
Cyber activity

®

t

Campaign
Strategy

~
~

Campaign
Components

·-

~□

Online

8/'8::i

Avatars

~ IP

1,,~I Offline
0
C!I

00

Covert
Approach

Influencers

~ Platforms

t

t

000

MMM
000

MMM

General
public

Target
segments

Decision
makers
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Online Reputation Management
We have unparalleled experience in managing online reputation. Through a structured, proven multiphase
process, we can create and modify the manner in which our clients are perceived and portrayed online.
We are also able to enhance the impact of our ORM activities through our covert, complementary
influence capabilities.
Analyze

Devise

Build

Optimize

Flood

Protect

Search Engine Optimization
We live in an online world. The importance of high rankings in the world’s top online search engines
has never been greater. PSY’s experts in search engine optimization (SEO) will work to ensure that your
online assets receive the priority rankings you need to achieve your personal or business goals.

Deep Web & Darknet Capabilities
As part of our comprehensive cyber-intelligence and value-added expertise, PSY maintains strong
operating capabilities within the “Deep Web” and Darknet (often referred to as the “Dark Side” of
the Internet). As a meeting place and market for a variety of illegal activities (hacking, counterfeiting,
terrorism), the Darknet requires special skills to access, navigate and operate within while maintaining
full legal compliance. PSY’s capabilities include:
Monitor
activities

Connect with
targets
Link
analysis

P',Y(;R( )UP

Push content / messages
to target audience
Extract
intelligence
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Technology and Security
PSY’s professional staff are recognized experts in a range of technologies (IT and telecom) and security
matters (cyber and physical). PSY has amassed broad experience in planning, deploying and using
the most cutting-edge civilian and military technological solutions. PSY’s thorough understanding of
various technologies and our range of solutions provide significant added value to many of our clients’
existing systems and methods, thereby enhancing the ability to achieve desired goals and targets.

About PSY
•

PSY is a global leader in comprehensive and customized intelligence and influence activities.

•

PSY is managed by an elite group of high-ranking officers from one of the world’s most renowned
intelligence agencies

•

Highly skilled in operating in complex and challenging environments, PSY’s intelligence team has
a proven track record in information gathering, analysis, research, special intelligence operations
and state-of-the-art technology in the cyber and physical domains.

•

PSY’s influence team is comprised of multilingual experts who specialize in promotion, campaign,
advertising, online reputation management, search engine optimization, guerilla marketing and
more.

•

PSY’s external relations team has decades of experience interfacing with the highest levels of
corporate decision makers and government officials.

•

PSY delivers unique, unparalleled results to its clients while exercising the highest degree of
professionalism, legality and discretion.

WF014663
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Gmall - -FW: proJoct -Maj:,loTree

6/23/19, 2:52 PM

J'MGmail
FW: project Map.le Tree
Ab_raham RQnen "'AbrahamRonen@psy-grpup.com>
To; "phil.elwood@gmail.com" <phil.elwood@yrnail.com>

Thu, Sep 14, 2017 -at 9:31 AM

Abraham.Ronen
CBDO
Head ofHu1t\int.Litigatio11&Special'· Projects 'rerun

GD PSYC3RC). -P
.

S HA.l"f

!!fAtllV

CeU: +972-50-3040800
Cell: +972-58-7241794

E-mail:-AbrahamRonen@psy-.gr0up .com

www.psy.-group;com

Fl'Qnt: R()Yi .aurstien
t;en,: V\{ecirtesday1Septe.mt>er 1~, ~Ot7 1:45 AM
rorAvi ~liyatiou <avt.e~inyc;,p.n~tt; Avi Rpnen <avi.J~iijyC>-p,riEJt>.; Ypssef<ypij~(@I11vQp.net>; Qri Amir
<ort@111.vopmet>; Dannc:1 <qanoa@1ovop.net>: Roy G <roy9@1nvop.net>; Emmanuel Rosen <emmanuel@invop.net>
Ce! Royi BursUen<royi@iO\'Op.net>
Subject: project Maple Tree

Enclosed hi.9hlights and comments from client meeting last week

https://mall.googte.com/mail/o/O?ik=449e6af6bb&vlew=pt&seaten•.a._read-f¼3A1578522014369015?'42&slmpt=msg4¾3A1578522014369015742
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Mission 1a. Target Audience - appellate bench + Chief justice George Strathy. Residing on appeal against target's ruling
on the Brandon Moise case
b. Timeframe - 6 weeks (hearing begins Sep. 20, bench takes 1-3 months to make decision)
c. Target - Frank Newbold
d. Messages a. Not professional and biased i.
ii.

Disregarded facts in the case
Protected Westface from 3rd party Intervention * (need more info

from client).

Iii. Approved destruction of evidence 1. Brandon Moise scrubbed his cellphone a day before he was ordered to present it to court
(different court than Newbold). Newbold disregarded this.
iv.
v.
vi.

Is a racist and anti-Semite
Court cannot accept bias by judge (see information e).
Newbold harms the system and causes breach of confidence in

system (see information e).

e. Information
a. Up until 1996 target headed a committee in a golf club that banned Jews and people of color to be
admitted.
b. Target went out against native Indians owning land in South Beach (he has a house there), publicly
speaking about his objection.
c. CJC started an inquiry into this. Target fought them and decided to resign June 1st 2017 - by this taking
away the power the CJC have.
d. Possible misconduct - before resigning he made a ruling in favor of Nortell, after which he went into
arbitration for Thornton Grout * (need more info from client).
e. Judicial system in Canada
i. For the past 2 years the Judicial system in Canada is under
growing pressure, because of judges' rulings like Newbold.
ii.

CJC is being asked to step up and clean the system.

f. Brandon Moise
i. Was lead analyst for the WIND deal. Moise left client and started
working for Westface, allowing them to win the WIND deal.
ii. Moise was fired from Westface and started working for a very
small fund - Tailwind. Client assumes he is just 'parked' there, and will probably never find a
job.

Mission 3 - Westface and Greg Boland
a. W performance poor, returns low, and excluding WIND- negative. Client assumes they manage $18,
down from $28.
https://maR.google.com/mall/u/0?lka449e6af6bb&vlew=pt&searcha ...read-f%3A1578522014369015742&slmpl=msg-f%3A1578522014369016742
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b. Pressure on them increasing, assets under management - decreasing, investors leaving them and they
are being sued by client - reputation plummeting.
c. Client suing them in 3 defamation actions a. Market manipulation
b. Brandon Moise
c. Inducement action
d. W refuses to submit any reporting to the Hedge world * (need more info from client - what type of reporting
is needed?)
e. Possibility of them filing inaccurate 13Os to US authorities.
f. 3 out of 4 managers - admitted to lying!
g. Greg personally and publically commented that he wants to destroy client and Catalyst.
h. Mistake on their part - W has put up a website for their litigation - including Justice (Letter's ? * (need
more info from client) decision against them and pro client + Judge Blaire calling W a Iyer on appeal board
- • (need more info from client).

Mission 2-3
i. Wolfpack MO = market manipulation
a. Pick a target.
b. Create an untrue story
c. Whisper story into market by trading desks
d. Short stock, betting it will go down
e. Stocks starts to go down, creating negative momentum.
f. Media writes about it - stock tumbles.
j. Client is not first victim of Wolfpack - possibly the sth . Wolfpack operating for 4 years, and attacked a. Noblis
b. Concordia
c. Valeant
d. Badger Oil
e. Elf
k. Possible partners in the Pack a. Westface and Greg Boland
b. Anson Partners Canada & Alex Spears
c. K2 Partners - Shawn Kimmel (Shawn's father a friend of client!)
d. MM Cap
e. Cubbltt
f. David Steinberg
g. ? • (need more info from client).
h. Mark Cohedes i. Mark has been dong this in the US, under investigation
FBI.
Has
moved
his
activities
to Canada.
by the

ii.
iii.

Involved in shorting - EIF, Badger Oil, Home Capitol.
Client thinks Cohedes is mastermind behind the attacks

on him.
I. After losing to client in Nov 14 (Letterer decision• (need more info from client), Greg attacks client by
Shorting Callidus.
m. Greg met with the Wolfpack and used a deck for the presentation (deck never found - • (need more info
from client).
a. If Greg really met the Wolfpack and colluded with them = market manipulation.
n. Short attack effective - stock goes from 21 to 61 Client intervenes and stock rises 24, then goes down
again.
https://mall.google.com/mall/u/O?lk=449e6af6bb&view=pt&searc:ha."read-f%3A1578522014369015742&slmplamsg-f%3A1578522014369015742
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o. Client has Canadian bank valuation of 18-22.
p. Client Initiates going private process - Short dealers In panic!
q. Day of annual meeting client receives call from Reuters journalist Laurance Delevigne on "Investigation
charges against client, Callidus and Catalyst•. Client decides not to do Q&A, but still approached by 2
investors questioning him on this.
r. According to client Wolfpack approached Bloomberg, FT, Report on Business and Financial Post - all
tumed story down.
s. In addition - Twitter feed attacking client - with rumors on Callidus and Bay Street • (need more info from
client).
t. Story picked up by WSJ - 2 reporters - Rob Kopland and Jackie Mcnish.
a. August ath - meeting the 2 journalists, with their lawyer Weisman on the phone - client gave
them court filings on whlstleblowers • (need more info from client). Rob doesn't take any notes.
WSJ asks client on Catalyst and XTG - disclosure to public investors • (need more info from
client).
b. August 9th - story issued, first on Rob's blog- Headline stating FRAUD. At 3:32pm story on
WSJ - time is critical, because from 3:45pm client cannot support stock!). story issued without
client's comments
c. Client currently suing WSJ. WSJ have 3 options -

i.
ii.

iii.

Retract story
Do nothing (will be sued)
Write new story (they were being manipulated

u. Danny Guy - former CEO of SALIDA- warned JSOT • (need more info from client) that client is under
attack + says he has tape/recording from Wolfpack meeting in which Greg says he is targeting client.
a. Problem with Danny Guy's testimony - he has a bad reputation and is not seen as credible.
Therefore taskforce not pushing.
v. ESCO - a week ago ESCO defaulted on loan • (need more info from client). Their testimony a. Greg orchestrated attack• (need more info from client).
b. They were approached by a journalist - Bruce Livacy, who was approached by Greg, to write an
article against client - for the Canadian Business journal.
i. Story was killed as client called holding company of
joumal and convinced them that it wasn't true.
c. Greg personally called ESCO to file against client & head trader of CANACORD.
v. 4 Whistleblowers at Securities Commission - stating there Is a LENDER FRAUD with client • (need more
info from client).
a. Client thinks the whistleblowers are i. Kevin Bowmenn - former CEO of ALKIN - defaulted on
a loan. Also tweets against Catalyst and Callidus
ii.
iii.

Jeff Mcfarllan - former CEO of XTG, defaulted on a loan.
Principal of Fortress Resources • (need more info from

client).
iv. Craig Boyer - former employee of client, engaged in
fraud relating to forged letterhead to Venezuelan gov. OR Greg Boland

x. Russian involvement - rumors of Russian money - by Danny Guy (Vincent Hannah)
y. PR against Wolfpack a. Story article being reviewed by Financial Post - story by Barbara Scheckter and Terrence
Korkrun - currently on hold.
https://mall.goo9Ie.com/mall/u/0?lkc449e6af6bb&vlewmpt&search=..•read-O,3A1678522014369016742&slmpl ..msg-f"3A1678622014369015742
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Mission 4 - client and companies

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

"our business is in an adversarial business and conflict - by definition there is a winner and loser"
4 out of 5 funds - top ranking.
Fund 3, which includes Callidus - problematic.
Message on Callidus - it is a victim (of market manipulation)
Messages on Companies a. manufacturer and not aggregators
b. unique relationship with investors. As an example, during annual meetings client dissects the risks with
investors
c. saved businesses - a "white knight°
d. top performance - in 1st quartile
e. no noise
f. Target Audiences a. Institutional investors
b. Finance community in Canada
c. Community of investors = public

HUMINT mission 1 a. Target - Bei Heung - controller at Westface. Hooks up with client's close and very rich friend, Peter Gilgen, and
tells him that (1) Westface is imploding (2) partners fighting
b. Through friend target sends client her CV
c. Mission - approach target and understand her motives + real situation at Westface.

Best regards,

Royi Burstien
Psy Group

+972 (54) 2223722
+1 (347) 3445427
+44 (203) 7691556

httpa:f/mall.ooogle.com/mail/u/0?ik=449e6af6bb&vlew=pt&search= ... read-f%3A1578522014369015742&slmpl=mao-f%3A1578522014369015742
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Subject: Exclusive- Neubolt allowed destruction of evidence in Catalyst/Westface case- appeal Sept 20th
From:

Virginia Jamieson (vjamieson7@yahoo.com)

To:

cblatchford@postmedia.com;

Date:

Friday, September 15, 2017 10:14 AM

Hi there. I see you have covered Judge Neubolt in Canada. I have a source that has contacted me that wants to talk with
you. He states Neubolt allowed destruction of evidence in Catalyst/Westface case- appeal slated Sept 20th. Do you want
to talk to him? I really don't know much more that that- just that he wants to speak with you.
Please let me know if you'd like to speak with him.
Virginia Jamieson c 650-279-8619 vjamieson7@yahoo.com

about:blank
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Gmail

INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM CLIENT
Rqyi8urstl€!n <royl@psy-gr<>µp.cQm>
.
. . .. .
. . ·. . · . .. . . . . .. Satf Sep 16, 2017ar9:51 AM
To: Emmanuel Rosen <em.ma11uel@psy-gr:oup.com>. Phil Elwood <phil.elwood@gmait.ee>m>, Avi Eljyahe>u «avi...l~@psy~
gre>up,com>, Abraham Ronen <AbrahamRonen@psy-group.com>, Yossef <yossef@psy-group.com>, Ori <ori@psy-

group.co01:::Cc: Royi Burstlen <royl@psy-group:com>

HlAGAIN,
Enclosed au the:information cifent has sent us to date.

The_3-documents include -

t. 8~i'$CY.,,;.forAvi R9men's prQJ~ct
2,

UngEIJ".'the~o~th iOt.efView •ofAndrewl..ew a_
nd Richan::.! Jaros.s from Esm.> Macina

3, Test1monylinformat1011 from Snowdyt~e Pl hired by DahnY Guy;

Client's take orfWestface I Boland tWolfpac.k
Ha. V\lejust found out.the principal. of Bluberthas historical ties to the rnaija_
. We r
provitUng to court monitqr on Monday. He will likely rqllov:er c1nd giye usJnfo on
VVolfp;Jck...
fqrtress resources guys being examined under oath and swear as
part of the deal they wiU be providing new and severe evidence. .Today the esco
guys gave over the promi.sed documentary evidence etc. ltincludes emails w
bolanc.tetc

VVed

in

ThiSJ>roves Boland u·p to bis eyeballs a criminal conspiracy. We r thinking <>f
sending ourlawyerto his.1c1wyers inadvance oftlle appeal next wKto teltthe ... _
lawyers: 'Jllst s_
o u know, _this is what we have so far. u r defendirlg an app~at about
characterf<>ra clie11ttl1c1t is n.ow forsure .involved .in criminal conspiracy and his
firrnJs Jikely not t.o ·existln• 3-6 months. Be careful what u say to the appeUate ~ourt
make -assertions about Boland/westface and even. after the appeal be~au~e.
Pr~v:,s,to be .·.a criminatyour firm will be seen by the AppeHate bench to .ttave been sJeeping wa c·riminal and may ask questions of when/ whatu knew, and the
---

a

at u

hitps:t1mal!,go?gl e.com/rnall/1J/O?lk,.449e6af 8bb&vleW•pt& seareh .. .c.msg-f%3A1578704453901125476&simpl,.m~g:-f¾3A1 578704556507638725
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authorities may even begin investigating if u/your firm are at all involved.' If we
have harder proof by mon/tues, that conversation may well result in either the
lawyers requesting a delay (buying our team more time) or resigning. Therefore
more we have mon/tues the better. The esco sworn statements, the Levitt Email to
cohedes, the now documentary evidence emails/w boland and cohedes and esco r
very good for us/bad for them. Definitely a 'paralyzing shot'. But not yet a death
shot We may have more debilitating or even a Death shot In wed examinations.
But that may be a day too late.
Bluberi founder's Can't be publicly disclosed until after mon/tues when jim riley and
court appointed monitor first disclose our discovery to the founder and then to the
court. The boland involvement in the criminal conspiracy re callldus probably
should not be in the press until first disclosed to his counsel as I suggest above
because once public t may lose some of its leverage value. I will Call jim riley and
lawyers this am and confirm. However, no matter what the Bluberi/mafia
connection will be public next wk some time and Boland's involvement in a criminal
conspiracy will be public when we as a team choose to make it public for max
impact. We r told that the Wolfpack article in the Financial Post will for sure be out
tues or wed. Confirmed to me by the CEO of the paper. Allegedly it's already been
edited and in layout etc. I think the best time for the boland involvement in a
criminal conspiracy to manipulate the mkt to come out is right after the Wolfpack
article and where it's disclosed he's part of the Wolfpack.

However I

think NOW or VERY SOON is the
perfect time to hear/see 'chatter' on
social media etc of rumors of an
alleged Wolfpack, rumors of west
face/anson partners involvement
therein, rumors of 8 or more victims,
rumors of boland being looked at (not
yet criminal investigation) for
criminality etc.
https://mall.google.eom/mall/u/O?lk=449e6af6bb&vlewapt&searcha,_msg-f"3A1578704463901125476&slmplamsg-"'3A1578704556507638726
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Information from SnowdyJDanny GuY.'s Pl working on the case) Possible corruption on Newbould
Client - Just reviewed Naomi's typed notes. I certainly would like to know,

1. which partner at what law firm alleges he could get a case on the commercial list
to the right judge - and how -- for $6mm

2. Why is newbould allegedly terrified of snowdy?

Client - Guys, we need both teams to understand the following. On Naomi's typed
notes snowdy alleges a partner at a law firm said that for $5mm he can get the right
judge from the commercial list on the case. No matter how u slice it, if true that
means newbould is dirty/criminal. Even if the $$$ wasn't to go AT ALL to newbould,
he was the chief judge of the commercial list. As such, while he was the chief judge
of the commercial list, he is the one that allocates cases to the himself and the
other commercial list judges. That means, if the statement is true that even if not
for $$, somehow newbould was known to be able to be influenced to ensure 'the
right judge' got the case in question. In addition, by definition newbould allocated
to HIMSELF our cases (mobilicity, moyse, and we know he was trying to get control
of the inducement action because in a prior decision he refused to allow the moyse
case and the inducement action to be merged and then tried to get control of it but
we prevented such). This is very very serious and if true goes beyond 'bias' to
literally potential criminality. If we get that, everything is truly
game/set/match/championship/EVERYTHING in one fell swoop. We don't even
have to prove way face /boland actually pd him off (that would be incredible too
though). If we show he abused his office to allocate cases and used that power to
allocate himself our cases? Even not for $$$? KABOOOM!III

WestfaceCorrespondence 1
Fwd: Tracing order
https://mall.google.com/mall/u/O?lkca449e6af6bb&vlew,.pt&search= ...msg-t,,3A1578704453901125476&slmpl=msg-f%3A1578704556507638725
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See below. I can explain In detail if more color is needed. They have intentionally put their interest of maintaining
aum for management fee purposes ahead of current investors. There Is a huge story in that west face has hurt
current investors for benefit o( past exited investors and Intentionally violated their fiduciary duty to current/future
investors. This needs to be In the press asap. Literally.

Instead of us having to seek a tracing order the same result was their duty to in order to protect current Investors.
Instead we r fighting for a tracing order and the more they argue against such, the more they r breaching their duty to
current investors. In fact the statement in their q1 letter that we have no chance of winning and falling to disclose the
o/o we could represent of current aum Is not only misleading, but borders / might be fraud. It for sure is improper
disclosure as it does not allow a current or future investor to even know about (let alone evaluate) the risk of this being
reallocated away from old and distributed to investors versus current and future Investors having to bear the cost.
This Is massively exacerbated as their aum falls due to negative returns and/or fleeing aum.

This is illegal, highly improper, highly unethical, and should not be allowed. It for sure sets west face up to be sued by
their Investors but since boland has moved assets into his wife's name, what do they recover? Our tracing order
PROTECTS current investors as well as ourselves, does what they had a duty to do themselves long ago, protects
somewhat from their awful disclosure on the issue, yet we get threatening letters and denials and statements that west
face Is entitled to do w the Meny as It sees fit-which is literally legally not true and a statement hat they reserve the
right to screw their current/future investors?????? This is outrageous and a reflection on both their culture and their
inappropriate nature of being fiduciaries. They don't even care or intentionally choose to violate their legal fiduciary
duties EXPLICITLY and lntentlonallyll!!!

We should consider taking this to the osc as they r a Registrant and this Is literally self ad~itted behavior.

I am extremely upset I and the lawyers around the table never thought of this before now. Shame on all of us.
Newton

Correspondence 2
Even w wind, returns are 1/3 to 1/2 of tsx Index and worse fraction of either general hedge fund index or distressed
hedge fund index. 1,3,5 yr performance so bad-even w wind-- they r below the 'High water mark' so therefore have
no carry or profit participation. In fact, if u do the math, their loss in 2008 was so bad that entire gains since 2008
would not get an investor back to their original principal yet (11 yrs later) let alone a profit. If back out wind, returns r
literally negative for 1,3,5 yrs and even more negative on cumulative basis since 2008. Literally so bad, anyone w a
brain, once get this quarterly letter, would have to pull their $$$ out asap to avoid either risk of rosing wind (over 45%
of remaining fund assets) or over concentration in remaining assets/bets while others Ive. Worse still, huge incentive
https://mall.googIe.com/mall/U/O?lk::s449eOafObb&vlew•pt&search=-... mog-f%3A1578704453901125470&olmpl=mso•f%3A1878704!550507638725
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to take massive risks since already below high water mark for so long, only way to get back into profit participation is
by making outrageous massive return. No way possible wout outrageous risk which by definition disproportionately
borne by investors (not Boland and partners). It's beyond bad. One of worst I have ever seen.

Information concerning Bei - Westface emglgytt
Newton, allow me to introduce you to Bei.
She has been employed at West Face Capital for several years and would like to
stay in that industry. However, she no longer feels the atmosphere at WFC is
conducive to a productive future for her.
I believe she has held various rolls at West Face , including analyst early in her
tenure there and more recently a "back office" roll in finance. Perhaps Bei can be
more specific.

Of course I can't speak to her technical skills but I can attest to the fact she's a
patient fisherman
We need her checked out, no? According to peter, she alleges the place is
imploding. According to peter assets under management have fallen to around or
less than $1 b. That means their share of the $1.3b potentially owed to catalyst for
wind is approx 45% or more of their entire fund value now (they lead the deal but
only had 35% of the deal; 0.35*1.3b = 456mm). Helps explain their desperation and
anger but also likely makes them very dangerous.

Wolfpack investigation with JSOT The two JSOT investigators with whom we've been dealing are Steven Frazer and
Jonathan Yu.
I've attached the transcripts of the examinations of the guarantors you had
requested.
I have also asked Jim for the information pertaining to the Westface trial which you
had asked for.

https://mall.gooole.com/maU/u/0?ik11 449e6af6bb&vlew=pt&search.... msg-f%3A1578704453901125476&slmpl=mso-f"3A1578704556507638725
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Naomi

Best regards,

Rayl Burstien
PsyGroup

+972 (54) 2223722
+1 (347) 3445427
+44 (203) 7691556

3 attachments
~

CATALYST.20170913.M.NML to file.re.meeting with D Snowdy.docx

'eJ 115K

@:I

Bei_Resume-2017 (1).docx

23K

!} i~T:LYST.Transcript of ANDREW LEVY & RICHARD JAROSS (pg 80} August 2017.pdf

Emmanuel Rosen <emmanuel@psy-group.com>

Sat, Sep 16, 2017 at 9:53 AM

To: Royi Burstien <royi@psy-group.com>
Cc: Phil Elwood <phll.elwood@gmail.com>, Avi Eliyahou <awi_e@psy-group.com>, Abraham Ronen
<AbrahamRonen@psy-group.com>, Yossef <yossef@psy-group.com>, Ori <ori@psy-group.com>
NDA we have now the new developments he just sent

:n/:lnl <royi@psy-group.com> Royi Burstien, 16:61 n11e,::,. ,2017 ·oool. 16-l.
[Quoted text hidden)

<CATALYST.20170913.M.NML to file.re.meeting with D Snowdy.docx>
<Bel_Resume-2017 (1).docx>

<CATALYST.Transcript of ANDREW LEVY & RICHARD JAROSS (pg 80) August 2017.pdf>
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Gm.ill ~-cHe~t•s-li11!Mdl11teexpectaUon from uii

Grnaif
cHent~s lmrnediate expectation from us
Royi Bursti~n <royi@psy.. group.com>
_
_
_ _
Sat, Sep tE>, 2017 _at 1O:15 AM
To: Phit_E.lwood <phil,elWQOCl@gmail.com>, Emmant1el Rosen <emmanuet@psy.group.com>, Ori <ori@p~y.. gr-01.ip.com>,
Yossef ~y_
os·s~f@psy--group.com>, Avi -Eliyahou <avi_e@psy~group.com>

'·

A-f, y_ol) -. $~\IV from my last correspondence from client, things ·are
unfolcUng \FAST. As such - this is client's new request from us itfalls mainly on Ori and Yossef's depts.

From .client - However I think NOW or VERY -SOON ls lh_
e
perfect time to -hearlsee'chatt.e_
r' on social me_
cJia etc; of _
rumors of an alleged Wolfpac.k, rumors ofwestfacelan~9n ·
,.

···.

__ . .

-_

-

-,

.

'

·-

.

-_.-.·-.

--

,,

.

-- ..

·

__ -

---

-

.

-·

-··--

---

.·

_-.

--,_· --

rurr1or$ of boland b.eing looked at (not yet criminal
inv._estlgcttion) for cr·iminality etc.
Ple~lSEtWork.on this priority FIRST THING ON SUNDAYll·.My.
only st.i.pulation -- it has to be based on an intelligence snapshot
- from Yossefs analysts.

T7.8111:--/lhis is qurn,oment to shine_
- let's make the client
Pf~~c:11:work on il as hard as possible until Erev Chag

https;/ /!'n~U.goe)g.l1t~om/maf!/u/O?lk•449ei>af6bb&vlew•pt&searcha •.,read-f%3A1578 705999612015306&slmplamsg-f¼3A1578705999($1201$306 _
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(Wednesday evening), and right after.

Best regards,

Royi Burstlen
PsyGroup

+972 (54) 2223722
+1 (347) 3445427
+44 (203) 7691556

https://mall.google.com/mall/u/0?lka449a6af6bb&vlew=pt&search=.• raad-f%3A1578705999612015306&sfmpl=msg-f%3A1678705999612016306
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mail
Maple Tree
Royl Burstlen <royi@psy-group.com>
Sat, Sep 16, 2017 at 7:15 PM
To: Emmanuel Rosen <emmanuel@psy-group.com>, Phil Elwood <phil.elwood@gmail.com>, Abraham Ronen
<AbrahamRonen@psy-group.com>, Yossef <yossef@psy-group.com>, Avl Eliyahou <avi_e@psy-group.com>, Ori
<ori@psy-group.com>, marina <marina@psy-group.com>
Cc: Royi Burstien <royi@psy-group.com>
Hello team,

The upcoming week is crttical in us delivering• to gain the trust of the client. It is challenging, as the client has super
high expectations of us and the Jewish holidays start Wednesday the 20th •.

I know all of you have been on top of this, and I feel confident we will deliver. Here Is my emphasis for the coming few
days-

1.

PROJECT COORDINATION AND REPORTING

a. Currently we have no project leader. The project will be overseen by myself and Avi. Each dept.
will allocate a dept. project manager who will be in charge of the project component under his
responsibility.
b. As of tomorrow, I expect a dally meeting of all the depts. Marina will be in charge of coordinating
and sending meeting summary and missions for following day/s.

c. I expect a project status report to be prepared and sent to client on weekly basis - Marina in
charge of report.
i.

First report- by end of Tuesday, Sep. 19th.

2. Intelligence - the case is very complicated and has many angles for us to attack. This is an
without good, detailed and accurate Information we won't be able to be relevant.

a.

ucglDlJH:lm:ll~. as

Yossefs team i.

designate as many analysts as you need - especially for the first

month of work.
ii. Designate a lead analyst for the project. I recommend Klsluk, as
she has experience with litigation cases.
iii. Designate an analyst for Avi Ronen's team - he needs intel
support ASAP. How about Arik, given his background?
iv.

Dana Rozenthal has started working on Westface / Greg Boland

http1:{lm111.google.com/mall/u/0?lk•449•eaf8bb&vlew•pt&111n:h• ...ead-O,3A15787399328515340053&11mpl•m•g-r"3A15787S9932856340053
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- please contact her and incorporate her in the team.
v. You have almost all the information needed for analyzing and
assisting the campaign - the only major thing missing is Newbould's decision (we have
asked client).
3.

Negative campaign a.

Ori's team i. Most urgent mission is what client requested today - hear/see
'chatter" on social media etc of rumors of an alleged Wolfpack, rumors of west
face/anson partners involvement therein, rumors of 8 or more victims, rumors of
boland being looked at (not yet criminal investigation) for criminality etc.
ii. Tomorrow you need to create the plan, based on information
from Yossefs team + campaign infrastructure. I recommend bringing Amon on board if he
can - he knows our work and has a lot of experience with finances in North America.
iii.

Plan execution should start Monday and commence till Rosh

Hashana.

iv. For the coming weeks there is no limitation on resources - as
long as you bring TRUSTED people on board. This needs to be coordinated with Avi E.
b.

PR - Emmanuel and Phil
I.

Emmanuel to lead contact with client on PR.

ii. PR plan needs to be approved by client - specifically 1iming given the new information and expected publication in the FP.

iii. PR preparation and execution - please move forward with
organizing the materials for the journalists you wish to contact and meeting them - as long
as it is aligned with client approval.

4.

HUMlNT project -Avi R. to lead
a. As you all know, here we are under competition with the Cubes. According to client they have
already made headway with one of the targets and intend to meet him this week.
b. We need to MOVE FAST.
c.

I expect to have targets by Monday the latest.

d. Target assigned by client - Bei hueng - MOVE ASAPIII
e. Week of Sep. 17 - intros to targets and coordinating meetings with them week of Sep. 24
f.
5.

Week of Sep. 24 - meet target/s.

PosHive campaign
a.

Client stressed importance of tis (also urgent...)

b. Ori - please prepare a detailed ORM plan for client. I wish this plan be presented to client with
Tuesday report.
c. If you can already start working on the obvious components, such as promoting positive articles
- START, and add as component in project report.
https://maD.google.com/mall/u/0?fk=449e6af6bb&vlew..pt&search= ...ead-f%3A1578739932855340053&slmpl=msg-f"3A1578739932855340053
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If something Is not clear - please contact me by email or phone from Sunday at 2pm Israel time (6am Chicago time).

Best of luck to us all - counting on you!

Best regards,

Royi Burstien
PsyGroup

+972 (54) 2223722
+1 (347) 3445427
+44 (203) 7691556

https://mall.googte.com/mall/u/O?lk=449e6af6bb&view:apt&search.....ead-f%3A1578739932855340053&slmpl ..msg-f"3A1578739932855340053
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Gmail

notes from second meeting with client - Sep. 15
Royi Burstien <royi@psy-group.com>
Sat, Sep 16, 2017 at 10:24 PM
To: Phil Elwood <phil.elwood@gmail.com>, Abraham Ronen <AbrahamRonen@psy-group.com>, Avi Eliyahou
<avi_e@psy-group.com>, Ori <ori@psy-group.com>, Yossef <yossef@psy-group.com>, Emmanuel Rosen
<emmanuel@psy-group.com>
Cc: Royi Burstien <royi@psy-group.com>

PhiVAvi/Emmanuel - please add to my notes below.

Mission priorities 1.

Discredit Westface

2.

(indirectly) discredit newbould.

Justice Letterer - WF lied, Moise lied.
Justice Blair - WF cannot be believed .
Client has emails from Tony Lakavera (CEO of WIND) to Westface and from UBS to Westface how to beet client.

NB - public record when NB was a lawyer - threatened court while defending a client.
NB - rumors that in many cases he 'chooses' the facts that suit his decision.
NB - within a month of retiring joined Thornton Grout law firm, after ruling in favor (of their client) Nortell.
Although not illegal, a judge needs to be above and beyond, clearly not the case with him.
NB - rumors that NB lost a lot of money, resents rich people and specifically rich Jews.
NB- was president of the Rosedale Golf club (see prior notes concerning anti-Semitism) - HU MINT/
INTELLIGENCE mission to verify his conduct.

First Jew to join club - George Cohan (not willing to give statement) - possible HUMINT
target.

Problem with the fairness of the Judicial system - see article on Globe&Mail / Sep. eth by Alison Spiegel - "Everyone
has an interest in the integrity of the Judicial System".

https://mafl.google.com/mall/u/0?ik=449e6af6bb&view=pt&search=-a ... read-f%3A1578751812060124783&slmpl=msg-f%3A1578751812060124783
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Pressure on appellate court of Ontario, the Bar and the general public 1.

Travesty of justice

2.

Porn defense

3.

Judge picking which facts to take and which to ignore
a.

NB ignored Judge Letterer's ruling

b.

NB ignored Judge Blair's ruling

c.

NB ignores the destruction of evidence (the Pom defense)

d. NB lgnres the court order by Letterer to submit all comms (which were destroyed by Moise a day
before submission)
4.

Nb claim client is not credible because he is not a lawyer (which is not true, as client is a lawyer)

5.

NB ignores that the only person with expertise on the subject matter (WIND) - is the client himself.

6.

Campaign messages a.

The negative effect NB has on the integrity of the office.

b.

The appearance of justice

c.

Lack of respect to the CJC

d.

How did he become a judge (after threatening as a lawyer)

e.

This is the system's opportunity to do the right thing, and not protect their own

Best regards,

Royi Burstien
PsyGroup

+972 (54) 2223722
+1 (347) 3445427

+44 (203) 7691556

https://mall.google.comfmall/u/0?fk=449a6af6bb&vlew=pt&sean:h•a••read•f"3A16787518120601247836slmpl•msg-f%3A1578761812060124783
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To: V irginia Jamieson <vjamieson7@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, September 17, 2017 2:2 1 PM
Subject: The story
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Judge Frank Newbould’s record might unravel September 20th
The Appellate Bench of Ontario will meet this Wednesday to review the bizarre and
suspect ruling of famed Nortel arbitor Frank Newbould in a case tied to the ownership of
Wind Mobile.
In 2016, Judge Frank Newbould presided over a case of industrial espionage with billions of dollars
hanging in the balance. Catalyst Capital Group had sued West Face Capital and its junior analyst Brandon
Moyse. Moyse left Catalyst abruptly, taking with him several hundred confidential documents about
Catalyst strategy. Despite a confirmed cascade of confidential documents having been passed by Moyse,
Newbould’s ultimate ruling ignored Moyse’s destruction of evidence.
Newbould has earned negative headlines in the past year, resigning his position on the heels of a CJC
investigation for abusing his office. It also casts doubt on Newbould’s motives, raising suspicion about
rulings in other cases.
The decision bizarrely minimized a prior court’s indisputable finding that Mr. Moyse had passed along
130 confidential documents (http://business.financialpost.com/news/fp-street/wind-mobile-ownershipunder-threat-as-bay-street-hiring-tiff-spirals-into-legal-brawl) from his previous employer.
That trove did not include explicit information about a potential Wind buyout, but it was something
Ontario Justice Thomas Lederer said was incredibly serious. Lederer ordered Moyse restrained from
working at West Face until the end of his non-competition clause. Additionally, he authorized the
examination of Mr. Moyse’s phone and computer for further documents. When Newbould took over the
case, Moyse erased his company blackberry and computer, inhibiting the investigation and erasing the
possible evidence he passed confidential Catalyst briefings about Wind on to West Face.
Despite that overwhelming mountain of evidence against West Face was deemed meritless by Judge
Newbould in August 2016. Newbould ruled there was no reason to think Moyse had brought
confidential information about Wind to West Face.
Catalyst argued it only needed to establish a reasonable “inference of misuse” based on Canadian laws
protecting confidential information that the most plausible reason Moyse went to West Face was to
pass valuable industrial intel over to Catalyst’s competitor. Newbould said “Catalyst’s claim” a
reasonable inference existed “would woefully fail” (http://catalystlitigation.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/09/Reasons-for-decision-of-Justice-Newbould.pdf). There was no action taken by
Newbould against Moyse despite a weak argument he deleted data merely to erase embarrassing
personal information.
Catalyst Capital Group and their owner Newton Glassman allege West Face and a consortium of 8 other
companies have tried to undermine Catalyst’s and other companies business interests for several years,
by spreading fake news and coordinating steps against those companies un the Canadian Stock
Exchange. Those suspicions recently prompted a secret investigation launched by JSOT against the The
consortium, known as the "WOLF PACK" companies. Sources say if the suspicions will come true that
turn to be a huge scandal that will shake the Canadian system.
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---- Forwarded Message ---From: emmanuelOOOddd.<emmanuelrosen@gmail.com>
To: Vj <vjamieson7@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 6:10 AM
Subject: newbould

Dear Virginia,
Attached here one Blog on Newbould and the problems in the law system + quotes from the trial
showing the case of the the destruction of evidences + criticism from 2 judges against Westface that
judge Newbould ignored.
Please remember: The appeal is on Wednesday so the journalists have a great timing. And of course
there is a lot to come on the Wolfpack scandal
BEST OF LUCK
Emmanuel

1
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A Corrupt System or Just a Bad Apple: How Justice Frank Newbould is destroying our
Faith in the Canadian Judicial System

The Canadian Justice system has been generally regarded to be free of the corruption and
contempt now commonly associated with American courts. With this fact in mind it deeply
saddens me that in the last year the Canadian Judicial Council (CJC) has not cracked down on
instances of corruption and collusion quite obviously in place. The alarming rate of disciplinary
hearings against Judges has drawn widespread media attention the CJC would rather avoid than
face openly. One such case that has repeatedly made waves in the media circuit revolves around
former Judge Frank Newbould but he isn't the first and I doubt he will be the last Judge to face
disciplinary action. CTV Canada http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/a-look-at-previous-canadianjudicial-council-conduct-cases-1.3318423 published an article March 92017 highlighting a
number of conduct cases involving high ranking judicial officials. Justice Robin Camp of
Calgary, was asked to step down following inappropriate remarks he made during a sexual
assault trial, Justice Paul Cosgrove of the Ontario Superior Court was also asked to resign after
suspicion of "inappropriate interference with RCMP activities" and the list goes on and on.
Newbould's case is worth mentioning as it is rife with instances of misconduct, suspicion of
collusion, and just plain old bad judgement.
Newbould was at the heart of what became a heated and emotional land claim between residents
of Sauble Beach Ontario and members of the Saugeen First Nation group. Frank Newbould
opposed a First nation land claim in 2014 at a public meeting in conjunction with a seven-page
"personal" letter in which he urged the municipality to reject a deal with tribal leaders. As a
member of public office his conduct was out of line and added fuel to a long burning fire in the
small community. Newbould apparently too responsibility for his actions and apologized but the
damage, as they say, was already done. Despite apologizing for his "error" in participating in the
public meeting, public opinion regarding the claim was influenced by Newboulds endorsement.
Lawyers say that it's not at all clear whether Newbould's legitimate private interest in the land
claim justified his intervention, or at least mitigated his blameworthiness but what is relevant to
our case is the CJC's original dismissal of the complaints against a leading Judge.
Justice Frank Newbould has successfully managed to avoid most if not all repercussions of his
actions. The ex-Ontario Superior Court Justice retired June 1st 2017 in lieu of a public inquiry
into his behavior and some more rather unsavory statements.
Newbould himself doesn't do much to sway public opinion in his favor, in an interview with The
Financial Post http://business.financialpost.com/legal-post/former-ontario-judge-franknewbould-joins-thomton-grout-finnigan-and-arbitration-place this past June he acknowledged
his track record. "I thought the controversy was all behind me when the CJC dismissed the
original seven complaints in 2014, but when the complainant came back and asked for
reconsideration, the whole thing took on legs of its own."
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After his forced retirement from the Board, Frank Newbould was quickly hired by one of the
leading litigation and arbitration groups in Ontario, Thornton Grout Finnigan LLP.

Reps for the firm were quoted saying they see no conflict of interest taking on the Judge for hire
and on the contrary are hopefully he will have a bright future mentoring young barristers. The
thought alone is enough to send shivers done my spine ... if this is the future of Canada's judicial
system we should be deeply concerned.
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Newbould
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Case Name:

Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v. Moyse

Between
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc., Plaintiff, and
Brandon Moyse and West Face Capital Inc., Defendants

[2016] O.J. No. 4367

2016 ONSC 5271

2016 CarswellOnt 13362

270 A.C.W .S. (3d) 385

35 C.C.E.L. (4th) 242

Court File No .: CV-16-11272-00CL

Ontario Superior Court of Justice
Commercial List

F.J.C. Newbould J.
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Heard: June 6-10 and 13, 2016.
Judgment: August 18, 2016.

Regarding the wiping of his BlackBerry before returning it to Catalyst, Mr. Moyse's
evidence is that his BlackBerry contained photographs and text messages of a
personal and private nature, and he thought it was completely reasonable to take
steps to ensure that they would not be accessible to the next user of the company
issued BlackBerry. The only email address associated with the BlackBerry was his
Catalyst email address, and Catalyst had full access to those emails on its server.
Catalyst admits it would have had all emails that were sent through this account on
his BlackBerry. Mr. Moyse's evidence is that he did not believe that he used his
BlackBerry to communicate with West Face , although it turned out later that he had
used it once or twice to receive telephone calls. Mr. Moyse admits it was a mistake to
have wiped his BlackBerry.

Moyse admitted deleting the email containing the confidential information to West
Face when he thought better of it. West Face officers testified they hired Moyse
despite this error in judgment because he had no malicious intent. After Moyse left
Catalyst and joined West Face, the companies communicated about confidentiality
issues, and a confidentiality wall was erected at West Face with respect to WIND and
Moyse. Moyse was placed on indefinite leave from work at West Face amid legal
proceedings by Catalyst to enforce a non-compete clause in his employment contract
with Catalyst. He never returned to work at West Face. His substantive work for West
Face was limited to performing preliminary analyses on several potential investments
that had nothing to do with WIND . Prior to submitting his personal computer for
examination in the present action , Moyse deleted his browsing history. He claimed he
did not want his use of adult websites to become a matter of public record . He had
already deleted the contents of his Catalyst Blackberry device when he returned it
after leaving his employment
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Regarding the wiping of his BlackBerry before returning it to Catalyst, Mr.
Moyse's evidence is that his BlackBerry contained photographs and text messages
of a personal and private nature, and he thought it was completely reasonable to take
steps to ensure that they would not be accessible to the next user of the company
issued BlackBerry. The only email address associated with the BlackBerry was his
Catalyst email address, and Catalyst had full access to those emails on its server.
Catalyst admits it would have had all emails that were sent through this account on
his BlackBerry. Mr. Moyse's evidence is that he did not believe that he used his
BlackBerry to communicate with West Face , although it turned out later that he had
used it once or twice to receive telephone calls. r. Moyse admits it was a mistake to
have wiped his BlackBer __ - -
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132 Around June 17, 2014, Mr. Moyse wii:,ed all contents from his BlackBeny
before returning it to Catalyst. He said he did so to remove Rersonal information from
the device. He said he understood that all information belonging to Catalyst would
still exist on Catalyst's server.
133
On July 16, 2014 , an interim order was made in the proceedings brought by
Catalyst to enjoin Mr. Moyse from working at West Face. The order, consented to by
Mr. Moyse, contained a provision that the parties would preserve their records
relating to Catalyst and/or related to their activities since March 27, 2014 and/or
related to or was relevant to any of the matters raised in the Catalyst action. The
order provided that Mr. Moyse was to turn over his personal computer to his legal
counsel for the taking of a forensic image of the data stored on it, to be conducted by
a professional firm as agreed by the parties, and that he deliver a sworn affidavit of
documents setting out all documents in his power, possession or control that related
to his employment with Catalyst. Prior to delivering his personal computer to his
lawyer, Mr. Moyse deleted his internet browsing histo[Y. He said he did this because
he was concerned that his internet browsing histo[Y would show that he had
accessed adult entertainment websites and could become Rart of the RUblic record.
He says he did not think there was anything imi:,roP-er in doing so.

151
Mr. Moyse denies that he ever ran the Secure Delete program to delete any
documents. His evidence is that he bought the ASO software because his computer
was running slowly. On July 20 , 2014 , he opened both the RegCleanPro and the
ASO software to see what they could do and he investigated what products the ASO
offered and what the use of those products would entail. He did this by clicking on the
various parts of the program. He said he was certain that he did not run the Secure
Delete product or any other to delete any Catalyst documents or anything else from
his computer that could have been relevant to this litigation and that since his
computer was returned to him after the image was taken from it, he has used ASO a
number of times to clean up his computer and optimize its functioning.
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Case Name :

Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v. Veritas
Investment Research Corp.
Between
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and Callidus
Capital Corporation, Plaintiffs
(Appellants), and
Veritas Investment Research Corporation
and West Face Capital Inc.,
Defendants (Respondents)
[2017] O.J. No. 514
2017 ONCA 85
136 O.R. (3d) 23
Docket: C61665
Ontario Court of Appeal
K.M. Weiler, R.A. Blair and K.M. van Rensburg JJ.A.
Heard: September 20, 2016.
Judgment: February 1, 2017.
15 West Face moved under rule 21 .01 (1 )(b) of the Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990,
Reg . 194 to strike the entire Statement of Claim as disclosing no reasonable cause of action .
Veritas moved separately to strike the pleadings against it with respect to intentional
interference with economic relations and conspiracy to defame . The motion judge dismissed
Veritas' motion in its entirety. He dismissed West Face's motion except with respect to
paragraph 25, which he struck without leave to amend. He awarded no costs of the motion .

35
I do not see how West Face could legitimately expect to engage in a campaign
designed to discredit the appellant's reputations in the eyes of market participants by
circulating the aforementioned Reports (assuming that is proved at trial) and at the same time
legitimately expect to escape liability simply because the appellants are unable to name all
recipients of the allegedly defamatory material.
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)
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)
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- and- ) ) BRANDON MOYSE and WEST FACE) CAPITAL INC .
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INTRODUCTION
Defendants) ) ) )
Jeff Mitchell & Matthew J . G. Curtis , for the Defendant , West Face
Capital Inc .
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LEDERERJ:
What appears to have happened is that , rather than be forthcoming and
allow Catalyst to understand what had happened and to consider what ,
if any , impact there was to its business , West Face and Brandon Moyse
determined to take the position that there was no impact . They sought
to have Catalyst rely on their assurances that this was so . Once it
became known that information that was considered by Catalyst to be
confidential had been delivered , West Face and Brandon Moyse chose to
argue that the information really should not be considered as being
confidential or proprietary
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